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The motivic Donaldson–Thomas invariants
of (−2)-curves

Ben Davison and Sven Meinhardt

We calculate the motivic Donaldson–Thomas invariants for (−2)-curves arising
from 3-fold flopping contractions in the minimal model program. We translate this
geometric situation into the machinery developed by Kontsevich and Soibelman,
and using the results and framework developed earlier by the authors we describe
the monodromy on these invariants. In particular, in contrast to all existing known
Donaldson–Thomas invariants for small resolutions of Gorenstein singularities
these monodromy actions are nontrivial.
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1. Introduction

Motivic Donaldson–Thomas invariants were introduced in [Kontsevich and Soibel-
man 2008], as a generalisation of the classical theory of Donaldson–Thomas
invariants initiated in [Thomas 2000]. At the same time Joyce [2006a; 2006b;
2007a; 2007b; 2007c; 2007d; 2008] and Joyce and Song [2012] rigorously extended
classical Donaldson–Thomas theory to take care of the technicalities involved
in dealing with strictly semistable coherent sheaves on Calabi–Yau 3-folds, and
in this framework formulated a deep integrality conjecture regarding the result-
ing Donaldson–Thomas invariants. Assuming the more ambitious framework of
[Kontsevich and Soibelman 2008], integrality properties of generalised Donaldson–
Thomas invariants are conjecturally obtained by taking the Euler characteristic of
motivic Donaldson–Thomas invariants, after multiplication by the motive C∗; such
statements are supposed to be a shadow of the fact that these invariants, which are a
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priori only stack valued, are in fact variety valued, so that taking Euler characteristic
is legitimate, and produces integers.

If Y → X is a small resolution of a toric Gorenstein singularity, the calculation
of the motivic Donaldson–Thomas invariants of Y has by now received a fairly
comprehensive treatment; see [Behrend et al. 2013; Morrison et al. 2012; Morrison
and Nagao 2015]. Let Kµ̂(Var /Spec(C)) be the ring of µ̂-equivariant varieties,
then there is a ring homomorphism

Kµ̂(Var /Spec(C))[L1/2
] → Z[q1/2

],

obtained by first taking the Hodge spectrum, a homomorphism to the ring of
polynomials in fractional powers of two variables u and v, and then specialising
u = v = q1/2. Furthermore, this is a retraction of rings, since there is a right inverse
taking q1/2 to −L1/2. The Donaldson–Thomas invariants that arise in the study of
the above toric resolutions Y → X all lie in the obviously very well-understood
subring that is the image of this retract.

By contrast, the ring Kµ̂(Var /Spec(C))[L1/2
], as a whole, has a rich ring struc-

ture, with the product given by Looijenga’s “exotic” convolution product (see
[Looijenga 2002; Guibert et al. 2006; Kontsevich and Soibelman 2008]), and a
pre-λ-ring structure utilised in [Davison and Meinhardt 2015] to express the motivic
DT invariants of the one loop quiver with potential — this was the first case to really
make use of this extra structure.

The present paper represents perhaps the first case where “natural” Donaldson–
Thomas invariants living in the interesting part of the ring Kµ̂(Var /Spec(C))[L1/2

]

are discussed. Of course, the question of naturalness here is subjective — we are
appealing to the sensibilities of algebraic geometers, in that we consider an example
that is manifestly a part of 3-dimensional geometry, as opposed to the case of the
one loop quiver with potential, which in the homogeneous case gives rise to the
algebra C[x]/(xd), which looks rather more like zero-dimensional geometry. More
specifically, we consider the motivic Donaldson–Thomas invariants of (−2)-curves,
which are, for us, resolutions Yd→ Xd of singularities as defined in (2). In birational
geometry and physics, these curves have a very long and rich history; see [Reid
1983; Laufer 1981; Kollár 1989; Katz and Morrison 1992] for example.

Our paper also seems to represent the first serious attempt to calculate Donaldson–
Thomas invariants while keeping as true as possible to the framework of [Kontsevich
and Soibelman 2008]. A side effect of this approach is that some discussion of
orientation data is necessitated. It is hoped that seeing this aspect of the story in
action will help to demystify it a little. For the sake of those who would like to
swap the (ever decreasingly) conjectural framework of [loc. cit.] for the single very
reasonable-looking conjecture of [Davison and Meinhardt 2015], we prove a slight
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variant of our main result at the end of the paper, avoiding all mention of orientation
data, cyclic 3-Calabi–Yau categories, and minimal potentials.

In both cases we work with an algebraic model of the derived category of
compactly supported coherent sheaves on Yd , provided by considering modules
over an algebra AQ−2,Wd , which is the free path algebra of the quiver in Figure 1,
quotiented by some relations determined by the noncommutative derivatives of a
potential Wd . Our main result is Theorem 5.4, which states that

8Q−2,Wd

(
[X nilp

Q−2,Wd
]
)

= Sym
(∑

n≥0

L−1/2(1− [µd+1])

L1/2− L−1/2

(
ê(n,n+1)+ ê(n+1,n)

)
+

∑
n≥1

L−1/2
+ L−3/2

L1/2− L−1/2 ê(n,n)

)
, (1)

where the quantity on the left hand side is by definition the motivic generating
series for nilpotent modules over AQ−2,Wd , which on the geometric side of Van den
Bergh’s equivalence corresponds to counting coherent sheaves on the exceptional
locus of Yd → Xd . In more detail, the variables ê(n,m) keep track of the Chern
classes of the sheaves we are counting, under the transformation

(n,m) 7→ (n−m)[Cd ] +m[pt],

where Cd is the exceptional curve of the resolution Yd → Xd . By the definition of
motivic Donaldson–Thomas invariants �nilp, (1) implies that they are given by

�nilp(n)=
{

L−1/2(1− [µd+1]) if n= (n, n+ 1) or n= (n+ 1, n),
P1
· L−3/2 if n= (n, n).

Here µd+1 is considered as a µd+1-equivariant variety in the natural way, and so
we have indeed produced motivic Donaldson–Thomas invariants with nontrivial
monodromy, arising “in nature,” e.g., string theory, and confirmed integrality, all the
way up to the motivic level, for the Donaldson–Thomas invariants of (−2)-curves.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we collect facts regarding
the algebraic geometry and noncommutative algebraic geometry of (−2)-curves,
in particular introducing the explicit noncommutative algebra AQ−2,Wd whose non-
commutative Donaldson–Thomas theory we subsequently study. This version of
Donaldson–Thomas theory is motivic; in Section 3 we explain what the word
“motivic” means, by introducing all the relevant technicalities on motivic vanishing
cycles, motivic Hall algebras, and pre-λ-ring structures on “naive” Grothendieck
rings of motives. These are the rings in which motivic DT invariants live. In
Section 4 we explain how these invariants are defined; we introduce requisite defini-
tions and facts regarding 3-Calabi–Yau categories and orientation data. Orientation
data is a concept introduced in [Kontsevich and Soibelman 2008], and is an extra
structure that one must put on a 3-Calabi–Yau category in order to be able to define
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motivic DT invariants for that category. Furthermore, the motivic DT invariants
will in general depend on the choice that we make. We recall how to control this
choice with Proposition 4.8, which states that for the natural choice of orientation
data provided by the presentation of a Jacobi algebra as the algebra arising from a
quiver with potential, the integration map agrees with an analogue of the integration
map considered by Behrend, Bryan and Szendrői [Behrend et al. 2013]. Finally, in
Section 5 we present our results. To start with, we work within the framework of
motivic Donaldson–Thomas theory established by Kontsevich and Soibelman [2008]
to prove Theorem 5.4, which is (1), and concerns the Donaldson–Thomas theory of
sheaves on Yd supported on the exceptional locus — in particular we calculate the
contribution of the exceptional curve itself. Secondly, we present a calculation of the
motivic DT invariants of the category of compactly supported sheaves on the whole
of Yd , working with the somewhat more down-to-earth integration map of Behrend,
Bryan and Szendrői, and a conjectural identity regarding motivic vanishing cycles.

2. The geometry of (−2)-curves

We study the motivic Donaldson–Thomas invariants of local (−2)-curves, which
are defined in the following way, following [Reid 1983, Section 5]. We assume
that f : Y → X is a resolution of a Gorenstein complex 3-fold singularity with
exceptional curve C ∼= P1, satisfying the conditions that f ∗ωX ∼= ωY , ωY ·C = 0,
and

NC |Y ∼=OC ⊕OC(−2) or NC |Y ∼=OC(−1)⊕OC(−1).

Then (see [Reid 1983, (5.13)] and the surrounding discussion) we may assume that
X is one of the singularities

Xd = Spec
(
C[x, y, z, w] / (x2

+ y2
+ (z+wd)(z−wd))

)
(2)

for d ≥ 1, and Y is given by one of the two resolutions provided by blowing up
along 0= x = z±wd. We denote by Yd the blowup along 0= x = z+wd, and by
Y+d the blowup along 0= x = z−wd. We will refer to the exceptional rational curve
in Yd always as Cd , to make it clear which resolution of singularities it belongs to.
The birational morphism Yd 99K Y+d is the flop of the curve Cd , and there is an
equivalence of categories

Db(Coh(Yd))→ Db(Coh(Y+d )) (3)

with Fourier–Mukai kernel OYd×Xd Y+d
. This is an example of a generalised spherical

twist; see [Toda 2007]. This equivalence is not given by an equivalence of the
hearts of these two categories (even though they are in fact equivalent, as there is an
obvious isomorphism of schemes Yd → Y+d ). As in [Reid 1983, (5.3)] one defines
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the width1 of Cd to be the length of the component of the moduli space of coherent
sheaves on Yd containing OCd . One can show from the explicit description of Xd

and Yd that the width of Cd ⊂ Yd is d .
For the purposes of this paper we will be interested in a derived equivalence that

is different to that of (3). That is, we will be interested in a derived equivalence
between the category of coherent sheaves on Yd and the category of finitely generated
right modules Mod-AQ−2,Wd for a noncommutative algebra AQ−2,Wd . The approach
to defining and studying Donaldson–Thomas invariants of categories of coherent
sheaves is as initiated by Szendrői [2008], where the case of the “noncommutative
conifold” is considered, and indeed we will recover (motivic) Donaldson–Thomas
invariants for the noncommutative conifold, as it is a (−2)-curve of width 1.2

The existence of the algebra AQ−2,Wd satisfying

Db(Mod-AQ−2,Wd )
∼ // Db(Coh(Yd)) (4)

is provided by the results of Van den Bergh [2004, Theorem 5.1]. It will help to
have an explicit description of Yd . It is covered by two coordinate patches

U1 = Spec(C[x, y1, y2]) and U2 = Spec(C[w, z1, z2]),

which are glued along 
x = w−1

z1 = x2 y1+ xyd
2

z2 = y2.

In the case of the conifold, after the change of coordinates
z′1 = wz1− z2,

z′2 =−(1+w)z1+ z2,

y′1 = y1,

y′2 = (x + 1)y1+ y2,

we recover the usual presentation of the resolved conifold as the total space of the
bundle OC1(−1)⊕OC1(−1) over C1 ∼=P1. Define OYd (−n) :=OYd (nD), where D
is the divisor cut out by the equation x = 0 in the above coordinate patches. Then
by Van den Bergh’s theorem, we have a derived equivalence as in (4) if we set

AQ−2,Wd := EndYd (Ed), (5)

1Not to be confused with the length of Cd , which is an entirely different invariant introduced by
Kollár [Clemens et al. 1988] and used in the classification by S. Katz and D. Morrison [1992] of
irreducible small resolutions of Gorenstein 3-fold singularities.

2Note that the motivic Donaldson–Thomas invariants we obtain for the conifold differ from those
of [Szendrői 2008; Morrison et al. 2012]; this is a result of a different choice of orientation data, in
the terminology of [Kontsevich and Soibelman 2008]. We revisit this subtle point in Remark 5.8.
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z1

wz1−zd
2

C

D

A

B

w

1

z2 OYd

X

OYd(−1) z2

Y

Figure 1. The quiver Q−2. The vertices are marked with the
summands of the bundle Ed , and the arrows are marked with
morphisms between these summands.

where we define
Ed :=OYd ⊕OYd (−1).

We follow the convention of [Aspinwall and Katz 2006], representing morphisms
between the two line bundles OYd and OYd (−1) by elements of C[w, z1, z2] under the
identifications 0(U2,OYd )

∼= C[w, z1, z2] ∼= 0(U2,OYd (−1)). The endomorphism
algebra can then be represented by the quiver algebra depicted in Figure 1. We
have the relations

AX = Y A,
B X = Y B,
XC = CY,
X D = DY,

and
{

Xd
= C A− DB,

Y d
= AC − B D.

(6)

It follows that AQ−2,Wd admits a superpotential description in the sense of [Ginzburg
2006], with quiver Q−2 depicted in Figure 1 and superpotential given by

Wd =
1

d+1
Xd+1

−
1

d+1
Y d+1

− XC A+ X DB+ Y AC − Y B D. (7)

That is, we have an isomorphism

AQ−2,Wd
∼= CQ−2 / 〈∂Wd / ∂E | E ∈ E(Q−2)〉, (8)

where for a general quiver Q and W ∈CQ / [CQ,CQ] given by a single cycle, and
E ∈ E(Q) an arrow,

∂W / ∂E :=
∑

aEb=W
a and b paths in Q

ba, (9)

and for general W, ∂W / ∂E is defined by extending linearly.
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Definition 2.1. For a general quiver Q with potential W, we define AQ,W in the
same way as in (8). This is called the Jacobi algebra associated to the pair (Q,W ).

Remark 2.2. In the case of the conifold (i.e., if d = 1) there is a simpler Jacobi
algebra presentation of the noncommutative resolution EndYd(Ed) [Szendrői 2008];
see also Remark 5.8. The quiver is given by Qcon, which is Q−2 with the two
loops X and Y removed; see Figure 3. One sets Wcon = ACB D − ADBC , and
one can show directly that AQcon,Wcon

∼= AQ−2,W1 . Note that the relations (6) imply
the relations given by the noncommutative derivatives of Wcon, considered as a
superpotential for Q−2. As a result one may consider the morphisms assigned to X
and Y for a AQ−2,Wd -module M as being together an endomorphism of a module
Mcon for AQcon,Wcon , where Mcon in turn is determined by the morphisms assigned
to A, B, C , and D by M, via the forgetful map.

3. Naive Grothendieck rings of motives

3A. A pre-λ-ring of motives. In this section we recall the construction of “naive”
Grothendieck pre-λ-rings of µ̂-equivariant motives, or motives carrying a mon-
odromy action. The reason for introducing such rings is that they are the natural
home of motivic vanishing cycles, which carry monodromy actions in analogy with
their sheaf-theoretic cousins. The reason for taking special care of the monodromy
is that while in general the map induced on naive Grothendieck rings of motives by
forgetting the monodromy will be a homomorphism of underlying groups, it will
fail to respect the multiplication or pre-λ-ring operations. In particular, both the
“integration map” (18) of Kontsevich and Soibelman and the map (19) generalising
the map exploited by Behrend, Bryan and Szendrői [Behrend et al. 2013] will
fail to be algebra homomorphisms for general quivers with potential if we forget
monodromy.

For M an Artin stack locally of finite type over C we define K0(Staff/M) to be
the Abelian group which is generated by isomorphism classes of morphisms

X
f
−→M

of finite type, with X a separated reduced stack over C satisfying the condition that
each of its C-points has affine stabiliser, subject to the relations

[X
f
−→M] ∼ [Z

f |Z
−−→M] + [X \ Z

f |X\Z
−−−→M],

for Z ⊂ X a closed substack of X . If (M, ε, 0), with

ε :M×M→M and 0 : Spec(C)→M,

is a (commutative) monoid in the category of Artin stacks over C with ε of finite
type, then K0(Staff/M) acquires via convolution the structure of a (commutative)
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K0(Staff/Spec(C))-algebra, and the inclusion

[X
f
−→ Spec(C)] 7→ [X

0◦ f
−−→M].

There are obvious G-equivariant versions KG
0 (Staff/M) of the above groups and

rings for G-equivariant stacks or monoids M, where we work with G-equivariant
morphisms and assume that every point in X lies in a G-equivariant affine neigh-
bourhood. Again we consider KG

0 (Staff/M) as a K0(Staff/Spec(C))-algebra if M
is a monoid in the category of locally finite type G-equivariant Artin stacks with
finite type monoid map. For technical reasons it is better to make the following
modifications to KG

0 (Staff/M), forming the modified ring KG(Staff/M):

(1) If X ′
π
−→ X is a G-equivariant vector bundle of rank r then we impose the

relation

[X ′
f ◦π
−−→M] ∼ Lr

· [X
f
−→M]

in KG(Staff/M), where L is the class of the affine line A1
C in K(Staff/Spec(C)).

(2) In addition, we complete with respect to the topology having as closed neigh-
bourhoods of zero the subgroups

KU := {L ∈ KG
0 (Staff/M) such that L|U = 0}

for U⊂M an open substack. In the sequel we always complete with respect
to the analogous system of neighbourhoods, so for example the statement
of Proposition 3.1 concerns expressions with infinitely many denominators
[GLC(n)]−1 if the stack M is not of finite type. If the base stack M is of finite
type this second modification makes no difference.

We define in the natural way the subgroup (or subring, if M is a monoid)
KG(Var /M), spanned by classes [X→M] for X a G-equivariant variety over C.

By [Ekedahl 2009, Proposition 1.1],

[GLC(n)] =
∏

0≤i≤n−1

(Ln
− Li )

in K(Var /Spec(C)).

Proposition 3.1 [Ekedahl 2009, Theorem 1.2]. The natural map

9 : KG(Var /M)[[GLC(n)]−1, n ∈ N] → KG(Staff/M)

is an isomorphism.

For a morphism h :M→ T of locally finite type Artin stacks we define

h∗ : KG(Staff/T)→ KG(Staff/M)
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via the pullback. If h is representable there is an equality

h∗ =9 ◦ (h∗)|Var ◦9
−1

where (h∗)|Var is the K(Var /Spec(C))[[GLC(n)]−1, n ∈ N]-linear extension of the
restriction of h∗ to a map

KG(Var /T)→ KG(Var /M).

We define ∫
h
: KG(Var /M)→ KG(Var /T)

via composition with h, if h is of finite type. For j :M′ ↪→M an inclusion of a
finite type substack we write

∫
M′ :=

∫
h ◦ j∗, where h :M′→Spec(C) is the structure

morphism.
We will briefly recall the framework of [Davison and Meinhardt 2015]. Let

(M, ε, 0) be a monoid in the category of Artin stacks, locally of finite type, with
ε of finite type. We wish to define a “naive” Grothendieck pre-λ-ring of motives
over M, where such motives are to carry a monodromy action. When it comes to
defining the pre-λ-ring operations, it turns out to be most instructive to consider
such motives via their associated mapping tori. For this reason, we will be interested
in the group KGm ,n(Staff/A1

M), the naive Grothendieck group of Gm-equivariant
stacks over

A1
M := A

1
C×M.

The stack A1
M is given the Gm-action that is trivial on M and acts with weight n

on A1
C. The Gm-equivariant projection map

p : A1
C×M→M

induces a map
p∗ : KGm (Staff/M)→ KGm ,n(Staff/A1

M)

and we denote by In the image of this map. We give M the trivial µn-action,
where µn denotes the group of n-th roots of unity in C∗. The map Kµn (Staff/M)→

KGm ,n(Staff/A1
M) / In given by

[Y
f
−→M] 7→ [Y ×µn Gm

(y,z) 7→(zn, f (y))
−−−−−−−−−→ A

1
C×M]

is an isomorphism. For each a ≥ 1 there is a natural morphism µan→ µn , z 7→ za,
and this induces an inclusion Kµn (Staff/M) → Kµan (Staff/M), and we define
Kµ̂(Staff/M)[L−1/2

] to be the group obtained by taking the direct limit of these
inclusions, and then adding a formal square root to the inverse of L.

Definition 3.2. Given a ring R, always assumed to be commutative, a pre-λ-ring
structure on R is given by a map σ : R→ R[[T ]] satisfying
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• σ(0)= 1,

• σ(a)= 1+ aT modulo T 2
· R[[T ]],

• σ(a+ b)= σ(a)σ (b).

We define the operations σ n(r) via

σ(r)=
∑
i≥0

σ i(r)T i,

and we define Sym(r)=
∑

i≥0 σ
i (r) when this infinite sum exists.3 Finally, if R is

a pre-λ-ring we define a pre-λ-ring structure on R[[X ]] by setting

σ n(r · X i ) := σ n(r) · X i ·n,

extending to polynomials in X by the equation σ(a+b)=σ(a)σ (b), and completing
with respect to the ideal generated by X .

We always assume that σ(1)= (1− T )−1; in other words we always pick 1 to
be a line element. Using the above notation,

Sym
(∑

i≥1

ai · X i
)
=

∑
π

∏
i

(σπ(i)(ai ))X iπ(i),

where the sum is over all partitions π , and we denote by π(i) the number of parts
of π of size i .

Proposition 3.3 [Davison and Meinhardt 2015, Lemma 4.1]. Let (M, ε, 0) be a
commutative monoid in the category of locally finite type schemes over C with ε of
finite type. Consider the map

+ : A1
M×A1

M→ A1
M, ((z1, x1), (z2, x2)) 7→ (z1+ z2, ε(x1, x2))

making A1
M into a commutative monoid. The Abelian group KGm ,n(Var /A1

M) has
the structure of a pre-λ-ring if we set

[X1
f1
−→ A1

M] · [X2
f2
−→ A1

M] = [X1× X2
f1× f2
−−−→ A1

M×A1
M
+
−→ A1

M]

and

σ n([X
f
−→ A1

M])= [Symn X
Symn f
−−−−→ Symn A1

M
+
−→ A1

M],

for varieties X, X1, X2. Furthermore, this induces a pre-λ-ring structure on the
quotient Kµn (Var /M), which is preserved by the embeddings Kµn (Var /M)→

Kµan (Var /M), giving rise to a pre-λ-ring structure on Kµ̂(Var /M).

3This will be the case for r ∈ F1R if R is a complete filtered ring with filtration F∗R such that
σ i (F j R)⊂ F i · j R for all i, j ∈ N.
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Remark 3.4. Using Proposition 3.1, there is a unique extension of this pre-λ-ring
structure to Kµ̂(Staff/M)[L−1/2

]. This we may describe as follows. Given an
element in

Kµ̂(Var /M)[L−1/2, [GLC(n)]−1, n ∈ N]

one obtains a nonunique element P of Kµ̂(Var /M)[[u]][u−1
] after substituting

instances of [1− Ln
]
−t out for their power series expansions and then substituting4

L1/2
7→−u. It is not hard to verify that the set of formal power series obtained in this

way is closed under taking σ i for each i if we extend σ i to the ring of Laurent series
by σ i (au j )= σ i(a) ∗ ui · j. One may then take σ i (P), followed by the substitution
u 7→−L1/2 to arrive at a (unique) element of Kµ̂(Var/M)[L−1/2, [GLC(n)]−1, n∈N].
See [Davison and Meinhardt 2015] for details.

Definition 3.5. A power structure on a ring R is a map (1+ T · R[[T ]])× R→
(1+ T · R[[T ]]), written (A(T ),m) 7→ A(T )m, satisfying

• A(T )0 = 1,

• A(T )1 = A(T ),

• (A(T ) · B(T ))m = A(T )m · B(T )m ,

• A(T )m+n
= A(T )m · A(T )n and A(T )m·n = (A(T )m)n ,

• (1+ T )m is equal to 1+m · T modulo T 2
· R[[T ]],

• A(T a)m = A(T )m |T 7→T a .

We assume all power structures are continuous with respect to the T -adic topology
on R[[T ]].

Given a power series A(T ) ∈ 1+ T · R[[T ]] with R a pre-λ-ring, we may write
A(T ) uniquely as an expression

A(T )= Sym
(∑

n≥1

anT n
)
. (10)

It follows that there is a one to one correspondence between continuous power
structures and pre-λ-ring structures: given a pre-λ-ring structure we write

A(T )m = Sym
(∑

n≥1

manT n
)
,

with an defined by (10), and given a power structure on R we may write σ(m)=
(1 − T )−m. For R a ring, and R′ a quotient ring of R, power structures on R

4There is a potentially confusing choice of sign here, especially since either choice of sign gives
a formal square root of L. We justify our choice by noting that L is supposed to be the motive of
Hc(A

1,Q), the tensor square root of which has odd cohomological degree.
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descending to power structures on R′ are exactly the power structures such that the
associated pre-λ-ring structure descends to R′.

Proposition 3.6. The power structure on KGm ,n(Var /A1
M) inducing the pre-λ-ring

structure of Proposition 3.3 is defined by(∑
n≥0

[An→ A1
M] · T

n
)[B g
−→A1

M]

:=

∑
π

[(∏
i

(Bπi × Aπi
i ) / Sπi

)
\1

+◦
∏

i gπi× f
πi
i

−−−−−−−−→ A1
M

]
· T

∑
i iπi, (11)

where the sum is over all π :N→N with finite support and1 is the preimage of the
big diagonal in

∏
i Bπi/Sπi with respect to the obvious projection. This power struc-

ture descends to Kµn (Var /M), is preserved by the embeddings KGm ,n(Var /A1
M)→

KGm ,an(Var /A1
M), and induces a power structure on Kµ̂(Var /M).

Given π one should think of
(∏

i (B
πi × Aπi

i )/Sπi

)
\1 as being the configuration

space of pairs (K, φ), where K is a finite subset of B of cardinality
∑

i πi and
φ : K −→

∐
i Ai is a map sending πi points to Ai .

Proof. The given power structure on KGm ,n(Var /A1
M) can be checked to be a power

structure inducing the given pre-λ-ring structure as in [Gusein-Zade et al. 2004].
The statements regarding the preservation of power structures under embeddings
and their descent to the quotient are true due to the correspondence between power
structures and pre-λ-rings, and the truth of the corresponding statements on the side
of pre-λ-rings — this is just Proposition 3.3 again. �

Remark 3.7. This power structure extends to KGm ,n(Staff/A1
M) inducing a power

structure on Kµ̂(Staff/M) which corresponds to the pre-λ-ring structure discussed
in Remark 3.4. In order to do this, we have to replace [B

g
−→ A1

M] and [Ai
fi
−→ A1

M]

with formal power series

B =
∑

j

[Bj
gj
−→ A1

M]u
j and Ai =

∑
k

[Aik
fik
−→ A1

M]u
k

in u with coefficients in KGm ,n(Var /A1
M). To get the correct formula, we should

think of these series as being the motives of
∐

j Bj −→ A1
M and

∐
k Aik −→ A1

M,
respectively. The configuration spaces decompose accordingly. If πi jk denotes the
number of points in Bj mapped into Aik , then the correct form of the right hand
side of the formula in (11) is∑
π

[(∏
i, j,k

(Bπi jk
j ×Aπi jk

ik )/Sπi jk

)
\1

+◦
∏

i, j,k g
πi jk
j × f

πi jk
ik

−−−−−−−−−−−→A1
M

]
·u
∑

i, j,k( j+k)πi jk T
∑

i, j,k iπi jk,
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where the sum is now taken over all functions π :N3
→N with compact support

and 1 denotes the preimage of the big diagonal in
∏

i, j,k Bπi jk
j / Sπi jk with respect

to the obvious projection.

3B. Motivic Hall algebras. We recall the definition of the motivic Hall algebra
for the stack of finite-dimensional AQ,W -modules, for AQ,W a Jacobi algebra as in
Definition 2.1. For Q a finite quiver and n ∈NV(Q) a dimension vector, we define
the moduli stack

YQ,n :=
∏

a∈E(Q)

Hom(Cn(t (a)),Cn(s(a)))
/ ∏

i∈V(Q)

GLC(n(i)),

where s(a) is the source of the arrow a and t (a) is the target5, and GLC(n(i)) acts
by change of basis of Cn(i). We define

YQ :=
∐

n∈NV(Q)

YQ,n.

If W ∈ CQ / [CQ,CQ] is a superpotential we define XQ,W,n to be the Zariski
closed subscheme of YQ,n cut out by the matrix valued equations given by the
noncommutative partial differentials (as defined by (9) and the line following it)
of W. We define

XQ,W :=
∐

n∈NV(Q)

XQ,W,n,

the moduli stack of finite-dimensional modules for AQ,W , the Jacobi algebra for
(Q,W ). Denote by

X nilp
Q,W ⊂ XQ,W and Ynilp

Q ⊂ YQ (12)

the stacks6 of finite-dimensional nilpotent right modules for AQ,W and CQ, respec-
tively, cut out by the equations tr(ρ(c))= 0 for all cyclic paths c.

The abelian groups K(Staff/YQ), K(Staff/Ynilp
Q ), K(Staff/XQ,W), and K(Staff/X nilp

Q,W)

carry Hall algebra products for which the comprehensive reference is the series of
papers by Dominic Joyce; see [2006a; 2006b; 2007a; 2007d] or also Bridgeland’s
summary [Bridgeland 2012]. For completeness we recall the definition.

We fix our attention on K(Staff/YQ) for now. Let [X i
fi
−→ YQ] be two effective

classes, for i = 0, 1. The ring K(Staff/YQ) is isomorphic to the inverse limit of the

5In algebraic contexts (as in Section 4) it is generally better to work with right modules, which is
why our homomorphisms go from the vector space labelled by the target of the arrow to the vector
space labelled by the source.

6Note that these stacks do not represent the functor sending a ring A to the groupoid of nilpotent
AQ,W ⊗ A or CQ⊗ A-modules, flat over A.
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quotients

Qt := K(Staff/YQ)
/

K
(

Staff/ ∐
n∈NV(Q)

|n|≥t

YQ,n

)
,

by convention (2). Note that each stack∐
n∈NV(Q)

|n|<t

YQ,n

is of finite type. Since the product is linear, we may assume that each morphism fi

factors through an inclusion YQ,ni ↪→ YQ . For a, b ∈N, denote by GLC(a, b) the
Borel subgroup of GLC(a+ b) preserving the standard flag 0= C0

⊂ Ca
⊂ Ca+b.

Let

AQ,n0,n1 ⊂ AQ,n0+n1 =

∏
a∈E(Q)

Hom(Cn0(t (a))+n1(t (a)),Cn0(s(a))+n1(s(a)))

be the subspace of points corresponding to linear maps preserving the standard flag

0=
⊕

i∈V(Q)

C0
⊂

⊕
i∈V(Q)

Cn0(i) ⊂
⊕

i∈V(Q)

Cn0(i)+n1(i),

and let

YQ,n0,n1 = AQ,n0,n1

/ ∏
i∈V(Q)

GLC(n0(i), n1(i))

be the stack-theoretic quotient. Then there are three natural morphisms of stacks
π1 : YQ,n0,n1 → YQ,n0

π2 : YQ,n0,n1 → YQ,n0+n1

π3 : YQ,n0,n1 → YQ,n1,

and we define [X0
f0
−→ YQ] ? [X1

f1
−→ YQ] to be the composition given by the top

row of the following commutative diagram

X2 //

��

YQ,n0,n1

π1×π3

��

π2
//// YQ,n0+n1

� � // YQ

X0× X1
f0× f1

// YQ,n0×YQ,n1

where the leftmost square is Cartesian. This gives consistent well defined products
on the quotients Qt , and so it gives a well defined product on K(Staff/YQ). It is easy
to see that under the Hall algebra product the group K(Staff/Ynilp

Q ) is a subalgebra.
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Similarly, we define [X0
f0
−→ XQ,W ] ?KS [X1

f1
−→ XQ,W ] via the diagram

X2 //

��

XQ,W,n0,n1

π1×π3

��

π2
//// XQ,W,n0+n1

� � // XQ,W

X0× X1
f0× f1

// XQ,W,n0 ×XQ,W,n1 .

Remark 3.8. Note that the group homomorphism [X → XQ,W ] 7→ [X → YQ]

induced by the inclusion XQ,W ⊂ YQ is not an algebra homomorphism for these
products — an extension of modules for the Jacobi algebra AQ,W , considered as
CQ-modules, might not satisfy the relations required to be a AQ,W -module. It is
for this reason that we use different notation to distinguish the products ?KS and ?.

3C. Motivic vanishing cycles. We present some of the ideas expanded upon in
greater depth in [Looijenga 2002]. Let X be a smooth scheme over C and let
f : X→A1

C be a regular map. One defines Ln(X), the space of arcs in X of length n,
to be the scheme representing the functor Y 7→ HomSch(Y ×Spec(C[t] / tn+1), X).
Via the natural inclusion Spec(C[t] / t) → Spec(C[t] / tn+1) there is a map of
schemes

pn : Ln(X)→ X.

We write Ln(X)|X0= p−1
n f −1(0). There is a natural morphism f∗ :Ln(X)→Ln(A

1
C)

given by composition. An arc in A1
C is given by a polynomial a0+ · · ·+ antn, and

so Ln(A
1
C)
∼= An+1

C and the composition of f∗ with the projection

π : Ln(A
1
C)→ A

1
C, a0+ · · ·+ antn

7→ an

makes Ln(X) into a scheme over A1
C. Moreover there is a Gm-action on Ln(X)

given by rescaling the coordinate t of C[t] / tn+1, and

[Ln(X)|X0

(π◦ f∗)×pn
−−−−−−→ A1

X0
] ∈ KGm ,n(Var /A1

X0
).

We consider the expression

Z eq
f (T ) :=

∑
n≥1

L−(n+1) dim(X)/2
· [Ln(X)|X0

(π◦ f∗)×pn
−−−−−−→ A1

X0
]T n

as a formal power series with coefficients in Kµ̂(Var /X0)[L
−1/2
]. In general (see

[Denef and Loeser 1998, Theorem 2.2.1]) it makes sense to evaluate this function
at infinity, and one defines

φ f =−Z eq
f (∞) ∈ Kµ̂(Var /X0)[L

−1/2
],

the motivic vanishing cycle of f . This definition differs by a factor of (−L1/2)dim(X)

from the original definition of Denef and Loeser. This normalisation makes the
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motivic weights appearing in Donaldson–Thomas theory simpler; the principle is
that in Donaldson–Thomas theory and elsewhere, it is best to work with the perverse
sheaf of vanishing cycles, which is obtained from the complex of sheaves φf QX

by shifting by half the dimension of X .
The motivic vanishing cycle has the property that if g : X1→ X2 is a smooth

morphism of smooth schemes, and if f : X2 → A1
C is a regular function, then

φ f ◦g=L− dim(g)/2
·g∗φ f . Given an Artin stack Z that is a quotient stack [Z/GLC(m)]

for smooth connected Z , and f : Z→ A1
C a function, one defines7

φ f = Lm2/2
· [BGlC(m)] ·π∗φ f ◦π ∈ Kµ̂(Staff/Z),

where π : Z→ Z is the projection.
In studying 3-dimensional Calabi–Yau categories, one is often faced with the

following situation, which necessitates the use of a relative version of motivic
vanishing cycles. Firstly, let X be a finite type scheme, carrying a constructible
vector bundle V, with a function f : Tot(V )→ C vanishing on the zero fibre. By
constructible vector bundle, we mean that there is a finite decomposition of X into
locally closed subschemes X =

∐
X i , and a vector bundle Vi on each of the X i

(we do not assume that these vector bundles are of the same rank). By a function
on such an object we mean a function on each of the Vi , possibly after further
decomposition. In full generality, one should consider formal functions on V, by
which we mean a function on the formal neighbourhood of the zero section of each
of the Vi . We would like to define a motivic vanishing cycle for such a function.
This we do by defining Ln(V ) to be the space of those arcs in Tot(V ) that restrict
to a single fibre of the projection π : V → X . More precisely, we define Ln(V ) via
the Cartesian diagram

Ln(V ) //

��

Ln(Tot(V ))

τ∗

��

X
β

// Ln(X)

where τ∗ is induced by the projection τ :Tot(V )→ X , and the map β is the inclusion
of constant arcs. We define Ln(V )|X = p−1

n (X) as before. Finally, define

Z eq
f (T ) :=

∑
n≥1

L−(n+1) rank(V )/2
· [Ln(V )|X

(π◦ f∗)×pn
−−−−−−→ A1

X ]T
n (13)

in Kµ̂(Var /X)[L−1/2
]. We claim that the definition

φrel
f := Z eq

f (∞)

7Note that, by relation (1), [BGlC(m)] = [GLC(m)]−1
∈ K(Staff/Spec(C))
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makes sense, in other words, that the relative zeta function (13) can be evaluated
at infinity. The claim is justified using Kontsevich’s transformation formula (see
[Looijenga 2002, Section 3]) in the same way as [Denef and Loeser 1998, Theo-
rem 2.2.1]. In a little more detail, by Hironaka’s theorem, we may find an embedded
resolution Y

g
−→ Tot(V ) of f −1(0), considered as a subvariety of Tot(V ), blowing

up along smooth centres H1, . . . , Hn . That is, we have that ( f g)−1(0) is a normal
crossings divisor. After replacing X by a Zariski open subvariety X ′ ⊂ X , we may
assume that each projection from Hi to X is smooth. Define Y ′ = g−1(X ′), then
possibly after shrinking X ′ further, we may assume that ( f g)−1(0) is a smooth
family of normal crossing divisors. Now the claim (over X ′) follows by the proof
of [Looijenga 2002, Theorem 5.4], and the discussion following it. Finally, we
consider the complement X \ X ′, which can be decomposed into finitely many
smooth schemes X ′ =

∐
X i of dimension strictly less than dim(X)— the general

result follows by Noetherian induction and the cut and paste relations.

4. Motivic Donaldson–Thomas theory

4A. Three-dimensional Calabi–Yau categories. We recall the essential ingredi-
ents of the theory of motivic Donaldson–Thomas invariants from [Kontsevich and
Soibelman 2008]. We will begin with the data that one feeds into this machine. One
starts with C, a 3-Calabi–Yau category. By a 3-Calabi–Yau category C we mean
a set of objects ob(C), between any two objects xi , xj ∈ ob(C) a Z-graded vector
space HomC(xi , xj ), and a countable collection of operations

bC,n : HomC(xn−1, xn)[1]⊗ · · ·⊗HomC(x0, x1)[1] → HomC(x0, xn)[1]

of degree 1, satisfying the condition∑
α+β+γ=n

bC,α+1+γ ◦ (1
⊗α
⊗ bC,β ⊗1⊗γ )= 0.

See [Lefèvre-Hasegawa 2003] for a comprehensive guide to A∞-categories, or
[Kajiura 2007] for a similarly comprehensive guide to cyclic A∞-categories, or
[Keller 2001] for a gentle and concise reference for most of what follows. All
these ideas are also covered in the notes [Kontsevich and Soibelman 2009]. The
3-Calabi–Yau condition consists of the extra data of a skewsymmetric nondegenerate
bracket

〈 · , · 〉C : HomC(xi , xj )[1]⊗HomC(xj , xi )[1] → C

of degree −1, such that the functions WC,n := 〈bC,n−1( · , . . . , · ), · 〉 are cyclically
symmetric. One defines

WC(z) :=
∑
n≥2

1
n

WC,n(z, . . . , z),
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a formal function on Hom1
C(xi , xi ) for each xi ∈ ob(C).

In this section we will recall the definition of a particular 3-Calabi–Yau category
tw(D(Q−2,Wd)), the A∞-category of twisted complexes over a certain 3-Calabi–
Yau category D(Q−2,Wd) built out of the same data (Q−2,Wd) as AQ−2,Wd . The
category tw(D(Q−2,Wd)) will be shown to be a 3-Calabi–Yau enrichment of the
category Db

exc(Yd), the derived category of coherent sheaves on Yd with bounded
total cohomology, set-theoretically supported on the exceptional locus Cd ⊂ Yd , in
the sense that there is a composition of equivalences of categories, beginning with
the homotopy category of tw(D(Q−2,Wd)):

Df.d(Mod- ÂQ−2,Wd )
' // Dnilp(Mod-AQ−2,Wd )

' // Db
exc(Yd)

H(tw(D(Q−2,Wd)))
' // Df.d(Mod-0(Q−2,Wd))

'

OO

' // Dnilp(Mod-0(Q−2,Wd))

'

OO

(14)

where the leftmost arrow is Koszul duality and the rightmost is VdB equivalence.
The algebra ÂQ−2,Wd is the Jacobi algebra defined as in Definition 2.1, completed

at the ideal generated by the arrows of Q−2. The category Df.d(Mod- ÂQ−2,Wd )

is the derived category of right ÂQ−2,Wd -modules with finite-dimensional total
cohomology, and Dnilp(Mod-AQ−2,Wd ) is the derived category of AQ−2,Wd -modules
with nilpotent finite-dimensional total cohomology. As diagram (14) indicates, the
story starts with Koszul duality, so we start our exposition with the Koszul dual of
D(Q−2,Wd), which is the Ginzburg differential graded category.

Given the data of a quiver with potential (Q,W ), Ginzburg [2006] defines the
dg-category 0(Q,W ). It is constructed as follows. The quiver Q defines a bimodule
S for the semisimple ring R := CV(Q), where we set

dim(ei · S · ej ) := #(arrows from j to i).

The objects of the category 0(Q,W ) are just the vertices of the quiver, i.e.,

ob(0(Q,W )) := V(Q),

and for two vertices xi , xj we put

Hom0(Q,W )(xi , xj )= ej · TR(R[2]⊕ S∨[1]⊕ S) · ei ,

where ei , ej ∈ R are the idempotent elements corresponding to xi and xj , respectively,
and S∨ is the dual of S in the category of R-bimodules. Moreover, TR(M) denotes
the completion of the free unital algebra object generated by M in the category
of R-bimodules. Composition in the category 0(Q,W ) is given by the tensor
product in the category of R-bimodules. We define a differential d of degree one
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on TR(R[2]⊕ S∨[1]⊕ S) satisfying the Leibniz rule and such that
d(ei [2])=

∑
ak :xi→xj

a∗k ak −
∑

ak :xj→xi

ak a∗k ,

d(a∗k [1])= ∂W/∂ak,

d(ak)= 0,

where ak runs through a basis of the vector space ej S ei , and a∗k runs through a dual
basis of ei S∨ej = (ej S ei )

∨. This makes 0(Q,W ) into a dg-category and hence into
an A∞-category. For certain choices of (Q,W ), including our choice (Q−2,Wd),
the Ginzburg differential graded category 0(Q,W ) has cohomology concentrated
in degree zero. Moreover, for any choice of (Q,W ), there is an isomorphism

H0(0(Q,W ))∼= ÂQ,W

where ÂQ,W is the Jacobi algebra defined as in Definition 2.1, completed at the
ideal generated by the arrows of Q, and considered in the usual way as a category
whose objects are the idempotents ei . There is a natural equivalence of categories
between finite-dimensional modules over ÂQ,W and nilpotent finite-dimensional
modules over AQ,W . Together, these facts provide the central commutative square
of equivalences in (14).

As for 0(Q,W ), the objects of the category D(Q,W ) are defined to be the
vertices of the quiver, i.e.,

ob(D(Q,W )) := V(Q).

The homomorphism spaces between these objects are graded vector spaces concen-
trated in degrees between zero and three. One sets

Homn
D(Q,W )(xi , xj ) :=


Cδi j if n = 0,
(ei · S · ej )

∨ if n = 1,
(ej · S · ei ) if n = 2,
(C∨)δi j if n = 3,

(15)

where δi j is the Kronecker delta function and C∨ ∼= C is the vector dual of the
one dimensional complex vector space C. The A∞ operations on this category are
given by first setting the natural generator 1i of Hom0

D(Q,W )(xi , xi ) to be a strict
unit for every i ∈ Q0. This means that b2( f,1i )= f and8 b2(1i , g)=−g for all
f ∈HomD(Q,W )(xi , xj ) and g ∈HomD(Q,W )(xj , xi ), and any insertion of 1i into bn

for any n ≥ 3 results in the zero function. We let bD(Q,W ),2(θ, z)=−θ(z)1∗j with
1∗j ∈Hom3

C(xj , xj ) being the dual basis of 1j , and bD(Q,W ),2(z, θ)= θ(z)1∗i for any

8The strange sign here is the price we pay for considering the maps bn :HomC(xn−1, xn)[1]⊗· · ·⊗
HomC(x0, x1)[1] → HomC(x0, xn)[1] instead of mn : HomC(xn−1, xn)⊗ · · · ⊗HomC(x0, x1)→
HomC(x0, xn). The payoff is that there are a lot fewer signs overall.
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θ ∈ Hom1
D(Q,W )(xi , xj ) and z ∈ Hom2

D(Q,W )(xj , xi ). Then for degree reasons all
that is left is to define the degree one operations

bD(Q,W ),m : Hom1
D(Q,W )(xm−1, xm)[1]⊗ · · ·⊗Hom1

D(Q,W )(x0, x1)[1]

→ Hom2
D(Q,W )(x0, xm)[1]

which are given by Wm+1, the (m+ 1)-th homogeneous part of W, via the natural
pairing

(em−1·S·em)
∨
⊗· · ·⊗(e0·S·e1)

∨
⊗e0·S·e1⊗· · ·⊗em−1·S·em⊗em ·S·e0→ em ·S·e0.

Note that this definition results in the identity W =WD(Q,W )|End1(
⊕

i∈V(Q) xi )
.

The category D(Q,W ) has a natural inner product

HomD(Q,W )(xi , xj )[1]⊗HomD(Q,W )(xj , xi )[1] → C[−1]

satisfying the cyclicity condition.
We now come to the connection between 0(Q,W ) and D(Q,W ). This is ex-

plained via Koszul duality for A∞-algebras, for which an excellent reference is
[Lu et al. 2008]. Using the projection to the degree zero part of D(Q,W ), we can
make Ri := ei R ∼= C into a (trivial) right D(Q,W )-module, which we will denote
Ri,D(Q,W ), and we get an object in Mod-(D(Q,W )) := Fun∞(D(Q,W )op,VectZC),
the dg-category of right A∞-modules over D(Q,W )with finite-dimensional bounded
cohomology. With the help of the bar construction one can show that there are
quasi-isomorphisms

HomMod-D(Q,W )(Ri,D(Q,W ), Rj,D(Q,W ))' Hom0(Q,W )(xj , xi )

' HomMod-0(Q,W )(xi , xj ),

where we used the Yoneda embedding of 0(Q,W ) into Mod-0(Q,W ) for the
final quasi-isomorphism — in fact if one uses the (reduced) bar construction to
demonstrate the first of these quasi-isomorphisms, it is an equality. This establishes
that 0(Q,W ) and D(Q,W ) are Koszul dual, and so by [Lu et al. 2008, Theorem 2.4]
we get similar quasi-isomorphisms after swapping them — i.e., there is a quasi-
isomorphism

HomMod-0(Q,W )(Ri,0(Q,W ), R j,0(Q,W ))' HomD(Q,W )(xi , xj ).

Hence the induced functor between homotopy categories

RHom(Mod-R0(Q,W ), · ) : D(Mod-0(Q,W ))→ D∞(Mod-D(Q,W ))
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takes Ri,0(Q,W ) to a module quasi-isomorphic to xi , considered as a D(Q,W )

module, and restricting, we obtain the diagram of functors

D(Mod-0(Q,W ))
RHom(R0(Q,W ),−)

// D∞(Mod-D(Q,W ))

D(〈Ri,0(Q,W ), i ∈ V(Q)〉thick)
?�

OO

'
// D∞(〈xi ∈ Mod-D(Q,W ), i ∈ V(Q)〉thick)

?�

OO

D(〈Ri,0(Q,W ), i ∈ V(Q)〉triang)
?�

' α

OO

'
// D∞(〈xi ∈ Mod-D(Q,W ), i ∈ V(Q)〉triang)

?�

' β

OO
(16)

where for S ⊂ ob(Mod-0(Q,W )), the category D(〈S〉triang) is the full subcategory
of the derived category of 0(Q,W )-modules M that are quasi-isomorphic to objects
in the closure of S under taking triangles and shifts, and D(〈S〉thick) is defined in
the same way, except we take the closure under the operation of taking retracts too.

The lowest two horizontal functors in (16) are equivalences by Koszul duality for
module categories [Lu et al. 2008, Theorem 5.4]. The inclusion α is a equivalence,
since its source and target can both be seen to be the full subcategory of the derived
category of 0(Q,W )-modules consisting of dg-modules with finite-dimensional
nilpotent total cohomology. In particular, D(〈Ri,0(Q,W ), i ∈ V(Q)〉triang) is already
closed under taking retracts. It follows that β is an equivalence too.

The point of introducing the category of twisted complexes tw(D(Q,W )) is that
it is a category that is a natural 3-Calabi-Yau enrichment of

D∞(〈xi ∈ Mod-D(Q,W ), i ∈ V(Q)〉triang),

which by (16) and (4) is equivalent to Db
exc(Yd) in the case (Q,W )= (Q−2,Wd).

We refer to [Keller 2001, Section 7] for a comprehensive account of the category
of twisted complexes, and here recall its main features.

Objects of tw(D(Q,W )) are given by pairs (T, α), where

T =
n⊕

i=1

xai [bi ] ∈ Mod-D(Q,W )

is a finite direct sum of right D(Q,W )-modules given by integer shifts of objects
xai ∈ ob(D(Q,W )) covariantly embedded via the Yoneda embedding, and α is an
element of⊕
i< j

Hombj−bi+1
D(Q,W )(xai , xaj )'

⊕
i< j

Hom1
D(Q,W )(xai [bi ], xaj [bj ])⊂HomD(Q,W )(T, T )
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satisfying the Maurer–Cartan equation∑
n≥1

bD(Q,W ),n(α, . . . , α)= 0.

Given two pairs (T1, α1) and (T2, α2), where

T1 =
⊕
i∈I

xa1,i [b1,i ] and T2 =
⊕
j∈J

xa2, j [b2, j ],

we define the graded vector space

Homtw(D(Q,W ))((T1, α1), (T2, α2)) :=
⊕
i, j

HomD(Q,W )(xa1,i , xa2, j )[b2, j − b1,i ]

' HomD(Q,W )(T1, T2).

Multiplication is twisted by setting

btw(D(Q,W ))( fn, . . . , f1)

=

∑
bD(Q,W )(αn, . . . , αn, fn, αn−1, . . . , α1, f1, α0, . . . , α0)

where fi ∈Homtw(D(Q,W ))((Ti−1, αi−1), (Ti , αi )). One may check that this is again
a 3-Calabi–Yau category. For

f ∈ Homtw(D(Q,W ))

((⊕
i∈I

xa1,i [b1,i ], α1

)
,

(⊕
j∈J

xa2, j [b2, j ], α2

))
and

g ∈ Homtw(D(Q,W ))

((⊕
j∈J

xa2, j [b2, j ], α2

)
,

(⊕
i∈I

xa1,i [b1,i ], α1

))
,

one sets
〈 f, g〉 :=

∑
i∈I
j∈J

〈 fi j , g j i 〉,

where we denote by fi j the degree (b2, j − b1,i ) morphism xa1,i → xa2, j induced
by f, and define g j i similarly.

In fact we will only be interested in the category tw0(D(Q,W )), which we
define to be the full subcategory of tw(D(Q,W )) with objects given by pairs
(T, α), with T isomorphic to a finite direct sum of unshifted copies of the right
modules xi ∈ ob(D(Q,W )). Under RHomMod-0(Q,W )(R0(Q,W ),−) this in turn is an
enrichment of the Abelian category of finite-dimensional nilpotent modules over
the Jacobi algebra AQ,W .

Let TWn be the moduli functor on finite type schemes defined as follows: for
each X , TWn(X) is the set of pairs of vector bundles

⊕
i∈V(Q)Tn(i) on X of rank
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i∈V(Q)n(i) and elements

α ∈
⊕

i, j∈V(Q)

Hom1
D(Q,W )(xi , xj )⊗ T ∗n(i)⊗ Tn( j)

such that
∑

n≥1 bD(Q,W ),n(α, . . . , α)= 0.
This moduli functor takes schemes over C to sets of families of objects in

tw0(D(Q,W )). This is naturally made into a groupoid valued moduli functor,
where the morphisms are defined via the conjugation action of

∏
i∈V(Q) GLC(n(i)).

There is a natural isomorphism of moduli functors TWn→ nilpn, where nilpn(X)
consists of the set of vector bundles T on X with a OX⊗0(Q,W )-action, nilpotent
with respect to the 0(Q,W ) factor, such that for all i ∈ V(Q), T · ei is a rank n(i)
vector bundle.

The moduli functor nilpn is again a groupoid valued functor with morphisms
given by conjugation, and its groupoid of geometric points is the same as for the
stack X nilp

Q,W,n.

4B. Orientation data. There is one extra piece of data, aside from the 3-Calabi–
Yau category tw0(D(Q−2,Wd)), that we need before we can apply the machinery
of [Kontsevich and Soibelman 2008] to define and compute motivic Donaldson–
Thomas invariants of (−2)-curves, which is the data (L, φ) of an ind-constructible
super (i.e., Z2-graded) line bundle L on X nilp

Q−2,Wd
along with a chosen trivialisation

of the tensor square
φ : L⊗2 ∼= 1X nilp

Q−2,Wd
.

Note that every constructible super line bundle L on a scheme X has trivial tensor
square, since up to constructible decomposition of the base X we can write

L∼= 1Xeven ⊕1Xodd[1],

where X = Xeven t Xodd is the constructible decomposition of X defined by the
constructible function on X provided by taking the parity of L. So all the data
here is in this choice of trivialisation (and the parity of the super line bundle L).
Such data is required to satisfy a cocycle condition (see [Kontsevich and Soibelman
2008, Section 5.2]), ensuring that the integration map defined with respect to it
(see (18)) is a K(Staff/Spec(C))-algebra homomorphism, and is called orientation
data in [op. cit.]. An isomorphism of orientation data is just an isomorphism of the
underlying constructible super line bundles commuting with the trivialisations of
the squares. Isomorphic choices will give rise to the same integration map (18). In
fact for Q,W a finite quiver with arbitrary potential, X nilp

Q,W comes with a natural
choice of orientation data, which we briefly describe; more details can be found in
[Davison 2010, Section 7.1].
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Given an object η = (T, α) of tw0(D(Q,W )), there is an explicit model of the
cyclic A∞-algebra Endtw(D(Q,W ))(η), coming from the definition of tw(D(Q,W )).
In particular, there is a differential9 bα,1 on End•tw(D(Q,W )))(η), and a nondegenerate
inner product on End1

tw(D(Q,W ))(T ) /Ker(bα,1) given by 〈bα,1( · ), · 〉. Across the
family of possible α in the pair (T, α), given by solutions to the Maurer–Cartan
equation, we obtain a constructible vector bundle

End1
tw(D(Q,W ))(T ) /Ker(btw(D(Q,W )),1) (17)

with nondegenerate quadratic form which we will denote by Q. It is only a con-
structible vector bundle since the dimension of (17) jumps, due to the dependency
of btw(D(Q,W )),1 on α. Given a constructible super vector bundle V on a stack M,
one defines the superdeterminant

sDet(V) :=
dim(V)∏ ( top∧

Veven⊗

top∧
V∗odd

)
,

where here
∏

denotes the change of parity functor. Say now V has nondegenerate
quadratic form QV , then we obtain a trivialisation of sDet(V)⊗2 since QV estab-
lishes an isomorphism sDet(V)∼= sDet(V)∗. In the present situation, orientation
data on X nilp

Q−2,Wd
, considered as the moduli space of objects in tw0(D(Q−2,Wd)),

is provided by the superdeterminant of (17), with the trivialisation of the tensor
square provided by the nondegenerate inner product 〈btw(D(Q−2,Wd )),1( · ), · 〉. We
will denote this choice of orientation data by τQ−2,Wd .

Remark 4.1 [Davison 2010, Theorem 8.3.1]. There are in general several choices
for the orientation data of a 3-Calabi–Yau category. However in the case of the
category tw0(D(Q,W )) this range of choices is quite small, due to the constraint
that the orientation data must satisfy the cocycle condition from [Kontsevich and
Soibelman 2008]. In fact the orientation data is determined up to isomorphism
entirely by its restriction to the simple modules xi , for i ∈V(Q), and so one deduces
that there are 2V(Q) isomorphism classes of choices, giving rise to 2V(Q) distinct
integration maps, defined as in Theorem 4.6.

Definition 4.2. A constructible 3-Calabi–Yau vector bundle on a scheme X is
a constructible Z-graded vector bundle V, along with degree one morphisms
bn(V [1])⊗n

→ V [1] and a degree minus one morphism 〈 · , · 〉 : V [1]⊗V [1]→ 1X

satisfying the same conditions as a 3-Calabi–Yau category.

We recall the definition of a morphism of cyclic A∞-objects in the case of a
constructible 3-Calabi–Yau vector bundle.

9Recall that End•tw(D(Q,W )))(η)
∼= End•D(Q,W )(T ) as graded vector spaces, and does not depend

on α, so in fact we obtain a family of differentials as we vary α.
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Definition 4.3. A morphism f : V → V ′ of constructible 3-Calabi–Yau vector
bundles is a countable collection of morphisms of constructible vector bundles
fn : V [1]⊗n

→ V ′[1] satisfying the conditions∑
α+β+γ=n

fα+1+γ (1
⊗α
⊗ bβ ⊗ 1⊗γ )=

∑
n=α1+···+αs

b′s( fα1 ⊗ · · ·⊗ fαs ),

for all n as well as the extra conditions that 〈 · , · 〉V ′ ◦ f1 ⊗ f1 = 〈 · , · 〉V and∑
a+b=n〈 · , · 〉V ′ ◦ fa ⊗ fb = 0 for all n ≥ 3.

To complete the definition of the integration map of [Kontsevich and Soibelman
2008] we need the following proposition.

Proposition 4.4 [Kajiura 2007, Theorem 5.15]. There is a locally constructible
formal isomorphism of cyclic A∞-vector bundles

(End•tw(D(Q−2,Wd ))
, btw(D(Q−2,Wd )))

∼= (Ext•tw(D(Q−2,Wd ))
⊕V •, b′)

on the stack X nilp
Q−2,Wd such that b′1 factors via a map V •→ V •, b′i factors via a map

(Ext•tw(D(Q−2,Wd ))
)⊗i
→ Ext•tw(D(Q−2,Wd ))

for i ≥ 2, and (V •, b′1) is an acyclic complex. This splitting is unique up to isomor-
phisms of cyclic A∞-vector bundles.

Note that even though one starts with the data of a cyclic A∞-vector bundle, the
splitting will only take place in the category of locally constructible cyclic A∞-vector
bundles, since the dimension of the kernel of b1 will jump in families. The reference
[Kajiura 2007] demonstrates this splitting in the case of cyclic A∞-categories; which
for us corresponds to the case in which the base of the cyclic A∞-vector bundle
is a point. In fact the proof produces a canonical decomposition, once a choice
of contracting homotopy is made. Since after constructible decomposition we can
construct a contracting homotopy for btw(D(Q−2,Wd )),1, the version of the proposition
stated above is indeed a consequence of [Kajiura 2007, Theorem 5.15].

Given a constructible 3-Calabi–Yau vector bundle V, we define the function
Wmin as follows. First, let E be a cyclic minimal model for V. Next, consider the
Artin stack E1/ E0 over X , given over a point x ∈ X by taking the stack theoretic
quotient of the trivial action of E0

x on E1
x (this is an example of a cone stack; see,

e.g., [Behrend and Fantechi 1997], where they arise in a similar context). We define
Wmin to be the function on this stack defined by WE , the potential for the minimal
part E . This potential is strictly speaking only defined up to a formal automorphism,
which will not matter when it comes to considering motivic vanishing cycles, as a
result of the following proposition.

Proposition 4.5. Let V be a vector bundle on a scheme X , and let f be a formal
function on V with trivial constant coefficient (i.e., f vanishes on X , considered
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as the zero section of V ) such that φrel
f |X is well defined. Let g be another formal

function on V vanishing on X , such that there exists a formal change of coordinates
q on the vector bundle V around X such that f = g ◦ q , considered as functions on
a formal neighbourhood of X. Then φrel

g |X is well defined and φrel
f |X = φ

rel
g |X .

Note that since we are dealing here with functions defined on vector bundles,
we use the relative version of motivic vanishing cycles introduced at the end of
Section 3C.

Proof. The proposition follows directly from the definition, since q induces
Gm-equivariant isomorphisms on arc spaces making the following diagram commute

Ln(V )|X

π◦ f∗ ##

q∗
// Ln(V )|X

π◦g∗
{{

A1
C

where π is as in Section 3C, and Ln(V ) is as at the end of the same section. �

As in [Kontsevich and Soibelman 2008] we would like to identify the relative
motivic vanishing cycles φrel

Q1
, φrel

Q2
of quadratic functions Q1, Q2 on constructible

vector bundles V1, V2 under the conditions that taking the parity of V1 or V2

gives the same element of 0constr(X,Z2), the group of constructible Z2-valued
function on X , and taking the determinant of Q1 or Q2 gives the same element of
0constr(X,C∗) / (0constr(X,C∗))2. The reason this is desirable is that it means that
we only have to keep track of these two pieces of data for the pair V, Q to know
what the relative motivic vanishing cycle φrel

Q is, and the reason this identification
is justifiable is that this identification becomes trivial after taking realisations of
motives (for example Hodge polynomials, etc.). This we achieve as follows: we
impose the extra relation in KG(Var /M) given by identifying

[X /ρ1 H
f/ρ1
−−→M] − [X /ρ2 H

f/ρ2
−−→M]

for all smooth X , for all H -actions ρ1, ρ2 for H a finite group satisfying the property
that the G-equivariant function f is H -invariant, and that the induced H -actions
on the cohomology of a fibre over x , for any x ∈ M, are the same. One may
easily check that the pre-λ-ring structure on Kµ̂(Staff/A1

M) descends to a pre-λ-ring
structure on Kµ̂(Staff/A1

M).
Let Q,W be a quiver with polynomial potential. Given an element

[X
f
−→ X nilp

Q,W,n] ∈ K(Var /X nilp
Q,W,n),
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Kontsevich and Soibelman define

8Q,W ([X
f
−→ X nilp

Q,W,n])=

(∫
X

f ∗φrel
Wmin�QτQ,W

)
ên

∈ Kµ̂(Staff/Spec(C))[L1/2
][[êm | m ∈ NV(Q)

]] (18)

where QτQ,W is a function QτQ,W (z) = QτQ,W (z, z) on V , for some pair of ind-
constructible vector bundle V on X nilp

Q,W,n and nondegenerate inner product QτQ,W on
V giving rise to the natural orientation data on X nilp

Q,W arising from its realisation as the
moduli space of objects in tw0(D(Q,W )). That is, under the natural identification
sDet(V ) ∼= sDet(V )∗ induced by QτQ,W , we obtain the natural orientation data
τQ,W on X nilp

Q,W,n given by (17) with its natural nondegenerate product. The function,
Wmin is as defined after Proposition 4.4. The target is just the ring of formal power
series in variables êm, with the usual10 multiplication êm′ · êm = êm′+m. One extends
to a map

8Q,W : K(Staff/X nilp
Q,W )→ Kµ̂(Staff/Spec(C))[L1/2

][[êm | m ∈ NV(Q)
]]

by K(Staff/Spec(C))-linearity and Proposition 3.1.
For general 3-Calabi–Yau categories the following is only a theorem if one

is able to work with motivic vanishing cycles of formal functions and prove the
motivic integral identity of [Kontsevich and Soibelman 2008]. For the former, see
the comment immediately following the theorem. For the latter, see [Maulik 2013]
or [Lê 2015].

Theorem 4.6 [Kontsevich and Soibelman 2008]. The morphism

8Q,W : K(Staff/X nilp
Q,W )→ Kµ̂(Staff/Spec(C))[L1/2

][[ên | n ∈ NV(Q)
]]

is a K(Staff/Spec(C))-algebra homomorphism.

The issue with formal functions is not a serious one in our case. Let X /Spec(C)
be a finite type scheme. There is a multiplication ?X on KGm ,n(Staff/A1

X ) given by

[Y1
f1
−→ A1

X ] ?X [Y2
f2
−→ A1

X ] = [Y1×X Y2
p
−→ A1

X ],

where the fibre product is with respect to the morphisms πX ◦ f1 and πX ◦ f2, and
the map p is defined by (y1, y2) 7→ (πA1

C
◦ f1(y1)+ πA1

C
◦ f2(y2), πX ◦ f1(y1)).

This multiplication descends to Kµ̂(Staff/X). We make the following definition.

Proposition 4.7. Let V be a vector bundle on the scheme X , and let f be a formal
function on V. Furthermore, assume that there exists a vector bundle V ′ on X and
a quadratic form Q on V ′, such that there is a formal change of coordinates on

10In fact usually one would twist the multiplication by some power of −L1/2, but we escape this
necessity as we only work with symmetric quivers.
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V ⊕ V ′ taking f � Q to a polynomial function g (here we abuse notation and write
Q(z)= Q(z, z)). Then φrel

f is well defined, and

φrel
f |X = φ

rel
g |X ?X φ

rel
Q |X .

Proof. It is easy to show that

[Ln(V ′⊕ V ′)|X
(π◦(Q�Q)∗)×pn
−−−−−−−−−−→ A1

X ] = [X
(0,idX )
−−−→ A1

X ] = 1 ∈ KGm ,n(Staff/A1
X )

for all n. It follows that there are equalities of relative motivic zeta functions

Z f (T )eq
= Z eq

f �Q�Q
(T )

= Z eq
g�Q

(T )

and the result follows by the Thom–Sebastiani theorem. �

If one works with the minimal potentials of objects in the category of modules
over a Ginzburg differential graded algebra for a quiver with polynomial poten-
tial, one only needs to deal with formal functions f satisfying the conditions of
Proposition 4.7.

There is a more down to earth way to define the integration map for the Hall
algebra K(Staff/X nilp

Q,W ). In fact this second way extends without any effort to an
integration map

8BBS,Q,W : K(Staff/XQ,W )→ Kµ̂(Staff/Spec(C))[L−1/2
][[ên | n ∈ NV(Q)

]] (19)

exploited by Behrend, Bryan and Szendrői [Behrend et al. 2013] to define and
calculate motivic Donaldson–Thomas counts for Hilbert schemes of points on C3.
The Hodge theoretic version of this construction is a part of [Kontsevich and
Soibelman 2011]; see also [Dimca and Szendrői 2009]. One defines, similarly to
the Kontsevich–Soibelman integration map,

8BBS,Q,W : [X
f
−→ XQ,W,n] 7→

∫
X

f ∗φtr(W )ên.

Let

q : Kµ̂(Staff/Spec(C))[L−1/2
][[ên | n ∈ NV(Q)

]]

→ Kµ̂(Staff/Spec(C))[L−1/2
][[ên | n ∈ NV(Q)

]]

be the natural quotient map. The following comparison theorem will be used in the
proof of Propositions 5.2 and 5.3.

Proposition 4.8 [Davison 2010, Theorem 7.1.3]. There is an equality of maps
q ◦8BBS,Q,W |K(Staff/X nilp

Q,W )
=8Q,W .
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5. Motivic Donaldson–Thomas invariants of (−2)-curves

5A. The calculation of the invariants. We are finally able to calculate the motivic
Donaldson–Thomas invariants of the category of nilpotent modules over AQ−2,Wd ,
the noncommutative crepant resolution of Xd defined in (5) and explicitly described
by (8). First, we pick a stability condition, which for us is just an additive map

ζ : NV(Q−2) \ 0→ H+,

where H+ is the set {r · eiθ
| r ∈ R>0, θ ∈ (0, π]} and V(Q−2) is the set of ver-

tices of the quiver Q−2 of Figure 1. We make the genericity assumption that ζ
does not map the whole of NV(Q−2) \ 0 onto the same ray in C. As a result of
the fact that Q−2 is symmetric, the invariants we calculate will not depend on
which stability condition ζ we pick. We recall, regardless, that a module M of
slope θ := arg(ζ(dim(M))) is called stable if for all proper submodules N ⊂ M,
arg(ζ(dim(N ))) < arg(ζ(dim(M))). Similarly, M is called semistable if we only
require weak inequality between the arguments.

Lemma 5.1. Let M be a semistable nilpotent AQ−2,Wd -module with slope θ . Then
M is given by repeated extension by stable modules Mα of slope θ , such that
Mα · (X + Y )= 0.

Proof. The fact that M admits a filtration with subquotients given by stable modules
of slope θ is the statement of the existence of Jordan–Hölder filtrations. For
the second part, note that X + Y ∈ AQ−2,Wd is central, and so acts via module
endomorphisms on all AQ−2,Wd -modules. This endomorphism is nilpotent for M,
by assumption. Define

Fm M = Ker( · (X + Y )m : M→ M)

to be the filtration of M by the nilpotence degree of this endomorphism. then each
Fm M is semistable of slope θ , since we have the short exact sequence

0→ Fm M→ M→ Image( · (X + Y )m : M→ M)→ 0

where the middle term is semistable of slope θ , and both the first and last terms
have slope no greater than θ , from which it follows that they have slope equal to θ .
It follows that each subquotient Fm M / Fm−1 M is semistable of slope θ , and the
subquotients occurring in a refinement of the filtration F •M to a Jordan–Hölder
filtration of M are all acted on by zero by ·(X+Y ), since each Fm M/Fm−1 M is. �

The data of a module over AQ−2,Wd is just the data of a module M over AQcon,Wcon ,
the Jacobi algebra for the noncommutative conifold (see Remark 2.2), along with
an endomorphism υ : M→ M given by the action of X + Y , satisfying

υd
= (a 7→ a · (AC +C A− B D− DB)).
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Figure 2. Stable representations for AQcon (or AQKron) of dimension
vector (1, 2), (n, n+1), . . . , (n+1, n), (2, 1). The vertices represent
a set of basis elements for the underlying vector space, while the
labelled arrows represent the action of the homomorphism, labelled
by those arrows, on this basis. The (1, 1)-dimensional representation
in the centre of the figure lies in a family parametrised by P1.

By Lemma 5.1 and Remark 2.2, the semistable nilpotent modules of AQ−2,Wd are
given by iterated extension of stable AQcon,Wcon-modules, considered as AQ−2,Wd

modules by extension by zero. The stable nilpotent modules for AQcon,Wcon are
classified in [Nagao and Nakajima 2011, Theorem 3.5]. We have drawn a few of
them in Figure 2. There is one stable nilpotent module for each slope equal to
ζ((n, n + 1)) or ζ((n + 1, n)), for n ∈ N — consider the vertices in Figure 2 as
a basis, then the arrows demonstrate the action of the morphisms assigned to A
and B on this basis. These stable modules have dimension vector (n, n + 1) or
(n+ 1, n) respectively. For the slope ζ((1, 1)), the stable nilpotent modules are all
of dimension vector (1, 1), and are parametrised by P1.

Recall from (12) that we denote by X nilp
Q−2,Wd the substack of finite-dimensional

AQ−2,Wd -modules cut out by the equations tr(ρ(c))=0 for all cyclic paths c∈CQ−2.
The isomorphism classes of closed points of this stack are in bijection with the
isomorphism classes of nilpotent AQ−2,Wd -modules. We use the familiar identity11

in the Hall algebra K(Staff/X nilp
Q−2,Wd ) defined in Section 3B, where we abuse notation

by omitting the obvious inclusion morphisms into X nilp
Q−2,Wd ,∏

decreasing slope θ

[X nilp,ζ−ss
Q−2,Wd ,θ

] = [X nilp
Q−2,Wd

]. (20)

Here X nilp,ζ−ss
Q−2,Wd ,θ

is the moduli stack of semistable nilpotent modules with slope θ ,
and the product is the Hall algebra product defined by Kontsevich and Soibelman
on K(Staff/X nilp

Q−2,Wd ) (see Section 3B, and especially Remark 3.8).

11This identity is just a fancy way of stating the existence and uniqueness of Harder–Narasimhan
filtrations.
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Proposition 5.2. In Kµ̂(Staff/Spec(C))[L1/2
][[ên | n ∈ NV(Q−2)]] the equation of

generating series

8Q−2,Wd ([X
nilp,ζ−ss
Q−2,Wd ,θ

])= Sym
(

L−1/2(1− [µd+1])

L1/2− L−1/2 ên

)
(21)

holds for arg(ζ(n))= θ , and n= (n, n+ 1) or n= (n+ 1, n) with n ∈ N.

In (21) we consider [µd+1] as a µd+1-equivariant motive via the multiplication
action.

Proof. The statement reduces to the computation of Wmin and the orientation data
above the unique n-dimensional semistable module, for each n of slope θ . Note
that on the geometric side of the derived equivalence (4) the unique stable module
M of slope θ is given by OC(a)[b] for some a, b ∈ Z. Since there is a derived
autoequivalence of Db(Coh(Yd)) taking OC(a)[b] to OC , we deduce that

dim(Ext1(M,M))=
{

1 if d ≥ 2,
0 otherwise,

and in the case d ≥ 2, Wmin is given by xd+1. Both of these facts follow since the
universal deformation of OC is over the Artinian ring C[x]/(xd). The 3-Calabi–Yau
category of semistable AQ−2,Wd -modules of slope θ is, then, quasi-isomorphic as a
cyclic A∞-category to the category tw0(Q1

L , Xd+1), where for a ∈ N, Qa
L is the

quiver with one vertex and a loops.
We claim that the orientation data τQ−2,Wd over M, considered as a point in

X nilp
Q−2,Wd , is trivial if and only if d ≥ 2. For this, note that there are precisely

two isomorphism classes of orientation data over a point; given two super line
bundles V1 and V2 over a point, i.e., vector spaces with parity, and isomorphisms
V⊗2

i
ηi
−→ C, there is an isomorphism V1

f
−→ V2 such that η2 ◦ ( f ⊗ f ) = η1 if and

only if the parity of V1 is the same as that of V2. It is sufficient, then, to show that
dim(End1

tw(D(Q−2,Wd ))
(M)/Ker(btw(D(Q−2,Wd )),1)) is even if and only if d ≥ 2. This

follows from the following congruences modulo 2:

dim Hom0
tw(D(Q−2,Wd ))

(M,M)≡ n(0)2+ n(1)2 ≡ 1, (22)

dim Hom1
tw(D(Q−2,Wd ))

(M,M)≡ 4n(0)n(1)+ n(0)2+ n(1)2 ≡ 1, (23)

dim Ext0tw(D(Q−2,Wd ))
(M,M)≡ 1. (24)

The first two identities follow from the definitions of homomorphism spaces in
tw(D(Q−2,Wd)), and the identity (24) follows from the fact that M is stable and
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hence simple. We then calculate, modulo 2:

1≡ dim Hom1
tw(D(Q−2,Wd ))

(M,M)

≡ dim Image(btw(D(Q−2,Wd )),0)+ dim Ext1tw(D(Q−2,Wd ))
(M,M)

+ dim
(
End1

tw(D(Q−2,Wd ))
(M) /Ker(btw(D(Q−2,Wd )),1)

)
≡ dim Hom0

tw(D(Q−2,Wd ))
(M,M)− dim Ext0tw(D(Q−2,Wd ))

(M,M)

+ dim Ext1tw(D(Q−2,Wd ))
(M,M)

+ dim
(
End1

tw(D(Q−2,Wd ))
(M) /Ker(btw(D(Q−2,Wd )),1)

)
≡ dim Ext1tw(D(Q−2,Wd ))

(M,M)

+ dim
(
End1

tw(D(Q−2,Wd ))
(M) /Ker(btw(D(Q−2,Wd )),1)

)
.

Thus,

dim
(
End1

tw(D(Q−2,Wd ))
(M) /Ker(btw(D(Q−2,Wd )),1)

)
≡

{
0 if d ≥ 2,
1 otherwise.

Now one can see directly that the orientation data assigned to the unique simple
object s0 of the category tw0(D(Q1

L , Xd+1)) is trivial if and only if d ≥ 2, since

b1 : End1
tw(D(Q1

L ))
(s0)→ End2

tw(D(Q1
L ))
(s0)

is trivial if d ≥ 2; otherwise this differential is an isomorphism. So as well as having
a cyclic A∞-isomorphism 4 from the subcategory of tw0(Q−2,Wd) generated by
M under extensions to the category tw0(Q1

L ,W d+1), we have an isomorphism of
orientation data 4∗(τQ1

L ,X
d+1)∼= τQ−2,Wd . It follows that

8Q−2,Wd ([X
nilp,ζ−ss
Q−2,Wd ,θ

])=8Q1
L ,X

d+1([X nilp
Q1

L ,X
d+1])|êa 7→êan

=8BBS,Q1
L ,X

d+1([X nilp
Q1

L ,X
d+1])|êa 7→êan

=8BBS,Q1
L ,X

d+1([XQ1
L ,X

d+1])|êa 7→êan

where for the penultimate equation we used Proposition 4.8, and for the final
equation we use the fact that all finite-dimensional AQ1

L ,X
d+1-modules are nilpotent.

The desired equality is then [Davison and Meinhardt 2015, Theorem 6.2]. �

Proposition 5.3. In Kµ̂(Staff/Spec(C))[L1/2
][[ên | n ∈ NV(Q−2)]] the equation of

generating series

8Q−2,Wd ([X
nilp,ζ−ss
Q−2,Wd ,θ

])= Sym
(∑

n≥1

L−1/2
+ L−3/2

L1/2− L−1/2 ê(n,n)

)
holds for arg(ζ((1, 1)))= θ .
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Proof. The simple stable nilpotent modules M with dimension vector (1, 1) are
given by choosing two linear maps M(A) and M(B), from C to C, not both
equal to zero. These modules correspond to the structure sheaves of points on
the exceptional curve Cd ⊂ Yd under the derived equivalence (4). Let A◦n be the
subscheme of

∏
a∈E(Q−2)

Hom(Cn(t (a)),Cn(s(a))), for n= (n, n), the points of which
satisfy the condition that the linear map assigned to A is an isomorphism, and the
Harder–Narasimhan filtration of the associated module only contains modules
with dimension vector (1, 1). The action of GLC(n(1)) on A◦n is free. Taking the
quotient by this action corresponds to forgetting the data of the isomorphism A,
and identifying the two vertices of the quiver Q−2, and so

A◦n / (GLC(n)×GLC(n))∼= YQ5
L ,n
,

where Q5
L is the five loop quiver, with loops labelled B,C, D, X, Y . Furthermore,

under the open inclusion YQ5
L ,n ↪→ YQ−2,(n,n), the function tr(Wd) pulls back to the

function tr(W ◦d ), where W ◦d is the superpotential

W ◦d =
1

d+1
Xd+1

−
1

d+1
Y d+1

− XC + X DB+ Y C − Y B D.

If we define X nilp,ζ−ss,◦
Q−2,Wd ,n to be the substack of XQ−2,Wd ,n, the points of which are ζ -

semistable nilpotent AQ−2,Wd -modules M such that θ(A) is an isomorphism, then we
have shown that the stack X nilp,ζ−ss,◦

Q−2,Wd ,n is naturally a substack of XQ5
L ,W

◦

d ,n ⊂ YQ5
L ,n ,

and we identify it as the stack of n-dimensional representations for the Jacobi
algebra associated to (Q5

L ,W ◦d ) such that all loops apart from B act via nilpotent
linear maps. We denote

X nilp,ζ−ss,◦
Q−2,Wd

=

∐
n∈N

X nilp,ζ−ss,◦
Q−2,Wd ,(n,n). (25)

Under the derived equivalence (4), the stack (25) is the substack of coherent sheaves
supported on the exceptional curve Cd ⊂ Yd , away from a fixed point. We will
denote this point by p.

Denote by X nilp,ζ−ss,p
Q−2,Wd

the stack of modules for AQ−2,Wd which are supported at
the point p under the derived equivalence (4). Then since every sheaf that is scheme-
theoretically supported on Cd with zero-dimensional support splits uniquely as a
direct sum of a coherent sheaf supported at p and a coherent sheaf supported away
from p, there is an identity in the motivic Hall algebra (K(Staff/XQ−2,Wd ), ?KS)

[X nilp,ζ−ss
Q−2,Wd ,θ

] = [X nilp,ζ−ss,◦
Q−2,Wd

] ?KS [X
nilp,ζ−ss,p
Q−2,Wd

]. (26)

Now note that there is a splitting

W ◦d = X DB− X B D+ (X − Y )
(

B D−C + 1
d+1

(Xd
+ Xd−1Y + · · ·+ Y d)

)
.
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We deduce that after giving YQ5
L ,n the coordinates X, D, B, Y ′ = X − Y, and

C ′ = B D−C + 1
d+1

(
Xd
+ Xd−1Y + · · ·+ Y d

)
,

we have

8Q−2,Wd (X
nilp,ζ−ss,◦
Q−2,Wd

)

=

∑
n≥0

(∫
X nilp,ζ−ss,◦

Q−2,Wd ,(n,n)
⊂YQ−2,(n,n)

φtr(Wd )

)
ê(n,n) (27)

=

∑
n≥0

[GLC(n)]−1Ln2/2
(∫
{X,Y ′,C ′,D nilpotent}⊂AQ5

L ,n

φtr(X DB−X B D)�tr(Y ′C ′)

)
ê(n,n)

=

∑
n≥0

[GLC(n)]−1Ln2/2
(∫
{X and D nilpotent}⊂AQ3

L ,n

φtr(X DB−X B D)

)
ê(n,n). (28)

Here (27) comes from the comparison theorem (Proposition 4.8), and (28) comes
from applying the motivic Thom–Sebastiani theorem. Now, giving the coordinates
X, D, B weights 0, 0, and 1, respectively, and applying the weight 1 version of
Conjecture 5.5 (which is a theorem), with Z ′ the scheme of pairs of matrices labelled
by X and D, we obtain

8Q−2,Wd (X
nilp,ζ−ss,◦
Q−2,Wd

) (29)

=

∑
n≥0

[GLC(n)]−1L−n2(
{X and D nilpotent, X D 6= DX}(Ln2

−1
− Ln2

−1)

−{X and D nilpotent, X D = DX}Ln2)
ê(n,n)

=

∑
n≥0

[GLC(n)]−1 Cn,nilp ê(n,n)

=

∑
n≥0

Cn,nilp ê(n,n)

=

(∑
n≥0

Cn ê(n,n)

)−L2

(30)

= Sym
(∑

n≥1

L−1/2

L1/2− L−1/2 ê(n,n)

)
(31)

where Cn is the variety of pairs of commuting n×n matrices, and Cn is its quotient
under the conjugation action of GLC(n). One can think of this stack as the stack
of length n coherent sheaves on C2. Above, Cn,nilp and Cn,nilp are the variety and
stack, respectively, of nilpotent commuting matrices, and one should think of Cn,nilp

as the stack of coherent sheaves on C2 scheme-theoretically supported at the origin.
Then (30) follows from the definition of the power structure in Section 3A, and (31)
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follows from the main result of [Feit and Fine 1960], as in [Behrend et al. 2013,
Proposition 1.1]. Similarly one deduces that

8Q−2,Wd (X
nilp,ζ−ss,p
Q−2,Wd

)= Sym
(∑

n≥1

L−3/2

L1/2− L−1/2 ê(n,n)

)
and now the result follows from applying the integration map to the Hall algebra
identity (26). �

The following theorem now follows from applying the integration map to the
Harder–Narasimhan identity (20) in K(Staff/X nilp

Q−2,Wd
).

Theorem 5.4. There is an equality in Kµ̂(Staff/Spec(C))[L1/2
][[ên | n ∈ NV(Q−2)]]:

8Q−2,Wd (X
nilp
Q−2,Wd

)

= Sym
(∑

n≥0

L−1/2(1− [µd+1])

L1/2− L−1/2 (ê(n,n+1)+ ê(n+1,n))+
∑
n≥1

L−1/2
+ L−3/2

L1/2− L−1/2 ê(n,n)

)
.

In particular, the motivic Donaldson–Thomas invariants �nilp
ζ counting nilpotent

AQ−2,Wd -modules (for any ζ ) are given by

�
nilp
ζ (n)=


(1− [µd+1]) · L

−1/2 if there exists n ∈ N such that
n= (n, n+ 1) or n= (n+ 1, n),

P1
· L−3/2 if there exists n ∈ N such that n= (n, n).

5B. Calculation using equivariant vanishing cycles. We repeat the above calcu-
lations, but this time the other side of the comparison theorem (Proposition 4.8). It
is more natural there to work out the Donaldson–Thomas invariants for the category
of finite-dimensional AQ−2,Wd -modules, not just the nilpotent ones. First we recall
the following conjecture from [Davison and Meinhardt 2015].

Conjecture 5.5. Let Z ′ be a smooth scheme with trivial Gm-action, and let An
C

carry a Gm-action with nonnegative weights. Let Z = Z ′×An
C with the induced

Gm-action, and let f : Z→ A1
C be a Gm-equivariant function, with Gm acting on

the target with weight s > 0. Then there is an equality in Kµ̂(Staff/Z ′)

q∗φ f = L− dim(Z)/2([ f −1(0)] − [ f −1(1)]), (32)

where f −1(0) carries the trivial µ̂-action, and the µ̂-action on f −1(1) is given by
the natural µs-action, and both are considered as varieties over Z ′ via the projection
q : Z→ Z ′. Equivalently, there is an identity in limn→∞KGm ,n(Staff/A1

Z ′)

q∗φ f = L− dim(Z)/2
[Z

f×q
−−→A1

Z ′]. (33)

This conjecture follows from the proof of Theorem 5.9 in [Davison and Meinhardt
2015], under the assumption that the weights on An

C are all at most 1. If, in addition
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s = 1, then [Davison and Meinhardt 2015, Theorem 5.9] is a result of [Behrend et al.
2013, Propoposition 1.11]. While this paper was being prepared for publication, we
were informed that Johannes Nicaise and Sam Payne have a strategy for proving
the general case based on tropical geometry and Hrushovski–Kazhdan motivic
integration.

Theorem 5.6. For d ≤ 2, there is an identity

8BBS,Q−2,Wd ([XQ−2,Wd ])

= Sym
(∑

n≥0

L−1/2(1− [µd+1])

L1/2− L−1/2 (ê(n,n+1)+ ê(n+1,n))+
∑
n≥1

L3/2
+ L1/2

L1/2− L−1/2 ê(n,n)

)
in Kµ̂(Staff/Spec(C))[L1/2

][[ên | n ∈NV(Q−2)]]. Assuming Conjecture 5.5 this iden-
tity holds for all d. It follows that the motivic Donaldson–Thomas invariants �ζ (n)
(which do not depend on ζ ) are given by

�ζ (n)=


(1− [µd+1]) · L

−1/2 if there exists n ∈ N such that
n= (n, n+ 1) or n= (n+ 1, n),

[Yd ]virt := L− dim(Yd )/2 · [Yd ] if there exists n ∈ N such that n= (n, n).

The explicit description given in Section 2 shows that Yd is a Zariski locally
trivial fibre bundle over the exceptional curve Cd ∼= P1

C with fibre A2
C, and so

[Yd ] = (L
1
+ 1)L2 and [Yd ]virt = L3/2

+ L1/2

in Kµ̂(Staff/Spec(C)). The transition functions are linear only for d = 1. In partic-
ular, although Yd � Yd ′ for d 6= d ′, the classes [Yd ] and [Yd ]virt do not depend on d .

Proof. For β = (βn, . . . , β1) a path in a quiver Q, and for

M ∈ AQ,n :=
∏

a∈E(Q)

Hom(Cn(t (a)),Cn(s(a)))

we write M(β)= M(βn) ◦ · · · ◦M(β1). We let Gm act on AQ−2,n via

(z ·M)(E)= zι(E) ·M(E),

where ι(E)= 1 if E = X, Y, A, B, and ι(E)= d − 1 if E = C, D. Then

tr(Wd) : YQ−2,n→ A
1
C

is Gm-equivariant, after giving A1
C the weight (d + 1)-action. It follows from our

assumption d ≤ 2, or from Conjecture 5.5, for general d, that∫
XQ−2,Wd ,n
φtr(Wd ) =

∫
YQ−2 ,n
φtr(Wd )

= [AQ−2,n
tr(Wd )
−−−→ A

1
C] · L

−2n(0)n(1)
· [GLC(n(0))×GLC(n(1))]−1 (34)
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in KGm ,d+1(Staff/A1
C) (in fact, all subsequent calculations will take place in this

ring). The first of these equalities follows from the fact that the motive φtr(Wd ) is
supported on the critical locus of tr(Wd), which is just XQ−2,Wd ,n.

For a set of edges E ′ ⊂ E(Q) let Q \ E ′ be the quiver obtained by deleting the
edges of E ′ (this quiver has the same vertex set as Q). If W is a potential on CQ,
we denote by W \ E ′ the potential on Q \ E ′ obtained by changing the coefficient
of any term in W containing any edge of E ′ to zero. By abuse of notation we will
often denote the potential W \ E ′ on Q \ E ′ by W. There is a natural projection

πC : AQ−2,n→ AQ−2\{C},n

given by forgetting the data M(C). We consider this as the projection from the total
space of a rank n(0) · n(1) vector bundle which we denote C̃ . There is an obvious
equality

[AQ−2,n
tr(Wd )
−−−→ A

1
C] = [π

−1
C AQ−2\{C},n,M(AX)=M(Y A)

tr(Wd )
−−−→ A

1
C]

+ [π−1
C AQ−2\{C},n,M(AX) 6=M(Y A)

tr(Wd )
−−−→ A

1
C].

The restriction of the vector bundle C̃ to AQ−2\{C},n,M(AX)6=M(Y A) has a subbundle C̃0

of rank (n(0)·n(1)−1), given by those M(C) such that tr(M(C AX)−M(CY A))=0.
The action of Gm on AQ−2\{C},n,M(AX) 6=M(Y A) is free, and from the corresponding
nonequivariant statement on the quotient we deduce that after Gm-equivariant
constructible decomposition of the base AQ−2\{C},n,M(AX) 6=M(Y A), the inclusion
C̃0 ⊂ C̃ |AQ−2\{C},n,M(AX) 6=M(Y A) splits, and we may write

[π−1
C AQ−2\{C},n,M(AX) 6=M(Y A)

tr(Wd )
−−−→ A

1
C] = [C̃0×A

1
C

tr(Wd\C)+πA1
C

−−−−−−−−→ A
1
C] (35)

where we have abused notation by identifying C̃0 with its constructible decompo-
sition. After a change of coordinates we may write the right hand side of (35) as

[C̃0×A
1
C

πA1
C

−−→ A
1
C].

Clearly this belongs to Id+1. We deduce that

[AQ−2,n
tr(Wd )
−−−→ A

1
C] = [π

−1
C AQ−2\{C},n,M(AX)=M(Y A)

tr(Wd )
−−−→ A

1
C]

= Ln(0)·n(1)
· [AQ−2\{C},n,M(AX)=M(Y A)

tr(Wd\C)
−−−−→ A

1
C]

and similarly

[AQ−2,n
tr(Wd )
−−−→ A

1
C] = L2n(0)n(1)

· [EQKron,n
tr(Xd+1

−Y d+1)
−−−−−−−−→ A

1
C], (36)
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where we define

EQKron,n := (AQ−2\{C,D},n)
∣∣∣M(AX)=M(Y A)

M(B X)=M(Y B)

and define the stacks

EQKron,n := EQKron,n / (GLC(n(0))×GLC(n(1)))

EQKron :=

∐
n∈N2

EQKron,n.

These stacks represent pairs (M, ξ), where M is a right AQKron-module, and ξ =
X +Y is an endomorphism of M, where QKron is the Kronecker quiver with two
vertices x0 and x1, and two arrows A and B, both going from x0 to x1. In other words,
EQKron is the stack of finite-dimensional B := AQKron[z]-modules. By Beilinson’s
theorem Db(Mod-AQKron) is derived equivalent to the category of coherent sheaves
on P1 via the derived equivalence RHom(E,−), where

E =OP1 ⊕OP1(1).

Similarly, Db(Mod-B) is derived equivalent to the category of coherent sheaves on
Tot(OP1) via the derived equivalence RHom(π∗E,−), where

π : Tot(OP1)→ P1

is the projection. We claim that for Mα and Mβ two semistable B-modules with the
slope of Mα lower than that of Mβ , the following group vanishes

Ext2Mod-B(Mα,Mβ)= 0.

By the five lemma and the existence of Jordan–Hölder filtrations it is enough to
prove the claim in the case in which both Mα and Mβ are stable. By Serre duality,
and the above derived equivalence, this is equivalent to showing that

Hom(F1,F2(−2))= 0

for F1 occurring before F2 in the ordered collection of objects of Db(Coh(P1)):

OP1(−1)[1],OP1(−2)[1], . . . ,Opt, . . . ,OP1(1),OP1,

which is clear.
Let ℵζ be the set of all possible Harder–Narasimhan types of finite-dimensional

B-modules. We could equally have defined ℵζ as the set of all possible Harder–
Narasimhan types of AQKron-modules, since the endomorphism z in the definition
of B preserves the Harder–Narasimhan filtration of the underlying AQKron-module.
Let γ = (n1, . . . , ns) ∈ ℵζ , let

EQKron,γ
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be the stack of B-modules of Harder–Narasimhan type γ, and let

JH : EQKron,γ →

∏
i≤s

Eζ−ss
QKron,ni

be the map taking a module to its Jordan–Hölder filtration. Then above a module
M = M1⊕ · · ·⊕Ms , the fibre of JH is given by a stack [Am /An

], where

n =
∑

1≤i< j≤s

dim(Hom(Mj ,Mi )),

m =
∑

1≤i< j≤s

Ext1(Hom(Mj ,Mi )).

On the other hand, by the vanishing of Ext2 groups, and the fact that the Euler form
on Cohcpct(Tot(OP1)) vanishes, each of the differences

dim(Hom(Mj ,Mi ))−Ext1(Hom(Mj ,Mi ))

vanishes, and so n = m. We deduce from relation (1) that

[EQKron,γ
tr(Wd )
−−−→ A

1
C] =

∏
0≤i≤s

[Eζ−ss
QKron,ni

tr(Wd )
−−−→ A

1
C]. (37)

If ni is equal to a · (n, n± 1) then

[Eζ−ss
QKron,ni

tr(Wd )
−−−→ A

1
C] = [Mata×a(C) /GLC(a)

tr(nXd+1
−(n±1)Xd+1)

−−−−−−−−−−−−→ A
1
C]

= [Mata×a(C) /GLC(a)
tr(Xd+1)
−−−−→ A

1
C].

Similarly, if ni
= a · (1, 1), then the function tr(Wd) is zero, restricted to Eζ−ss

QKron,ni .
This is just the stack of length a coherent zero-dimensional sheaves on P1 with an
endomorphism. It follows that

∑
a≥0

[Eζ−ss
QKron,((a,a))→ A

1
C] ê(a,a) =

(∑
a≥0

[EC
QKron,((a,a))→ A

1
C]ê(a,a)

)P1

,

where EC
QKron,((a,a)) is the stack of pairs (M, ξ), where M is a coherent OP1-module

supported at zero, and ξ is an endomorphism of M. This is just the stack of pairs of
commuting matrices N1 and N2 such that N1 is nilpotent, which in turn is the stack
of coherent sheaves on C2 scheme-theoretically supported on zero dimensional
subschemes of a fixed coordinate line. As in [Kontsevich and Soibelman 2011,
Section 5.6] one deduces that∑

a≥0

[Eζ−ss
QKron,((a,a))→ A

1
C] ê(a,a) = Sym

(∑
n≥1

L3/2
+ L1/2

L1/2− L−1/2 ê(n,n)

)
. (38)
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Finally, putting all this together, we have

8BBS,Q−2,Wd ([XQ−2,Wd ])

=

∑
n∈NV(Q−2)

∫
YQ−2,n

φtr(Wd ) ên

=

∑
n∈NV(Q−2)

L−2n(0)·n(1)
[AQ−2,n

tr(Wd )
−−−→ A

1
C] · [GLC(n(0))×GLC(n(1))]−1 ên

=

∑
n∈NV(Q−2)

[EQKron,n
tr(Wd )
−−−→ A

1
C] ên

=

∑
γ∈ℵζ

[EQKron,γ
tr(Wd )
−−−→ A

1
C] ên

=

∏
n=(n,n±1)

(∑
a≥0

[Mata×a(C) /GLC(a)
tr(Xd+1)
−−−−→ A

1
C] êan

)
·Sym

(∑
n≥1

L3/2
+ L1/2

L1/2− L−1/2 ê(n,n)

)

= Sym
( ∑

n=(n,n±1)

[A
1
C

z 7→zd+1

−−−−→ A
1
C] · L

−1/2(L1/2
− L−1/2)−1ên

)
·

·Sym
(∑

n≥1

L3/2
+ L1/2

L1/2− L−1/2 ê(n,n)

)
,

where for the final equality we have again used the calculation of the motivic
Donaldson–Thomas invariants for the one loop quiver with homogeneous potential
from [Davison and Meinhardt 2015, Theorem 6.2], and we are done. �

Remark 5.7. It is possible to give the category of (not necessarily nilpotent)
AQ−2,Wd -modules the structure of a cyclic A∞-category, and prove the above result
in this framework, for arbitrary d .

Remark 5.8. We return to the case d = 1 and the comparison with the calculations
of [Szendrői 2008; Morrison et al. 2012]. There, an alternative quiver with potential
(Qcon,Wcon) is used to give a Jacobi algebra presentation of the noncommutative
resolution of Xd , where Qcon is the subquiver of Q−2 depicted in Figure 3 and

Wcon = C ADB−C B D A.

Then it is not hard to see that the inclusion of algebras CQcon ↪→ CQ−2 induced
by the inclusion of quivers Qcon ⊂ Q−2 induces an isomorphism of algebras
AQcon,Wcon

∼= AQ−2,W1 , and so we have two derived equivalences

Db(Mod-AQ−2,W1)
11
// Db(Coh(Yd)) Db(Mod-AQcon,Wcon).

12
oo
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Consider the sheaf OC1 , via either derived equivalence it corresponds to the unique
simple object of dimension vector (1, 0). The motivic DT invariant for this di-
mension vector, calculated in the category Mod-AQ−2,W1 , with the natural orien-
tation data coming from the presentation of this algebra as a Jacobi algebra, is
(1− [µ2])L

−1/2. On the other hand, the motivic DT invariant for this dimension
vector, calculated in the category AQcon,Wcon , is given by calculating the motivic
vanishing cycle of the function tr(Wcon) on the space pt — the space parametrising
(1, 0)-dimensional representations of the quiver Qcon. This function is zero, and so
we have [φtr(Wcon)|pt] = [pt] = 1 6= (1− [µ2])L

−1/2. The difference is accounted for
by the difference in natural orientation data coming from the two presentations of
the noncommutative resolution as a Jacobi algebra.

Remark 5.9. Restricting the derived equivalence (4), there are derived equivalences

Dnilp(Mod-AQ−2,Wd )
∼= Db

exc(Coh(Yd)),

Df.d(Mod-AQ−2,Wd )
∼= Dcpct(Coh(Yd)),

where Dcpct(Coh(Yd)) is the subcategory of the bounded derived category of coher-
ent sheaves on Yd with compactly supported total cohomology, while Db

exc(Coh(Yd))

is the subcategory of coherent sheaves with set-theoretic support contained in the
exceptional curve Cd . This is the explanation for the fact that

�nilp
ζ (n)=�ζ (n)

for all n not counting point sheaves under the derived equivalence (4), as Cd is the
only proper subvariety of Yd of dimension greater than zero.

Remark 5.10. Let n= (m, n) with m, n ∈ N and m = n± 1. Then the numerical
DT invariant ωζ (n) is extracted from our motivic DT invariant by first taking the
Hodge spectrum

sp(�ζ (n))=
(∑

l=1,d

ul/(d+1)v(d+1−l)/(d+1)
)

u−1/2v−1/2

=

∑
l=1,d

u(2l−d−1)/(2d+2)v(d+1−2l)/(2d+2)

and then replacing u and v with q and setting q1/2
= 1. The Hodge spectrum is as

defined and discussed in [Kontsevich and Soibelman 2008, Section 4.3]; in general
for a µd+1 equivariant variety X , the expression sp([X ]) is given by taking the
usual mixed Hodge polynomial of the compactly supported cohomology of X , and
multiplying the summand with eigenvalue exp(αi/(d + 1)) under the monodromy
action by uα/(d+1)v(d+1−α)/(d+1) if α 6= 0, and by 1 otherwise. In particular, the
operation of taking the Hodge spectrum of a µ̂-equivariant motive X and setting
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A

B

C

D

Figure 3. The quiver Qcon.

u = v = q1/2
= 1 is the same as taking the Euler characteristic of X (forgetting

monodromy).
We deduce that the numerical BPS contribution from the curve Cd is precisely d ,

in agreement with the BPS contribution as defined and calculated in [Bryan et al.
2001, Theorem 1.5] in the context of Gromov–Witten theory. There, the crucial tool
is the deformation invariance of Gromov–Witten invariants. Probably one could
derive the numerical version of our result on the contribution of the curve Cd by
deforming it to d (−1,−1)-curves as in [Bryan et al. 2001] and interpreting the
calculation of [Young 2009] (see [Szendrői 2008, Theorem 2.7.2]) as stating that
the numerical specialization of the motivic contribution of a (−1,−1)-curve is 1.
On the other hand, again with reference to [op. cit., Theorem.7.2], we see that
deformation invariance of the BPS contribution fails at the motivic level, and even
at the level of the Hodge spectrum, as all of the invariants of [ibid] lie inside the
subring K(Staff/Spec(C))[L1/2

] ⊂ Kµ̂(Staff/Spec(C))[L1/2
] of monodromy-free

motives, while our calculation of �ζ (n) has nontrivial monodromy.
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We study tilting complexes over preprojective algebras of Dynkin type. We
classify all tilting complexes by giving a bijection between tilting complexes and
the braid group of the corresponding folded graph. In particular, we determine the
derived equivalence class of the algebra. For the results, we develop the theory of
silting-discrete triangulated categories and give a criterion for silting-discreteness.
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1. Introduction

1A. Background and motivation. Derived categories are nowadays considered as
a fundamental object in many branches of mathematics including representation
theory and algebraic geometry. Among others, one of the most important problems
is to understand their equivalences. Derived equivalences provide a lot of interesting
connections between various different objects and they are also quite useful to study
structures of the categories.

It is known that derived equivalences are controlled by tilting objects (complexes)
[Rickard 1989; Keller 1994] and therefore these constructions have been extensively
studied. As a tool for studying tilting objects, Keller and Vossieck [1988] introduced
the notion of silting objects (Definition 2.1), which is a generalization of tilting
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objects. After that, it was shown that their mutation properties are much better than
tilting ones and they yield a nice combinatorial description [Aihara and Iyama 2012]
(see Definition 2.3). Furthermore, silting objects have turned out to have deep con-
nections with several important objects such as cluster tilting objects and t-structures,
for example [Adachi et al. 2014; Buan et al. 2011; Koenig and Yang 2014; Brüstle
and Yang 2013; Iyama et al. 2014; Qiu and Woolf 2014; Broomhead et al. 2016].

One of the aims of this paper is to give a further development of the mutation
theory of silting objects. In particular, we study a criterion when a triangulated
category is silting-discrete (Definition 2.2). A remarkable property of this class is
that all silting objects are connected to each other by iterated mutation and this fact
allows us to achieve a comprehensive understanding of the categories.

Another aim of the paper is, by applying this technique, to classify all tilting
complexes of preprojective algebras of Dynkin type. Since preprojective algebras
were introduced in [Gel’fand and Ponomarev 1979; Dlab and Ringel 1980; Baer
et al. 1987], it turned out that they have fundamental importance in representation
theory as well as algebraic and differential geometry. We refer to [Ringel 1998]
for quiver representations, [Lusztig 1991; 2000; Kashiwara and Saito 1997] for
quantum groups, [Auslander and Reiten 1996; Crawley-Boevey 2000] for Kleinian
singularities, [Nakajima 1994; 1998; 2001] for quiver varieties, and [Geiß et al.
2006; 2011] for cluster algebras.

For the case of preprojective algebras of non-Dynkin type, its tilting theory has
been extensively studied in [Buan et al. 2009; Iyama and Reiten 2008]. In particular,
they show that certain ideals parametrized by the Coxeter group (see Theorem 4.1)
give tilting modules over the preprojective algebra and this fact provides a method
for studying the derived category. On the other hand, in the case of Dynkin type,
they are no longer tilting modules. Moreover, there is no spherical objects in this
case and a similar nice theory had never been observed. In this paper, via a new
strategy, we succeed in classifying all tilting complexes as described below.

1B. Our results. To explain our results, we give the following set-up. Let 1 be a
Dynkin graph and 3 the preprojective algebra of 1.

First we study two-term tilting complexes of 3. For this purpose, we use τ -
tilting theory. Mizuno [2014] showed that the above ideals are support τ -tilting
3-modules (Theorem 4.1). Then, combining the results of [Adachi et al. 2014], we
obtain a bijection between two-term silting complexes of 3 and the Weyl group
(Theorem 4.1). Moreover we analyze this connection in more detail and we can
give a classification of two-term tilting complexes of 3 using the folded graph 1f

of 1 (Definition 3.2) given by the following correspondences.

1 A2n−1,A2n D2n D2n+1 E6 E7 E8

1f Bn D2n B2n F4 E7 E8
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Then our first result is summarized as follows.

Theorem 1.1 (Theorem 4.2). Let W1f be the Weyl group of 1f and 2-tilt3 the set
of isomorphism classes of basic two-term tilting complexes of Kb(proj3). Then we
have a bijection

W1f ←→ 2-tilt3.

We remark that we can give not only a bijection but also an explicit description
of all two-term tilting complexes (Theorem 4.1). On the other hand, we study
an important relationship between two-term silting complexes and silting-discrete
categories. More precisely, we give the following criterion of silting-discreteness
(tilting-discreteness).

Theorem 1.2 (Theorem 2.4, Corollary 2.11). Let A be a finite dimensional al-
gebra (respectively, finite dimensional self-injective algebra). The following are
equivalent.

(a) Kb(projA) is silting-discrete (respectively, tilting-discrete).

(b) 2-siltP A (respectively, 2-tiltP A) is a finite set for any silting (respectively,
tilting) complex P.

(c) 2-siltP A (respectively, 2-tiltP A) is a finite set for any silting (respectively, tilt-
ing) complex P which is given by iterated irreducible left silting (respectively,
tilting) mutation from A.

Here 2-siltP A (respectively, 2-tiltP A) denotes the subset of silting (respectively,
tilting) objects T in Kb(projA) such that P ≥ T ≥ P[1] (Definition 2.2). An
advantage of this theorem is that we can understand the condition of all silting (re-
spectively, tilting) objects by studying a certain special class of silting (respectively,
tilting) objects. Then, we can apply Theorem 1.2 and obtain the following result.

Theorem 1.3 (Theorem 5.1, Proposition 5.4). The endomorphism algebra of any ir-
reducible left tilting mutation (Definition 2.3) of3 is isomorphic to3. In particular,
the condition (b) of Theorem 1.2 is satisfied and hence Kb(proj3) is tilting-discrete.

Then Theorem 1.3 implies that any tilting complexes are obtained from 3 by
iterated irreducible mutation. As a consequence of this result, we determine the
derived equivalence class of 3 as follows.

Corollary 1.4 (Theorem 5.1). Any basic tilting complex T of 3 satisfies

EndKb(proj3)(T )∼=3.

In particular, the derived and Morita equivalence classes coincide.

In fact, we give a more detailed description about tilting complexes. Indeed,
using Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.4, we can show that irreducible tilting mutation
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satisfy braid relations (Proposition 6.1), which provide a nice relationship between
the braid group and tilting complexes (see [Brav and Thomas 2011; Seidel and
Thomas 2001; Grant 2013; Khovanov and Seidel 2002]).

Recall that the braid group B1f is defined by generators ai (i ∈1f
0) with relations

(ai a j )
m(i, j)

= 1 for i 6= j (see Section 3B for m(i, j)), that is, the difference with
W1f is that we do not require the relations a2

i = 1 for i ∈ 1f
0. We denote by µ+i

(respectively, µ−i ) the irreducible left (respectively, right) tilting mutation associated
with i ∈1f

0.
Then we can define the map from the braid group to tilting complexes and it

gives a classification of tilting complexes as follows.

Theorem 1.5 (Theorem 6.6). Let B1f be the braid group of 1f and tilt3 the set of
isomorphism classes of basic tilting complexes of 3. Then we have a bijection

B1f → tilt3, a = aεi1i1
· · · aεikik

7→ µa(3) := µεi1i1
◦ · · · ◦µεikik

(3).

We now describe the organization of this paper.
In Section 2, we deal with triangulated categories and study some properties of

silting-discrete categories. In particular, we give a criterion of silting-discreteness.
We also investigate a Bongartz-type lemma for silting objects. In Section 3, we
recall definitions and some results related to preprojective algebras. In Section 4,
we explain a connection between two-term silting complexes and the Weyl group.
In particular, we characterize two-term tilting complexes in terms of the subgroup
of the Weyl group and this observation is crucial in this paper. In Section 5, we
show that preprojective algebras of Dynkin type are tilting-discrete. It implies
that any tilting complex is obtained by iterated mutation from an arbitrary tilting
complex. In Section 6, we show that there exists a map from the braid group to
tilting complexes and we prove that it is a bijection.

Notation. Throughout this paper, let K be an algebraically closed field and D :=
HomK (−, K ). For a finite dimensional algebra 3 over K , we denote by mod3 the
category of finitely generated right 3-modules and by proj3 the category of finitely
generated projective 3-modules. We denote by Db(mod3) the bounded derived
category of mod3 and by Kb(proj3) the bounded homotopy category of proj3.

2. Silting-discrete triangulated categories

In this section, we study silting-discrete triangulated categories. In particular, we
give a criterion for silting-discreteness. Moreover we apply this theory for tilting-
discrete categories for self-injective algebras. We also study a relationship between
silting-discrete categories and a Bongartz-type lemma.

Throughout this section, let T be a Krull–Schmidt triangulated category and
assume that it satisfies the following property:
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• For any object X of T , the additive closure add X is functorially finite in T .

For example, it is satisfied if T is the homotopy category of bounded complexes
of finitely generated projective modules over a finite dimensional algebra, which is
a main object in this paper.

2A. Criteria for silting-discreteness. Let us start with recalling the definition of
silting objects [Aihara and Iyama 2012; Buan et al. 2011; Keller and Vossieck
1988].

Definition 2.1. (a) We say an object P in T is presilting (respectively, pretilting)
if it satisfies HomT (P, P[i])= 0 for any i > 0 (respectively, i 6= 0).

(b) We call an object P in T silting (respectively, tilting) if it is presilting (respec-
tively, pretilting) and the smallest thick subcategory containing P is T .

We denote by silt T (respectively, tilt T ) the set of isomorphism classes of basic
silting objects (respectively, tilting objects) in T .

It is known that the number of nonisomorphic indecomposable summands of a
silting object does not depend on the choice of silting objects [Aihara and Iyama
2012, Corollary 2.28]. Moreover, for objects P and Q of T , we write P ≥ Q if
HomT (P, Q[i]) = 0 for any i > 0, which gives a partial order on silt T [Aihara
and Iyama 2012, Theorem 2.11].

Then we give the definition of silting-discrete triangulated categories as follows.

Definition 2.2. (a) We call a triangulated category T silting-discrete if for any
P ∈ silt T and any ` > 0, the set

{T ∈ silt T | P ≥ T ≥ P[`]}

is finite. Note that the property of being silting-discrete does not depend on the
choice of silting objects [Aihara 2013, Proposition 3.8]. Hence it is equivalent
to say that, for a silting object A ∈ T and any ` > 0, the set

{T ∈ silt T | A ≥ T ≥ A[`]}

is finite. Similarly, we call T tilting-discrete if, for a tilting object A ∈ T and
any ` > 0, the set {T ∈ tilt T | A ≥ T ≥ A[`]} is finite.

(b) For a silting object P of T , we denote by 2-siltP T the subset U of silt T such
that P ≥U ≥ P[1]. We call T 2-silting-finite if 2-siltP T is a finite set for any
silting object P of T . Note that the finiteness of 2-siltP T depends on a silting
object P in general. Similarly, we denote by 2-tiltP T the subset U of tilt T
such that P ≥U ≥ P[1].

Moreover we recall mutation for silting objects [Aihara and Iyama 2012, Theo-
rem 2.31].
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Definition 2.3. Let P be a basic silting object of T and decompose it as P= X⊕M .
We take a triangle

X
f
// M ′ // Y // X [1]

with a minimal left (add M)-approximation f of X . Then µ+X (P) := Y⊕M is again
a silting object, and we call it the left mutation of P with respect to X . Dually, we
define the right mutation µ−X (P).

1 Mutation will mean either left or right mutation.
If X is indecomposable, then we say that mutation is irreducible. In this case,
we have P > µ+X (P) and there is no silting object Q satisfying P > Q > µ+X (P)
[Aihara and Iyama 2012, Theorem 2.35].

Moreover, if P and µ+X (P) are tilting objects, then we call it the (left) tilting
mutation. In this case, if there exists no nontrivial direct summand X ′ of X such
that µ+X ′(T ) is tilting, then we say that tilting mutation is irreducible ([Chan et al.
2015, Definition 5.3]).

We remark that all silting objects of a silting-discrete category are reachable by
iterated irreducible mutation [Aihara 2013, Corollary 3.9].

Our first aim is to show the following theorem.

Theorem 2.4. The following are equivalent.

(a) T is silting-discrete.

(b) T is 2-silting-finite.

(c) For a silting object A ∈ T , 2-siltP T is a finite set for any silting object P
which is given by iterated irreducible left mutation from A.

We note that the theorem is different from [Qiu and Woolf 2014, Lemma 2.14],
where the partial order is defined by a finite sequence of tilts; our partial order is
valid for any silting objects.

Now we give some examples of silting-discrete categories.

Example 2.5. Let 3 be a finite dimensional algebra. Then Kb(proj3) is silting-
discrete if:

(a) 3 is a path algebra of Dynkin type, which immediately follows from the
definition.

(b) 3 is a local algebra [Aihara and Iyama 2012, Corollary 2.43].

(c) 3 is a representation-finite symmetric algebra [Aihara 2013, Theorem 5.6],
which is also tilting-discrete.

(d) 3 is a derived discrete algebra of finite global dimension [Broomhead et al.
2016, Proposition 6.8].

1The convention of µ+ and µ− is different from [Mizuno 2014] in which the converse notation is
used.
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(e) 3 is a Brauer graph algebra whose Brauer graph contains at most one cycle
of odd length and no cycle of even length [Adachi et al. 2015], which is also
tilting-discrete.

For a proof of Theorem 2.4, we will introduce the following terminology.

Definition 2.6. We define a subset of silt T

∇A(T ) := {U ∈ silt T | A ≥U ≥ A[1] and U ≥ T },

where A is a silting object and T is a presilting object in T satisfying A ≥ T . Note
that we have T ≥ A[`] for some `≥ 0 [Aihara and Iyama 2012, Proposition 2.4].

Moreover, we say that a silting object P is minimal in ∇A(T ) if it is a minimal
element in the partially ordered set ∇A(T ).

To keep this notation, we will make the following assumption.

Assumption 2.7. In the rest of this section, we always assume that T admits a
silting object A and a presilting object T satisfying A ≥ T .

Then we give the following key proposition.

Proposition 2.8. If a silting object P is minimal in ∇A(T ) and T ≥ A[`] for some
` > 0, then we have T ≥ P[`− 1].

For a proof, we recall the following proposition. See [Aihara and Iyama 2012,
Proposition 2.23, 2.24, 2.36] and [Aihara 2013, Proposition 2.12].

Proposition 2.9. Let P be a silting object of T . Then the following hold.

(a) There exists `≥ 0 such that P ≥ T ≥ P[`] if and only if there exist triangles

T1 // P0
f0
// T0 := T // T1[1],

...
...

...
...

T`−1 // P`−2
f`−2

// T`−2 // T`−1[1],

T` // P`−1
f`−1

// T`−1 // P`[1],

0 // P`
f`

// T` // 0,

where fi is a minimal right (add P)-approximation of Ti for 0≤ i ≤ `.

(b) In the situation of (a), if ` 6= 0, then there is a nonzero direct summand
X ∈ add(P`) such that the irreducible left mutation µ+X (P)≥ T.

Using Proposition 2.9, we give a proof of Proposition 2.8.
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Proof of Proposition 2.8. Since P is minimal in ∇A(T ), we have

P ≥ T ≥ A[`] ≥ P[`].

Then, by Proposition 2.9(a), there exist triangles

T1 // P0
f0
// T0 := T // T1[1],

...
...

...
...

T`−1 // P`−2
f`−2

// T`−2 // T`−1[1],

T` // P`−1
f`−1

// T`−1 // P`[1],

0 // P`
f`

// T` // 0,

where fi is a minimal right (add P)-approximation of Ti for 0≤ i ≤ `.
Similarly, since we have P ≥ A[1] ≥ P[1], there is a triangle

Q1 // Q0
f
// A[1] // Q1[1], (2-1)

where f is a minimal right (add P)-approximation of A[1] and Q1 ∈ add P .

(i) We show that P` belongs to add Q1. First, we have HomT (T, A[1+ `]) = 0
by the definition of T ≥ A[`]. Hence it follows from [Aihara and Iyama 2012,
Lemma 2.25] that (add P`)∩ (add Q0)= 0.

On the other hand, since A[1] is a silting object, we find that Q0⊕ Q1 is also a
silting object by the sequence (2-1). From [Aihara and Iyama 2012, Theorem 2.18],
it is observed that add P = add(Q0⊕ Q1) and hence P` belongs to add Q1.

(ii) We show that T ≥ P[`− 1]. Suppose that P` 6= 0. Then we can take a direct
summand X 6= 0 of P` such that µ+X (P)≥ T from Proposition 2.9(b).

On the other hand, (i) implies that X belongs to add Q1. Since P ≥ A[1] ≥ P[1],
by applying Proposition 2.9(b) to the sequence (2-1), we see that µ+X (P)≥ A[1].
Thus, one gets a silting object µ+X (P) such that P > µ+X (P) ≥ A[1] satisfying
µ+X (P) ≥ T , which is a contradiction to the minimality of P . Therefore, we
conclude that P` = 0. Hence we get T ≥ P[`− 1] by Proposition 2.9(a). �

On the other hand, we can easily check the following lemma.

Lemma 2.10. Let A be a silting object. If 2-siltA T is a finite set, then there exists
a minimal element in ∇A(T ).

Then we give a proof of Theorem 2.4, which provides a criterion of silting-
discreteness.

Proof of Theorem 2.4. It is obvious that the implications (a)⇒ (b)⇒ (c) hold.
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We show that the implication (c)⇒ (a) holds. Let T be a silting object such that
A ≥ T ≥ A[`] for some ` > 0. Since 2-siltA T is a finite set, there exists a minimal
object P in ∇A(T ). Hence we get P ≥ T ≥ P[`− 1] by Proposition 2.9.

Thus, one obtains

{T ∈ silt T | A ≥ T ≥ A[`]} ⊆
⋃

P∈2-siltA T

{U ∈ silt T | P ≥U ≥ P[`− 1]}.

By [Aihara 2013, Theorem 3.5], the finiteness of 2-siltA T implies that P can be
obtained from A by iterated irreducible left mutation. Therefore, our assumption
yields that 2-siltP T is also a finite set. Repeating this argument leads to the
assertion. �

Moreover, using a statement analogous to Proposition 2.9 (see [Chan et al. 2015,
Section 5]), we give a criterion for tilting-discreteness for self-injective algebras as
follows.

Corollary 2.11. Let 3 be a basic finite dimensional self-injective algebra and
T := Kb(proj3). Then the following are equivalent.

(a) T is tilting-discrete.

(b) T is 2-tilting-finite.

(c) 2-tiltP T is a finite set for any tilting object P which is given by iterated
irreducible left tilting mutation from 3.

Proof. It is obvious that the implications (a)⇒ (b)⇒ (c) hold.
We show that the implication (c)⇒ (a) holds. Let T be a tilting object such

that 3 ≥ T ≥ 3[`] for some ` > 0. Since 2-tilt3 T is a finite set, there exists a
minimal tilting object P in ∇3(T ). Then, by [Chan et al. 2015, Proposition 5.10,
Theorem 5.11], an argument the same as that of Proposition 2.9 works for tilting
objects and irreducible tilting mutation. Hence we obtain Proposition 2.8 for tilting
objects and one can get P ≥ T ≥ P[`− 1].

Thus, one obtains

{T ∈ tilt T | 3≥ T ≥3[`]} ⊆
⋃

P∈2-tilt3 T

{U ∈ tilt T | P ≥U ≥ P[`− 1]}.

By [Chan et al. 2015, Theorem 5.11], the finiteness of 2-tilt3 T implies that P can
be obtained from 3 by iterated irreducible left tilting mutation. Therefore, our
assumption yields that 2-tiltP T is also a finite set. Repeating this argument leads
to the assertion. �

Finally, as an application of Theorem 2.4, we show that silting-discrete categories
satisfy a Bongartz-type lemma. For this purpose, we give the following definition.
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Definition 2.12. We call a presilting object T in T partial silting if it is a direct
summand of some silting object, that is, there exists an object T ′ such that T ⊕ T ′

is a silting object.

One of the important questions is if any presilting object is partial silting or not
[Brüstle and Yang 2013, Question 3.13]. We will show that it has a positive answer
in the case of silting-discrete categories.

Let us recall the following result.

Proposition 2.13 [Aihara 2013, Proposition 2.16]. Let T be a presilting object
in T . If A ≥ T ≥ A[1], then T is partial silting.

Then we can improve Proposition 2.13 as follows.

Proposition 2.14. Let T be a presilting object in T such that A ≥ T . Assume that
for any silting object B in T such that A ≥ B ≥ T , there exists a minimal object
in ∇B(T ).

Then there exists a silting object P in T satisfying P ≥ T ≥ P[1]. In particular,
T is partial silting.

Proof. We can take ` ≥ 0 such that A ≥ T ≥ A[`] by [Aihara and Iyama 2012,
Proposition 2.4]. It is enough to show the statement for ` ≥ 2. Since there is a
minimal silting object in∇A(T ), which we denote by A1, we have A1≥T ≥ A1[`−1]
by Proposition 2.8. By our assumption, we can repeat this argument and we obtain
a sequence

A = A0 ≥ A1 ≥ · · · ≥ A`−1 ≥ T ≥ A`−1[1] ≥ · · · ≥ A1[`− 1] ≥ A[`],

where Ai+1 is a minimal object in ∇Ai(T ) for 0≤ i ≤ `−2. Thus, we get the desired
silting object P := A`−1.

The second assertion immediately follows from the first one and Proposition 2.13.
�

As a consequence, we obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 2.15. If T is silting-discrete, then any presilting object is partial silting.

Proof. Take a presilting object T in T . If T is presilting, then so is T [i] for any i .
Hence we can assume that A ≥ T . Then, by Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 2.10, T
satisfies the assumption of Proposition 2.14 and hence we obtain the conclusion. �

We remark that in [Broomhead et al. 2016, Secion 5] the authors also discuss
the Bongartz completion using a different type of the partial order.

3. Basic properties of preprojective algebras of Dynkin type

In this section, we review some definitions and results we will use in the rest of
this paper.
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3A. Preprojective algebras. Let Q be a finite connected acyclic quiver. We denote
by Q0 vertices of Q and by Q1 arrows of Q. We denote by Q the double quiver
of Q, which is obtained by adding an arrow a∗ : j → i for each arrow a : i → j
in Q1. The preprojective algebra 3Q =3 associated to Q is the algebra K Q/I ,
where I is the ideal in the path algebra K Q generated by the relation of the form∑

a∈Q1

(aa∗− a∗a).

We remark that3 does not depend on the orientation of Q. Hence, for a graph1,
we define the preprojective algebra by 31 = 3Q , where Q is a quiver whose
underlying graph is 1. We denote by 10 vertices of 1.

Let1 be a Dynkin graph (by Dynkin graph we always mean the one of type ADE).
The preprojective algebra of 1 is finite dimensional and self-injective [Brenner
et al. 2002, Theorem 4.8]. Without loss of generality, we may suppose that vertices
are given as in Figure 1 and let ei be the primitive idempotent of 3 associated
with i ∈ 10. We denote the Nakayama permutation of 3 by ι : 10 → 10 (i.e.,
D(3eι(i)) ∼= ei3). Then, one can check that we have ι = id if 1 is type D2n, E7

and E8. Otherwise, we have ι2 = id and it is given as follows.

ι(1)= 1 and ι(i)= i + n− 1 for i ∈ {2, · · · , n} if A2n−1,

ι(i)= i + n for i ∈ {1, · · · , n} if A2n,

ι(1)= n and ι(i)= i for i /∈ {1, n} if D2n+1,

ι(3)= 5, ι(4)= 6 and ι(i)= i for i ∈ {1, 2} if E6.

3B. Weyl group. Let 1 be a graph from Figure 1. The Weyl group W1 associated
to 1 is defined by the generators si and relations (si s j )

m(i, j)
= 1, where

m(i, j) :=


1 if i = j,
2 if no edge between i and j in 1,
3 if there is an edge i j in 1,
4 if there is an edge i 4 j in 1.

For w ∈W1, we denote by `(w) the length of w.
Let 1 be a Dynkin graph, 3 the preprojective algebra and ι the Nakayama

permutation of 3. Then ι acts on an element of the Weyl group W1 by ι(w) :=
sι(i1)sι(i2) · · · sι(ik) for w = si1si2 · · · sik ∈W1. We define the subgroup W ι

1 of W1 by

W ι
1 := {w ∈W | ι(w)= w}.
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A2n−1 : n · · · 2 1 (n+ 1) · · · (2n− 1)

A2n : n · · · 2 1 (n+ 1) · · · 2n

Bn (n ≥ 1) : 1 4 2 · · · (n− 1) n

Dn (n ≥ 4) :

1

2 3 · · · (n− 1)

n

En (n = 6, 7, 8) :

1

4 3 2 5 · · · n

F4 : 1 2 4 3 4

Figure 1. Dynkin graphs with vertex labels.

Let w0 be the longest element of W1. Note that we have w0ww0 = ι(w) for
w ∈ W1 [Erdmann and Snashall 1998]. In particular we have w0w = ww0 for
any W ι

1.

Theorem 3.1. Let 1 be a Dynkin (ADE) graph whose vertices are given as in
Figure 1 and W1 the Weyl group of1. Let1f be a graph given by the following type.

1 A2n−1,A2n D2n D2n+1 E6 E7 E8

1f Bn D2n B2n F4 E7 E8

Then we have W ι
1 = 〈ti | i ∈1

f
0〉, where

ti :=


si if i = ι(i) in 1,
si sι(i)si if there is an edge i ι(i) in 1,
si sι(i) if no edge between i and ι(i) in 1,

(T)

and W ι
1 is isomorphic to W1f .

Proof. This follows from the above property of the Nakayama permutation and
[Carter 1989, Chapter 13]. �

Definition 3.2. We call the graph 1f given in Theorem 3.1 the folded graph of 1.

Example 3.3. (a) Let 1 be a graph of type A5. Then one can check that W ι
1 is

given by 〈s1, s2s4, s3s5〉 and this group is isomorphic to W1f , where 1f is a
graph of type B3.
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(b) Let 1 be a graph of type A6. Then one can check that W ι
1 is given by

〈s1s4s1, s2s5, s3s6〉 and this group is isomorphic to W1f , where 1f is a graph
of type B3.

(c) Let 1 be a graph of type D5. Then one can check that W ι
1 is given by

〈s1s5, s2, s3, s4〉 and this group is isomorphic to W1f , where 1f is a graph of
type B4.

(d) Let 1 be a graph of type E6. Then one can check that W ι
1 is given by

〈s1, s2, s3s5, s4s6〉 and this group is isomorphic to W1f , where 1f is a graph of
type F4.

3C. Support τ -tilting modules and two-term silting complexes. In this subsec-
tion, we briefly recall the notion of support τ -tilting modules introduced in [Adachi
et al. 2014], and its relationship with silting complexes. We refer to [Adachi et al.
2014; Iyama and Reiten 2014] for a background of support τ -tilting modules.

Let 3 be a finite dimensional algebra and we denote by τ the AR translation
[Auslander et al. 1995].

Definition 3.4. (a) We call X in mod3 τ -rigid if Hom3(X, τ X)= 0.

(b) We call X in mod3 τ -tilting if X is τ -rigid and |X | = |3|, where |X | denotes
the number of nonisomorphic indecomposable direct summands of X .

(c) We call X in mod3 support τ -tilting if there exists an idempotent e of 3 such
that X is a τ -tilting (3/〈e〉)-module.

We can also describe these notions as pairs as follows.

(d) We call a pair (X, P) of X ∈mod3 and P ∈ proj3 τ -rigid if X is τ -rigid and
Hom3(P, X)= 0.

(e) We call a τ -rigid pair (X, P) a support τ -tilting (respectively, almost complete
support τ -tilting) pair if |X | + |P| = |3| (respectively, |X | + |P| = |3| − 1).

We say that (X, P) is basic if X and P are basic, and we say that (X, P) is
a direct summand of (X ′, P ′) if X is a direct summand of X ′ and P is a direct
summand of P ′. Note that a basic support τ -tilting module X determines a basic
support τ -tilting pair (X, P) uniquely [Adachi et al. 2014, Proposition 2.3]. Hence
we can identify basic support τ -tilting modules with basic support τ -tilting pairs.
We denote by sτ-tilt3 the set of isomorphism classes of basic support τ -tilting
3-modules.

Finally we recall an important relationship between support τ -tilting modules
and two-term silting complexes. We write silt3 := siltKb(proj3) and tilt3 :=
tiltKb(proj3) for simplicity. We denote by 2-silt3 (respectively, 2-tilt3) the subset
of silt3 (respectively, tilt3) consisting of two-term (i.e., it is concentrated in the
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degree 0 and −1) complexes. Note that a complex T is two-term if and only if
3≥ T ≥3[1].

Then we have the following nice correspondence.

Theorem 3.5 [Adachi et al. 2014, Theorem 3.2, Corollary 3.9]. Let 3 be a finite
dimensional algebra. There exists a bijection 9 : sτ-tilt3→ 2-silt3,

(X, P) 7→9(X, P) :=


−1
P1

X
f
−→

0
P0

X
⊕ ∈ Kb(proj3),

P

where P1
X

f
// P0

X
// X // 0 is a minimal projective presentation of X. More-

over, it gives an isomorphism of the partially ordered sets between sτ-tilt3 and
2-silt3.

By the above correspondence, we can give a description of two-term silting
complexes by calculating support τ -tilting modules, which is much simpler than
calculations of two-term silting complexes.

4. Two-term tilting complexes and Weyl groups

In this section, we characterize 2-term tilting complexes in terms of the Weyl group.
In particular, we provide a complete description of 2-term tilting complexes.

Throughout this section, let 1 be a Dynkin (ADE) graph with 10 = {1, . . . , n},
3 the preprojective algebra of 1 and Ii :=3(1− ei )3, where ei is the primitive
idempotent of 3 associated with i ∈10. We denote by 〈I1, . . . , In〉 the set of ideals
of 3 which can be written as

Ii1 Ii2 · · · Iik

for some k ≥ 0 and i1, . . . , ik ∈10. Note that it has recently been understood that
these ideals play an important role in several situations, for example [Iyama and
Reiten 2008; Buan et al. 2009; Geiß et al. 2011; Oppermann et al. 2015; Baumann
and Kamnitzer 2012; Baumann et al. 2014].

Then we use the following important results.

Theorem 4.1. (a) There exists a bijection W1→ 〈I1, . . . , In〉, which is given by
w 7→ Iw = Ii1 Ii2 · · · Iik for any reduced expression w = si1 · · · sik .

(b) There exist bijections

W1→ sτ-tilt3 → 2-silt3,

w 7→ (Iw, Pw) 7→ Sw :=9(Iw, Pw).

(c) The Weyl group W1 acts transitively and faithfully on 2-silt3 by

si · (Sw) := µi (Sw)∼= Ssiw,
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where µi is the silting mutation associated with i ∈10.

Proof. (a) This follows from [Mizuno 2014, Theorem 2.14; Buan et al. 2009,
III.1.9].

(b) This follows from [Mizuno 2014, Theorem 2.21] and Theorem 3.5.

(c) By [Mizuno 2014, Theorem 2.16], W1 acts transitively and faithfully on sτ-tilt3
by mutation of support τ -tilting pairs (see [Adachi et al. 2014, Theorems 2.18, 2.28]
for mutation of support τ -tilting pairs). On the other hand, [Adachi et al. 2014,
Corollary 3.9] implies that the bijection (b) gives the compatibility of mutation of
support τ -tilting pairs and two-term silting complexes. Hence we get the conclusion.

�

Now, the aim of this section is to show the following result.

Theorem 4.2. Let 1 be a Dynkin graph, 3 the preprojective algebra of 1 and ι
the Nakayama permutation of 3.

(a) Let ν be the Nakayama functor of 3. Then ν(Iw)∼= Iw if and only if ι(w)=w.

(b) We have a bijection

W ι
1→ 2-tilt3, w 7→ Sw.

(c) Let 1f be the folded graph of 1 (Definition 3.2) and define 〈ti | i ∈1f
0〉 by (T)

of Theorem 3.1. Then 〈ti | i ∈1f
0〉 acts transitively and faithfully on 2-tilt3.

For a proof, we recall the notion of g-vectors of support τ -tilting modules. See
[Mizuno 2014, Section 3; Adachi et al. 2014, Section 5] for details.

Let K0(proj3) be the Grothendieck group of the additive category proj3, which
is isomorphic to the free abelian group Zn , and we identify the set of isomorphism
classes of projective 3-modules with the canonical basis e1, . . . , en of Zn .

For a 3-module X , take a minimal projective presentation

P1
X

// P0
X

// X // 0

and let g(X)= (g1(X), · · · , gn(X))t := [P0
X ] − [P

1
X ] ∈ Zn. Then, for any w ∈W1

and i ∈10, we define a g-vector by

Zn
3 gi (w)=

{
g(ei Iw) if ei Iw 6= 0,
−eι(i) if ei Iw = 0.

Then we define a g-matrix of a support τ -tilting 3-module Iw by

g(w) := (g1(w), . . . , gn(w)) ∈ GLn(Z).

Note that the g-vectors form a basis of Zn [Adachi et al. 2014, Theorem 5.1].
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On the other hand, we define a matrix Mι := (eι(1), . . . , eι(n)) ∈GLn(Z) and, for
X ∈ GLn(Z), we define

ι(X) := Mι · X ·Mι.

Clearly the left multiplication (respectively, right multiplication) of Mι to X gives a
permutation of X from j-th to ι( j)-th rows (respectively, columns) for any j ∈10

and M2
ι = id.

Moreover, we recall the following definition (see [Mizuno 2014, Definition 3.5]).

Definition 4.3 [Björner and Brenti 2005]. The contragradient r : W1→ GLn(Z)

of the geometric representation is defined by

r(si )(e j )= ri (e j )=

{
e j , i 6= j,
−ei +

∑
k — i

ek, i = j,

where the sum is taken over all edges of i in 1. We regard ri as a matrix of GLn(Z)

and this extends to a group homomorphism.

Lemma 4.4. For any i ∈10, we have

ι(ri )= rι(i).

Proof. Since the left multiplication (respectively, right multiplication) of Mι gives a
permutation of rows (respectively, columns) from j-th to ι( j)-th for any j ∈10,
this follows from the definition of ri and rι(i). �

Lemma 4.5. For any w ∈W1, we have

ι(g(w))= g(ι(w)).

Proof. Let w = si1 · · · sik be an expression of w. Then, by [Mizuno 2014, Proposi-
tion 3.6], we conclude

g(w)= rik · · · ri1 .

Hence we have

ι(g(w))= Mι(rik . . . ri1)Mι

= (Mιrik Mι) · · · (Mιri1 Mι) (M2
ι = id)

= rι(ik) . . . rι(i1) (Lemma 4.4)

= g(ι(w)). �

Moreover, we give the following lemma.

Lemma 4.6. Let w ∈W1.

(a) ν(Iw) is also a support τ -tilting 3-module. In particular, there exists some
w′ ∈W1 such that ν(Iw)∼= Iw′ .
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(b) For the above w′, we have

g(w′)= ι(g(w)).

Proof. (a) Let (Iw, Pw) be a basic support τ -tilting pair of 3, where Pw is the
corresponding projective 3-module. By Theorem 3.5, we have the two-term silting
complex in Kb(proj3) by

Sw := (P1
Iw

f
→ P0

Iw)⊕ Pw[1] ∈ Kb(proj3),

where
P1

Iw

f
// P0

Iw
// Iw // 0

is a minimal projective presentation of Iw.
Then ν(Sw)= (ν(P1

Iw)→ν(P
0
Iw))⊕ ν(Pw)[1] ∈ K

b(proj3) is clearly a two-term
silting complex. Hence, by Theorem 3.5, (ν(Iw), ν(Pw)) is also a basic support τ -
tilting pair of 3. Thus, by Theorem 4.1, there exists w′ ∈W1 such that ν(Iw)∼= Iw′ .

(b) Take i ∈10. First assume that ei Iw 6= 0 and take a minimal projective presenta-
tion of ei Iw

P1
→ P0

→ ei Iw→ 0.

By applying ν to this sequence, we have

ν(P1)→ ν(P0)→ ν(ei Iw)→ 0.

Because [ν(e j3)] = [eι( j)3] = Mι[e j3] for any j ∈10, we have

[(ν(P0)] − [(ν(P1)] = Mι([P0
] − [P1

])= Mι(gi (w)).

Then, since we have ν(ei Iw)∼= eι(i) Iw′ , we obtain gι(i)(w′)= Mι(gi (w)).
Next assume that ei Iw = 0. Then we have gi (w) = −eι(i) by the definition.

Because ν(e j3)∼= eι( j)3 for any j ∈10, we obtain gι(i)(w′)=−ei = Mι(gi (w)).
Consequently, we have

g(w′)= (g1(w′), . . . , gn(w′))

= (gι(1)(w′), . . . , gι(n)(w′)) ·Mι

= (Mι(g1(w)), . . . ,Mι(gn(w))) ·Mι

= Mι · (g1(w), . . . , gn(w)) ·Mι

= ι(g(w)).

This finishes the proof. �

For the proof of Theorem 4.2 we recall the following nice property.

Theorem 4.7 [Adachi et al. 2014, Theorem 5.5]. The map X→ g(X) induces an
injection from the set of isomorphism classes of τ -rigid pairs for 3 to K0(proj3).
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Proof of Theorem 4.2. (a) We have the following equivalent conditions

ν(Iw)∼= Iw⇔ ι(g(w))= g(w) (Lemma 4.6 and Theorem 4.7)

⇔ g(ι(w))= g(w) (Lemma 4.5)

⇔ Iι(w) ∼= Iw (Theorem 4.7)

⇔ ι(w)= w (Theorem 4.1).

Thus we get the desired result.

(b) A silting complex Sw is a tilting complex if and only if ν(Sw)∼= Sw (see [Aihara
2013, Appendix]). Hence (a) implies that it is equivalent to say that ι(w)=w. This
proves our claim.

(c) By (b) and Theorem 3.1, the action of Theorem 4.1 induces the action of
〈ti | i ∈1f

0〉 on 2-tilt3. �

Example 4.8. Let 1 be a graph of type A3 and 3 the preprojective algebra of 1.
Then the support τ -tilting quiver of 3 [Adachi et al. 2014, Definition 2.29] is given
in Figure 2.

The framed modules indicate ν-stable modules [Mizuno 2015] (i.e., Iw ∼= ν(Iw)),
which is equivalent to say that ι(w)= w. Hence Theorems 3.1 and 4.2 imply that
these modules are in bijection with the elements of the subgroup W ι

1 = 〈s1s3, s2〉

and this group is isomorphic to the Weyl group of type B2.

5. Preprojective algebras are tilting-discrete

In this section, we show that preprojective algebras of Dynkin type are tilting-
discrete. It implies that all tilting complexes are connected to each other by succes-
sive tilting mutation [Chan et al. 2015, Theorem 5.14; Aihara 2013, Theorem 3.5].
From this result, we can determine the derived equivalence class of the algebra.

Throughout this section, let 1 be a Dynkin graph with 10 = {1, . . . , n}, 3 the
preprojective algebra of 1, ei the primitive idempotent of 3 associated with i ∈10

and 1f the folded graph of 1. We also keep the notation of previous sections.
The aim of this section is to show the following theorem.

Theorem 5.1. Let 3 be a preprojective algebra of Dynkin type.

(a) Kb(proj3) is tilting-discrete.

(b) Any basic tilting complex T of 3 satisfies EndKb(proj3)(T )∼=3. In particular,
the derived equivalence class coincides with the Morita equivalence class.

Notation. Let 1̃ be an extended Dynkin graph obtained from1 by adding a vertex 0
(i.e., 1̃0 = {0} ∪10) with the associated arrows. Since

W1 = 〈s1, . . . , sn〉 ⊂W1̃ = 〈s1, . . . , sn, s0〉,
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Figure 2. Diagram for Example 4.8.

we can regard elements of W1 as those of W1̃. We denote by 3̃ the m-adic
completion of the preprojective algebra of 1̃, where m is the ideal generated by
all arrows. It implies that the Krull–Schmidt theorem holds for finitely generated
projective 3̃-modules. Moreover we denote Ĩi := 3̃(1− ei )3̃, where ei is the
primitive idempotent of 3̃ associated with i ∈ 1̃0.

Recall that, by Theorem 4.1, we have a bijection between W1̃ and 〈 Ĩ1, . . . , Ĩn, Ĩ0〉

[Buan et al. 2009, III.1.9] and hence for each element w ∈ W1̃, we can define
Ĩw := Ĩi1 · · · Ĩik , where w = si1 · · · sik is a reduced expression. Furthermore, it is
shown that Ĩw is a tilting 3̃-module [Buan et al. 2009, Theorem III.1.6].

Note that if i 6= 0 ∈ 1̃0, then we have

3= 3̃/〈e0〉 and Ii = Ĩi/〈e0〉.

In particular, for w ∈W1, we have Ĩw/〈e0〉 = Iw and hence 3̃/ Ĩw ∼=3/Iw.
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Recall that we can describe the two-term silting complex of Kb(proj3) by

Sw :=


P1

Iw
f
−→ P0

Iw
⊕

Pw

where P1
Iw

f
// P0

Iw
// Iw // 0 is a minimal projective presentation of Iw.

Then we show that Ĩw⊗L
3̃
3 gives a two-term silting complex Sw.

Proposition 5.2. For w ∈W1, Ĩw⊗L
3̃
3 is isomorphic to Sw in Db(mod3).

Proof. Since Ĩw is a tilting 3̃-module, we have a minimal projective resolution

0 // P̃1
g
// P̃0 // Ĩw // 0.

By applying the functor −⊗3̃3, we have the following exact sequence [Mizuno
2014, Proposition 3.2]

0→ ν−1(3/Iw)→ P̃1⊗3̃3
g⊗3
−−→ P̃0⊗3̃3→ Ĩw⊗3̃3→ 0.

Because we have an isomorphism in Db(mod3̃)

Ĩw⊗L
3̃
3∼=

(
· · · → 0→ P̃1⊗3̃3

g⊗3
−−→ P̃0⊗3̃3→ 0→ · · ·

)
,

one can check that Ĩw⊗L
3̃
3 is isomorphic to Sw (Theorem 3.5). �

For w∈W1, we denote the inclusion by i : Ĩw ↪→ 3̃. Then we show the following
lemma.

Lemma 5.3. Let w0 be the longest element of W1. For w ∈ W ι
1, we have isomor-

phisms p : Ĩw⊗L
3̃

Ĩw0 → Ĩw0 ⊗
L
3̃

Ĩw and q : Ĩw⊗L
3̃
3̃→ 3̃⊗L

3̃
Ĩw, which make the

following diagram commutative

Ĩw⊗L
3̃

Ĩw0

id⊗i
//

∼= p
��

Ĩw⊗L
3̃
3̃

∼= q
��

Ĩw0 ⊗
L
3̃

Ĩw
i⊗id

// 3̃⊗L
3̃

Ĩw

Proof. Because `(w0w
−1)+`(w)= `(w0), [Buan et al. 2009, Propositions II.1.5(a),

II.1.10] gives the following commutative diagram:

Ĩw0

i
// 3̃

∼=

��

Ĩw0w−1 ⊗
L
3̃

Ĩw
i⊗i
//

∼=

OO

3̃⊗L
3̃
3̃
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Hence we have

Ĩw⊗L
3̃

Ĩw0

id⊗i
// Ĩw⊗L

3̃
3̃

i⊗id
// 3̃⊗L

3̃
3̃

∼=

��

Ĩw⊗L
3̃

Ĩw0w−1 ⊗
L
3̃

Ĩw
i⊗i⊗i

//

∼=

OO

3̃⊗L
3̃
3̃⊗L

3̃
3̃

Since w ∈ W ι
1, we have w0w = ww0 (Section 3B) and hence Ĩw0w−1 = Ĩw−1w0 .

Then similarly we have the following commutative diagram

Ĩw⊗L
3̃

Ĩw−1w0 ⊗
L
3̃

Ĩw
i⊗i⊗i

//

∼=

��

3̃⊗L
3̃
3̃⊗L

3̃
3̃

Ĩw0 ⊗
L
3̃

Ĩw
i⊗id

// 3̃⊗L
3̃

Ĩw
id⊗i

// 3̃⊗L
3̃
3̃

∼=

OO

Moreover we have the following commutative diagram

Ĩw⊗L
3̃
3̃

∼=

��

i⊗id
// 3̃⊗L

3̃
3̃

∼=

��

3̃⊗L
3̃

Ĩw⊗L
3̃
3̃

id⊗i⊗id
// 3̃⊗L

3̃
3̃⊗L

3̃
3̃

3̃⊗L
3̃

Ĩw

∼=

OO

id⊗i
// 3̃⊗L

3̃
3̃

∼=

OO

Put L := Ĩw⊗L
3̃

Ĩw−1w0⊗
L
3̃

Ĩw. Consider a morphism u : L→ Ĩw and the triangle

· · · // 3̃/ Ĩw[−1] // Ĩw
i
// 3̃ // 3̃/ Ĩw // . . . .

If i ◦ u = 0, then there exists a map v : L→ 3̃/ Ĩw[−1] which makes commutative
the diagram

L

u
��

v

zz

· · · // 3̃/ Ĩw[−1] // Ĩw
i
// 3̃ // 3̃/ Ĩw // . . .

Because H i (L)= 0 for any i > 0, we get v= 0 and hence u = 0. Thus the above
diagrams provide the required morphisms. �

From the above results, we have the following nice consequence.
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Proposition 5.4. For any w ∈W ι
1, we have an isomorphism

EndKb(proj3)( Ĩw⊗
L
3̃
3)∼=3.

In particular, the endomorphism algebra of any basic two-term tilting complex is
isomorphic to 3.

Proof. Letw0 be the longest element of W1. Since Ĩw0 =〈e0〉, we have the following
exact sequence

0 // Ĩw0
// 3̃ // 3 // 0.

Then applying the functor Ĩw⊗L
3̃
− to the exact sequence, we have the triangle

Ĩw⊗L
3̃

Ĩw0
// Ĩw⊗L

3̃
3̃ // Ĩw⊗L

3̃
3 // Ĩw⊗L

3̃
Ĩw0[1].

Similarly, applying the functor −⊗L
3̃

Ĩw to the first exact sequence, we have the
triangle

Ĩw0 ⊗
L
3̃

Ĩw // 3̃⊗L
3̃

Ĩw // 3⊗L
3̃

Ĩw // Ĩw0 ⊗
L
3̃

Ĩw[1].

By Lemma 5.3, we have the following commutative diagram

Ĩw⊗L
3̃

Ĩw0
//

p∼=
��

Ĩw⊗L
3̃
3̃ //

q∼=
��

Ĩw⊗L
3̃
3 //

r
��

Ĩw⊗L
3̃

Ĩw0[1]

��

Ĩw0 ⊗
L
3̃

Ĩw // 3̃⊗L
3̃

Ĩw // 3⊗L
3̃

Ĩw // Ĩw0 ⊗
L
3̃

Ĩw[1]

and the isomorphism r . Because Ĩw is a tilting module [Buan et al. 2009, Theo-
rem III.1.6] and we have 3̃∼=Hom3̃( Ĩw, Ĩw) [Buan et al. 2009, Proposition II.1.4],
we obtain

RHom3( Ĩw⊗L
3̃
3, Ĩw⊗L

3̃
3)∼= RHom3̃( Ĩw, Ĩw⊗L

3̃
3)

∼= RHom3̃( Ĩw,3⊗
L
3̃

Ĩw)
∼=3⊗

L
3̃

RHom3̃( Ĩw, Ĩw)
∼=3⊗

L
3̃
3̃

∼=3.

Then by taking the 0th part, we get the assertion. The second statement immediately
follows from the first one, Theorem 4.2 and Proposition 5.2. �
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Corollary 5.5. Let T be a tilting complex which is given by iterated irreducible left
tilting mutation from 3. Then we have

EndKb(proj3)(T )∼=3.

Proof. Let T =µ+(`)◦· · ·◦µ
+

(1)(3), where µ denotes irreducible left tilting mutation.
We proceed by induction on `. Assume that, for T ′=µ+(`−1)◦· · ·◦µ

+

(1)(3), we have
EndKb(proj3)(T ′)∼=3. Then we have an equivalence F : Kb(proj3)→ Kb(proj3)

such that F(T ′)∼=3 [Rickard 1989]. Therefore we have EndKb(proj3)(µ
+

(`)(T
′))∼=

EndKb(proj3)(µ
+

(`)(3)) and hence it is isomorphic to 3 by Proposition 5.4. �

Now we are ready to give a proof of Theorem 5.1.

Proof of Theorem 5.1. (a) We will check the condition (c) of Corollary 2.11.
Recall that 2-tiltT 3 := {U ∈ tilt3 | T ≥ U ≥ T [1]}. We denote by ] 2-tiltT 3

the number of 2-tiltT 3.
By Theorem 4.2, the set 2-tilt33= 2-tilt3 is finite. Let T be a tilting complex

which is given by iterated irreducible left tilting mutation from 3. Then we have
EndKb(proj3)(T )∼=3 from Corollary 5.5. Therefore, we have an equivalence

F : Kb(proj3)→ Kb(proj3)

such that F(T )∼=3 and hence we get

]
{
U ∈ tilt3

∣∣ T ≥U ≥ T [1]
}
= ]

{
F(U ) ∈ tilt3

∣∣3≥ F(U )≥3[1]
}
.

Thus it is also finite and we obtain the statement.

(b) Let T be a basic tilting complex such that 3≥ T . Since 3 is tilting-discrete, T
is obtained by iterated irreducible left tilting mutation from 3 [Chan et al. 2015,
Theorem 5.11; Aihara 2013, Theorem 3.5]. Thus the statement follows from
Corollary 5.5. Because for any tilting complex T , we have 3 ≥ T [`] for some `
[Aihara and Iyama 2012, Proposition 2.4] and EndKb(proj3)(T )∼=EndKb(proj3)(T [`]),
we get the conclusion from the above argument. �

6. Tilting complexes and braid groups

In this section, we show that irreducible mutation satisfy the braid relations and we
give a bijection from the elements of the braid group to the set of tilting complexes.

We keep the notation of previous sections.
Define W ι

1 = 〈ti | i ∈1
f
0〉 by (T) of Theorem 3.1. By Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, we

have Sti = µ+i (3) (i ∈1f
0) in Db(mod3), where µ+i is given as a composition of
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left silting mutation as follows

µ+i :=


µ+i if i = ι(i) in 1,
µ+i ◦µ

+

ι(i) ◦µ
+

i if there is an edge i — ι(i) in 1,
µ+i ◦µ

+

ι(i) if there is no edge between i and ι(i) in 1.

Moreover, we let

eti :=

{
ei if i = ι(i) in 1,
ei + eι(i) if i 6= ι(i) in 1.

Then, it is easy to check that µ+i (3)= µ
+

(eti3)
(3) and hence we have

Sti =


−1

eti3
f
−→

0
Rti

⊕ ∈ Kb(proj3),

(1− eti )3

where f is a minimal left (add((1−eti )3))-approximation.
Thus µ+i is an irreducible left tilting mutation of 3 and any irreducible left

tilting mutation of 3 is given as µ+i for some i ∈1f
0. Dually, we define µ−i so that

µ−i ◦µ
+

i = id [Aihara and Iyama 2012, Proposition 2.33].
Let F1f be the free group generated by ai (i ∈1f

0). Then we define the map

F1f → tilt3,

a = a
εi1
i1
· · · a

εik
ik
7→ µa(3) := µ

εi1
i1
◦ · · · ◦µ

εik
ik
(3).

Then we give the following proposition.

Proposition 6.1. For any a ∈ F1f , we let T := µa(3). Then we have the following
braid relations in Db(mod3):

µ+i ◦µ
+

j (T )∼= µ+j ◦µ
+

i (T ) if 6 ∃ an edge between i and j in 1f,

µ+i ◦µ
+

j ◦µ
+

i (T )∼= µ+j ◦µ
+

i ◦µ
+

j (T ) if ∃ an edge i j in 1f,

µ+i ◦µ
+

j ◦µ
+

i ◦µ
+

j (T )∼= µ+j ◦µ
+

i ◦µ
+

j ◦µ
+

i (T ) if ∃ an edge i 4 j in 1f.

Proof. By Theorem 4.2, the assertion holds for T =3. Moreover, by Theorem 5.1,
T satisfies EndKb(proj3)(T )∼=3 and hence we have an equivalence F :Kb(proj3)→

Kb(proj3) such that F(T )∼=3. Since mutation is preserved by an equivalence, the
assertion holds for T . �

Now we recall the following definition.

Definition 6.2. The braid group B1f is defined by generators ai (i ∈ 1f
0) and

relations (ai a j )
m(i, j)

= 1 for i 6= j (i.e., the difference with W1f is that we do not
require the relations a2

i = 1 for i ∈ 1f
0). Moreover we denote the positive braid

monoid by B+1f .
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As a consequence of the above results, we have the following proposition.

Proposition 6.3. There is a map

B1f → tilt3, a 7→ µa(3).

Moreover, it is surjective.

Proof. The first statement follows from Proposition 6.1. Since 3 is tilting-discrete,
any tilting complex can be obtained from 3 by iterated irreducible tilting mutation
[Chan et al. 2015, Theorem 5.11; Aihara and Iyama 2012, Theorem 3.5]. Thus the
map is surjective. �

Finally, we will show that the map of Proposition 6.3 is injective.
Recall that T > µa(T ) for any a ∈ B+1f (Definition 2.3). Then we have the

following result.

Lemma 6.4. The map

B+1f → tilt3, a 7→ µa(3)

is injective.

Proof. We denote by `(a) the length of a ∈ B+1f , that is, the number of elements of
the expression a. We show by induction on the length of B+1f . Take b, c ∈ B+1f such
that µb(3)∼= µc(3) in Db(mod3). Without loss of generality, we can assume that
`(b)≤ `(c).

If `(b) = 0, (or equivalently, b = id), then µb(3) = 3. Then we have c = id
because otherwise 3> µc(3).

Next assume that `(b) > 0 and the statement holds for any element if the length
is less than `(b). We write b= b′ai and c= c′a j for some b′, c′ ∈ B+1f and i, j ∈1f

0.
If i = j , then µb′(3) ∼= µc′(3) and the induction hypothesis implies that b′ = c′

and hence b = c.
Hence assume that i 6= j . Then we define

ai, j :=


ai a j if no edge between i and j in 1f,

ai a j ai if there is an edge i j in 1f,

ai a j ai a j if there is an edge i
4

j in 1f.

Then µai, j (3) is a meet of µai (3) and µa j (3) by Theorem 4.2, [Mizuno 2014,
Theorem 2.30] and [Adachi et al. 2014, Corollary 3.9]. Therefore we get µai, j (3)≥

µb(3) since µai (3)≥ µb(3) and µa j (3)≥ µc(3)∼= µb(3).
Because 3 is tilting-discrete and 3 > µai, j (3), there exists d ∈ B+1f such that

µd(µai, j (3)) = µdai, j (3)
∼= µb(3). Then we have µdai, j a−1

i
(3) ∼= µb′(3). Since

we have dai, j a−1
i ∈ B+1f , the induction hypothesis implies that dai, j a−1

i = b′ and
hence dai, j = b. Similarly, we have µdai, j a−1

j
(3)∼=µc′(3) and we get dai, j a−1

j = c′.
Therefore, we get b = dai, j = c′a j = c and the assertion holds. �
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As an immediate consequence, we obtain the following result (cf. [Brav and
Thomas 2011, Lemma 2.3]).

Proposition 6.5. The map

B1f → tilt3, a 7→ µa(3)

is injective.

Proof. It is enough to show that µa(3)∼=3 in Db(mod3) implies a = id. In fact,
µa(3)∼= µa′(3) implies µaa′−1(3)∼=3. Then if aa′−1

= id, then we get a = a′.
It is well-known that any element a ∈ B1f is given by a=b−1c for some b, c∈ B+1f

[Kassel and Turaev 2008, Section 6.6]. Hence, µa(3)∼=3 is equivalent to saying
that µb−1c(3)

∼=3. Then we have µb(3)∼= µc(3) and Lemma 6.4 implies b = c.
Thus we get the assertion. �

Consequently, we obtain the following conclusion.

Theorem 6.6. There is a bijection

B1f → tilt3, a 7→ µa(3).

Proof. The statement follows from Propositions 6.3 and 6.5. �
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Distinguished-root formulas
for generalized Calabi–Yau hypersurfaces

Alan Adolphson and Steven Sperber

By a “generalized Calabi–Yau hypersurface” we mean a hypersurface in Pn of
degree d dividing n+ 1. The zeta function of a generic such hypersurface has
a reciprocal root distinguished by minimal p-divisibility. We study the p-adic
variation of that distinguished root in a family and show that it equals the product
of an appropriate power of p times a product of special values of a certain p-adic
analytic function F . That function F is the p-adic analytic continuation of the
ratio F(3)/F(3p), where F(3) is a solution of the A-hypergeometric system of
differential equations corresponding to the Picard–Fuchs equation of the family.

1. Introduction

Dwork [1963; 1969] was the first to obtain p-adic analytic formulas for eigenvalues
of Frobenius. In [Dwork 1969, Section 6], he developed an analytic theory of
Frobenius for families of hypersurfaces: Frobenius acts semilinearly on the space of
local solutions of the Picard–Fuchs equation and preserves p-adic growth conditions.
In particular, p-adically bounded local solutions and p-adic unit eigenvalues of
Frobenius are closely related. In this article, we apply these ideas (with some
modifications) to obtain p-adic analytic formulas for the unique eigenvalue of
minimal p-divisibility for what we call generalized Calabi–Yau hypersurfaces.

The Legendre family of elliptic curves was the first case to be studied in detail.
In characteristic zero the Picard–Fuchs equation is of order 2, but Igusa [1958]
noted that in odd characteristic p it has only one series solution (up to p-th powers).
The truncation of the unique series solution 2 F1

( 1
2 ,

1
2 ; 1;3

)
in characteristic zero

at the (p− 1)-st term makes sense in characteristic p and is the unique solution in
characteristic p. Furthermore, for the elliptic curve in characteristic p, the number
of rational points is determined modulo p by this truncation. Dwork used the
Frobenius action on local solutions of Picard–Fuchs to give a much more precise
result, namely, a formula for the unit root of the zeta function of a nonsupersingular
elliptic curve of the Legendre family in terms of special values of the p-adic analytic

MSC2010: primary 11G25; secondary 14G15.
Keywords: zeta function, Calabi–Yau, A-hypergeometric system, p-adic analytic function.
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continuation of the ratio 2 F1
( 1

2 ,
1
2 ; 1;3

)
/2 F1

( 1
2 ,

1
2 ; 1;3

p
)

[Dwork 1969, (6.29)].
Similar formulas have been found as well for the Dwork family of hypersurfaces by
Dwork [1969] and J.-D. Yu [2009], more general families of varieties by N. Katz
[1985], and for families of toric exponential sums [Dwork 1974; Adolphson and
Sperber 1984; 1987b; 2012].

Novel features of this work are that we obtain explicit formulas for very gen-
eral families of generalized Calabi–Yau hypersurfaces where the defining form is
subject only to condition (1.9) below. We avoid in particular any hypothesis of
nonsingularity. Dwork had suggested this might in fact be possible in his 1962
International Congress talk [1963, Section 5]. This is achieved here in part by
adopting the A-hypergeometric point of view, which makes it easy to write down
the explicit solution (1.15) of the Picard–Fuchs equation satisfied by the differential
form (1.10), and by avoiding any computations involving the cohomology of the
hypersurfaces in the family.

In addition, we apply here the dual theory associated with Dwork’s θ∞-splitting
function. While this is technically more complicated than the dual theory associated
with the θ1-splitting function used in [Dwork 1964], the advantage is that our results
are valid for all primes rather than just all sufficiently large primes.

We proceed now to make precise the main results. Let

fλ(x0, . . . , xn)=

N∑
j=1

λ j x a j ∈ F×q [x0, . . . , xn] (1.1)

be a homogeneous polynomial of degree d ≥ 2 over the finite field Fq , q = pa ,
p a prime. Let N denote the set of nonnegative integers. For each j we write
a j = (a0 j , . . . , anj )∈Nn+1 with

∑n
i=0 ai j = d and x a j = xa0 j

0 · · · x
anj
n . Let Xλ ⊆ Pn

Fq

be defined by the vanishing of fλ and let X ′λ ⊆ An+1
Fq

be the affine cone over Xλ.
By [Ax 1964] we have for all s

card X ′λ(Fqs )≡ 0 (mod qµs), (1.2)

where µ is the least nonnegative integer that is greater than or equal to n+1
d − 1.

Equivalently,
card Xλ(Fqs )≡

1
1−qs (mod qµs) (1.3)

for all s.
This latter congruence can be expressed in terms of the zeta function of Xλ.

Define a function Pλ(t) by

Pλ(t)=
(
Z(Xλ/Fq , t)(1− t)(1− qt) · · · (1− qn−1t)

)(−1)n
.

When the fiber Xλ is smooth, Pλ(t) is the characteristic polynomial of Frobenius
acting on middle-dimensional primitive cohomology. In this case, Pλ(t) has degree
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d−1((d − 1)n+1
+ (−1)n+1(d − 1)). In the general setting, we have only that Pλ(t)

is a rational function [Dwork 1960]. The congruence (1.3) is equivalent to the
assertion that all reciprocal zeros ρ and reciprocal poles σ of Pλ(t) satisfy

ordq ρ, ordq σ ≥ µ, (1.4)

where ordq is the p-adic valuation normalized by ordq q = 1 [Ax 1964; Katz 1971,
Proposition 2.4].

The integer µ has Hodge-theoretic significance. Let Y ⊆ Pn
C

be a smooth
hypersurface of degree d and let {hi,n−1−i

}
n−1
i=0 be the Hodge numbers of the primitive

part of middle-dimensional cohomology of Y (the hi,n−1−i depend only on n and d).
Then i =µ is the smallest value of i for which hi,n−1−i

6= 0 and, as such, is referred
to as the Hodge type of Y . Furthermore, for Xλ smooth over Fq the rational function
Pλ(t) is a polynomial and, by [Illusie 1990], the generic smooth Xλ has exactly
hµ,n−1−µ reciprocal zeros ρ satisfying ordq ρ = µ.

In this paper we focus our attention on cases where hµ,n−1−µ
= 1, i.e., where

the polynomial Pλ(t) has a unique reciprocal zero ρ with smallest q-ordinal µ
for generic smooth Xλ. By standard formulas for Hodge numbers — a convenient
source, with references, is [Adolphson and Sperber 2006, (1.3)] — this occurs when
d is a divisor of n+ 1. From the definition of µ, we then have

n+ 1= d(µ+ 1), (1.5)

which we assume from now on. We refer to these varieties as generalized Calabi–
Yau hypersurfaces. (The case µ = 0 is the classical case of projective Calabi–
Yau hypersurfaces.) Assuming only this condition, one can refine the description
of Pλ(t).

For j = 1, . . . , N , put

a+j = (a j , 1)= (a0 j , a1 j , . . . , anj , 1) ∈ Nn+2.

Let 31, . . . , 3N be indeterminates and set

H(3) =
∑

u=(u1,...,uN )∈NN∑N
j=1 u j a+j =(p−1)(1,...,1,µ+1)

3
u1
1 · · ·3

uN
N

u1! · · · uN !
∈ (Q∩Zp)[31, . . . , 3N ]. (1.6)

Note that the conditions on the summation imply 0≤ u j ≤ p− 1 for j = 1, . . . , N .
We denote by H(3) ∈ Fp[31, . . . , 3N ] the reduction mod p of H(3).

We express the rational function Pλ(t) as a ratio Pλ(t)= P (1)λ (t)/P (2)λ (t), where
P (1)λ (t) and P (2)λ (t) are relatively prime polynomials with integer coefficients and
constant term 1. By (1.4) we have

P (1)λ (q−µt), P (2)λ (q−µt) ∈ 1+ tZ[t].
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We prove the following result in Section 7.

Proposition 1.7. Let fλ be as in (1.1) and suppose (1.5) holds. Let λ̂ ∈Qp(ζq−1)
N

be the Teichmüller lifting of λ. Then P (2)λ (q−µt)≡ 1 (mod q) and

P (1)λ (q−µt)≡ 1− t
a−1∏
i=0

((−1)µ+1 H(λ̂pi
)) (mod p).

As an immediate consequence of Proposition 1.7, we get a criterion for the
zeta function of a generalized Calabi–Yau hypersurface to have a reciprocal root
distinguished by minimal p-divisibility.

Proposition 1.8. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 1.7, the rational function
Pλ(t) has a unique reciprocal root of q-ordinal µ if and only if H(λ) 6= 0. Further-
more, when H(λ) 6= 0, that reciprocal root is a reciprocal zero, not a reciprocal
pole, of Pλ(t).

When H(λ) 6= 0, we denote by ρmin(λ) the unique reciprocal root of Pλ(t) having
q-ordinal µ. Let Fq denote an algebraic closure of Fq . We call the set

{λ ∈ FN
q | H(λ) 6= 0}

the Hasse domain for the family.
It can happen that the sum defining H(3) is empty, for example, if fλ is the

diagonal hypersurface of degree d dividing n+1 and p 6≡ 1 (mod d). To guarantee
that for all primes p the polynomial H(3) is not identically zero, we make the
assumption that µ+ 1 of the vectors {a j }

N
j=1 sum to the vector (1, . . . , 1), say,

µ+1∑
j=1

a j = (1, . . . , 1). (1.9)

The monomial
∏µ+1

j=1 (3
p−1
j /(p− 1)!) then appears in H(3) and, as a consequence,

the subset of (F×q )N where H(λ) 6=0 is nonempty. Equation (1.9) is equivalent to the
condition that x a1 · · · x aµ+1 = x0 x1 · · · xn . For example, in the case of Calabi–Yau
hypersurfaces where d = n+ 1 and µ= 0, this just says that x0 x1 · · · xn must be
one of the monomials that appear in fλ. Our main goal in this paper is to give
a p-adic analytic description of ρmin(λ) in terms of A-hypergeometric functions
when H(λ) 6= 0.

Let U ⊆ Pn
C

be the open complement of a smooth hypersurface Y defined by a
homogeneous polynomial g of degree d. Under the hypothesis (1.5), there is an
n-form on U which can be expressed in homogeneous coordinates as∑n

i=0(−1)i xi dx0 · · · d̂x i · · · dxn

gµ+1 . (1.10)
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This n-form determines a cohomology class in H n
DR(U ), and also, by applying

the residue map, a cohomology class in H n−1
DR (Y ). The one-dimensional space

spanned by this cohomology class is the Hodge subspace of “colevel” µ. When Y
varies in a family, this cohomology class satisfies a Picard–Fuchs equation. The
A-hypergeometric equation that describes the variation of ρmin(λ) when H(λ) 6= 0
is the A-hypergeometric version of this Picard–Fuchs equation.

We describe the relevant A-hypergeometric system. Let A = {a+j }
N
j=1 and let

L ⊆ ZN be the lattice of relations on the set A:

L =
{

l = (l1, . . . , lN ) ∈ ZN
∣∣∣ N∑

j=1

l j a+j = 0
}
.

For each l= (l1, . . . , lN )∈ L , we define a partial differential operator �l in variables
{3 j }

N
j=1 by

�l =
∏
l j>0

(
∂

∂3 j

)l j
−

∏
l j<0

(
∂

∂3 j

)−l j
. (1.11)

For β = (β0, β1, . . . , βn+1) ∈ Cn+2, the corresponding Euler (or homogeneity)
operators are defined by

Zi =

N∑
j=1

ai j3 j
∂

∂3 j
−βi (1.12)

for i = 0, . . . , n+ 1. The A-hypergeometric system with parameter β consists of
(1.11) for l ∈ L and (1.12) for i = 0, 1, . . . , n+ 1.

The A-hypergeometric system satisfied by the n-form (1.10) is obtained by taking
the parameter β to be

b := −
µ+1∑
j=1

a+j = (−1, . . . ,−1,−µ− 1) ∈ Cn+2 (1.13)

(using (1.9) above). Let v = (−1, . . . ,−1, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ CN (−1 repeated µ+ 1
times followed by 0 repeated N −µ− 1 times). Then

N∑
j=1

v j a+j = b (1.14)

and v has minimal negative support in the terminology of Saito–Sturmfels–Takayama
[Saito et al. 2000], so by [Saito et al. 2000, Proposition 3.4.13] we get a series
solution of this A-hypergeometric system. Let L ′ be the subset of L consisting of all
l= (l1, . . . , lN ) such that l j ≤0 for j =1, . . . , µ+1 and l j ≥0 for j =µ+2, . . . , N .
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The series solution is (31 · · ·3µ+1)
−1 F(3), where

F(3)=
∑
l∈L ′

(−1)
∑µ+1

j=1 l j
∏µ+1

j=1 (−l j )!∏N
j=µ+2 l j !

N∏
j=1

3
l j
j . (1.15)

Since the last coordinate of each a+j equals 1, the condition l ∈ L implies
that

∑N
j=1 l j = 0, and hence that F(3) is homogeneous of degree 0 in the 3 j .

For j = 1, . . . , µ + 1, the 3 j occur to nonpositive powers in F(3), while for
j = µ+ 2, . . . , N , the 3 j occur to nonnegative powers in F(3). The coefficients
of the series F(3) are integers by [Adolphson and Sperber 2013, Proposition 5.2]
and it has constant term 1. Therefore it converges and assumes unit values on the
set

D =
{
(31, . . . , 3N ) ∈ CN

p

∣∣ |3 j |> 1 for 1≤ j ≤ µ+ 1

and |3 j |< 1 for µ+ 2≤ j ≤ N
}

(where Cp denotes the completion of an algebraic closure of Qp). Note that the
Laurent polynomial (31 · · ·3µ+1)

−(p−1)H(3) has only nonpositive powers of 3 j

for j = 1, . . . , µ+1, only nonnegative powers of3 j for j =µ+2, . . . , N , and con-
stant term ((p− 1)!)−(µ+1). This implies that (31 · · ·3µ+1)

−(p−1)H(3) assumes
unit values on D. In particular, F(3)/F(3p) and ((31 · · ·3µ+1)

−(p−1)H(3))−1

assume unit values on D and can be represented by convergent series there.
Note that D is a subset of

D+ :=
{
3 ∈ CN

p

∣∣ |3 j | ≥ 1 for 1≤ j ≤ µ+ 1, |3 j | ≤ 1 for µ+ 2≤ j ≤ N ,

and |(31 · · ·3µ+1)
−(p−1)H(3)| = 1

}
.

Let R′ be the Cp-vector space of uniform limits on D+ of rational functions whose
numerators are polynomials in {3−1

j }
µ+1
j=1 and {3 j }

N
j=µ+2 and whose denominators

are powers of (31 · · · 3µ+1)
−(p−1)H(3). The elements of R′ define functions

on D+. Since H(3) has coefficients in Zp, we have H(3p) ≡ H(3)p (mod p).
This implies that the set D+ is closed under the mapping 3→ 3p, and that if
ξ(3) ∈ R′ then ξ(3p) ∈ R′ also.

Our main result is the following.

Theorem 1.16. Under hypotheses (1.5) and (1.9), the ratio F(3) := F(3)/F(3p)

lies in R′. Let λ ∈ (F×q )
N and let λ̂ ∈ Qp(ζq−1)

N be its Teichmüller lifting. If
H(λ) 6= 0, then λ̂pi

∈ D+ for i = 0, . . . , a− 1 and

ρmin(λ)= qµ
a−1∏
i=0

F(λ̂pi
).
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Examples. (1) When d = n+1 and µ= 0, Theorem 1.16 gives a unit root formula
assuming only that x0 · · · xn is one of the monomials appearing in fλ. If fλ defines
a smooth hypersurface, then Pλ(t) is a polynomial and this is its unique unit root.
Consider for instance the Dwork family of hypersurfaces:

fλ(x0, . . . , xn)= λ1x0 · · · xn + λ2xn+1
0 + λ3xn+1

1 + · · ·+ λn+2xn+1
n .

One computes that L ′ = {(−(n+ 1)l, l, . . . , l) ∈ Zn+2
| l ∈ N} and

F(3)=
∞∑

l=0

(−1)(n+1)l((n+ 1)l)!
(l!)n+1

(
32 · · ·3n+2

3n+1
1

)l

.

By Theorem 1.16, the ratio F(3)= F(3)/F(3p) defines a function on D+ and
the product

∏a−1
i=0 F(λ̂pi

) gives the unit reciprocal zero of Pλ(t) when H(λ) 6= 0.
The more usual way of normalizing the Dwork family is

xn+1
0 + · · ·+ xn+1

n − (n+ 1)3−1/(n+1)x0 · · · xn,

which we can recover from the specialization31 7→−(n+1)3−1/(n+1) and3 j 7→ 1
for j = 2, . . . , n+ 2, giving

F(−(n+ 1)3−1/(n+1), 1, . . . , 1)=
∞∑

l=0

((n+ 1)l)!
(l!)n+1(n+ 1)(n+1)l3

l

= n Fn−1(1/(n+ 1), . . . , n/(n+ 1); 1, . . . , 1;3).

The assertion of Theorem 1.16 for this normalization of the Dwork family was
recently proved by Yu [2009].

(2) Let

fλ(x0, . . . , x5)= λ1x0x1x2+ λ2x3x4x5+

5∑
i=0

λi+3x3
i .

One computes that

L ′ = {l1(−3, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0)+ l2(0,−3, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1) | l1, l2 ∈ N},

and hence

F(3)=
∞∑

l1,l2=0

(−1)l1+l2(3l1)!(3l2)!

(l1!)3(l2!)3

(333435)
l1(363738)

l2

3
3l1
1 3

3l2
2

.

By Theorem 1.16, the ratio F(3)= F(3)/F(3p) defines a function on D+ and
q
∏a−1

i=0 F(λ̂pi
) equals the reciprocal zero ρmin(λ) of Pλ(t) with ordq ρmin(λ) = 1

when H(λ) 6= 0.
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Remark. Even when there is no choice of µ + 1 elements of the set {a j }
N
j=1

satisfying (1.9), results similar to Theorem 1.16 may be true. For example, suppose
that p ≡ 1 (mod d) and that

a j = (0, . . . , 0, d, 0, . . . , 0) for j = 1, . . . , n+ 1,

where the d occurs in the ( j − 1)-st coordinate (i.e., the polynomial fλ is a defor-
mation of the diagonal hypersurface). Equation (1.14) remains valid if we choose

v = (−1/d, . . . ,−1/d, 0, . . . , 0),

where the −1/d is repeated n+ 1 times. Since this vector v has minimal negative
support, there is a corresponding series solution of the A-hypergeometric system
with parameter b given by [Saito et al. 2000, Proposition 3.4.13]. And by [Adolphson
and Sperber 2013, Corollary 3.6], this series has p-integral coefficients for p ≡ 1
(mod d). Arguments similar to those of this article then show that an analogue of
Theorem 1.16 is true for this series solution when p ≡ 1 (mod d).

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we collect some notation
that is used throughout the paper. In Section 3 we recall some estimates from
[Dwork 1962] that play a key role in what follows. In Section 4 we show that
Theorem 1.16 is equivalent to the same statement with F(3) replaced by a related
series G(3). The series G(3) depends on the prime p but satisfies better p-adic
estimates than F(3). (Without introducing G(3), we would only be able to prove
Theorem 1.16 for almost all primes.) We use these estimates in Sections 5 and 6
to prove that G(3)/G(3p) and some related series are elements of R′. Finally, in
Section 7, we prove Proposition 1.7 and derive the formula for ρmin(λ) in terms of
special values of G(3)/G(3p) at Teichmüller points.

In a future work, we hope to treat as well the case in which the first nonvanishing
Hodge number h := hµ,n−1−µ is > 1. In this case, the (higher) Hasse–Witt matrix
is h× h and, as in the case h = 1, its entries may be described in terms of power
series solutions of appropriate A-hypergeometric systems.

2. Notation

For the convenience of the reader we collect in this section some notation that will
be used throughout the paper.

Let NA ⊆ Zn+2 be the semigroup generated by A and let M ⊆ Zn+2 be the
abelian group generated by A. Note that M lies in the hyperplane

∑n
i=0 ui = dun+1

in Rn+2. Set M−=M∩(Z<0)
n+2, M+=M∩Nn+2. We denote by δ− the truncation

operator on formal Laurent series in variables x0, . . . , xn+1 that preserves only those
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terms having all exponents negative:

δ−

( ∑
k∈Zn+2

ck xk
)
=

∑
k∈(Z<0)n+2

ck xk .

We use the same notation for formal Laurent series in a single variable t :

δ−

( ∞∑
k=−∞

ck tk
)
=

−1∑
k=−∞

ck tk .

It is convenient to note that if ξ1 and ξ2 are two series for which the product ξ1ξ2 is
defined and for which δ−(ξ2)= 0, then δ−

(
δ−(ξ1)ξ2

)
= δ−(ξ1ξ2).

Let E ⊆ ZN be the set

E = {(l1, . . . , lN ) | l j ≤ 0 for 1≤ j ≤ µ+ 1 and l j ≥ 0 for µ+ 2≤ j ≤ N }.

Note that, in the notation of Section 1, L ′ = L ∩ E . We need to consider series in
the 3 j that, like F(3) in (1.15), have exponents lying in E . For u ∈ NA, put

Eu =

{
(ν1, . . . , νN ) ∈ E

∣∣∣ N∑
j=1

ν j a+j = u
}
.

Let Cp be the completion of an algebraic closure of Qp. For each u ∈ M , put

Ru =

{
ξ(3)=

∑
ν∈Eu

cν
N∏

j=1

3
ν j
j

∣∣∣ cν ∈ Cp and {|cν |}ν is bounded
}
.

We define the degree of a monomial 3ν to be
∑N

j=1 ν j a+j ∈ M . The series in Ru

are convergent and bounded on D and are homogeneous of degree u.
For each u ∈ M , let R′u be the space of uniform limits on D+ of sequences of ra-

tional functions of the form h(3)/((31 · · ·3µ+1)
−(p−1)H(3))k , where h(3)∈ Ru

is a Laurent polynomial and k ∈ N. The elements of R′u define functions on D+.
Since ((31 · · ·3µ+1)

−(p−1)H(3))−1 lies in R′0, we have R′u ⊆ Ru .
The set R0 is a ring, Ru is a module over R0, R′0 is a subring of R0, and R′u is a

module over R′0. We define a norm on Ru by setting, for ξ(3)=
∑

ν∈Eu
cν
∏N

j=13
ν j
j ,

|ξ | = sup
ν

|cν |.

Note that for ξ(3) ∈ Ru , we have |ξ | = sup3∈D |ξ(3)| (for example, apply the
argument of [Dwork 1962, Lemma 1.2]). Furthermore, if ξ(3) ∈ R′u , then

|ξ | = sup
3∈D
|ξ(3)| = sup

3∈D+
|ξ(3)|

since this equality holds for Laurent polynomials in R′u . Both Ru and R′u are
complete in this norm.
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From the discussion in Section 1 we see that F(3)/F(3p) ∈ R0. To prove
the first assertion of Theorem 1.16 we need to show that F(3)/F(3p) ∈ R′0.
In Section 4, we show that this is equivalent to the same assertion for a related
function G(3), for which the desired assertion is proved in Corollary 5.17.

Let γ0 be a zero of the series
∑
∞

i=0 t pi
/pi having ordp γ0 = 1/(p− 1), where

ordp is the p-adic valuation normalized by ordp p = 1 (the role of γ0 is discussed
more fully in the next section). Define S to be the Cp-vector space of formal series

S =
{
ξ(3, x)=

∑
u∈M−

ξu(3)γ
un+1
0 xu

∣∣∣ ξu(3) ∈ Ru and {|ξu|}u is bounded
}
.

Let S′ be defined analogously with the condition “ξu(3) ∈ Ru” being replaced by
“ξu(3) ∈ R′u”. Define a norm on S by setting

|ξ(3, x)| = sup
u
{|ξu|}.

Both S and S′ are complete under this norm.

3. Some p-adic estimates

We begin by recording some basic p-adic estimates from [Dwork 1962, Section 4]
that will play a role in what follows. Let AH(t)= exp

(∑
∞

i=0 t pi
/pi

)
be the Artin–

Hasse series, a power series in t that has p-integral coefficients, and set

θ(t)= AH(γ0t)=
∞∑

i=0

θi t i .

We then have
ordp θi ≥

i
p−1

. (3.1)

We define θ̂ (t)=
∏
∞

j=0 θ(t
p j
), which gives θ(t)= θ̂ (t)/θ̂(t p). If we set

γ j =

j∑
i=0

γ
pi

0

pi , (3.2)

then

θ̂ (t)= exp
( ∞∑

j=0

γ j t p j
)
=

∞∏
j=0

exp(γ j t p j
). (3.3)

Since (pi/(p− 1))− i is an increasing function of i for i ≥ 1, we have from the
definition of γ0 that

ordp γ j =
p j+1

p− 1
− ( j + 1). (3.4)
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We estimate each of the series exp(γ j t p j
)=

∑
∞

k=0(γ j t p j
)k/k! . We have

ordp
γ k

j

k!
= k

(
p j+1

p− 1
− ( j + 1)

)
−

k− sk

p− 1

= k(p j
+ p j−1

+ · · ·+ p− j)+
sk

p− 1
, (3.5)

where sk denotes the sum of the digits in the p-adic expansion of k. It follows that
if exp(γ j t p j

)=
∑
∞

i=0 a( j)
i t i , then a( j)

i = 0 if p j - i , while if i = p j k then we have

ordp a( j)
i =

i
p j (p

j
+ p j−1

+ · · ·+ p− j)+
si

p− 1

= i
(

1+
1
p
+ · · ·+

1
p j−1 −

j
p j

)
+

si

p− 1
(3.6)

(using si = sk). This equation implies that ordp a( j1)
i ≥ ordp a( j2)

i if j1 ≥ j2. It
follows that for all j ≥ 1,

ordp a( j)
i ≥ ordp a(1)i ≥

i(p− 1)
p
+

si

p− 1
≥

si

p− 1
= ordp a(0)i . (3.7)

If we write θ̂ (t)=
∑
∞

i=0 θ̂i (γ0t)i/ i ! , then (3.3) and (3.7) imply

ordp θ̂i ≥ 0. (3.8)
We also need the series

θ̂1(t)=
∞∏
j=1

exp(γ j t p j
)=:

∞∑
i=0

θ̂1,i

i !
(γ0t)i . (3.9)

Note that θ̂ (t)= exp(γ0t)θ̂1(t). Using the relation si1 + si2 ≥ si1+i2 , (3.7) implies

ordp θ̂1,i ≥
i(p− 1)

p
. (3.10)

Define a series θ̂1(3, x) by the formula

θ̂1(3, x)=
N∏

j=1

θ̂1(3 j x
a+j ). (3.11)

Expanding the product (3.11) according to powers of x , we get

θ̂1(3, x) =
∑

u=(u0,...,un+1)∈NA

θ̂1,u(3)γ
un+1
0 xu, (3.12)

where

θ̂1,u(3) =
∑

k1,...,kN∈N∑N
j=1 k j a+j =u

( N∏
j=1

θ̂1,k j

k j !

)
3

k1
1 · · ·3

kN
N . (3.13)
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We have similar results for the reciprocal power series

θ̂1(t)−1
=

∞∏
j=1

exp(−γ j t p j
).

If we write

θ̂1(t)−1
=

∞∑
i=0

θ̂ ′1,i

i !
(γ0t)i , (3.14)

then the coefficients satisfy

ordp θ̂
′

1,i ≥
i(p− 1)

p
. (3.15)

We also have

θ̂1(3, x)−1
=

N∏
j=1

θ̂1(3 j x
a+j )−1, (3.16)

which we again expand in powers of x as

θ̂1(3, x)−1
=

∑
u=(u0,...,un+1)∈NA

θ̂ ′1,u(3)γ
un+1
0 xu (3.17)

with

θ̂ ′1,u(3) =
∑

k1,...,kN∈N∑N
j=1 k j a+j =u

( N∏
j=1

θ̂ ′1,k j

k j !

)
3

k1
1 · · ·3

kN
N . (3.18)

We also define

θ(3, x)=
N∏

j=1

θ(3 j x
a+j ). (3.19)

Expanding the right-hand side in powers of x , we have

θ(3, x)=
∑

u∈NA

θu(3)xu, (3.20)

where
θu(3)=

∑
ν∈NN

θ (u)ν 3ν (3.21)

and

θ (u)ν =

{∏N
j=1 θν j if

∑N
j=1 ν j a+j = u,

0 if
∑N

j=1 ν j a+j 6= u,
(3.22)

so θu(3) is homogeneous of degree u. The equation
∑N

j=1 ν j a+j = u has only
finitely many solutions ν ∈ NN , so θu(3) is a polynomial in the 3 j . Equations
(3.1) and (3.22) show that

ordp θ
(u)
ν ≥

∑N
j=1 ν j

p− 1
=

un+1

p− 1
. (3.23)
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We observe one congruence that will allow us to simplify some later formulas.
From (3.2) and (3.4) with j = 1 we have

γ0+
γ

p
0

p
≡ 0 (mod γ0 p p−1).

Multiplying this congruence by p/γ0 gives γ p−1
0 ≡−p (mod p p), so, a fortiori,

γ
p−1

0 ≡−p (mod p2) for all primes p. (3.24)

4. Generating series for A-hypergeometric functions

In Dwork’s theory, hypergeometric functions often appear in contiguous families
as coefficients of a generating series. We describe the relevant generating series
that will appear in our situation.

Consider the formal series ζ(t) defined by

ζ(t)=
∞∑

l=0

(−1)ll!t−l−1. (4.1)

We note that the series ζ(t) shares a property with the exponential series exp t :
differentiating a term of the series with respect to t equals the term of the series
involving the next lower power of t .

We define the formal generating series F(3, x) by the formula

F(3, x)= δ−

( µ+1∏
j=1

ζ(γ03 j x
a+j )

N∏
j=µ+2

exp(γ03 j x
a+j )

)
, (4.2)

where δ− is as defined in Section 2. A straightforward calculation shows that

F(3, x)=
∑

u∈M−

Fu(3)γ
un+1
0 xu, (4.3)

where

Fu(3)= (31 · · ·3µ+1)
−1

∑
l∈E

b+
∑N

j=1 l j a+j =u

(−1)
∑µ+1

j=1 l j

∏µ+1
j=1 (−l j )!∏N
j=µ+2 l j !

N∏
j=1

3
l j
j . (4.4)

It follows from the definition of ζ(t) that for j = 1, . . . , µ+ 1,

∂

∂3 j
ζ(γ03 j x

a+j )= γ0 x a+j ζ(γ03 j x
a+j )−

1
3 j
.

A straightforward calculation then gives

∂

∂3 j
F(3, x)= δ−(γ0 x a+j F(3, x)) (4.5)
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for j = 1, . . . , µ+ 1. Equivalently, for u ∈ M− we have by (4.3)

∂

∂3 j
Fu(3)= Fu−a+j

(3). (4.6)

More generally, if l1, . . . , lN are nonnegative integers, then

N∏
j=1

(
∂

∂3 j

)l j
Fu(3)= Fu−

∑N
j=1 l j a+j

(3). (4.7)

In particular we have, from the definition of the box operators,

�l(Fu(3))= 0 for all l ∈ L and all u ∈ M−. (4.8)

It is immediate from (4.4) that Fu(3) satisfies the Euler operators (1.12) with
β = u, hence by (4.8) the series Fu(3) satisfies the A-hypergeometric system with
parameter β = u.

Comparing (4.4) with (1.15), one sees that

Fb(3)= (31 · · ·3µ+1)
−1 F(3), (4.9)

a series which we noted in Section 1 has integer coefficients.

Lemma 4.10. For all u ∈ M−, the series Fu(3) given by (4.4) has integer coeffi-
cients.

Proof. Enlarge the set {x a j }
N
j=1 by adding additional monomials {x a j }

Ñ
j=N+1, so that

{x a j }
Ñ
j=1 consists of all monomials of degree d in x0, . . . , xn . As in (4.2) and (4.3),

we define

F̃(3, x)= δ−

( µ+1∏
j=1

ζ(γ03 j x
a+j )

Ñ∏
j=µ+2

exp(γ03 j x
a+j )

)
and set

F̃(3, x)=
∑

u∈M̃−

F̃u(3)γ
un+1
0 xu,

where M̃ ⊆ Zn+2 denotes the abelian group generated by the set {(a j , 1)}Ñj=1 and
M̃− = M̃ ∩ (Z<0)

n+2. The same argument that proved (4.7) shows that if l1, . . . , lÑ
are nonnegative integers, then

Ñ∏
j=1

(
∂

∂3 j

)l j
F̃u(3)= F̃u−

∑N
j=1 l j a+j

(3).

Note that for u ∈ M−, the series Fu(3) is obtained from the series F̃u(3) by setting
3 j = 0 for j = N + 1, . . . , Ñ . To prove the lemma, it thus suffices to prove that
F̃u(3) has integer coefficients for all u ∈ M̃−.
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Every monomial in x0, . . . , xn of degree divisible by d is a product of monomials
of degree d . In particular, if xv is such a monomial which is divisible by x0 · · · xn ,
then one can write

xv = x a1 · · · x aµ+1

Ñ∏
j=1

x l j a j

for some nonnegative integers l1, . . . , lÑ . It follows from this that every u ∈ M̃−
can be written in the form

u = b−
Ñ∑

j=1

l j a+j

for some nonnegative integers l1, . . . , lÑ . We thus have

Ñ∏
j=1

(
∂

∂3 j

)l j
F̃b(3)= F̃u(3). (4.11)

The series F̃b(3) has integer coefficients by [Adolphson and Sperber 2013, Propo-
sition 5.2]. It now follows from (4.11) that F̃u(3) also has integer coefficients. �

We can improve the conclusion of Lemma 4.10. Fix u ∈ M−. There are finitely
many N -tuples (k1, . . . , kN ) ∈ NN such that

u+
N∑

j=1

k j a+j ∈ M−. (4.12)

Define Ku to be the least common multiple of the integers
∏N

j=1 k j ! over all
(k1, . . . , kN ) ∈ NN satisfying (4.12).

Lemma 4.13. For u ∈ M−, all coefficients of the series Fu(3) are divisible by Ku .

Proof. Let (k1, . . . , kN ) ∈ NN satisfy (4.12) and put

w = u+
N∑

j=1

k j a+j ∈ M−.

It follows from (4.7) that

N∏
j=1

(
∂

∂3 j

)k j
Fw(3)= Fu(3).

By Lemma 4.10, Fw(3) has integer coefficients, so an elementary calculation shows
that the coefficients of Fu(3) are divisible by

∏N
j=1 k j ! . �

Although the relevant hypergeometric functions appear as coefficients in the
series F(3, x), it is necessary for our proof of Theorem 1.16 to work with a related
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series which satisfies better p-adic estimates. Define G(3, x) to be

G(3, x)= δ−(F(3, x)θ̂1(3, x))

= δ−

(( µ+1∏
j=1

ζ(γ03 j x
a+j )θ̂1(3 j x

a+j )

)( N∏
j=µ+2

θ̂ (3 j x
a+j )

))
. (4.14)

If we set
G(3, x)=

∑
u∈M−

Gu(3)γ
un+1
0 xu, (4.15)

then we have from (3.12) and (4.3) that

Gu(3) =
∑

u(1)∈M−,u(2)∈NA
u(1)+u(2)=u

Fu(1)(3)θ̂1,u(2)(3). (4.16)

Let Ku(1) be defined as in Lemma 4.13. By (3.13) we have

Gu(3) =
∑

u(1)∈M−,u(2)∈NA
u(1)+u(2)=u

K−1
u(1) Fu(1)(3)

·

∑
k1,...,kN∈N∑N
j=1 k j a+j =u(2)

( N∏
j=1

θ̂1,k j

)
Ku(1)∏N
j=1 k j !

3
k1
1 · · ·3

kN
N . (4.17)

The series K−1
u(1) Fu(1)(3) has integral coefficients by Lemma 4.13, and the ratio

Ku(1)/
∏N

j=1 k j ! is an integer by the definition of Ku(1) . For each u(2) ∈ NA in the
inner sum on the right-hand side of (4.17) we have

ordp

N∏
j=1

θ̂1,k j ≥
1
p

( N∑
j=1

k j (p− 1)
)
=

1
p
(u(2)n+1(p− 1)) (4.18)

by (3.10). This implies that the series on the right-hand side of (4.17) converges to
a series with p-integral coefficients, and hence

|Gu(3)| ≤ 1 for all u ∈ M−. (4.19)

To simplify notation, for u, u(1) ∈ M− set

Cu,u(1) =
∑

k1,...,kN∈N∑N
j=1 k j a+j =u−u(1)

( N∏
j=1

θ̂1,k j

)
Ku(1)∏N
j=1 k j !

3
k1
1 · · ·3

kN
N

(a finite sum). Note that Cu,u(1) is p-integral by the definition of Ku(1) , Cu,u = 1,
and ordp Cu,u(1) > 0 for u 6= u(1) by (4.18). Then (4.17) becomes

Gu(3)= Fu(3)+
∑

u(1)∈M−
u(1) 6=u

Cu,u(1)K
−1
u(1) Fu(1)(3). (4.20)
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Furthermore, the estimate (4.18) implies that Cu,u(1)→ 0 as u(1)→∞, in the sense
that for any κ > 0, the estimate ordp Cu,u(1) > κ holds for all but finitely many u(1).

By analogy with (4.9) we define G(3) ∈ R0 by

Gb(3)= (31 · · ·3µ+1)
−1G(3). (4.21)

Lemma 4.22. We have G(3, x)∈ S, |G(3, x)| = |Gb(3)| = 1, and G(3) assumes
unit values on D.

Proof. The preceding calculation shows that G(3, x) ∈ S and |G(3, x)| ≤ 1.
Equation (4.20) shows that

G(3)≡ F(3) (mod γ0).

We noted in Section 1 that F(3) assumes unit values on D, hence the same is true
of G(3). It then follows from (4.21) that |Gb(3)| = 1. �

Remark. The congruence G(3)≡ F(3) (mod γ0) shows that the constant term
of G(3) is a p-adic unit and that the series G(3) ∈ R0 has p-integral coefficients.
This implies that the reciprocal series G(3)−1 also has constant term a p-adic unit
and p-integral coefficients.

Before proceeding to the main result of this section, we show that the Gu(3)

satisfy the analogue of Lemma 4.13.

Lemma 4.23. For u ∈ M−, the coefficients of the series K−1
u Gu(3) are p-integral.

Proof. By (4.17), it suffices to prove that the coefficients of Fu(1)(3)/
∏N

j=1 k j ! are
divisible by Ku whenever k1, . . . , kN ∈ N satisfy

u(1)+
N∑

j=1

k j a+j = u. (4.24)

By the definition of Ku , this is equivalent to showing that if l1, . . . , lN ∈ N satisfy

u+
N∑

j=1

l j a+j ∈ M−, (4.25)

then the coefficients of Fu(1)(3)/
∏N

j=1 k j ! are divisible by
∏N

j=1 l j ! . The equations
(4.24) and (4.25) imply that

u(1)+
N∑

j=1

(k j + l j )a+j ∈ M−, (4.26)

so by Lemma 4.13 the coefficients of Fu(1)(3) are divisible by
∏N

j=1(k j + l j )! .
Since (k j + l j )! is divisible by k j !l j ! , the result follows. �
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Theorem 4.27. (a) The ratio Fu(3)/F(3) lies in R′u for all u ∈ M− if and only
if the ratio Gu(3)/G(3) lies in R′u for all u ∈ M−. When either of these
equivalent conditions is satisfied, the ratios Fu(3)/G(3) and Gu(3)/F(3)
also lie in R′u for all u ∈ M−.

(b) If either of the equivalent conditions of part (a) is satisfied, then the ratio
F(3) := F(3)/F(3p) lies in R′0 if and only if the ratio G(3) :=G(3)/G(3p)

lies in R′0. Furthermore, if this is the case, then for any λ ∈ (F×q )
N with

H(λ) 6= 0, we have
a−1∏
i=0

F(λ̂pi
)=

a−1∏
i=0

G(λ̂pi
),

where λ̂ ∈Qp(ζq−1)
N denotes the Teichmüller lifting of λ.

Proof. Suppose that the ratios Fu(3)/F(3) lie in R′u for all u ∈ M−. Divide (4.20)
by F(3):

Gu(3)

F(3)
=

Fu(3)

F(3)
+

∑
u(1)∈M−
u(1) 6=u

Cu,u(1)K
−1
u(1)

Fu(1)(3)

F(3)
. (4.28)

Since F(3) assumes unit values and |Fu(3)| ≤ 1 on D, we have |Fu(3)/F(3)| ≤ 1
on D+. Our earlier observation that Cu,u(1)→ 0 as u(1)→∞ then shows that this
series converges to an element of R′u that is bounded by 1.

Taking u = b in (4.28) and multiplying both sides by 31 · · ·3µ+1 gives

G(3)
F(3)

= 1+
∑

u(1)∈M−
u(1) 6=b

31 · · ·3µ+1Cb,u(1)K
−1
u(1)

Fu(1)(3)

F(3)
.

Thus G(3)/F(3)∈ R′0 and it assumes unit values on D+. This equation also shows
that |G(3)/F(3)− 1| < 1, so the reciprocal of G(3)/F(3) can be written as a
geometric series to give

F(3)
G(3)

= 1+
∑

u(1)∈M−
u(1) 6=b

31 · · ·3µ+1C ′b,u(1)K
−1
u(1)

Fu(1)(3)

F(3)

for some polynomials C ′b,u(1) whose coefficients have positive p-ordinal and ap-
proach 0 as u(1)→∞. Thus the ratio F(3)/G(3) also lies in R′0 and assumes
unit values on D+. It now follows that the product

Gu(3)

G(3)
=

Gu(3)

F(3)
F(3)
G(3)

lies in R′0. This proves one direction of part (a).
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For the other direction, suppose that the ratios Gu(3)/G(3) lie in R′u . It follows
from (4.14) that

F(3, x)= δ−(G(3, x)θ̂1(3, x)−1). (4.29)

This leads to the analogue of (4.17):

Fu(3) =
∑

u(1)∈M−,u(2)∈NA
u(1)+u(2)=u

K−1
u(1)Gu(1)(3)

·

∑
k1,...,kN∈N∑N
j=1 k j a+j =u(2)

( N∏
j=1

θ̂ ′1,k j

)
Ku(1)∏N
j=1 k j !

3
k1
1 · · ·3

kN
N , (4.30)

where the θ ′1,k j
are defined by (3.14) and Lemma 4.23 tells us that the K−1

u(1)Gu(1)(3)

have p-integral coefficients. One can then argue as before since the θ̂ ′1,k j
also satisfy

the estimate (4.18) (see (3.15)). This completes the proof of part (a).
When the equivalent conditions of part (a) are satisfied, we showed in the proof

of part (a) that the ratio H(3) := G(3)/F(3) lies in R′0 and assumes unit values
there. The same assertions are true for its reciprocal. The first assertion of part (b)
then follows from the equation

G(3)
G(3p)

=
F(3)

F(3p)

H(3)
H(3p)

(4.31)

on D. Since H is a function on D+, we have H(λ̂pa
)=H(λ̂) when λ̂pa

= λ̂, so

a−1∏
i=0

H(λ̂pi
)

H(λ̂pi+1
)
= 1.

The second assertion of part (b) now follows from (4.31). �

Once we establish one of the equivalent conditions of part (a) of Theorem 4.27,
part (b) implies that Theorem 1.16 is equivalent to the following statement (the
assertion of Theorem 1.16 with F(3) replaced by G(3)).

Theorem 4.32. Under hypotheses (1.5) and (1.9), the ratio G(3) :=G(3)/G(3p)

lies in R′0. Let λ ∈ (F×q )
N and let λ̂ ∈ Qp(ζq−1)

N be its Teichmüller lifting. If
H(λ) 6= 0, then λ̂pi

∈ D+ for i = 0, . . . , a− 1 and

ρmin(λ)= qµ
a−1∏
i=0

G(λ̂pi
).

Sections 5 and 6 are devoted to establishing the conditions of Theorem 4.27(a).
In Section 7 we prove Proposition 1.7 and Theorem 4.32.
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5. Contraction mapping

We construct a map φ on a certain space of formal series whose coefficients are
p-adic series. Hypothesis (1.5) will then imply that φ is a contraction mapping.

Let
ξ(3, x)=

∑
ν∈M−

ξν(3)γ
νn+1
0 xν ∈ S.

We claim that the product θ(3, x)ξ(3p, x p) is well defined as a formal series in x .
Formally, we have

θ(3, x)ξ(3p, x p)=
∑
ρ∈M

ζρ(3)xρ,

where
ζρ(3) =

∑
u∈NA, ν∈M−

u+pν=ρ

γ
νn+1
0 θu(3)ξν(3

p). (5.1)

Since θu(3) is a polynomial, the product θu(3)ξν(3
p) is clearly well defined.

It follows from (3.21), (3.23), and the equality u + pν = ρ that the coefficients
of γ νn+1

0 θu(3) all have p-ordinal at least (ρn+1/(p− 1))− νn+1. Since |ξν(3)| is
bounded independently of ν and there are only finitely many terms on the right-hand
side of (5.1) with a given value of νn+1, the series (5.1) converges to an element
of Rρ . This estimate also shows that if ξ(3, x) ∈ S′, then ζρ(3) ∈ R′ρ .

For ξ(3, x) ∈ S, define

α∗(ξ(3, x))= δ−(θ(3, x)ξ(3p, x p))

=

∑
ρ∈M−

ζρ(3)xρ .

For ρ ∈ M−, put ηρ(3)= γ
−ρn+1
0 ζρ(3), so that

α∗(ξ(3, x))=
∑
ρ∈M−

ηρ(3)γ
ρn+1
0 xρ (5.2)

with (by (5.1))

ηρ(3) =
∑

u∈NA, ν∈M−
u+pν=ρ

γ
−ρn+1+νn+1
0 θu(3)ξν(3

p). (5.3)

Proposition 5.4. The map α∗ is an endomorphism of S and S′, and for ξ(3, x) ∈ S
we have

|α∗(ξ(3, x))| ≤ |pµ+1ξ(3, x)|. (5.5)

Proof. By (5.2), the proposition follows from the estimate

|ηρ(3)| ≤ |pµ+1ξ(3, x)| for all ρ ∈ M−.
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Using (5.3), we see that this estimate follows in turn from the estimate

|γ
−ρn+1+νn+1
0 θu(3)| ≤ |pµ+1

|

for all u ∈ NA and ν ∈ M− with u+ pν = ρ. From (3.21) and (3.23) we see that
all coefficients of γ−ρn+1+νn+1

0 θu(3) have p-ordinal greater than or equal to

−ρn+1+ νn+1+ un+1

p− 1
.

Since u + pν = ρ, this expression simplifies to −νn+1, which is greater than or
equal to µ+ 1 because ν ∈ M−. �

Note that the equality −νn+1 =µ+1 occurs for only one point ν ∈ M−, namely,
ν = (−1, . . . ,−1,−µ− 1) (= b). The following corollary is then an immediate
consequence of the proof of Proposition 5.4.

Corollary 5.6. If ξb(3)= 0, then |α∗(ξ(3, x))| ≤ |pµ+2ξ(3, x)|.

We examine the polynomial θ−(p−1)b(3) to determine its relation to H(3). Let

V =
{
v = (v1, . . . , vN ) ∈ NN

∣∣∣ N∑
j=1

v j a+j =−(p− 1)b
}
.

From (3.21) and (3.22) we have

θ−(p−1)b(3)=
∑
v∈V

( N∏
j=1

θv j

)
3
v1
1 · · ·3

vN
N .

Clearly v j ≤ p−1 for all j , so θv j =γ
v j
0 /v j ! . Furthermore,

∑N
j=1 v j = (p−1)(µ+1),

so this formula can be written

θ−(p−1)b(3)= γ
(p−1)(µ+1)
0

∑
v∈V

3
v1
1 · · ·3

vN
N

v1! · · · vN !
.

It now follows from (3.24) that

(−p)µ+1 H(3)≡ θ−(p−1)b(3) (mod pµ+2). (5.7)

Corollary 5.8. The Laurent polynomial (31 · · ·3µ+1)
−(p−1)θ−(p−1)b(3) is an in-

vertible element of R′0 with

|(31 · · ·3µ+1)
−(p−1)θ−(p−1)b(3)| = |pµ+1

|.

Proof. It is clear that (31 · · ·3µ+1)
−1 H(3) is an invertible element of R′0 of

norm 1. The assertion of the corollary then follows from (5.7). �
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Let ξ(3, x) ∈ S and let η(3, x) = α∗(ξ(3, x)). Then η(3, x) is given by the
right-hand side of (5.2), and by (5.3) we have

ηb(3)=
∑

u∈NA, ν∈M−
u+pν=b

γ
µ+1+νn+1
0 θu(3)ξν(3

p)

= θ−(p−1)b(3)ξb(3
p) +

∑
u∈NA, ν∈M−

u+pν=b
−νn+1≥µ+2

γ
µ+1+νn+1
0 θu(3)ξν(3

p). (5.9)

Lemma 5.10. Let ξ(3, x) ∈ S (resp. ξ(3, x) ∈ S′) with
(∏µ+1

i=1 3i
)
ξb(3) an in-

vertible element of R0 (resp. R′0) and |ξb(3)| = |ξ(3, x)|. Then
(∏µ+1

i=1 3i
)
ηb(3)

is also an invertible element of R0 (resp. R′0) and

|η(3, x)| = |ηb(3)| = |pµ+1ξb(3)|.

Proof. First note that( µ+1∏
j=1

3 j

)
θ−(p−1)b(3)ξb(3

p)

=

(( µ+1∏
j=1

3 j

)−(p−1)

θ−(p−1)b(3)

)
·

(( µ+1∏
j=1

3 j

)p

ξb(3
p)

)
,

where the right-hand side is a product of two invertible elements by Corollary 5.8
and our hypothesis. Also by Corollary 5.8, it has norm

|pµ+1ξb(3)| = |pµ+1ξ(3, x)|. (5.11)

Equation (5.9) gives(∏µ+1
j=1 3 j

)
ηb(3)(∏µ+1

j=1 3 j
)
θ−(p−1)b(3)ξb(3p)

= 1 +
∑

u∈NA, ν∈M−
u+pν=b
−νn+1≥µ+2

γ
µ+1+νn+1
0

(∏µ+1
j=1 3 j

)
θu(3)ξν(3

p)(∏µ+1
j=1 3 j

)
θ−(p−1)b(3)ξb(3p)

. (5.12)

From (3.21), (3.23), and the condition u+ pν = b it follows that each term in
γ
µ+1+νn+1
0 θu(3) has p-ordinal greater than or equal to

µ+ 1+ νn+1

p− 1
+
−pνn+1−µ− 1

p− 1
=−νn+1 ≥ µ+ 2.

Corollary 5.8 and our hypothesis then imply that each term in the summation on the
right-hand side of (5.12) has norm < 1 and that this norm approaches 0 as ν→∞,
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in the sense that for any κ > 0 this norm is < κ for all but finitely many ν. This
proves that the right-hand side of (5.12) is invertible and has norm equal to 1. The
assertions of the lemma now follow from (5.12) and the relations

|ηb(3)| ≤ |η(3, x)| ≤ |pµ+1ξ(3, x)| = |pµ+1ξb(3)|,

where the second inequality follows from Proposition 5.4 and the equality holds by
hypothesis. �

Put

T = {ξ(3, x) ∈ S | ξb(3)= (31 · · ·3µ+1)
−1 and |ξ(3, x)| = 1}

and T ′=T∩S′. It follows from Lemma 5.10 that if ξ(3, x)∈T (resp. ξ(3, x)∈T ′),
then 31 · · ·3µ+1ηb(3) is invertible in R0 (resp. in R′0). We may thus define

φ(ξ(3, x))=
α∗(ξ(3, x))

31 · · ·3µ+1ηb(3)
.

Lemma 5.10 also implies that∣∣∣∣ α∗(ξ(3, x))
31 · · ·3µ+1ηb(3)

∣∣∣∣= 1,

so φ(T )⊆ T and φ(T ′)⊆ T ′.

Proposition 5.13. The operator φ is a contraction mapping on the complete metric
space T . More precisely, if ξ (1)(3, x), ξ (2)(3, x) ∈ T , then∣∣φ(ξ (1)(3, x))−φ(ξ (2)(3, x))

∣∣≤ |p| · ∣∣ξ (1)(3, x)− ξ (2)(3, x)
∣∣.

Proof. We have (in the obvious notation)

φ(ξ (1)(3, x))−φ(ξ (2)(3, x))

=
α∗(ξ (1)(3, x))

31 · · ·3µ+1η
(1)
b (3)

−
α∗(ξ (2)(3, x))

31 · · ·3µ+1η
(2)
b (3)

=
α∗(ξ (1)(3, x)− ξ (2)(3, x))

31 · · ·3µ+1η
(1)
b (3)

−α∗(ξ (2)(3, x))
η
(1)
b (3)− η

(2)
b (3)

31 · · ·3µ+1η
(1)
b (3)η

(2)
b (3)

.

By Corollary 5.6 and Lemma 5.10 we have∣∣∣∣α∗(ξ (1)(3, x)− ξ (2)(3, x))

31 · · ·3µ+1η
(1)
b (3)

∣∣∣∣≤ |p| · ∣∣ξ (1)(3, x)− ξ (2)(3, x)
∣∣.
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Since η(1)b (3)− η
(2)
b (3) is the coefficient of x b in α∗(ξ (1)(3, x)− ξ (2)(3, x)), we

have
|η
(1)
b (3)− η

(2)
b (3)| ≤

∣∣α∗(ξ (1)(3, x)− ξ (2)(3, x))
∣∣

≤ |pµ+2
| ·
∣∣ξ (1)(3, x)− ξ (2)(3, x)

∣∣
by Corollary 5.6. We have |η(1)b (3)η

(2)
b (3)| = |p2µ+2

| by Lemma 5.10, so by (5.5)∣∣∣∣α∗(ξ (2)(3, x))
η
(1)
b (3)− η

(2)
b (3)

31 · · ·3µ+1η
(1)
b (3)η

(2)
b (3)

∣∣∣∣≤ |p| · ∣∣ξ (1)(3, x)− ξ (2)(3, x)
∣∣.

This establishes the proposition. �

By a well-known theorem, Proposition 5.13 implies that φ has a unique fixed
point in T . And since φ is stable on T ′, that fixed point must lie in T ′. This fixed
point of φ is related to a certain eigenvector of α∗.

Theorem 5.14. We have α∗(G(3, x))= pµ+1G(3, x).

The proof of Theorem 5.14 will be given in the next section. In the remain-
der of this section, we use Proposition 5.13 and Theorem 5.14 to prove that
G(3)/G(3p) lies in R′0. This establishes the first sentence of Theorem 4.32.
Note that G(3, x)/G(3) ∈ T by the remark following Lemma 4.22.

Proposition 5.15. The unique fixed point of φ in T is G(3, x)/G(3); hence
G(3, x)/G(3) ∈ T ′. In particular, for each u ∈ M−, the ratio Gu(3)/G(3)
lies in R′u .

Proof. We have

α∗
(

G(3, x)
G(3)

)
=
α∗(G(3, x))

G(3p)
=

(
pµ+1G(3)

G(3p)

)
G(3, x)

G(3)
, (5.16)

where the second equality follows from Theorem 5.14. By the definition of φ, this
implies the result. �

Corollary 5.17. With the above notation, G(3)/G(3p) lies in R′0.

Proof. Since α∗ is stable on S′, Proposition 5.15 implies that the right-hand side
of (5.16) lies in S′. Since the coefficient of γ−µ−1

0 x b on the right-hand side of (5.16)
is pµ+1(31 · · ·3µ+1)

−1G(3)/G(3p), the result follows. �

6. Proof of Theorem 5.14

Consider the space of formal series

C =
{
ξ =

∞∑
i=0

ci i !γ−i−1
0 t−i−1

∣∣∣ {ci }
∞

i=0 is bounded
}
.
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Recall that δ− is the truncation operator on series:

δ−

( ∞∑
i=−∞

di t−i−1
)
=

∞∑
i=0

di t−i−1.

Lemma 6.1. The map δ− ◦ θ̂1(t) is an isomorphism of C with itself. The inverse
isomorphism is δ− ◦ θ̂1(t)−1. (We use θ̂1(t) as an operator to mean multiplication
by θ̂1(t), and likewise θ̂1(t)−1.)

Proof. Let ξ =
∑
∞

j=0 c j j !γ− j−1
0 t− j−1

∈ C and let k be a nonnegative integer. To
simplify the estimate, assume that the c j are bounded by 1. The coefficient of t−k−1

in the product θ̂1(t)ξ is∑
i− j−1=−k−1

c j j !γ− j−1
0

θ̂1,i

i !
γ i

0 =

( ∞∑
i=0

θ̂1,i ci+k
(i + k)!

i !k!

)
k!γ−k−1

0 .

We have, by (3.10),

ordp θ̂1,i ci+k
(i + k)!

i !k!
≥

i(p− 1)
p
+
−si+k + si + sk

p− 1
≥

i(p− 1)
p

.

This shows that the series
∑
∞

i=0 θ̂1,i ci+k(i + k)!/(i !k!) converges and is bounded
by 1. Hence δ− ◦ θ̂1(t) maps C into itself. Since the coefficients of the reciprocal
power series θ̂1(t)−1

=
∏
∞

j=1 exp(−γ j t p j
) satisfy the same estimate (3.15), the

same argument shows that δ− ◦ θ̂1(t)−1 also maps C into itself and hence is the
inverse of δ− ◦ θ̂1(t). �

Define an operator D′ on C by

D′ = δ− ◦
(

t d
dt
−

∞∑
j=0

γ j p j t p j
)
= δ− ◦ θ̂ (t) ◦ t d

dt
◦ θ̂ (t)−1. (6.2)

Proposition 6.3. The operator D′ has a one-dimensional (over Cp) kernel as an
operator on the space C.

Proof. If ξ ∈ C is a solution of D′, then δ−(θ̂1(t)−1ξ) lies in C by Lemma 6.1 and
is a solution of the operator

δ− ◦

(
t d
dt
− γ0 t

)
= δ− ◦ exp(γ0 t) ◦ t d

dt
◦ exp(−γ0 t). (6.4)

Conversely, if ξ ∈C is a solution of (6.4), then δ−(θ̂1(t)ξ) lies in C and is a solution
of D′. Thus it suffices to show that (6.4) has a unique solution (up to scalars) in C .
Applying the operator (6.4) to ξ =

∑
∞

i=0 ci i !γ−i−1
0 t−i−1

∈ C gives

∞∑
i=0

(−ci − ci+1)(i + 1)!γ−i−1
0 t−i−1,
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from which it is clear that the solutions of (6.4) in C are scalar multiples of

q(t) :=
∞∑

i=0

(−1)i i !γ−i−1
0 t−i−1. (6.5)

This completes the proof. �

Define

Q(t)= δ−(θ̂1(t)q(t))=
∞∑

i=0

Qi i !γ−i−1
0 t−i−1. (6.6)

From Lemma 6.1 we have Q(t) ∈ C ; the proof of Lemma 6.1 shows that the Qi

are p-integral. From the proof of Proposition 6.3 we get the following corollary.

Corollary 6.7. The solutions of D′ in C are the scalar multiples of Q(t).

For ξ(t)=
∑
∞

i=0 ci i !γ−i−1
0 t−i−1

∈ C , define α′(ξ) to be

α′(ξ)= δ−(θ(t)ξ(t p)).

Proposition 6.8. The operator α′ maps C into itself.

Proof. For k ≥ 0, the coefficient of t−k−1 in θ(t)ξ(t p) is∑
i, j≥0

j−pi−p=−k−1

θ j ci i !γ−i−1
0 .

We may assume the ci to be p-integral, in which case we have the estimate

ordp θ j ci i !γ−i−1
0 ≥

j
p− 1

+
i − si

p− 1
−

i + 1
p− 1

=
j − si − 1

p− 1
.

Since i is a linear function of j (k is fixed) and si is bounded above by a positive
multiple of log i , this estimate shows that the series converges. The condition
j − pi − p =−k− 1 gives j + k = pi + (p− 1), which implies

s j+k = si + (p− 1).

Since s j + sk ≥ s j+k , we get the estimate

ordp θ j ci i !γ−i−1
0 ≥

j − s j + (p− 1)
p− 1

−
sk + 1
p− 1

.

The first term on the right-hand side is always ≥ 1, which implies that we can write∑
i, j≥0

j−pi−p=−k−1

θ j ci i !γ−i−1
0 = pdk k!γ−k−1

0

for some dk which is p-integral. This proves the proposition. �

Proposition 6.9. We have D′ ◦α′ = pα′ ◦ D′ as operators on C.
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Proof. Let ξ(t)=
∑
∞

i=0 ci i !γ−i−1
0 t−i−1

∈ C . The proof of Proposition 6.8 shows
that

α′(ξ(t))=
∞∑

i=0

ci i !γ−i−1
0 α′(t−i−1).

From the definition of D′, it is clear that

D′(ξ(t))=
∞∑

i=0

ci i !γ−i−1
0 D′(t−i−1),

so to prove the commutativity relation of the proposition it suffices to verify it on
the t−i−1. If we let 8 be the map that sends an element ξ(t) ∈ C to ξ(t p), then the
formal factorizations of α′ as

α′ = δ− ◦ θ̂ (t) ◦8 ◦ θ̂ (t)−1

and D′ in (6.2) may be used to compute the actions on the t−i−1. This reduces the
assertion of the proposition to the obvious equality

t d
dt
◦8= p8 ◦ t d

dt
. �

It follows from Corollary 6.7 and Proposition 6.9 that Q(t) is an eigenvector
of α′. More precisely, we have the following result.

Proposition 6.10. α′(Q(t))= pQ(t).

Proof. Let C∗ be the space of series

C∗ =
{
η(t)=

∞∑
i=0

ciγ
i
0 t i

∣∣∣ {ci } is bounded
}

and let C∗0 be the subset consisting of those series η ∈ C∗ with c0 = 0. The
differential operator D := td/dt +

∑
∞

j=0 γ j p j t p j
acts on C∗, and by [Adolphson

and Sperber 2000, Theorem 3.8] the map D : C∗→ C∗0 is an isomorphism.
Define ψ : C∗→ C∗ by ψ

(∑
∞

i=0 ciγ
i
0 t i
)
=
∑
∞

i=0 cpiγ
pi

0 t i and let α : C∗→ C∗

be the composition ψ ◦θ(t). A calculation analogous to the proof of Proposition 6.9
shows that as operators on C∗,

α ◦ D = pD ◦α. (6.11)

We have a commutative diagram with exact rows

0 −−−→ C∗0 −−−→ C∗ −−−→ Cp −−−→ 0y yD

yD

y y
0 −−−→ C∗0

id
−−−→ C∗0 −−−→ 0 −−−→ 0

(6.12)
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where C∗0→C∗ is the inclusion, C∗0→C∗0 is the identity, and C∗→Cp is the map
defined by setting t = 0. Since D : C∗→ C∗0 is an isomorphism, the long-exact
cohomology sequence associated to (6.12) implies that there is an isomorphism
Cp ∼= C∗0/DC∗0 which identifies 1 ∈ Cp with the class D(1)+ DC∗0 ∈ C∗0/DC∗0 . It
is easily seen that α(1) ∈ 1+C∗0 , so (6.11) implies

α(D(1))= pD(α(1))≡ pD(1) (mod DC∗0 ). (6.13)

It follows that the induced action of α on Cp ∼= C∗0/DC∗0 is multiplication by p.
Define a pairing between the spaces C and C∗0 : for ξ =

∑
∞

i=0 ci i !γ−i−1
0 t−i−1

∈ C
and η =

∑
∞

i=0 biγ
i+1
0 t i+1

∈ C∗0 , put

〈ξ, η〉 =

∞∑
i=0

bi ci i ! .

The series on the right-hand side converges because the {ci } and {bi } are bounded
and i ! → 0 as i→∞. Note that if u ∈ Z>0 and v ∈ Z<0, then

〈tv, D(tu)〉 = −〈D′(tv), tu
〉 =


u if u+ v = 0,
γ j p j if u+ v =−p j for some j ,
0 otherwise,

which implies that
〈D′(ξ), η〉 = −〈ξ, D(η)〉 (6.14)

for ξ ∈ C and η ∈ C∗0 . A direct calculation also shows that

〈α′(tv), tu
〉 = 〈tv, α(tu)〉 = θ−pv−u,

which implies that
〈α′(ξ), η〉 = 〈ξ, α(η)〉 (6.15)

for ξ ∈ C and η ∈ C∗0 . We then have

〈α′(Q(t)), D(1)〉 = 〈Q(t), α(D(1)〉 = 〈Q(t), pD(1)+ η〉

for some η ∈ DC∗0 by (6.13). But 〈Q(t), DC∗0 〉 = 0 by (6.14) and Corollary 6.7, so
we get

〈α′(Q(t)), D(1)〉 = p〈Q(t), D(1)〉.

Since we already know that α′(Q(t)) is a scalar multiple of Q(t), the proposition
will follow from this equality once we have checked that 〈Q(t), D(1)〉 6= 0.

We have D(1)=
∑
∞

j=0 γ j p j t p j
and Q(t)=

∑
∞

i=0 Qi i !γ−i−1
0 t−i−1, so

〈Q(t), D(1)〉 =
∞∑
j=0

γ j p j Q p j−1(p
j
− 1)!γ−p j

0 . (6.16)

We have, by (3.4) and the p-integrality of the Qi ,
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ordp γ j p j Q p j−1(p
j
−1)!γ−p j

≥
p j+1

p− 1
−( j+1)+ j+

p j
− 1− j (p− 1)

p− 1
−

p j

p− 1
,

which simplifies to

ordp γ j p j Q p j−1(p
j
− 1)!γ−p j

≥

j∑
i=0

(pi
− 1).

The right-hand side of this inequality is an increasing function of j , positive for
j > 0, so to prove the expression (6.16) is not zero, it suffices to show that Q0, the
contribution to the sum on the right-hand side of (6.16) for j = 0, is a unit. From
the definition (6.6) we compute

Q0 =

∞∑
i=0

(−1)i θ̂1,i .

The desired assertion about Q0 then follows from (3.10) and the fact that θ̂1,0=1. �

Proposition 6.10 implies that

θ(t)Q(t p)= A(t)+ pQ(t)

for some series A(t) in nonnegative powers of t . Replacing t in this equation by
3i x a+i for i = 1, . . . , µ+ 1 and multiplying gives

µ+1∏
i=1

θ(3i x a+i )Q(3p
i x pa+i )=

µ+1∏
i=1

(
A(3i x a+i )+ pQ(3i x a+i )

)
, (6.17)

where A(3i x a+i ) is a series in nonnegative powers of x a+i . Our choice of the set
{a+i }

µ+1
i=1 implies that an integral linear combination

∑µ+1
i=1 li a+i lies in M− only if

li < 0 for i = 1, . . . , µ+ 1. It follows that when the product on the right-hand side
of (6.17) is expanded, all terms except for

∏µ+1
i=1 pQ(3i x a+i ) are annihilated by δ−,

so we get

δ−

( µ+1∏
i=1

θ(3i x a+i )Q(3p
i x pa+i )

)
= δ−

( µ+1∏
i=1

pQ(3i x a+i )

)
.

But δ−
(∏µ+1

i=1 pQ(3i x a+i )
)
=
∏µ+1

i=1 pQ(3i x a+i ), giving finally

δ−

( µ+1∏
i=1

θ(3i x a+i )Q(3p
i x pa+i )

)
= pµ+1

µ+1∏
i=1

Q(3i x a+i ). (6.18)

Lemma 6.19. We have

G(3, x)= δ−

(( µ+1∏
j=1

Q(3i x a+i )

)( N∏
j=µ+2

θ̂ (3 j x
a+j )

))
.
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Proof. From the definitions of F(3, x) and q(t) we have

F(3, x)= δ−

( µ+1∏
j=1

q(3 j x
a+j )

N∏
j=µ+2

exp(γ03 j x
a+j )

)
.

From the definitions of G(3, x) and θ̂1(3, x) (see (4.14) and (3.11)), we get

G(3, x)= δ−

( µ+1∏
j=1

q
(
3 j x

a+j
) N∏

j=µ+2

exp
(
γ03 j x

a+j
) N∏

j=1

θ̂1
(
3 j x

a+j
))
.

Using the definitions of θ̂ (t) and θ̂1(t) (see (3.3) and (3.9)), this equation may be
rewritten as

G(3, x)= δ−

( µ+1∏
j=1

(q(3 j x
a+j )θ̂1(3 j x

a+j ))

N∏
j=µ+2

θ̂ (3 j x
a+j )

)
.

The assertion now follows from the definition of Q(t) (see (6.6)). �

We can now prove Theorem 5.14. First note that since θ(t) = θ̂ (t)/θ̂(t p), we
have

N∏
j=µ+2

θ
(
3 j x

a+j
) N∏

j=µ+2

θ̂
(
3

p
j x pa+j

)
=

N∏
j=µ+2

θ̂
(
3 j x

a+j
)
. (6.20)

We now compute:

α∗(G(3, x))

= δ−

( N∏
j=1

θ(3 j x
a+j )δ−

(( µ+1∏
i=1

Q(3p
i x pa+i )

)( N∏
j=µ+2

θ̂ (3
p
j x pa+j )

)))

= δ−

(( µ+1∏
i=1

θ(3i x a+i )Q(3p
i x pa+i )

)( N∏
j=µ+2

θ(3 j x
a+j )

N∏
j=µ+2

θ̂ (3
p
j x pa+j )

))

= pµ+1δ−

(( µ+1∏
i=1

Q(3i x a+i )

)( N∏
j=µ+2

θ̂ (3 j x
a+j )

))
= pµ+1G(3, x),

where the first equality follows from Lemma 6.19, the next-to-last equality follows
from (6.18) and (6.20), and the last equality follows from Lemma 6.19.

7. Zeta functions

Let fλ(x0, . . . , xn) be as defined in Section 1. We associate to fλ exponential sums

Sλ(m) =
∑

x∈An+2(Fqm )

9
(
TrFqm /Fp(xn+1 fλ(x0, . . . , xn))

)
,
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where 9 : Fp→Qp(ζp)
× is the additive character satisfying

9(1)≡ 1+ γ0 (mod γ 2
0 ).

We denote the corresponding L-function by Lλ(t):

Lλ(t)= exp
( ∞∑

m=1

Sλ(m)
tm

m

)
.

Recall the relationship [Adolphson and Sperber 2008, (2.3)] between Lλ(t) and the
rational function Pλ(t) defined in Section 1:

Lλ(t)(−1)n+1
= (1− qn+1t)(−1)n Pλ(qt)

Pλ(q2t)
. (7.1)

We first prove Proposition 1.7 and then prove the last assertion of Theorem 4.32.
We begin by reviewing the expression for Lλ(t) that comes from Dwork’s trace
formula [Adolphson and Sperber 2008, Section 2]. For s ∈ Z, let Ls be the space
of series

Ls =

{ ∑
u∈Nn+2

cuγ
pun+1

0 xu
∣∣∣ n∑

i=0

ui − dun+1 = s, cu ∈ Cp, and {cu} is bounded
}
.

For a subset I = {i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ {0, . . . , n+ 1}, define

L I =

{
L−k if n+ 1 6∈ I ,
Ld−k+1 if n+ 1 ∈ I .

We construct a de Rham-type complex as follows. For k = 0, . . . , n+ 1, let

�k
=

⊕
0≤i1<···<ik≤n+1

L{i1,...,ik} dxi1 · · · dxik .

Define d :�k
→�k+1 by

d(ξ dxi1 · · · dxik )=

n+1∑
i=0

∂ξ

∂xi
dxi dxi1 · · · dxik

for ξ ∈ L{i1,...,ik}. Define f̂λ to be the Teichmüller lifting of xn+1 fλ:

f̂λ(x0, . . . , xn+1)=

N∑
j=1

λ̂ j x
a+j ∈Qp(ζq−1)[x0, . . . , xn+1].

Set

h =
∞∑
j=0

γ j x
p j

n+1 f̂ σ
j
(x p j

),
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where

f̂ σ (x p)=

N∑
j=1

λ̂
p
j x pa+j ,

and note that dh ∈�1. We observe that in general, if ω1 ∈�
k1 and ω2 ∈�

k2 , then
ω1 ∧ω2 ∈�

k1+k2 . Let D :�k
→�k+1 be defined by

D(ω)= dω+ dh ∧ω.

This gives a complex (�•, D).
We define the Frobenius operator on this complex. From (3.19) we have

θ(λ̂, x)=
N∏

j=1

θ(λ̂ j x
a+j ). (7.2)

We also need to consider the series θ0(λ̂, x) defined by

θ0(λ̂, x)=
a−1∏
i=0

N∏
j=1

θ((λ̂ j x
a+j )pi

)=

a−1∏
i=0

θ(λ̂pi
, x pi

). (7.3)

Define an operator ψ on formal power series by

ψ

( ∑
u∈Nn+2

cu xu
)
=

∑
u∈Nn+2

cpu xu . (7.4)

Denote by αλ̂ the composition

αλ̂ := ψ
a
◦ θ0(λ̂, x),

where θ0(λ̂, x) is used as an operator to represent multiplication by θ0(λ̂, x).
We define a map αλ̂,• :�

•
→�• by additivity and the formula

αλ̂,k(ξ dxi1 · · · dxik )=
qn+2−k

xi1 · · · xik

αλ̂(xi1 · · · xikξ) dxi1 · · · dxik , (7.5)

when ξ ∈ L{i1,...,ik}. Note that in this case xi1 · · · xikξ and αλ̂(xi1 · · · xikξ) lie in L0.
The map αλ̂,• is a map of complexes and by the Dwork trace formula (as formulated
by Robba; see [Adolphson and Sperber 2008, Section 2]) we have

Lλ(t)=
n+2∏
k=0

det(I − tαλ̂,k |�
k)(−1)k+1

. (7.6)

The factors on the right-hand side of (7.6) are p-adic entire functions.
We now combine (7.1) and (7.6) to get a formula for Pλ(qt). First of all, for

I = {i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ {0, 1, . . . , n+ 1}, let L I
0 ⊆ L0 be the image of L I dxi1 · · · dxik
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under the map φ defined by

ξ dxi1 · · · dxik → xi1 · · · xikξ.

We have a commutative diagram

L I dxi1 · · · dxik

φ
−−−→ L I

0

α
λ̂,k

y yqn+2−kα
λ̂

L I dxi1 · · · dxik

φ
−−−→ L I

0

in which the horizontal arrows are isomorphisms, hence there is a product decom-
position

det(I − tαλ̂,k |�
k)=

∏
|I |=k

det(I − qn+2−k tαλ̂ | L
I
0). (7.7)

Combining this with (7.6) gives

Lλ(t) =
∏

I⊆{0,1,...,n+1}

det(I − qn+2−|I |tαλ̂ | L
I
0)
(−1)|I |+1

. (7.8)

Note that xu
∈ L I

0 if and only if
∑n

i=0 ui = dun+1 and ui > 0 for i ∈ I . Suppose
I ⊆{0, 1, . . . , n} and I 6=∅. If xu

∈ L I
0 then un+1>0 also, and hence L I

0= L I∪{n+1}
0 .

It follows that for such I we have

det(I − qn+1−|I |tαλ̂ | L
I
0)= det

(
I − qn+2−|I∪{n+1}|tαλ̂ | L

I∪{n+1}
0

)
. (7.9)

We can therefore rewrite (7.8) as

Lλ(t)=
det
(
I − qn+1tαλ̂ | L

{n+1}
0

)
det(I − qn+2tαλ̂ | L

∅
0 )

·

∏
∅6=I⊆{0,1,...,n}

(
det(I − qn+2−|I |tαλ̂ | L

I
0)

det(I − qn+1−|I |tαλ̂ | L
I
0)

)(−1)|I |+1

. (7.10)

We examine the first quotient on the right-hand side of (7.10) more closely. It is easy
to see that the quotient L∅

0 /L{n+1}
0 is one-dimensional, spanned by the constant 1,

and that αλ̂ acts on this quotient as the identity map. We therefore have

det(I − qn+1tαλ̂ | L
∅
0 )= (1− qn+1t) det

(
I − qn+1tαλ̂ | L

{n+1}
0

)
.

Thus (7.10) implies

Lλ(t)(−1)n+1
= (1− qn+1t)(−1)n

·

∏
I⊆{0,1,...,n} det(I − qn+2−|I |tαλ̂ | L

I
0)
(−1)n+|I |∏

I⊆{0,1,...,n} det(I − qn+1−|I |tαλ̂ | L
I
0)
(−1)n+|I |

. (7.11)
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Comparing (7.1) and (7.11) now gives the desired formula:

Pλ(qt)=
∏

I⊆{0,1,...,n}

det(I − qn+1−|I |tαλ̂ | L
I
0)
(−1)n+1+|I |

. (7.12)

For notational convenience, we set 0 = {0, 1, . . . , n}.

Proposition 7.13. (a) The entire function det(I − tαλ̂ | L00 ) has at most one
reciprocal zero of q-ordinal equal to µ+ 1; all other reciprocal zeros have
q-ordinal > µ+ 1. If it has a reciprocal zero of q-ordinal equal to µ+ 1, then
all other reciprocal zeros have q-ordinal ≥ µ+ 2.

(b) The reciprocal zeros of det(I − qn+1−|I |tαλ̂ | L
I
0) all have q-ordinal ≥ µ+ 2

for I ( {0, 1, . . . , n}.

Proof. Consider first the case I =∅, i.e., the entire function det(I −qn+1tαλ̂ | L
∅
0 ).

All reciprocal zeros are divisible by qn+1 and n+1≥µ+2 since n+1= d(µ+1)
and we are assuming d ≥ 2.

Now suppose that I 6=∅ and let

ω(I )=min{un+1 | xu
∈ L I

0}.

Since xu
∈ L I

0 if and only if
∑n

i=0 ui = dun+1 and ui > 0 for i ∈ I , we have
ω(I )= d|I |/d e, where dze denotes the least integer that is ≥ z.

It follows from [Adolphson and Sperber 1987a, Proposition 4.2] that the first side
of the Newton polygon of deg(I − tαλ̂ | L

I
0) has slope ≥ω(I ). Hence all reciprocal

zeros of the entire function det(I − qn+1−|I |tαλ̂ | L
I
0) have q-ordinal greater than

or equal to
n+ 1− |I | +

⌈
|I |/d

⌉
. (7.14)

First take I =0, i.e., |I | = n+1. In this case the hypothesis that n+1= d(µ+1)
reduces the expression (7.14) to µ+ 1. Furthermore, since (1, . . . , 1, µ+ 1) is the
unique element u with xu

∈ L00 and un+1 = µ+ 1, it follows from [Adolphson and
Sperber 1987a, Proposition 4.2] that the Newton polygon of det(I − tαλ̂ | L

0
0 ) has

a lower bound whose first side has slope µ+ 1 and length 1. This implies that
det(I − tαλ̂ | L

0
0 ) has at most one reciprocal zero of q-ordinal equal to µ+ 1 and

all other reciprocal zeros have q-ordinal > µ+ 1. This proves the first sentence of
part (a). If det(I − tαλ̂ | L

0
0 ) has a reciprocal zero of q-ordinal equal to µ+ 1, then

by [Adolphson and Sperber 1987a, Proposition 4.2] the second side of its Newton
polygon has slope ≥ µ+ 2. This proves the second sentence of (a).

Next take |I | = n. The expression (7.14) reduces to

1+
⌈n

d

⌉
= 1+

⌈
µ+ 1− 1

d

⌉
= µ+ 2

since d ≥ 2. Furthermore, (7.14) cannot decrease when |I | decreases, which proves
part (b) of the proposition. �
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Recall from Section 1 that we write Pλ(t)= P (1)λ (t)/P (2)λ (t), where P (1)λ (t) and
P (2)λ (t) are relatively prime polynomials with integer coefficients and constant term
1 which satisfy

P (1)λ (q−µt), P (2)λ (q−µt) ∈ 1+ tZ[t].

Proposition 7.13, together with (7.12), shows that

P (2)λ (q−µt)≡ 1 (mod q)

and that P (1)λ (q−µt) (mod p) has degree at most 1 in t . To complete the proof of
Proposition 1.7 it suffices, by Proposition 7.13(a), to show that

Tr(αλ̂ | L
0
0 )≡ qµ+1

a−1∏
i=0

((−1)µ+1 H(λ̂pi
)) (mod pqµ+1). (7.15)

Using (5.7), one sees that (7.15) is equivalent to the following assertion.

Proposition 7.16. For λ ∈ (F×q )
N , we have

Tr(αλ̂ | L
0
0 )≡

a−1∏
i=0

θ−(p−1)b(λ̂
pi
) (mod pqµ+1).

Proof. Consider the series

θ0(λ̂, x)=
∑
w∈NA

θ0,w(λ̂)xw.

By (7.3) we have

θ0,w(λ̂) =
∑

u(0),...,u(a−1)
∈NA∑a−1

i=0 pi u(i)=w

a−1∏
i=0

θu(i)(λ̂
pi
). (7.17)

Let U ⊆Nn+2 be the set of all exponents u such that xu
∈ L00 . For w ∈U , a direct

calculation shows that

αλ̂(x
w)=

∑
u∈U

θ0,qu−w(λ̂)xu . (7.18)

It then follows from the Dwork trace formula that

Tr(αλ̂ | L
0
0 )=

∑
w∈U

θ0,(q−1)w(λ̂). (7.19)

Equation (7.17) gives

θ0,(q−1)w(λ̂) =
∑

u(0),...,u(a−1)
∈NA∑a−1

i=0 pi u(i)=(q−1)w

a−1∏
i=0

θu(i)(λ̂
pi
). (7.20)
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It follows from (3.21) and (3.23) that

ordp θ0,(q−1)w(λ̂)

≥min
{a−1∑

i=0

u(i)n+1

p− 1

∣∣∣ u(0), . . . , u(a−1)
∈ NA and

a−1∑
i=0

pi u(i) = (q − 1)w
}
. (7.21)

We prove Proposition 7.16 by studying this estimate for w ∈U .
Fix u(0), . . . , u(a−1)

∈ NA with

a−1∑
i=0

pi u(i) = (q − 1)w (7.22)

and w ∈U . We define inductively a sequence w(0), . . . , w(a) ∈U such that

u(i) = pw(i+1)
−w(i) for i = 0, . . . , a− 1. (7.23)

First of all, take w(0) = w. Then (7.22) shows that u(0)+w(0) = pw(1) for some
w(1) ∈ Zn+2; since u(0) ∈ NA and w(0) ∈ U we conclude that w(1) ∈ U . Suppose
that for some 0< k ≤ a− 1 we have defined w(0), . . . , w(k) ∈U satisfying (7.23)
for i = 0, . . . , k − 1. Substituting pw(i+1)

−w(i) for u(i) for i = 0, . . . , k − 1 in
(7.22) gives

−w(0)+ pkw(k)+

a−1∑
i=k

pi u(i) = paw−w. (7.24)

Since w(0) =w, we can divide this equation by pk to get w(k)+u(k) = pw(k+1) for
some w(k+1)

∈ Zn+2. Since u(k) ∈ NA and (by induction) w(k) ∈U , we conclude
that w(k+1)

∈U . This completes the inductive construction. Note that in the special
case k = a− 1, this computation gives w(a) = w.

Summing (7.23) over i = 0, . . . , a− 1 and using w(0) = w(a) = w gives

a−1∑
i=0

u(i) = (p− 1)
a−1∑
i=0

w(i). (7.25)

Hence
a−1∑
i=0

u(i)n+1

p− 1
=

a−1∑
i=0

w
(i)
n+1. (7.26)

Since w(i) ∈U , we have{
w
(i)
n+1 = µ+ 1 if w(i) = (1, . . . , 1, µ+ 1),

w
(i)
n+1 ≥ µ+ 2 if w(i) 6= (1, . . . , 1, µ+ 1).

(7.27)
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It now follows from (7.26) that

a−1∑
i=0

u(i)n+1

p−1

{
= a(µ+1) if w(i)= (1, . . . , 1, µ+1) for i = 0, . . . , a−1,
≥ a(µ+1)+1 otherwise.

(7.28)

Therefore, by (7.23),
∑a−1

i=0 u(i)n+1/(p− 1) = a(µ + 1) if and only if for all i ,
u(i) = (p− 1)(1, . . . , 1, µ+ 1).

By (7.21), this implies that if w 6= (1, . . . , 1, µ+ 1), then

θ0,(q−1)w(λ̂)≡ 0 (mod pqµ+1).

If w = (1, . . . , 1, µ+ 1), this implies by (7.20) that

θ0,(q−1)(1,...,1,µ+1)(λ̂)≡

a−1∏
i=0

θ(p−1)(1,...,1,µ+1)(λ̂
pi
) (mod pqµ+1).

Since −b= (1, . . . , 1, µ+ 1), (7.19) now implies the proposition. �

Let λ ∈ (F×q )
N . In the course of proving Proposition 1.7, we have shown that

H(λ) 6= 0 is a necessary and sufficient condition for det(I − tαλ̂ | L00 ) to have a
unique reciprocal zero of q-ordinal equal to µ+ 1. To prove the last assertion of
Theorem 4.32, it suffices by (7.12) and Proposition 7.13 to prove the following result.

Theorem 7.29. If λ ∈ (F×q )
N and H(λ) 6= 0, then qµ+1∏a−1

i=0 G(λ̂pi
) is an eigen-

value of αλ̂ on L00 .

Before beginning the proof of Theorem 7.29, we give an alternate description of
det(I − tαλ̂ | L

0
0 ). Let

M̂− =
{

u = (u0, . . . , un+1) ∈ (Z<0)
n+2

∣∣∣ n∑
i=0

ui = dun+1

}
,

M̂+ =
{

u = (u0, . . . , un+1) ∈ (Z>0)
n+2

∣∣∣ n∑
i=0

ui = dun+1

}
.

Set
B =

{
ξ∗ =

∑
u∈M̂−

c∗uγ
pun+1

0 xu
∣∣∣ c∗u→ 0 as u→−∞

}
,

a p-adic Banach space with norm |ξ∗| = supu∈M̂−
{|c∗u|}. We define a pairing

〈 , 〉 : B× L00 → Cp as follows. If

ξ =
∑

u∈M̂+

cuγ
pun+1

0 xu
∈ L00 and ξ∗ =

∑
u∈M̂−

c∗uγ
pun+1

0 xu
∈ B,

define
〈ξ∗, ξ〉 =

∑
u∈M̂+

cuc∗
−u,
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the constant term of the product ξ∗ξ . This pairing identifies B with the dual space
of L00 , the space of continuous linear mappings from L00 to Cp; see [Serre 1962,
Proposition 3]. We extend the definition of the mapping 8 defined in the proof of
Proposition 6.9 by setting

8

(∑
u∈Zn

cu xu
)
=

∑
u∈Zn

cu x pu .

Consider the formal composition α∗
λ̂
= δ− ◦ θ0(λ̂, x) ◦8a , where again θ0(λ̂, x)

represents multiplication by θ0(λ̂, x).

Proposition 7.30. The operator α∗
λ̂

is an endomorphism of B which is adjoint to
αλ̂ : L

0
0 → L00 .

Proof. Since α∗
λ̂

is the a-fold composition of the operators δ− ◦ θ(λ̂pi
, x) ◦8 and

αλ̂ the a-fold composition of the operators ψ ◦ θ(λ̂pi
, x) for i = 0, . . . , a − 1,

it suffices to check that δ− ◦ θ(λ̂, x) ◦ 8 is an endomorphism of B adjoint to
ψ ◦ θ(λ̂, x) : L00 → L00 . Let ξ∗(x) =

∑
v∈M̂−

c∗vγ
pvn+1

0 xv ∈ B. The proof that the
product θ(λ̂, x)ξ∗(x p) is well defined is analogous to the proof of convergence
of (5.1). We have

δ−(θ(λ̂, x)ξ∗(x p))=
∑

u∈M̂−

C∗u γ
pun+1

0 xu,

where
C∗u =

∑
w+pv=u

θw(λ̂)c∗vγ
p(vn+1−un+1)

0 . (7.31)

Note that by (3.23),

ordp θw(λ̂)γ
p(vn+1−un+1)

0 ≥
wn+1

p− 1
+

pvn+1

p− 1
−

pun+1

p− 1
=−un+1 (7.32)

since w+ pv = u. Since c∗v→ 0 as v→−∞, this implies that the series on the
right-hand side of (7.31) converges. Furthermore, the estimate (7.32) then shows
that C∗u → 0 as u→−∞. We conclude that δ−(θ(λ̂, x)ξ∗(x p)) ∈ B. In fact, (7.32)
implies

|δ−(θ(λ̂, x)ξ∗(x p))| ≤ |pµ+1ξ∗(x)|,

since un+1 ≤−(µ+ 1) for all u ∈ M−. �

Proof of Theorem 7.29. From Proposition 7.30, it follows by [Serre 1962, Proposi-
tion 15] that

det(I − tαλ̂ | L
0
0 )= det(I − tα∗

λ̂
| B), (7.33)

so to complete the proof of Theorem 7.29 it suffices to show that if H(λ) 6= 0, then
α∗
λ̂

has an eigenvector in B with eigenvalue qµ+1∏a−1
i=0 G(λ̂pi

). From (5.16) we
have

α∗
(

G(3, x)
G(3)

)
= pµ+1G(3)

G(3, x)
G(3)

.
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It follows by iteration that for m ≥ 0,

(α∗)m
(

G(3, x)
G(3)

)
= pm(µ+1)

( m−1∏
i=0

G(3pi
)

)
G(3, x)

G(3)
. (7.34)

From (4.15) we have

G(3, x)
G(3)

=

∑
u∈M−

(
γ
−(p−1)un+1
0

Gu(3)

G(3)

)
γ

pun+1
0 xu .

By Proposition 5.15, the ratio Gu(3) :=Gu(3)/G(3) lies in R′u . We may therefore
evaluate the Gu(3) at 3= λ̂:

G(3, x)
G(3)

∣∣∣∣
3=λ̂

=

∑
u∈M−

(
γ
−(p−1)un+1
0 Gu(λ̂)

)
γ

pun+1
0 xu .

Since γ−(p−1)un+1
0 → 0 as u→∞, this expression lies in B. It is straightforward to

check that the specialization of the left-hand side of (7.34) with m = a at 3= λ̂ is
exactly α∗

λ̂

(
G(3, x)/G(3)|3=λ̂

)
, so specializing (7.34) with m = a at 3= λ̂ gives

α∗
λ̂

( ∑
u∈M−

(
γ
−(p−1)un+1
0 Gu(λ̂)

)
γ

pun+1
0 xu

)
= qµ+1

( a−1∏
i=0

G(λ̂pi
)

)( ∑
u∈M−

(
γ
−(p−1)un+1
0 Gu(λ̂)

)
γ

pun+1
0 xu

)
. (7.35)

This equation shows that qµ+1∏a−1
i=0 G(λ̂pi

) is an eigenvalue of α∗
λ̂
. �
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On defects of characters
and decomposition numbers

Gunter Malle, Gabriel Navarro and Benjamin Sambale

We propose upper bounds for the number of modular constituents of the restric-
tion modulo p of a complex irreducible character of a finite group, and for its
decomposition numbers, in certain cases.

1. Introduction

Let G be a finite group and let p be a prime. Richard Brauer, in a fundamental
paper [1941], studied the irreducible complex characters χ ∈ Irr(G) such that
χ(1)p = |G|p/p, where here n p denotes the largest power of p dividing the integer
n. This was the birth of what later became the cyclic defect theory, developed
by E. C. Dade [1966], building upon work of J. A. Green and J. G. Thompson
on vertices and sources. Of course, Brauer and Nesbitt had studied before the
defect zero characters (those χ ∈ Irr(G) with χ(1)p = |G|p) proving that they lift
irreducible modular characters in characteristic p. A constant in Brauer’s work was
to analyse the decomposition of the complex irreducible characters χ into modular
characters:

χ0
=

∑
ϕ∈IBr(G)

dχϕϕ,

where here χ0 is the restriction of χ to the elements of G of order prime to p, and
where we have chosen a set IBr(G) of irreducible p-Brauer characters of G. To
better understand the decomposition numbers dχϕ remains one of the challenges in
representation theory.
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If χ ∈ Irr(G) let us write IBr(χ0)= {ϕ ∈ IBr(G) | dχϕ 6= 0}, and recall that the
defect of χ is the integer dχ with

pdχχ(1)p = |G|p .

For χ ∈ Irr(G) of defect one Brauer proved that all decomposition numbers
dχϕ are less than or equal to 1, and implicitly, that there are less than p characters
ϕ ∈ IBr(G) occurring with multiplicity dχϕ 6= 0.

In order to gain insight into decomposition numbers in general, it is natural from
this perspective to next study characters of defect two. This step looks innocent,
but it deepens things in such a way that at present we can only guess what might
be happening in general:

Conjecture A. Let G be a finite group, p a prime. Let χ ∈ Irr(G) with |G|p =
p2
·χ(1)p. Then:

(1) |IBr(χ0)| ≤ p2
− 1.

(2) dχϕ ≤ p for all ϕ ∈ IBr(G).

It is remarkable that, as we shall prove below (Theorem 3.2), Conjecture A
follows from the Alperin–McKay conjecture together with the work of K. Erdmann,
but only for the prime p = 2. We do prove below Conjecture A for p-solvable
groups (see Theorem 2.5) and for certain classes of quasisimple and almost simple
groups (see Theorem 4.2, Propositions 4.3 and 4.4 and Theorem 5.4). On the other
hand, Conjecture A is wide open for example for groups of Lie type in nondefining
characteristic (see Example 5.5, but also Proposition 5.9). As far as we are aware,
no bounds for the number |IBr(χ0)| have been proposed before, and therefore, we
move into unexplored territory here.

If Conjecture A is true then both of our bounds are sharp. Of course, the
irreducible characters of degree p in a nonabelian group of order p3 have decompo-
sition numbers equal to p. Also, the irreducible character χ of degree p2

−1 in the
semidirect product of C p×C p with a cyclic group of order p2

− 1 acting faithfully
satisfies |IBr(χ0)| = p2

− 1.
In view of Brauer’s analysis of characters of defect one and our Conjecture A, it is

tempting to guess that whenever χ(1)p = |G|p/p3, then dχϕ ≤ p2 and |IBr(χ0)| ≤

p3
−1. While we are not aware of any p-solvable counter-examples, still this is not

true in general: For p = 2, G = 3.J3 has a character χ such that χ(1)p = |G|p/p3,
having 8 irreducible Brauer constituents. For p = 3, G = Co3 has an irreducible
character such that χ(1)p = |G|p/p3 with 13 occurring as a decomposition number.
Perhaps other bounds are possible.

While studying Conjecture A, we came across a remarkable inequality, to which
we have not yet found a counterexample.
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Conjecture B. Let G be a finite group, p a prime, and χ ∈ Irr(G). Then

|IBr(χ0)| ·χ(1)p ≤ |G|p.

For characters of defect 1, this is the cited result of Brauer, and for defect 2 it
follows from Conjecture A(1).

We shall prove below that Conjecture B is satisfied in symmetric groups and
for simple groups of Lie type in defining characteristic (see Proposition 4.1 and
Corollary 5.2). Our bound seems exactly the right bound for these classes of groups,
and somehow this makes us think that Conjecture B points in the right direction.
On the other hand, we do not know what is happening in other important classes of
groups, like solvable groups or groups of Lie type in nondefining characteristic, for
instance. Whether Conjecture B is true or false, we believe that the relation between
|IBr(χ0)| and |G|p/χ(1)p is worth exploring. Of course, if |G|p/χ(1)p = 1, then
|IBr(χ0)| = 1 by the Brauer–Nesbitt theorem.

So far we have not mentioned blocks, heights, or defect groups. These are, of
course, related to Conjectures A and B. If χ ∈ Irr(G), then χ ∈ Irr(B) for a unique
p-block B of G, and χ(1)p = pa−d+h , where |G|p = pa , |D| = pd is the order of
a defect group D for B, d is the defect of the block B, and h ≥ 0 is the height of χ .
Hence, the defect dχ of χ is

dχ = d − h.

Brauer’s famous k(B)-conjecture asserts that k(B) := |Irr(B)| ≤ |D| = pd . Since
obviously

|IBr(χ0)| ≤ |IBr(B)| =: l(B) < |Irr(B)| (if d > 0),

it follows that for characters of height zero both Conjectures A(1) and B are implied
by Brauer’s k(B)-conjecture. (In particular, by Kessar and Malle’s solution [2013]
of one implication of the height zero conjecture, Conjectures A(1) and B follow
from the k(B)-conjecture for characters in blocks with abelian defect groups.) It is
worth mentioning that l(B) is bounded by 1

4 p2d
+ 1, using a well-known bound of

k(B) by Brauer and Feit.
A recent conjecture, formulated by Malle and Robinson [2017], is also related

to the present work. Malle and Robinson have proposed that l(B)≤ ps(D), where
s(D) is the so called p-sectional rank of the group D. Hence Conjecture B follows
from the Malle–Robinson conjecture for those irreducible characters whose height
h is such that

s(D)+ h ≤ d. (1)

Observe that the stronger inequality l(B) · χ(1)p ≤ |G|p is not always true. For
example, let G be the central product of n copies of SL2(3) where the centres of
order 2 are identified. Then the principal 2-block B of G has a normal defect group
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and satisfies l(B) = 3n , but there is an irreducible character χ ∈ Irr(B) (deflated
from the direct product of SL2(3)’s) such that |G|2/χ(1)2 = 2n+1. Other examples
are the principal 2-block of J3 or the principal 3-block of SL6(2).

Finally, we come back to characters of defect 2 for small primes, but from the
perspective of their relationship with their blocks and defect groups. Here we prove:

Theorem C. (a) If p=2 then the Alperin–McKay conjecture implies Conjecture A.

(b) If p = 3 then Robinson’s ordinary weight conjecture implies l(B) ≤ 10 for
every block B containing a character χ as in Conjecture A.

If there is an upper bound for l(B) in Theorem C for arbitrary primes, we have
not been able to find it. In the situation of Theorem C for p-solvable groups, we
shall prove below that either |D| ≤ p3 or |D| = p4 and p ≤ 3, and the possible
defect groups are classified. For non p-solvable groups, however, |D| is unbounded,
as shown by SL2(q) with q odd and p = 2.

2. p-solvable groups

We start with the proof of Conjecture A for p-solvable groups. In fact, we prove
something more general (which will include certain p-constrained groups). Our
notation for complex characters follows [Isaacs 1976], and for Brauer characters
[Navarro 1998]. If G is a finite group, N G G, and θ ∈ Irr(N ), then Irr(G|θ) is
the set of complex irreducible characters χ ∈ Irr(G) such that the restriction χN

contains θ as a constituent. Notice that if ψG
= χ ∈ Irr(G) for ψ an irreducible

character of the inertia group T of θ , then |G : T |pψ(1)p = χ(1)p, and therefore
|G|p/χ(1)p = |T |p/ψ(1)p. Hence, dχ = dψ .

First we collect some rather well-known results.

Lemma 2.1. Let p be a prime, and let U be a subgroup of GL2(p).

(a) Assume that U has order divisible by p. Then either U has a normal Sylow
p-subgroup or SL2(p)⊆U.

(b) If W ⊆ SL2(p)⊆U ⊆ GL2(p), then W and U have trivial Schur multiplier.

(c) If W ⊆ SL2(p) is a p′-subgroup, then either W is cyclic of order a divisor of
p− 1 or p+ 1, W has a normal cyclic subgroup of index 2, or W = SL2(3),
SmallGroup(48, 28) or SL2(5).

(d) Suppose that G = (C p × C p)o U in natural action, where SL2(p) ⊆ U ⊆
GL2(p). If χ ∈ Irr(G), and p divides χ(1), then χ(1)= p.

(e) Suppose that L is an extra-special group of order p3 and exponent p. Then
we have that Aut(L)/Inn(L) ∼= GL2(p). If fact, if Z = Z(L), A = Aut(L)
and I = Inn(L), then A = CA(Z) o 〈σ 〉, where σ has order p − 1, and
CA(Z)/I = SL2(p).
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Proof. (a) This part follows from [Kurzweil and Stellmacher 2004, 8.6.7].

(b) Checking p=3 directly, we may assume p≥5. Suppose by way of contradiction
that U has a proper covering group S with 1 6= Z ≤ Z(S)∩ S′ and S/Z ∼=U . Let
N E S be the preimage of SL2(p). It is a well-known fact that the Sylow subgroups
of SL2(p) are cyclic or quaternion groups. This implies that SL2(p) (and any
of its subgroups) has trivial Schur multiplier. In particular, N is not a covering
group of SL2(p). Since SL2(p) is perfect for p ≥ 5, we must have N = N ′Z and
Z * N ′. Since S/N ∼=U/SL2(p) is cyclic, it follows that S′ = N ′. But this gives
the contradiction Z * S′.

(c) We follow the well-known classification of the subgroups of L2(p). Notice that
S has a unique involution, so the 2-subgroups of S are cyclic or quaternion. Set
Z := Z(S). Now, if W Z/Z is cyclic of order a divisor of (p±1)/2, then it follows
that W Z is abelian with cyclic Sylow subgroups. Thus W Z (and W ) are cyclic of
order dividing p±1. Suppose now that H/Z is dihedral of order 2 · (p± 1), where
H is a p′-subgroup of S. Then H/Z has a cyclic subgroup of index 2. Thus H has
a cyclic subgroup of index 2. Hence if W is a subgroup of H , it has a cyclic normal
2-complement Q, and a Sylow 2-subgroup P such that |Q :CQ(P)| ≤ 2. Since Q is
cyclic, or generalised quaternion, it follows that W has a cyclic normal subgroup of
index 2. Suppose next that W Z/Z =A4. Then W Z has order 24, centre Z of order 2,
and a unique involution. Hence W Z is SL2(3). The proper subgroups of SL2(3) are
cyclic or quaternion of order 8. Suppose now that W Z/Z =S4. Then W Z has order
48, centre Z of order 2 and a unique involution. Thus W Z = SmallGroup(48, 28).
The proper subgroups of this group are cyclic, have a cyclic normal subgroup of
index 2, or are isomorphic to SL2(3). Finally, if W Z/Z = A5, then W Z = SL2(5).
The proper subgroups of SL2(5) are already on our list.

(d) Write V = C p×C p. Note that Irr(V ) is then the dual of the natural module for
U , and SL2(p)≤U acts transitively on Irr(V ) \ {1}. Let θ ∈ Irr(V ). If θ = 1 then
it extends to G and the constituents of θG are the inflations of characters of U . The
ones of degree divisible by p are thus the extensions of the Steinberg character of
SL2(p) to U , all of degree p. Now assume that θ 6= 1. Then up to conjugation the
inertia group T of θ in U contains all elements

(
1 ∗
0 ∗

)
in U , hence T is metacyclic

with abelian Sylow subgroups and normal Sylow p-subgroup. So θ extends to
V o T , and the characters above θ have degrees prime to p. Since |U : T | is prime
to p, all characters in Irr(G|θ) are of degree prime to p.

(e) Consider the canonical map F : Aut(L)→ Aut(L/L ′). Then Inn(L) lies in
the kernel of F . Assume conversely that f lies in ker(F). If L is generated by x
and y, we have at most p2 possibilities for f (x) in x L ′ and f (y) in yL ′. On the
other hand, |Inn(L)| = p2. Hence, ker(F)= Inn(L) and F induces an embedding
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Out(L) in GL2(p). It is shown in [Winter 1972] that |Out(L)| = |GL2(p)|. The
rest follows from the main theorem in the same work. �

Lemma 2.2. Let S = SL2(p), where p is an odd prime, and let α, β ∈ Irr(S) of
degrees p−1

2 and p+1
2 such that |α(x) + β(x)|2 = |CV (x)| for all x ∈ S, where

V = C p×C p is the natural module for S. Let 9 = α+β.

(a) We have that 9(x) = ±1 for p-regular nontrivial x ∈ S. Furthermore, the
values of 9 on p-regular elements do not depend of the choices of α and β.

(b) Let γ ∈ Irr(S) of degree p. Let 1 = γ9. Assume that p ≥ 7. Then the
irreducible p-Brauer constituents of 10 appear with multiplicity less than or
equal to (p− 1)/2, and |IBr(10)| ≤ p. This remains true when p = 5, except
that the multiplicity of the unique µ ∈ IBr(S) of degree 3 is 3.

(c) Suppose that 1 < W is a subgroup of S of order not divisible by p. Suppose
that ψ is a character of W such that ψ(1)= p and ψ(x)=±1 for 1 6= x ∈W .
Let θ, δ ∈ Irr(W ). Then

[ψ, θδ] ≤
p
2

unless W = Q8 and θ = δ has degree 2, or |W | = 2. In these cases,

[ψ, θδ] ≤
p+ 1

2
.

Proof. Part (a) follows immediately from the well-known character table of SL2(p).

(b) From the ordinary character table it can be worked out easily that γ9 is
multiplicity free (and does not involve the trivial character nor the characters of
degree 1

2(p− 1)). The Brauer trees of the p-blocks of S of positive defect have
an exceptional node of multiplicity 2, so any Brauer character occurs in at most
three ordinary characters. This shows the first claim for p ≥ 7. For p = 5, direct
calculation suffices. The second assertion is immediate, as l(S)= p.

(c) If W has order 2, our assertion easily follows because ψ(1)= p, and ψ(w)=±1
if 1 6=w ∈W . Suppose that W is a p′-subgroup of S with order |W |> 2. We have
checked (c) with GAP for primes 3≤ p ≤ 23. Hence, we may assume that p > 23,
if necessary.

Now W is one of the groups in Lemma 2.1(c). Let θ, δ ∈ Irr(W ). Then

[ψ, θδ] =
1
|W |

∑
w∈W

ψ(w)θ(w−1)δ(w−1)≤
θ(1)δ(1)(|W | − 1+ p)

|W |
,

using that |θ(w)| ≤ θ(1) for θ ∈ Irr(W ).
Suppose first that θ and δ are linear. Then we see that [ψ, θδ] ≤ p/2 if p > 3.

Thus we may assume that W is nonabelian.
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Suppose now that W has a normal abelian subgroup of index 2. If θ, δ ∈ Irr(W ),
then θ(1)δ(1)≤ 4. We see, assuming that p≥ 23, that [ψW , θδ] ≤ p/2 if |W | ≥ 12.
There is only one nonabelian group of order less than 12 with a unique involution,
which is Q8. If θ(1)δ(1) ≤ 2, then [ψ, θδ] ≤ p/2. So we assume that θ = δ has
degree 2. Let Z = Z(W ). Then using that θ is zero off Z , we have that

[ψ, θδ] = 1
8(4p± 4)=

p± 1
2

.

Suppose now that W = SL2(3). The largest character degree of W is 3, and
there is a unique character θ with that degree. Assuming that p ≥ 23, we have
that [ψ, θδ] ≤ p/2, if θ(1)δ(1) ≤ 6. Assume now that θ = δ has degree 3. This
character has Z in its kernel, and otherwise takes value 0 except on the unique
conjugacy class of elements of order 4. On these six elements, θ has value −1.
Hence

[ψ, θδ] ≤ 1
24(9p+ 9+ 6)≤ p/2

(if p ≥ 5, which we are assuming).
Suppose now that W = SmallGroup(48, 28). This group has a unique character

θ ∈ Irr(W ) of degree 4. By using the values of this character, we have that

[ψ, θ2
] ≤

1
48(16p+ 32)≤ p/2

for p ≥ 5. If θ(1)δ(1)= 12, then θδ is zero except on Z(W ), and the inequality is
clear. If θ(1)δ(1) = 9, we again use the character values to check the inequality.
Finally, if θ(1)δ(1)≤ 6, then we do not need to use the character values. The case
W = SL2(5) is done similarly. �

The character9 in Lemma 2.2 is relevant in the character theory of fully ramified
sections, as we shall see.

Lemma 2.3. Suppose that LG G is an extra-special group of order p3 and exponent
p, where p ≥ 5 is odd. Let Z = Z(L) ⊆ Z(G), and assume that G/L ∼= SL2(p)
and that CG(L) = Z. Let α, β ∈ Irr(G/L) of degrees p−1

2 and p+1
2 such that

|α(x)+ β(x)|2 = |CV (x)| for all x ∈ S, where V is the natural module for S. Let
1 6= λ∈ Irr(Z), and write λL

= pη, where η ∈ Irr(L). Then η has a unique extension
η̂ ∈ Irr(G) and η̂0

= α0
+β0.

Proof. Let 9 = α+β. If K/L is the centre of G/L , and Q ∈ Syl2(K ), then N/Z is
the unique (up to G-conjugacy) complement of L/Z in G/Z , where N = NG(Q).
This follows by the Frattini argument and the fact that Q acts on L/Z with no
nontrivial fixed points. Now, N is a central extension of SL2(p) so N = Z × N ′,
where N ′∼=SL2(p). Since the Schur multiplier of G/L is trivial (by Lemma 2.1(b)),
it follows that η extends to G by [Isaacs 1976, Theorem 11.7]. Since G/L is perfect,
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there is a unique extension η̂ ∈ Irr(G) by Gallagher’s theorem. Now, by [Isaacs
1973, Theorem 9.1], there is a character ψ of degree p of G/L such that

η̂N = ψν

for some linear character ν of N over λ. Since N ′ is perfect, we have that ν=λ×1N ′ .
By the proof of [Isaacs 1973, Theorem 4.8], we have that ψ = 9, and therefore
η̂0
=90. (Notice that there are two choices of 9, but 90 is uniquely determined

by Lemma 2.2(a).) �

Lemma 2.4. Suppose that H ≤ G are finite groups. Let χ ∈ Irr(G) and θ ∈ Irr(H).
Then we have [χH , θ]

2
≤ |G : H |.

Proof. Write χH = eθ +1, where 1 is a character of H or zero, and [1, θ] = 0.
Then χ(1)≥ eθ(1). By Frobenius reciprocity, we have that θG

= eχ +4, where 4
is a character of G or zero. Hence |G : H |θ(1)≥ eχ(1)≥ e2θ(1), and the proof is
complete. �

Theorem 2.5. Suppose that G is a finite group and let χ ∈ Irr(G) be such that
χ(1)p = |G|p/p2. Let N = Op′(G) and L = Op(G). Suppose that N ⊆ Z(G), and
that CG(L)⊆ L N. Then |IBr(χ0)| ≤ p2

− 1 and dχϕ ≤ p for all ϕ ∈ IBr(G).

Proof. If χ0
∈ IBr(G), then dχϕ ≤ 1 and |IBr(χ0)| = 1. We may clearly assume

that χ(1) > p. Let θ ∈ Irr(N ) be the irreducible constituent of the restriction χN .
By hypothesis, we have that CG(L)= Z(L)× N . In particular, L > 1 (because

otherwise G is a p′-group and χ0
∈ IBr(G)). Also, we have that G/CG(L)∼=U ⊆

Aut(L). Since N is central, then Op(G/N )= L N/N , and thus Op(U )∼= L/Z(L).
Let η ∈ Irr(L) be under χ . Then χ(1)p/η(1) divides |G|p/|L| by [Isaacs 1976,

Corollary 11.29]. Using the hypothesis, we have that |L|/η(1)≤ p2. Since η(1) <
|L|1/2 because L is a nontrivial p-group, we deduce that |L| ≤ p3. Also, η(1)≤ p.

If G/L N is a p-group, then G = N × L . Then χ = θ × η. Thus χ0
= η(1)θ .

Hence dχϕ = η(1)≤ p, and |IBr(χ0)| = 1, so the theorem is true in this case too.
Suppose that θ extends to some γ ∈ Irr(G). Note that γ 0

∈ IBr(G) also extends θ .
By a result of Gallagher [Isaacs 1976, Corollary 6.17], we know that χ = βγ for
some β ∈ Irr(G/N ). If β0

= d1τ1+ · · ·+ dsτs , where τi ∈ IBr(G/N ) are distinct,
then we have that

χ0
= d1τ1γ

0
+ · · ·+ dsτsγ

0

and that the τiγ
0 are also distinct and irreducible (using that γ 0 is linear). In

particular, we see that if θ extends to G, then the theorem holds for G if it holds
for G/N .

(a) Assume first that η(1)= 1. We have then that |L| ≤ p2, by the third paragraph
of this proof. In particular, L is abelian. In this case, G/L N ∼= U ⊆ Aut(L) and
Op(U )= 1.
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(a1) If L is a Sylow p-subgroup of G, then by [Navarro 1998, Theorem 10.20], we
have that Irr(G|θ) is a block of G, which has defect group L . By the k(GV )-theorem
[Gluck et al. 2004], we have that |Irr(G|θ)| ≤ p2. Hence |IBr(G|θ)| ≤ p2

− 1 by
[Navarro 1998, Theorem 3.18]. Thus |IBr(χ0)| ≤ p2

− 1. Also, notice that the
decomposition numbers are

d = [χH , µ]

forµ∈ Irr(H), where H is a p-complement of G. By Lemma 2.4, d2
≤|G :H |= p2,

and the theorem is true in this case.

(a2) We assume that L is not a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Suppose first that L is
cyclic. Notice that L cannot have order p, since p2 divides the order of G (and
|Aut(C p)| is not divisible by p). Suppose that L = C p2 . Then G/L N is cyclic.
Since Op(G/L N )= 1, we conclude that G/L N is cyclic of order dividing p− 1.
Thus L is a normal Sylow p-subgroup of G, a contradiction.

Assume now that L = C p × C p. In this case G/L N ∼= U ⊆ GL2(p). Thus
|U |p = p. Recall that Op(U )= 1. By Lemma 2.1(a), we conclude that SL2(p)⊆
U ⊆ GL2(p). Therefore U has trivial Schur multiplier by Lemma 2.1(b). Now,
consider θ̂ = 1L × θ . By [Isaacs 1976, Theorem 11.7], we have that θ̂ extends to G.
In particular, so does θ . Again, by the fifth paragraph of this proof, we may assume
in this case that N = 1. If p= 2, then G =S4 and χ(1)= 2, so the theorem is true
in this case. If p is odd, let Z/L ⊆ Z(G/L) of order 2, and let Q ∈ Syl2(Z). Since
Q acts on L as the minus identity matrix, we have that CL(Q)= 1. Therefore G is
the semidirect product of L with NG(Q). In this case, by Lemma 2.1(d), we have
that χ(1)= p, and we are also done in this case.

(b) Assume now that η(1)= p. Hence L is extraspecial of order p3 and exponent p
or p2. Write Z = Z(L). We have that G/Z N ∼=U ⊆Aut(L) and Op(U )=C p×C p.
Also, write ηZ = η(1)λ, where 1 6= λ ∈ Irr(Z).

(b1) Suppose first that p = 2. Then L = D8 or Q8. If L = D8, then Aut(L) is a
2-group, and then G = L × N , and the theorem is true in this case. If L = Q8,
then Aut(Q8) is S4. Then G/(L × N ) is a subgroup of S3. Then θ × 1L (and
therefore θ) extends to G. By the fifth paragraph of this proof, we may therefore
assume that N = 1. Thus |G| ≤ 48. In this case, G = SL2(3),GL2(3) or the fake
GL2(3) (SmallGroup(48,28)). If G = SL2(3), then χ(1)= 2, and we are done. In
the remaining cases, χ(1) = 4, |IBr(χ0)| = 2 and dχϕ = 1 or 2. Hence, we may
assume that p is odd.

(b2) Suppose first that L is extra-special of exponent p2, p odd. By [Winter 1972],
we have that Aut(L)= X oC p−1, were |X | = p3 has as a normal subgroup Inn(L),
and C p−1 acts Frobenius on Z . Thus G/(L × N ) has cyclic Sylow subgroups. It
follows that 1L × θ (and therefore θ) extends to G. Recall that Op(G/Z)= L/Z .
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Since G/L is a subgroup of C p o C p−1 and this group has a normal Sylow p-
subgroup, it follows that G/L is cyclic of order dividing p − 1. Now, G is the
semidirect product of L with a cyclic group C of order h dividing p − 1 that
acts Frobenius on Z . Since C acts Frobenius on Z , it follows that the stabiliser
IG(λ) = L . Since λL

= pη, it follows that IG(η) = L . Hence χ = ηG . Then
χC = pρ, where ρ is the regular character of C . Thus dχϕ = p for every ϕ ∈ IBr(G)
and |IBr(χ0)| = h ≤ p− 1. The theorem follows in this case too.

(b3) So finally assume that L is extra-special of exponent p, p odd. We have
that Aut(L)/Inn(L)= GL2(p) by Lemma 2.1(e). Thus G/L N is isomorphic to a
subgroup W of GL2(p) with Op(W )= 1. Write C = CG(Z). Notice that C/L N
maps into SL2(p) by [Winter 1972], and therefore this group has at most one
involution. Also, G/C is a cyclic p′-group (because GL2(p)/SL2(p) is) that acts
Frobenius on Z . Thus, our group W has a normal subgroup that has at most one
involution and with cyclic p′-quotient. Also notice that C is the stabiliser of λ (and
of η) in G. Furthermore, we claim that the stabiliser of any γ ∈ Irr(C/L N ) in G
has index at most 2 in G. This is because GL2(p) has a centre of order p− 1 that
intersects with SL2(p) in its unique subgroup of order 2. Write χ = µG , where
µ ∈ Irr(C).

(b.3.1) If L is a Sylow p-subgroup of G, we claim that |IBr(χ0)| ≤ p2
− 1. Let H

be a p-complement of G. Then H/N is isomorphic to a p′-subgroup of GL2(p).
By the k(GV )-theorem applied to 0 = (C p×C p)o H/N , we have that k(0)≤ p2.
Since 0 has a unique p-block, it follows that k(H/N )≤ p2

− 1. Now, |IBr(χ0)| ≤

|Irr(H |θ)| ≤ k(H/N ), and the claim is proved. (The last inequality follows from
Problem 11.10 of [Isaacs 1976].)

(b.3.2) If L is a Sylow p-subgroup of G, then dχϕ ≤ p:
Let H be a p-complement of G. Write C ∩ H = Q. Also, U = H Z ∩ C is

the unique complement of L/Z in C/Z up to C-conjugacy. By Lemma 2.1(b)
(and [Isaacs 1976, Theorem 11.7]), we have that 1L × θ has a (linear) extension
θ̃ ∈ Irr(C). Therefore µ= βθ̃ , where β ∈ Irr(C/N ). Notice that β lies over η. By
[Isaacs 1973, Theorem 9.1], we have that

βU = ψβ0

for some β0∈ Irr(U/N ), whereψ is a character of C/N of degree p. Since CL/Z (x)
is trivial for nontrivial p-regular x N , it follows that ψ(x N ) = ±1 for p-regular
N x 6= N . (The values of ψ are given in page 619 of [Isaacs 1973], and it can be
checked that ψ is the restriction of the character9 of SL2(p) given in Lemma 2.2(a)
under suitable identification.) Notice that (β0)Q ∈ Irr(Q/N ) because Q is central
in U = Z Q. Now, let ν ∈ Irr(Q|θ). By Gallagher, we have that ν = θ̃Qτ for some
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τ ∈ Irr(Q/N ). Then

[µQ, ν] = [βQ θ̃Q, θ̃Qτ ] = [ψQ(β0)Q, τ ] .

Now, by Lemma 2.2(c) applied in Q/N this number is less than p/2, except if
Q/N = Q8 and τ is the unique character of degree 2. In this case, this number is
less than p+1

2 , and τ extends to H because H/Q is cyclic. Hence, if ρ ∈ Irr(H |θ),
then

[χH , ρ] = [µQ, ρQ] .

If ρQ is irreducible, then we are done. Let τ ∈ Irr(Q|θ) be under ρ. We know that
the stabiliser I of τ in H has index at most 2. If I = H , then ρQ is irreducible
(because H/Q is cyclic). We conclude that |H : I | = 2. Using that I/Q is cyclic,
we have that ρQ = τ + τ

x , where x ∈ H \ I . In this case,

[χH , ρ] = [µQ, τ + τ
x
] ≤ p/2+ p/2= p .

(b.3.3) We may assume that p > 3: Else we have that G/L N is a subgroup of
GL2(3). All subgroups of GL2(3) have trivial Schur multiplier except for C2×C2,
D8 and D12. By the requirements in (b3), only C2×C2 can occur. But then, L is a
normal Sylow p-subgroup, and again the theorem holds in this case.

(b.3.4) Suppose finally that p divides |W |, and that p > 3. Then SL2(p)⊆ W ⊆
GL2(p) by Lemma 2.1(a). Now, by considering the character 1L × θ and using
Lemma 2.1(b), we may again assume that θ extends to G, and therefore that N =1 in
this case. Now, C =CG(Z) is such that SL2(p)∼=C/L G G/L . By Lemma 2.3, we
have that η has a unique extension η̂ ∈ Irr(C). Hence, µ, the Clifford correspondent
of χ over η is such that µ= γ η̂ for a unique γ ∈ Irr(C/L) of degree p. Also, by
Lemma 2.3, we know that η̂0

=90. Therefore, by Lemma 2.2(b), we have that

µ0
= d1ϕ1+ · · ·+ dkϕk

for some distinct ϕi ∈ IBr(C/L), with k≤ p, and di < p/2, except in the case where
p = 5. In this latter case, we still have that k ≤ p and that di ≤ p/2, except for
the unique irreducible p-Brauer character of degree 3, call it ϕ1, which is such that
d1 = 3. Now, since G/C is cyclic of p′-order and |Z(GL2(p))| = p− 1, it follows
that the stabiliser Ti of ϕi in G has index at most 2. Also ϕi extends to Ti [Navarro
1998, Corollary 8.12] and the irreducible constituents of (ϕi )

Ti all appear with
multiplicity 1, by [Navarro 1998, Theorem 8.7] and Gallagher’s theorem for Brauer
characters [Navarro 1998, Theorem 8.20]. Also, they all induce irreducibly to G by
the Clifford correspondence for Brauer characters. Hence, the number of Brauer
irreducible constituents of χ0

= (µ0)G is less than or equal to k · (p− 1)≤ p2
− p,

and the decomposition numbers are at most 2di ≤ p, except if p = 5 and i = 1. In
this case, ϕ1 is G-invariant, because it is the unique irreducible p-Brauer character
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of SL2(5) of degree 3. Hence, for j > 1 the Brauer character ϕG
j does not contain

any irreducible constituent of ϕG
1 . So the irreducible constituents of ϕG

1 appear in
χ0 with multiplicity 3< 5= p. �

Now, we can finally prove the p-solvable case of Conjecture A.

Corollary 2.6. Suppose that G is a finite p-solvable group and let χ ∈ Irr(G)
be such that χ(1)p = |G|p/p2. Then |IBr(χ0)| ≤ p2

− 1 and dχϕ ≤ p for all
ϕ ∈ IBr(G).

Proof. Write Op′(G) = N . We argue by induction on |G : N |. Let θ ∈ Irr(N ) be
under χ .

Let T be the inertia group of θ in G and let ψ ∈ Irr(T |θ) be the Clifford
correspondent of χ over θ . Since ψG

= χ , then we know that dψ = 2. Now we
apply the Fong–Reynolds theorem [Navarro 1998, Theorem 9.14] to conclude that
we may assume that θ is G-invariant.

By using ordinary/modular character triples (see Problem 8.13 of [Navarro 1998]),
we may replace (G, N , θ) by some other triple (0,M, λ), where

M = Op′(0)⊆ Z(0).

Hence, by working now in 0, it is no loss to assume that N ⊆ Z(G). Now, if
L = Op(G), then we have that CG(L)⊆ L N , and we may apply Theorem 2.5 to
conclude. �

3. Proof of Theorem C

A well-known theorem by Taussky asserts that a nonabelian 2-group P has maximal
(nilpotency) class if and only if |P/P ′| = 4 (see [Huppert 1967, Satz III.11.9]). In
this case P is a dihedral group, a semidihedral group or a quaternion group. Of
course, |P/P ′| is the number of linear characters of P . Our next result indicates
that Taussky’s theorem holds for blocks, assuming the Alperin–McKay conjecture.
For this we need:

Lemma 3.1. Let B be a 2-block of G with defect group DEG. Then k0(B)= 4 if
and only if D is dihedral (including Klein four), semidihedral, quaternion or cyclic
of order 4.

Proof. If D is one of the listed groups, then k0(B)= 4 by work of Brauer and Olsson
(see [Sambale 2014, Theorem 8.1]). Now suppose conversely that k0(B)= 4. By
[Reynolds 1963], we may also assume that D is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. By
[Külshammer 1987, Theorem 6], B dominates a block B of G/D′ with defect group
D := D/D′ and k(B)= k0(B)= 4. Using Taussky’s theorem, it suffices to show
|D| = 4.
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By way of contradiction, suppose that 2d
:= |D|> 4. Let (1, B)= (x1, b1), . . . ,

(xr , br ) be a set of representatives for the conjugacy classes of B-subsections. Then
r∑

i=1

l(bi )= k(B)= 4.

By [Külshammer 1984, Theorem A], we have l(B) ≥ 2 and r ≤ 3. Let I be the
inertial quotient of B. Then I has odd order and so is solvable by Feit–Thompson.
The case r = 3 is impossible, since 2d is the sum of I -orbit lengths. Hence, r = 2
and D is elementary abelian.

Since D o I is a solvable 2-transitive group, [Huppert 1957] implies that I
lies in the semilinear group 0L1(2d) ∼= C2d−1 o Cd . Let N E I with N ≤ C2d−1
and I/N ≤ Cd . Then N acts semiregularly on D \ {1}. Hence, C I (x2) is cyclic
(as a subgroup of I/N ). On the other hand, C I (x2) is the inertial quotient of b2.
It follows that l(b2) = |C I (x)| is odd and therefore l(b2) = 1. Consequently, I
acts regularly on D \ {1}. This implies that all Sylow subgroups of I are cyclic.
Hence, by a theorem of Külshammer (see [Sambale 2014, Theorem 1.19]), B is
Morita equivalent to the group algebra of D o I . We obtain the contradiction
l(B)= k(I ) > 3. �

Our next result includes the first part of Theorem C.

Theorem 3.2. Let B be a 2-block of G satisfying the Alperin–McKay conjecture.
If there exists a character χ ∈ Irr(B) such that χ(1)2 = |G|2/4, then |IBr(χ0)| ≤

l(B)≤ 3 and dχϕ ≤ 2 for all ϕ ∈ IBr(B).

Proof. By a result of Landrock (see [Sambale 2014, Proposition 1.31]), k0(B)= 4.
Hence, Lemma 3.1 applies. If B has defect 2, then B is Morita equivalent to the
principal block of a defect group D of B, of A4 or A5. The claim follows easily
in this case. Thus, we may assume that B has defect at least 3. Then by work
of Brauer and Olsson (see [Sambale 2014, Theorem 8.1]), l(B) ≤ 3. The claim
about the decomposition numbers follows from the tables at the end of [Erdmann
1990]. �

Remark 3.3. For every defect d ≥ 2 there are 2-blocks with defect d containing an
irreducible character χ such that χ(1)2 = |G|2/4. This is clear for d = 2 and for
d ≥ 3 one can take the principal block of SL2(q) where q is a suitable odd prime
power. These blocks have quaternion defect groups. Similarly, the principal 2-block
of GL2(q) where q ≡ 3 (mod 4) gives an example with semidihedral defect group.
On the other hand, Brauer showed that there are no examples with dihedral defect
group of order at least 16 (see [Sambale 2014, Theorem 8.1]).

In order to say something about odd primes, we need to invoke a stronger
conjecture known as Robinson’s ordinary weight conjecture (see [Sambale 2014,
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Conjecture 2.7]). Robinson gave the following consequence of his conjecture which
is relevant to our work.

Lemma 3.4 [Robinson 2008, Lemma 4.7]. Let B be a p-block of G with defect
group D satisfying the ordinary weight conjecture. Assume that there exists χ ∈
Irr(B) such that χ(1)p = |G|p/p2. Then |D| = p2 or D has maximal class. Let F
be the fusion system of B. If |D| ≥ p4, then D contains an F-radical, F-centric
subgroup Q of order p3 such that SL2(p) ≤ OutF (Q) ≤ GL2(p). In particular,
Qd(p) is involved in G. If p = 2, then Q ∼= Q8 and if p > 2, then Q is the
extraspecial group p1+2

+ with exponent p.
Conversely, if B is any block (satisfying the ordinary weight conjecture) with

an F-radical, F-centric subgroup Q as above, then Irr(B) contains a character χ
with χ(1)p = |G|p/p2.

Observe that a p-group P of order |P| ≥ p3 has maximal class if and only if
there exists x ∈ P with |CP(x)| = p2 (see [Huppert 1967, Satz III.14.23]). We will
verify that latter condition in a special case in Proposition 5.7.

Lemma 3.4 implies for instance that the group p1+2
+ oSL2(p) contains irreducible

characters χ with χ(1)p = p2. Hence, for every prime p there are p-blocks of
defect 4 with characters of defect 2. As another consequence we conditionally
extend Landrock’s result mentioned in the proof of Theorem 3.2 to odd primes.

Proposition 3.5. Let B be a p-block of G satisfying the ordinary weight conjecture.
If there exists χ ∈ Irr(B) such that χ(1)p = |G|p/p2, then k0(B)≤ p2.

Proof. By Lemma 3.4, a defect group D of B has maximal class or |D| = p2. In
any case |D/D′| = p2. The ordinary weight conjecture implies the Alperin–McKay
conjecture (blockwise) and by [Külshammer 1987], the Alperin–McKay conjecture
implies Olsson’s conjecture, k0(B)≤ |D/D′| = p2. �

If we also assume the Eaton–Moretó conjecture [Eaton and Moretó 2014] for
B, it follows that k1(B) > 0 in the situation of Proposition 3.5. This is because a
p-group P of maximal class has a (unique) normal subgroup N such that P/N is
nonabelian of order p3. Hence, P has an irreducible character of degree p.

Proposition 3.6. Let B be a p-block of a p-solvable group G with χ ∈ Irr(B) such
that χ(1)p = |G|p/p2. Then we are in one of the following cases (all three of which
occur):

(1) B has defect 2 or 3.

(2) p = 2= l(B) and B has defect group Q16 or SD16. Both cases occur.

(3) p = 3 and B has defect group SmallGroup(34, a) with a ∈ {7, 8, 9}.

Proof. By [Haggarty 1977], B has defect at most 4. Moreover, if B has defect 4,
then p ≤ 3. Let D be a defect group of B. Since the ordinary weight conjecture
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holds for p-solvable groups, Lemma 3.4 implies that D has maximal class. If
p = 2, then the fusion system F of B contains an F-radical, F-centric subgroup
isomorphic to Q8. Hence, D ∈ {Q16, SD16}. On the other hand, every fusion
system of a block of a p-solvable group is constrained. This implies that there
is only one F-radical, F-centric subgroup in D. It follows from [Sambale 2014,
Theorem 8.1] that l(B)= 2. Examples are given by the two double covers of S4.

Now suppose that p=3. According to [GAP 2016], there are four possibilities for
D: SmallGroup(34, a) with a ∈ {7, 8, 9, 10}. In case a= 10, D has no extraspecial
subgroup of order 27 and exponent 3. Hence, Lemma 3.4 excludes this case.
Conversely, examples for the remaining three cases are given by the (solvable)
groups SmallGroup(34

· 8, b) with b ∈ {531, 532, 533}. �

In the following we (conditionally) classify the possible defect groups in case
p = 3. This relies ultimately on Blackburn’s classification of the 3-groups of
maximal class. Unfortunately, there is no such classification for p > 3.

Proposition 3.7. Let B be a 3-block of G satisfying the ordinary weight conjecture.
Suppose that there exists χ ∈ Irr(B) such that χ(1)3= |G|3/9. If B has defect d ≥ 4,
then are at most three possible defect groups of order 3d up to isomorphism. If d
is even, they all occur, and if d is odd, only one of them occurs. In particular, we
have examples for every defect d ≥ 2.

Proof. In case d = 4 we can argue as in Proposition 3.6. Thus, suppose that d ≥ 5.
By Lemma 3.4, a defect group D of B has maximal class and contains a radical,
centric subgroup Q ∼= 31+2

+ . In particular, B is not a controlled block. Since d ≥ 5,
it is known that D has 3-rank 2 (see [Díaz et al. 2007, Theorem A.1]). Hence, the
possible fusion systems F of B are described in [Díaz et al. 2007, Theorem 5.10]. It
turns out that D is one of the groups B(3, d; 0, γ, 0) with γ ∈ {0, 1, 2}. If d is odd,
then γ = 0. In all these cases examples are given such that OutF (Q)∼= SL2(3). We
can pick for instance the principal 3-blocks of 3.PGL3(q) and 2F4(q) for a suitable
prime power q. An inspection of the character tables in [Steinberg 1951; Malle
1990] shows the existence of χ . �

Now we are in a position to cover the second part of Theorem C (recall that
the ordinary weight conjecture for all blocks of all finite groups implies Alperin’s
weight conjecture).

Corollary 3.8. Let B be a 3-block of G with defect d satisfying the ordinary weight
conjecture and Alperin’s weight conjecture. If there exists χ ∈ Irr(B) such that
χ(1)3 = |G|3/9, then

l(B)≤


8 if 4 6= d ≡ 0 (mod 2),
9 if d ≡ 1 (mod 2),

10 if d = 4.
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Proof. Let D be a defect group of B. We may assume that |D| ≥ 27. Then D
has maximal class. In case |D| = 27 and exp(D) = 9, Watanabe has shown that
l(B) ≤ 2 without invoking any conjecture (see [Sambale 2014, Theorems 1.33
and 8.8]). Now assume that D ∼= 31+2

+ . Then the possible fusion systems F of B
are given in [Ruiz and Viruel 2004]. To compute l(B) we use Alperin’s weight
conjecture in the form [Sambale 2014, Conjecture 2.6]. Let Q ≤ D be F-radical
and F-centric. For Q = D we have OutF (D) ≤ SD16. Hence, regardless of the
Külshammer–Puig class, D contributes at most 7 to l(B) (for a definition of the
Külshammer–Puig class see [Sambale 2014, Theorem 7.3]). For Q < D we have
OutF (Q) ∈ {SL2(3),GL2(3)}. The groups SL2(3) and GL2(3) have trivial Schur
multiplier and exactly one respectively two irreducible characters of 3-defect 0.
Hence, each F-conjugacy class of such a subgroup Q contributes at most 2 to l(B).
There are at most two such subgroups up to conjugation. Now an examination of
the tables in [Ruiz and Viruel 2004] yields the claim for d = 3. Note that l(B)= 9
only occurs for the exceptional fusion systems on 2F4(2)′ and 2F4(2).

Now let d≥5. As in Proposition 3.7 there are at most three possibilities for D and
the possible fusion systems F are listed in [Díaz et al. 2007, Theorem 5.10]. We are
only interested in those cases where there exists an F-radical, F-centric, extraspecial
subgroup of order 27. We have OutF (D)≤ C2×C2. Hence, D contributes at most
4 to l(B). Now assume that Q < D is F-radical and F-centric (i.e., F-Alperin in
the notation of [Díaz et al. 2007]). Then as above, OutF (Q) ∈ {SL2(3),GL2(3)}.
There are at most three such subgroups up to conjugation. The claim l(B) ≤ 9
follows easily. In case l(B)= 9, F is the fusion system of 2F4(q2) for some 2-power
q2 or F is exotic. In both cases d is odd. The principal block of 2F4(q2) shows that
l(B)= 9 really occurs (see [Malle 1990]).

It remains to deal with the case d = 4. By the results of [Díaz et al. 2007], we
may assume that D∼=C3 oC3. The fusion systems on this group seem to be unknown.
Therefore, we have to analyse the structure of D by hand. Up to conjugation, D
has the following candidates of F-radical, F-centric subgroups:

Q1 ∼= C3×C3, Q2 ∼= 31+2
+
, Q3 ∼= C3×C3×C3 and Q4 = D.

We may assume that Q1 ≤ Q2. As before, Q2 must be F-radical and OutF (Q2) ∈

{SL2(3),GL2(3)}. Hence, Q1 is conjugate to D′ under AutF (Q2). Since CD(D′)=
Q3, we conclude that Q1 is not F-centric. Now let α∈AutF (Q2) the automorphism
inverting the elements of Q2/Z(Q2). Then α acts trivially on Z(Q2). By the
saturation property of fusion systems, α extends to D. Since Q3 is the only abelian
maximal subgroup of D, the extension of α restricts to Q3. Since Z(Q2)≤ Q3, it
follows from a GAP computation that OutF (Q3) ∈ {S4,S4×C2}. Using similar
arguments we end up with two configurations:

(i) OutF (Q2)∼= SL2(3), OutF (D)∼= C2 and OutF (Q3)∼=S4.
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(ii) OutF (Q2)∼= GL2(3), OutF (D)∼= C2×C2 and OutF (Q3)∼=S4×C2.

In the first case we have l(B)≤ 5 (occurs for the principal block of L4(4)) and in
the second case l(B)≤ 10 (occurs for the principal block of L6(2)). �

Concerning the primes p > 3 we note that for example the principal 5-block of
U6(4) has defect 6 and an irreducible character of defect 2. However, we do not
know if for any prime p ≥ 5 and any d ≥ 5 there are p-blocks of defect d with
irreducible characters of defect 2.

4. Symmetric, alternating and sporadic groups

In this section we discuss the validity of our conjectures for alternating, symmetric
and sporadic groups.

4A. The irreducible characters of the symmetric group Sn are parametrised by
partitions λ of n, and we shall write χλ ∈ Irr(Sn) for the character labelled by λ.
Its degree is given by the well-known hook formula. We first address Conjecture B.

Proposition 4.1. Conjecture B holds for the alternating and symmetric groups at
any prime.

Proof. First consider G =Sn . Let p be a prime. For χ = χλ ∈ Irr(Sn) let w≥ 0 be
its defect, i.e., such that pwχ(1)p = |Sn|p. It is immediate from the hook formula
that this can only happen if there are at most w ways to move a bead upwards on
its respective ruler in the p-abacus diagram of λ. But then clearly the p-core of λ
can be reached by removing at most w p-hooks, so λ lies in a p-block of weight
at most w. But it is well-known that any such block B has less than pw modular
irreducible characters (see, e.g., [Malle and Robinson 2017, Proposition 5.2]).

We now consider the alternating groups where we first assume that p is odd.
Clearly χ ∈ Irr(An) satisfies our hypothesis if and only if it lies below a character
χλ of Sn which does. But then χλ lies in a p-block B of Sn of weight at most w,
as shown before. If B is not self-associate, that is, if the parametrising p-core is
not self-dual, then B and its conjugate B ′ both lie over a block B0 of An , namely
the one containing χ , with the same invariants. So we are done by the case of Sn .
If B is self-associate then an easy estimate shows that again l(B) < pw (see the
proof of the cited proposition).

Finally consider p = 2 for alternating groups. Here the number of modular
irreducibles in a 2-block B of weight w is π(w) if w is odd, respectively π(w)+
π(w/2) if w is even, with π(w) denoting the number of partitions of w. Now
π(w)≤ 2w−1, and moreover π(w)+π(w/2)≤ 2w−1 for even w ≥ 4, so for w ≥ 3
we have l(B) ≤ 2w−1. On the other hand the difference d(B)− ht(χ) is at most
one smaller for χ ∈ Irr(An) than for a character χ̃ of Sn lying above χ . Thus for
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all w ≥ 3 we have l(B)≤ 2w−1 is at most 2d(B)−ht(χ) for all χ ∈ Irr(B), as required.
For w = 2 the defect groups of B are abelian and the claim is easily verified. �

The next statement follows essentially from a result of Scopes:

Theorem 4.2. Conjecture A holds for the alternating and symmetric groups at any
prime.

Proof. We first consider symmetric groups. Let χ = χλ ∈ Irr(Sn) be such that
p2χ(1)p = |Sn|p for some prime p. By the hook formula this happens only if
exactly two beads can be moved in exactly one way on their respective ruler in the
p-abacus diagram of λ, or if one bead can be moved in two ways. In either case
the p-core of λ can be reached by removing two p-hooks, so λ lies in a p-block of
weight 2.

If B is a p-block of weight 2 of Sn , with p odd, then all decomposition numbers
are either 0 or 1 by [Scopes 1995, Theorem I], and furthermore any row in the
decomposition matrix has at most 5 nonzero entries. This proves our claim for
Sn and odd primes. For p = 2 the defect groups of B of weight 2 are dihedral of
order 8, and our claim also follows.

We now consider the alternating groups. First assume that p is odd. Then
χ ∈ Irr(An) satisfies our hypothesis if and only if it lies below a character χλ of Sn

which does. But then χλ lies in a p-block of B of Sn of weight 2, as shown before.
If B is not self-associate then B and its conjugate B ′ both lie over a block B0 of
An with the same invariants, in particular, with the same decomposition numbers.
So we are done by the case of Sn . If B is self-associate then it is easy to count that
B contains (p− 1)/2 self-associate characters and (p+ 1)2/2 that are not. That
is, (p+ 1)2/2 characters in B restrict irreducibly, while (p− 1)/2 of them split. It
is clear from the Sn-result that the decomposition numbers are at most two, and
l(B)≤ (p2

+ 6p− 3)/4< p2, so the conjecture holds.
Finally the case p = 2 for An follows by Theorem 3.2, as the Alperin–McKay

conjecture is known to hold for all blocks of An , see [Michler and Olsson 1990]. �

The case of faithful blocks for the double covering groups of An and Sn seems
considerably harder to investigate, at least in as far as decomposition numbers are
concerned, due to the missing analogue of the theorem of Scopes for this situation.

Proposition 4.3. Conjecture B holds for the 2-fold covering groups of alternating
and symmetric groups at any odd prime, and Conjecture A holds for these groups at
p = 2.

Proof. As the Alperin–McKay conjecture has been verified for all blocks of the
covering groups of alternating and symmetric groups [Michler and Olsson 1990],
our claim for the prime p = 2 follows from Theorem 3.2.
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G p d(B) max ht l(B) χ(1) Conjecture A(1)

Ly 2 8 5 9 4 997 664 ok
Co1 3 9 6 29 469 945 476
Co1 5 4 2 29 210 974 400 ok

2.Co1 5 4 2 29 1 021 620 600
J4 3 3 1 9 5 chars in 2 blks

Table 1. Blocks in sporadic groups.

So now assume that p is an odd prime, and first consider G = 2.Sn , a 2-fold
covering group of Sn , with n ≥ 5. By the hook formula for spin characters [Olsson
1993, (7.2)], the p-defect of any spin character χ ∈ Irr(G) is at least the weight of
the corresponding p-block B. On the other hand, by [Malle and Robinson 2017,
Proposition 5.2] the blocks of G satisfy the l(B)-conjecture, so Conjecture B holds.
Now for any p-block of 2.An there exists a height and defect group preserving
bijection to a p-block of a suitable 2.Sm , so the claim for 2.An also follows. �

4B. We now turn to verifying our conjectures for the sporadic quasisimple groups.

Proposition 4.4. Let B be a p-block of a covering group of a sporadic simple group
or of 2F4(2)′. Then:

(a) B satisfies Conjecture B, unless possibly when B is as in the first four lines of
Table 1.

(b) B satisfies Conjecture A unless possibly when B is as in the last four lines of
Table 1.

Proof. For most blocks of sporadic groups, the inequality (1) can be checked using
the known character tables and Brauer tables; the only remaining cases are listed in
Table 1, where the first four lines contain cases in which Conjecture B might fail,
while the last four lines are those cases where Conjecture A might fail.

In two of these remaining cases we can show that at least Conjecture A(1) holds.
For Ly, the tensor product of the 2-defect 0 characters of degree 120064 with
the irreducible character of degree 2480 is projective, has nontrivial restriction to
the principal block, but does not contain the (unique) character χ of defect 2 of
degree 4 997 664. Thus |IBr(χ0)| ≤ 8.

For Co1 the tensor products of irreducible 5-defect zero characters with irre-
ducible characters, restricted to the principal block, span a 7-dimensional space
of projective characters not containing the unique defect 2 character χ of degree
210 974 400, so |IBr(χ0)| ≤ 22. �
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8 An Bn,Cn Dn (n ≥ 4) G2 F4 E6 E7 E8

N (8)
(n+1

2

)
n2 n2

−n 6 24 36 63 120

max N (9)
(n

2

)
n2
−n n2

−3n+2 2 16 20 36 64

N (8)−N (9) n n 2n−2 4 8 16 27 56

Table 2. Maximal subsystems.

5. Groups of Lie type

In this section we consider our conjectures for quasisimple groups of Lie type G.
We prove both Conjectures A and B when p is the defining characteristic of G.
On the other hand, we only treat one series of examples in the case of nondefining
characteristic.

5A. Defining characteristic. We need an auxiliary result about root systems:

Lemma 5.1. Let8 be an indecomposable root system and denote by N (8) its num-
ber of positive roots. If9⊂8 is any proper subsystem of8 then N (8)−N (9)≥ n,
where n is the rank of 8.

In fact, our result is more precise: we determine the minimum of N (8)− N (9)
for each type; see Table 2.

Proof. The values of N (8) for indecomposable root systems 8 are given as in
Table 2 (see, e.g., [Malle and Testerman 2011, Table 24.1]).

The possible proper subsystems can be determined by the algorithm of Borel–
de Siebenthal (see [Malle and Testerman 2011, §13.2]). For8 of type An the largest
proper subsystem 9 has type An−1, and then N (8)− N (9)=

(n+1
2

)
−
(n

2

)
. For 8

of type Bn , we need to consider subsystems of types Dn and Bn−1 B1, of which
the second always has the larger number of positive roots. Next, for type Dn with
n ≥ 4, the largest subsystems are those of types An−1 and Dn−1, which lead to the
entries in our table. Finally, it is straightforward to handle the possible subsystems
for 8 of exceptional type. �

Corollary 5.2. Let G be a finite quasisimple group of Lie type in characteristic p.
Let χ ∈ Irr(G) lie in the p-block B. Then l(B) < |G p|/χ(1)p. In particular
Conjecture B holds for G at the prime p.

Proof. The faithful p-blocks of the finitely many exceptional covering groups can
be seen to satisfy Conjecture B by inspection using the Atlas [Conway et al. 1985].
Note that the nonexceptional Schur multiplier of a simple group of Lie type has
order prime to the characteristic (see, e.g., [Malle and Testerman 2011, Table 24.2]).
Thus we may assume that G is the universal nonexceptional covering group of its
simple quotient S. Hence, G can be obtained as the group of fixed points GF of a
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simple simply connected linear algebraic group G over an algebraic closure of Fp

under a Steinberg endomorphism F : G→ G.
Now the order formula [Malle and Testerman 2011, Corollary 24.6] shows that
|G|p = q N , where q is the underlying power of p defining G, and N = N (8) =
|8+| denotes the number of positive roots of the root system 8 of G. According
to Lusztig’s Jordan decomposition of ordinary irreducible characters of G, any
χ ∈ Irr(G) lies in some Lusztig series E(G, s), for s a semisimple element in the
dual group G∗, and

χ(1)= |G∗ : CG∗(s)|p′ ψ(1)

for some unipotent character ψ of CG∗(s). In particular, χ(1)p = ψ(1)p is at most
the p-part in |CG∗(s)|, hence at most q M for M the number of positive roots of
the connected reductive group C◦G∗(s). (Observe that |CG∗(s) : C◦G∗(s)| is prime
to p by [Malle and Testerman 2011, Proposition 14.20].) Now first assume that
s 6= 1, so s is not central in G∗ (which is of adjoint type by our assumption on G).
Then the character(s) in E(G, s) with maximal p-part correspond to the Steinberg
character of C◦G∗(s), of degree q N (9), where 9 is the root system of C◦G∗(s), a
proper subsystem of 8. In particular, |G|p/χ(1)p ≥ qn by Lemma 5.1, with n
denoting the Lie rank of G.

We next deal with the Lusztig series of s = 1, that is, the unipotent characters of
G. If χ ∈ Irr(G) is unipotent then its degree is given by a polynomial in q , χ(1)=
qaχ fχ (q), where fχ (X) has constant term ±1, so that χ(1)p = qaχ (see [Carter
1985, 13.8 and 13.9]). We let Aχ denote the degree of the polynomial Xaχ fχ (X).
Let D(χ) denote the Alvis–Curtis dual of χ . Then D(χ)(1) = q N−Aχ f ′χ (q), for
some polynomial f ′χ of the same degree as fχ , so the degree polynomial of D(χ)
is of degree N −aχ . We are interested in unipotent characters χ with large aχ , that
is, those for which the degree polynomial of the Alvis–Curtis dual has small degree
N − aχ . The Alvis–Curtis dual of the trivial character is the Steinberg character,
whose degree is just the full p-power q N of |G|. The smallest possible degrees of
degree polynomials of nontrivial unipotent characters for simple groups of Lie type
are easily read off from the explicit formulas in [Carter 1985, 13.8 and 13.9], they
are given as follows:

8 An Bn,Cn Dn (n ≥ 4) G2 F4 E6 E7 E8

N−aχ n 2n−1 2n−3 5 11 11 17 29

It transpires that again |G|p/χ(1)p ≥ qn in all cases.
On the other hand, the p-modular irreducibles of G are parametrised by q-

restricted weights of G, so there are qn of them, one of which is the Steinberg
character, of defect zero. Thus l(B) < qn for all p-blocks B of G of positive defect
which shows Conjecture B. �
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We now turn to Conjecture A. In view of Corollary 5.2 only its second assertion
remains to be considered. The following result shows that the assumptions of
Conjecture A are hardly ever satisfied:

Proposition 5.3. Let G be a quasisimple group of Lie type in characteristic p.
Assume that G has an irreducible character χ ∈ Irr(G) such that |G|p = p2 χ(1)p.
Then G is a central quotient of SL2(p2), SL3(p), SU3(p) or Sp4(p).

Proof. Again the finitely many exceptional covering groups can be handled by
inspection using the Atlas [Conway et al. 1985] and so as in the proof of Corollary 5.2
we may assume that G is the universal nonexceptional covering group of its simple
quotient S and so can be obtained as the group of fixed points of a simply connected
simple algebraic group under a Steinberg map.

Using Lusztig’s Jordan decomposition we see that our question boils down to

(1) determining the irreducible root systems 8 possessing a proper root subsystem
9 such that N (9)≥ N (8)− 2, and

(2) finding the unipotent characters χ of G such that p2χ(1)p ≥ |G|p.

The first issue can easily be answered using Lemma 5.1. According to Table 2
only G of types A1, A2 or B2 are candidates, the first with q = p2, that is, G =
SL2(p2), and the other two only for q = p. For type A2 this leads to SL3(p) and
SU3(p), in the case of type B2 we have |8(B2)| − |8(B2

1 )| = 2, which only leads
to G = Sp4(p). Indeed, for the twisted Suzuki groups 2B2(q2), where q2 is even,
there is no centraliser of root system A2

1 in the dual group.
Issue (2) has already been partly discussed in the proof of Corollary 5.2. Using

the list of maximal q-powers occurring in unipotent character degrees given there it
follows that examples can only possibly arise if the root system of G is of type A1

or A2. �

Theorem 5.4. Let G be a quasisimple group of Lie type in characteristic p. Then
Conjecture A holds for G and the prime p.

Proof. By Proposition 5.3 we only need to consider the groups SL2(p2), SL3(p),
SU3(p) and Sp4(p). The ordinary character tables of all these groups are known
and available for example in the Chevie system [Geck et al. 1996].

The p-modular irreducibles of G = SL2(p2) are indexed by p2-restricted domi-
nant weights, so there are exactly p2 of them. One of them, the Steinberg repre-
sentation, is of defect 0, so any p-block of G contains at most p2

− 1 irreducible
Brauer characters. All decomposition numbers are equal to 0 or 1 by Srinivasan
[Srinivasan 1964], which deals with this case.

For G=SL3(p) the only characters χ satisfying the assumptions of Conjecture A
are the unipotent character χu of degree p(p+ 1) and the regular characters χr

of degree p(p2
+ p+ 1). The p-modular irreducibles of G are parametrised by
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p-restricted weights, so since G is of rank 2 there are p2 of them, one of which is the
Steinberg character, of defect zero. Thus l(B) < p2 for all blocks of positive defect
which already shows (1). Now assume that p ≥ 11. By [Humphreys 1981, Table 1
and §4] χ0

u has just two modular composition factors. Furthermore, projective
indecomposables of G have degree at most 12p3 (see [Humphreys 1981]), so any
decomposition number occurring for χr is at most 12p2/(p2

+ p+ 1), which is
smaller or equal to p for p ≥ 11. The decomposition numbers for p ≤ 7 are
contained in [GAP 2016].

The arguments for G = SU3(p) are entirely similar, using [Humphreys 1990]
for decomposition numbers when p ≥ 11. The cases with 3≤ p ≤ 7 are contained
in [GAP 2016].

Finally consider G = Sp4(p). Here the only relevant characters χ are those of
degree 1

2 p2(p2
± 1) parametrised by involutions in the dual group with centraliser

of type A2
1; they only exist when p is odd, which we now assume. Then G has

two p-blocks of positive defect both containing (p2
− 1)/2 modular irreducibles.

This already proves (1). The second claim follows from the explicit lists of decom-
position numbers provided in Appendix 3 of [Jantzen 1987]: indeed, all relevant
decomposition numbers are bounded above by 2. �

5B. Nondefining characteristic. The current knowledge about decomposition num-
bers for blocks of groups of Lie type in nondefining characteristic does not seem
sufficient to prove even Conjecture A, not even for unipotent blocks in general. We
hence just make some preliminary observations.

Example 5.5. This example shows that characters in blocks of groups of Lie type
in nondefining characteristic can have rather large heights. Let G=GLn(q), and ` a
prime dividing q−1. Then all unipotent characters lie in the principal `-block B0 of
G, and so do all characters in Lusztig series E(G, s) for any `-element t ∈ G∗ ∼= G.
Now assume that n = `a for some a ≥ 1. Then |G|` = `cn+(n−1)/(`−1) where `c

is the precise power of ` dividing q − 1. Let T ≤ GLn(q) be a Coxeter torus, of
order qn

− 1, and t ∈ T an element of maximal `-power order. It can easily be seen
that then o(t)= (q − 1)``a

= `c+a and t is regular, so E(G, t) consists of a single
character χ , say. Now χ(1)= |G : CG(t)| and hence

χ(1)` = |G|`/|T |` = `cn+(n−1)/(l−1)−c−a,

so χ has height c(n− 1)+ (n− 1)/(l − 1)− a and defect c+ a. So the height can
become arbitrarily large by varying q for fixed n and in particular it is not bounded
in terms of the (relative) Weyl group. Moreover, the unipotent characters form
a basic set for B0. As they are in bijection with Irr(Sn), l(B0) is the number of
partitions of n and so grows exponentially in n.
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Choosing a = c = 1, that is, n = ` and `‖(q − 1) we obtain principal `-blocks
of defect `+ 1 containing a character of defect 2. These examples also give rise
to similar blocks for the quasisimple groups SLn(q). We will deal with them in
Proposition 5.9 below.

Now let G be the group of fixed points of a connected reductive linear algebraic
group G under a Frobenius endomorphism F defining an Fq -structure. Let ` be a
prime different from the defining characteristic of G and set e= e`(q), the order of
q modulo ` if ` > 2, respectively the order of q modulo 4 if `= 2. We write aG(e)
for the precise power of 8e dividing the order polynomial of the derived subgroup
[G, G], that is, since G = [G, G]Z(G), the precise power of 8e dividing the order
polynomial of G/Z(G). If e is clear from the context, we will just denote it by aG .

We start with an observation on defects of characters in unipotent e-Harish-
Chandra series of G.

Lemma 5.6. Let G, F, q be as above. Let χ be a unipotent character of G = GF

lying in the e-Harish-Chandra series of the e-cuspidal pair (L, λ). Let ` be a prime
with e= e`(q) and set `c

‖8e(q). If χ has defect 2, then c(aG−aL)≤ 2. Moreover,
if c(aG − aL)= 2 then χ is e`a-cuspidal for all a > 0.

Proof. As the unipotent character χ lies in the e-Harish-Chandra series of (L, λ),
the 8e-part of its degree polynomial agrees with the one of λ (see [Broué et al.
1993]). As λ is e-cuspidal, the 8e-part in its degree polynomial equals aL [Broué
et al. 1993, Proposition 2.4]. So |G|/χ(1) is divisible by at least 8aG−aL

e and hence
by `c(aG−aL ). If χ has defect 2 this implies that c(aG − aL)≤ 2. If c(aG − aL)= 2
then, since `|8e`a , χ(1) must be divisible by the same power of 8e`a as |G| for all
a > 0, that is, χ must be e`a-cuspidal. �

Now assume that ` ≥ 5 is a prime that is good for G. By the main result of
[Cabanes and Enguehard 1994] the unipotent `-blocks of G are then parametrised
by e-cuspidal unipotent pairs (L, λ) up to conjugation. Let B = BG(L, λ) be a
unipotent `-block of G. Then according to [Cabanes and Enguehard 1994, Theorem]
the irreducible characters in B are the constituents of RG

G t
(t̂χt) where t runs over

`-elements in G∗, Gt is a Levi subgroup of G dual to C◦G∗(t), t̂ is the linear character
of G t dual to t , and χt lies in the unipotent `-block BG t (Lt , λt), where (Lt , λt) is a
unipotent e-cuspidal pair of Gt such that [L, L] = [Lt , Lt ] and λ, λt have the same
restriction to [L, L]F . Now as G∗t = CG∗(t), RG

G t
induces a bijection (with signs)

E(G t , t̂ )→ E(G, t̂ ) such that degrees are multiplied by |G : G t |p′ . In particular
this shows that χ and χt have the same `-defect.

Proposition 5.7. Let G, F, q, ` be as above. Assume that the principal `-block of
G contains a character of `-defect 2. Then a Sylow `-subgroup S of G∗ contains an
element t with centraliser |CS(t)| = `2.
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Proof. The principal `-block B0 of G is the `-block above the e-cuspidal pair
(L, 1L), where L is the centraliser of a Sylow e-torus of G. In particular aL = 0.
Now let χ ∈ Irr(B0) of defect 2. By the result of Cabanes and Enguehard cited
above, there is an `-element t ∈G∗ and a unipotent character χt ∈ Irr(G t) of defect 2
in the e-Harish-Chandra series of (Lt , 1L t ) with [Lt , Lt ] = [L, L]. By Lemma 5.6
this implies that caG t ≤ 2. In particular8e divides the order polynomial of [Gt , Gt ]

at most twice, and so the same statement holds for the dual group C := CG∗(t).
An inspection of the order formulas of the finite reductive groups shows that then
the Sylow `-subgroups of C are abelian (using that ` > 3), and hence contained
in a Sylow e-torus of C. For χt to have defect 2 this forces |C |` = `2, so t is as
claimed. �

We will not attempt to classify the cases when Sylow `-subgroups of finite
reductive groups contain `-elements with this property, even though that seems
possible, since in most of these cases our knowledge on decomposition numbers
would not suffice to settle Conjecture A anyway. We just discuss one particular
case.

Lemma 5.8. Let G = PGLn(q) with n ≥ 4 and ` a prime dividing q − 1. If G
contains an `-element t with |CG(t)|` = `2 then we have one of

(1) n = ` and C ∼= GL1(q`),

(2) n = `+ 1 and C ∼= GL`(q)×GL1(q), or

(3) n = `2 and C ∼= GL1(q`
2
),

where C denotes the centraliser in GLn(q) of a preimage of t under the natural
map.

Proof. Let t̂ be a preimage of t of `-power order in Ĝ := GLn(q) under the natural
surjection. Then |CĜ(t̂)|` ≤ `

2+c where `c is the precise power of ` dividing q − 1.
Now

C := CĜ(t̂)
∼= GLn1(q

a1)× · · ·×GLnr (q
ar )

for suitable ni , ai ≥ 1 with
∑

ni ai = n. Let si denote the projection of ŝ into the
i-th factor of C . Then si ∈ Z(GLni (q

ai ))∼= F×qai is an `-element generating the field
Fqai . In particular, ` divides the cyclotomic polynomial 8ai (q), and so ai = `

fi

for some fi ≥ 0 (see, e.g., [Malle and Testerman 2011, Lemma 25.13]). Then
|C |` ≥

∑r
i=1(c+ fi )ni . Our assumption thus implies that

∑
ni ≤ 3.

If n1 = 3 then c = 1, f1 = 0, so a1 = 1 and n =
∑

ni = 3, which was excluded.
Now assume that

∑
ni = 2. If n1 = 2 then C ∼= GL2(qn/2) and f1 = 0, whence

n = 2. If n1 = n2 = 1 then C ∼= GL1(qa1)×GL1(qa2) and 2c+ f1+ f2 ≤ 2+ c,
so c = 1 and f1 + f2 ≤ 1. This leads to C ∼= GL1(q)2 ≤ GL2(q) or to C ∼=
GL`(q)×GL1(q)≤ GL`+1(q), with `‖(q − 1). Finally assume that

∑
ni = 1, so
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n1= 1 and C ∼=GL1(qn) with n= ` f and c+ f ≤ 3. If c= 3 then f = 0 and n= 1;
if c= 2 then we find C ∼=GL1(q`)≤GL`(q), and if c= 1 then we also could have
C ∼= GL1(q`

2
)≤ GL`2(q). �

Proposition 5.9. Conjecture A holds for all characters in the principal `-block of
SLn(q) when `|(q − 1).

Proof. Assume that the principal `-block B0 of G := SLn(q) contains a character
χ ∈ Irr(B0) of `-defect 2. Then χ ∈ E(G, t) for some `-element t ∈G∗ = PGLn(q)
such that |CG∗(t)|` = `2 by Proposition 5.7. According to Lemma 5.8 then either
n ≤ 3 or n ∈ {`, `+ 1, `2

}. For n ≤ 3 the claim is easily checked from the known
decomposition matrices. We consider the remaining cases in turn.

Assume that n = ` f with f ∈ {1, 2}. Then CG∗(t) is a Coxeter torus of PGLn

by Lemma 5.8(1) and (3), and t is a regular element. Its centraliser is disconnected,
with |CG∗(t)| = ` f (q`

f
− 1)/(q − 1), so the characters in these Lusztig series can

only have defect 2 if f = 1, that is, n = `, which we assume from now on. The
` characters in E(G, t) are the constituents of the restriction to G of the unique
character ψ in E(G̃, t̂), where G̃ = GLn(q). Let T̃ be a Coxeter torus of G̃. Then
ψ = RG̃

T̃
(θ) for an `-element θ ∈ Irr(T̃ ) in duality with t̂ . The reduction of RG̃

T̃
(θ)

modulo ` thus coincides with the reduction of RG̃
T̃
(1). The latter decomposes as∑`

i=1(−1)i−1χi , where χi ∈ Irr(B0) is the unipotent character of G̃ parametrised
by the hook partition (i, 1`−i ). Now the decomposition numbers of the unipotent
characters in B0 are known: the `-decomposition matrix of the Iwahori–Hecke
algebra of type A`−1, that is, of the symmetric group S` embeds into that of
G. Since ` divides |S`| just once, we obtain a Brauer tree with χi + χi+1 being
projective for i = 1, . . . , `− 1. Adding up we see that ψ is irreducible modulo `,
hence the same is true for χ ∈ E(G, t) and our claim is proved in this case.

Assume next that n = `+ 1. Then by Lemma 5.8(2) the centraliser of t is a
maximal torus with |CG∗(t)| = q`−1. So again t is regular, but now with connected
centraliser, hence E(G, t)= {χ} consists of just one character. Again the principal
block of S`+1 has cyclic defect, and a computation as in the previous case shows
that χ is in fact irreducible. The validity of Conjecture A follows. �
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Slicing the stars:
counting algebraic numbers, integers,

and units by degree and height
Robert Grizzard and Joseph Gunther

Masser and Vaaler have given an asymptotic formula for the number of algebraic
numbers of given degree d and increasing height. This problem was solved by
counting lattice points (which correspond to minimal polynomials over Z) in
a homogeneously expanding star body in Rd+1. The volume of this star body
was computed by Chern and Vaaler, who also computed the volume of the
codimension-one “slice” corresponding to monic polynomials; this led to results
of Barroero on counting algebraic integers. We show how to estimate the volume
of higher-codimension slices, which allows us to count units, algebraic integers
of given norm, trace, norm and trace, and more. We also refine the lattice point-
counting arguments of Chern-Vaaler to obtain explicit error terms with better
power savings, which lead to explicit versions of some results of Masser–Vaaler
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1. Introduction

A classical theorem of Northcott states that there are only finitely many elements
of Q of bounded degree and height. It’s then natural to ask, for interesting subsets
S ⊂Q of bounded degree, how the number of elements of bounded height grows as
we let the height bound increase. More precisely, one considers the asymptotics of

N (S,H)= #{x ∈ S | H(x)≤H},

where H(x) is the absolute multiplicative Weil height of x ; see, for example,
[Bombieri and Gubler 2006, p. 16].

Many of the oldest instances of such asymptotic statements concern elements
of a fixed number field. Schanuel [1979, Corollary] proved that, for any number
field K, as H grows,

N (K ,H)= cK ·H2[K :Q]
+ O(H2[K :Q]−1 logH),

where the constant cK involves all the classical invariants of the number field K,
and the logH factor disappears for K 6=Q.

Lang [1983, Chapter 3, Theorem 5.2] states analogous asymptotics for the ring
of integers OK and its unit group O∗K :

N (OK ,H)= γK ·H[K :Q](logH)r + O(H[K :Q](logH)r−1),

N (O∗K ,H)= γ
∗

K · (logH)r + O((logH)r−1),

where r is the rank of O∗K and γK and γ ∗K are unspecified constants. That first count
was later refined to a multiterm asymptotic by Widmer [2016, Theorem 1.1].

More recently, natural subsets that aren’t contained within a single number
field have been examined. Masser and Vaaler [2008, Theorem] determined the
asymptotic for the entire set Qd = {x ∈Q | [Q(x) :Q] = d}:

N (Qd ,H)=
d · Vd

2ζ(d + 1)
·Hd(d+1)

+ O(Hd2
(logH)), (1-1)

where the logH factor disappears for d ≥ 3, and Vd is an explicit positive constant
that we’ll define shortly.

This asymptotic was deduced from results of Chern and Vaaler [2001] (discussed
at length in Section 2), which also imply an asymptotic for the set Od of all algebraic
integers of degree d , as noted in [Widmer 2016, (1.2)]. It was sharpened by Barroero
[2014, Theorem 1.1, case k =Q]:

N (Od ,H)= d · Vd−1 ·Hd2
+ O(Hd(d−1)(logH)), (1-2)

where again the logH factor disappears for d ≥ 3.
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After algebraic numbers and integers, it’s natural to turn to the problem of
counting units and other interesting sets of algebraic numbers. It’s also desirable
to obtain versions of these estimates with explicit error terms. These are the two
purposes of this paper.

We establish counts of units, algebraic integers of given norm, given trace, and
given norm and trace in Corollaries 1.2 through 1.5, which follow from the more
general Theorem 1.1 stated below. As for explicit error bounds, we have made
several improvements to the existing literature. The lack of explicit error terms in
the results (1-1) and (1-2) is inherited from results of Chern and Vaaler [2001] on
counting polynomials. Specifically, on p. 6 they mention that it would be of interest
to make the implied constant in their Theorem 3 explicit, but they were unable to do
so. In this paper we are able to make this constant explicit (Theorem 7.1 below), and
we also prove an analogous result for monic polynomials (Theorem 8.1). We use
these to obtain versions of (1-1) and (1-2) that are uniform in both H and d . These,
along with an explicit version of our result on counting units, are summarized below
in Theorem 1.10.

Results. Throughout the paper, we will understand the minimal polynomial of an
algebraic number to be its minimal polynomial over Z; we obtain this by multiplying
the minimal monic polynomial over Q by the smallest positive integer such that all
its coefficients become integers.

Counting algebraic integers, as in (1-2), is equivalent to counting only those
algebraic numbers whose minimal polynomials have leading coefficient 1. Our
primary goal in this paper is to count algebraic numbers of fixed degree and bounded
height subject to specifying any number of the leftmost and rightmost coefficients of
their minimal polynomials. Besides specializing to the cases of algebraic numbers
and algebraic integers above, this will allow us to count units, algebraic integers
with given norm, algebraic integers with given trace, and algebraic integers with
given norm and trace.

To state our theorem, we need a little notation. Our asymptotic counts will
involve the Chern-Vaaler constants

Vd = 2d+1(d + 1)s
s∏

j=1

(2 j)d−2 j

(2 j + 1)d+1−2 j , (1-3)

where s=b(d−1)/2c. These constants are volumes of certain star bodies discussed
later.

For integers m, n, and d with 0< m, 0≤ n, and m+ n ≤ d , and integer vectors
È ∈ Zm and Er ∈ Zn, we write N (d, È, Er ,H) for the number of algebraic numbers of
degree d and height at most H, whose minimal polynomials are of the form

f (z)= `0zd
+· · ·+`m−1zd−(m−1)

+xmzd−m
+· · ·+xd−nzn

+rd−n+1zn−1
+· · ·+rd .
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Lastly, we set g= d−m−n. In the statements below, the implied constants depend
on all parameters stated other than H.

Theorem 1.1. Fix d , È ∈ Zm, and Er ∈ Zn as above. Assume that `0 > 0, that

gcd(`0, . . . , `m−1, rd−n+1, . . . , rd)= 1,

and that rd 6= 0 if n > 0. Then, as H→∞,

N (d, È, Er ,H)= d · Vg ·Hd(g+1)
+ O(Hd(g+ 1

2 ) logH).

This generalizes the situation one faces when counting algebraic integers, whose
minimal polynomials are monic (m = 1, n = 0, È= (1)). Certain special cases are
of particular interest, and we prove stronger power savings terms for them.

Corollary 1.2. Let d ≥ 2, and let N (O∗d ,H) denote the number of units in the
algebraic integers of height at most H and degree d over Q. Then, as H→∞,

N (O∗d ,H)= 2d · Vd−2 ·Hd(d−1)
+ O(Hd(d−2)).

Corollary 1.3. Let ν 6= 0 be an integer, d ≥ 2, and let NNm=ν(d,H) denote the
number of algebraic integers with norm ν, of height at most H and degree d over Q.
Then, as H→∞,

NNm=ν(d,H)= d · Vd−2 ·Hd(d−1)
+ O(Hd(d−2)).

Corollary 1.4. Let τ be an integer, d ≥ 2, and let NTr=τ (d,H) denote the number
of algebraic integers with trace τ , of height at most H and degree d over Q. Then,
as H→∞,

NTr=τ (d,H)= d · Vd−2 ·Hd(d−1)
+


O(H), if d = 2,
O(H3 logH), if d = 3,
O(Hd(d−2)), if d ≥ 4.

Corollary 1.5. Let ν 6=0 and τ be integers, d≥3, and let NNm=ν,Tr=τ (d,H) denote
the number of algebraic integers with norm ν, trace τ , of height at most H and
degree d over Q. Then, as H→∞,

NNm=ν,Tr=τ (d,H)= d · Vd−3 ·Hd(d−2)
+ O(Hd(d−3)).

Remark 1.6. For two real-valued functions f and g with the same domain, we write
f =O(g) to mean there exist positive constants C and C ′ such that | f (x)|≤C |g(x)|
for all x > C ′. In Theorem 1.1, the implied constants depend on d, È, and Er ; in
Corollary 1.2 on d; in Corollary 1.3 on d and ν; in Corollary 1.4 on d and τ ; and
in Corollary 1.5 on d , ν, and τ .
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Remark 1.7. In Corollaries 1.3 through 1.5, the main term of the asymptotic doesn’t
depend on the specific coefficients being enforced. Thus these may be interpreted
as results on the equidistribution of norms and traces.

Remark 1.8. The type of counts found in this paper are related to Manin’s con-
jecture, which addresses the asymptotic number of rational points of bounded
height on Fano varieties. Counting points of degree d and bounded height in Q,
or equivalently, on P1, can be transferred to a question of counting rational points
of bounded height on the d-th symmetric product of P1, which is Pd. This is what
Masser and Vaaler implicitly do when they count algebraic numbers by counting their
minimal polynomials (as does this paper; see the Methods section below). However,
one needs to use a nonstandard height on Pd ; Le Rudulier [2014, Théorème 1.1]
takes this approach explicitly, thereby reproving and generalizing (the main term
of) the result of Masser and Vaaler. It should be noted, though, that while the shape
of the main term — a constant times the appropriate power of the height — follows
from known results on Manin’s conjecture, explicitly determining the constant in
front relies ultimately on an archimedean volume calculation of Chern and Vaaler.

Barroero’s count of algebraic integers of degree d corresponds to counting
rational points on Pd that are integral with respect to the hyperplane at infinity. As
noted in [Le Rudulier 2014, Remarque 5.3], the shape of his count’s main term
then follows from general results on counting integral points of bounded height on
equivariant compactifications of affine spaces [Chambert-Loir and Tschinkel 2012,
Theorem 3.5.6].

Our own units count corresponds to counting points on Pd integral with respect
to two hyperplanes, and does not appear to follow from any results currently in the
literature.

Remark 1.9. The algebraic number and integer counts of (1-1) and (1-2) have also
been extended to arbitrary base number fields [Masser and Vaaler 2007; Barroero
2014] and to vectors of algebraic numbers [Schmidt 1995; Gao 1995; Widmer 2009;
2016; Guignard 2017]. We expect there should be extensions of our new counts to
these contexts as well.

The second goal of this paper is to give explicit error terms, which we feel is
especially justified in this context, beyond general principles of error-term morality.
Namely, it’s natural to ask questions about properties of “random algebraic numbers”
(or random algebraic integers, random units, etc.). For example: “What’s the
probability that a random element of Q generates a Galois extension of Q?”

How to make sense of a question like this? There are models from other arithmetic
contexts; for example, if we’re asked “What’s the probability that a random positive
integer is square-free?” we know what to do: count the number of square-free
integers from 1 to N, divide that by N, and ask if that proportion has a limit as
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N grows. (Answer: Yes, 6/π2). Note that the easiest part is dividing by N, the
number of elements in your finite box. In order to make sense of probabilistic
statements in the context of Q, one would like to first take a box of bounded height
and degree (which will have only finitely many algebraic numbers by Northcott),
determine the relevant proportion within that finite box, and then let the box size
grow. But now the denominator in question is far from trivial; unlike counting the
number of integers from 1 to N, estimating how many algebraic numbers are in a
height-degree box is a more delicate matter.

In the context of Q, where there are two natural parameters to increase (the
height and the degree), the gold standard for a “probabilistic” result would be that
it holds for any increasing set of height-degree boxes such that the minimum of the
height and degree goes to infinity. To prove results that even approach this standard
(e.g., one might require that the height of the boxes grows at least as fast as some
function of the degree), one likely needs good estimates for how many numbers are
in a height-degree box to begin with. Without an estimate that holds uniformly in
both H and d , one would be justified in making statements about random elements
in Q of fixed degree d , but not random elements of Q overall. Thus controlling the
error terms in the theorems above is crucial.

To this end, in this paper we give explicit error bounds for the algebraic number
counts of Masser and Vaaler, the algebraic integer counts of Barroero, and our own
unit counts. Below pd(T ) is a polynomial defined in Section 2 whose leading term
is Vd−1T d, so our result is consistent with (1-2).

Theorem 1.10. Let Qd denote the set of algebraic numbers of degree d over Q, let
Od denote the set of algebraic integers of degree d over Q, and let O∗d denote the
set of units of degree d over Q in the ring of all algebraic integers. For all d ≥ 3,

(i)
∣∣∣N (Qd ,H)−

d ·Vd
2ζ(d+1)

Hd(d+1)
∣∣∣≤ 3.37 · (15.01)d

2
·Hd2

for H ≥ 1;

(ii) |N (Od ,H)− dpd(Hd)| ≤ 1.13 · 4ddd2d2
·Hd(d−1) for H ≥ 1; and

(iii) |N (O∗d ,H)− 2dVd−2 ·Hd(d−1)
| ≤ 0.0000126 · d34d(15.01)d

2
·Hd(d−1)−1

for H ≥ d2d+1/d .

Methods. The starting point of all our proofs is the relationship between the height
of an algebraic number and the Mahler measure of its minimal polynomial. Recall
that the Mahler measure µ( f ) of a polynomial with complex coefficients

f (z)= w0zd
+w1zd−1

+ · · ·+wd = w0(z−α1) · · · (z−αd) ∈ C[z],

with w0 6= 0, is defined by

µ( f )= |w0|

d∏
i=1

max{1, |αi |},
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and µ(0) is defined to be zero. It’s immediate that the Mahler measure is multi-
plicative: µ( f1 f2)= µ( f1)µ( f2).

Crucially for our purposes, if f (z) is the minimal polynomial of an algebraic
number α, then (see, for example, [Bombieri and Gubler 2006, Proposition 1.6.6])

µ( f )= H(α)d.

Thus, in order to count degree d algebraic numbers of height at most H, we can
instead count minimal integer polynomials of Mahler measure at most Hd.

We identify a polynomial with its vector of coefficients, so that counting integer
polynomials amounts to counting lattice points. To do this we employ techniques
from the geometry of numbers, which make rigorous the idea that, for a reasonable
subset of Euclidean space, the number of integer lattice points in the set should be
approximated by its volume. So for example, the number of integer polynomials
with degree at most d and Mahler measure at most T should be roughly the volume
of the set of such real polynomials

{ f ∈ R[z]deg≤d | µ( f )≤ T } ⊂ Rd+1.

Note that by multiplicativity of the Mahler measure, this set is the same as T Ud ,
where

Ud := { f ∈ R[z]deg≤d | µ( f )≤ 1}.

The set Ud will be our primary object of study. It is a closed, compact “star
body,” i.e., a subset of euclidean space closed under scaling by numbers in [0, 1].
Chern and Vaaler [2001, Corollary 2] explicitly determined the volume of Ud . In
a rather heroic calculation, they showed that Vd := vold+1(Ud) is given by the
positive rational number in (1-3).∗ Thus by geometry of numbers, and noting that
vol(T Ud) = T d+1

· vol(Ud), one expects the number of integer polynomials of
degree at most d and Mahler measure at most T to be approximately T d+1

· Vd .
Chern and Vaaler proved this is indeed the case. Masser and Vaaler then showed
how to refine this count of all such polynomials to just minimal polynomials, which
let them prove the algebraic number count in (1-1).

What if you only want to count algebraic integers? Again, the above approach
suggests you should do that by counting their minimal polynomials. Algebraic
integers are characterized by having monic minimal polynomials. Thus one is
naturally led to seek the volume of the “monic slice” of T Ud consisting of those
real polynomials with leading coefficient 1. However, these slices are no longer
dilations of each other, so their volumes aren’t determined by knowing the volume
of one such slice. Still, Chern and Vaaler were able to compute the volumes of

∗Our Ud is the same as what would be denoted by Sd+1 in the notation of [Chern and Vaaler
2001], and our Vd matches their Vd+1. Our subscripts correspond to the degree of the polynomials
being counted rather than the dimension of the space.
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monic slices of T Ud ; rather than a constant times a power of T, they are given by a
polynomial in T, whose leading term is Vd−1T d. Geometry of numbers can then be
applied again to obtain the algebraic integer count in (1-2).

In order to count units of degree d , or algebraic integers with given norm and/or
trace, one needs to take higher-codimension slices. For example, the minimal
polynomial of a unit will have leading coefficient 1 and constant coefficient±1. But
one quickly discovers that these higher-dimensional slices have volumes that are, in
general, no longer polynomial in T. Rather than trying to explicitly calculate these
volumes, we depart from the methods of earlier works, and instead approximate
the volumes of such slices.

When we cut a dilate T Ud by a certain kind of linear space, then as T grows
the slices look more and more like a lower-dimensional unit star body; this will be
explained in Section 4. This explains the appearance of the volume Vd in all of our
asymptotic counts. We also use a careful analysis of the boundary of Ud to show
that the above convergence happens relatively fast; this makes our approximations
precise enough to obtain algebraic number counts with good power-saving error
terms.

We state here our main result on counting polynomials. For nonnegative integers
m, n, and d with 0 < m + n ≤ d, and integer vectors È ∈ Zm and Er ∈ Zn, let
M(d, È, Er , T ) denote the number of polynomials f of the form

f (z)= `0zd
+· · ·+`m−1zd−(m−1)

+xmzd−m
+· · ·+xd−nzn

+rd−n+1zn−1
+· · ·+rd

with Mahler measure at most T, where xm, . . . , xd−n are integers. Let g= d−m−n.
Combining our volume estimates with a counting principle of Davenport, we

obtain the following.

Theorem 1.11. For all 0< m+ n ≤ d , È ∈ Zm, and Er ∈ Zn, as T →∞,

M(d, È, Er , T )= Vg · T g+1
+ O(T g).

Here the implied constant depends on d , È, and Er .
Now we briefly discuss the methods used in the second half of the paper to

prove our explicit results, and how these results fit in with the literature. [Chern
and Vaaler 2001, Theorem 3], the main ingredient in (1-1), gives an asymptotic
count of the number of integer polynomials of given degree d and Mahler measure
at most T. The error term in this result contains a full power savings — order T d

against a main term of order T d+1 — but the implied constant in the error term is
not made explicit. They do produce an explicit error term of order T d+1−1/d in
[op. cit., Theorem 5] using [op. cit., Theorem 4], which is a quantitative statement
on the continuity of the Mahler measure.

Our Theorem 7.1 below makes the constant in the error term explicit in [op. cit.,
Theorem 3], using a careful study of the boundary of Ud . We apply the classical
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Lipschitz counting principle in place of the Davenport principle; the latter is not
very amenable to producing explicit bounds. Theorem 8.1 is the analogous result to
Theorem 7.1 for monic polynomials, and is obtained in a similar manner. However,
the application of the Lipschitz principle is more delicate in this case. We also
prove an explicit version of our Theorem 1.11 counting polynomials with specified
coefficients (Theorem 9.3). For this result we also apply [op. cit., Theorem 4], and,
reminiscent of Chern and Vaaler’s application, this method yields an inferior power
savings.

We now describe the organization of the paper. In Section 2 we collect key facts
about the unit star body Ud , including a detailed discussion of its boundary. In
Section 3 we describe the counting principles we use to estimate the difference
between the number of lattice points in a set and the set’s volume. In Section 4
we estimate the volume of the sets in which we must count lattice points to prove
Theorem 1.11; this theorem is then proved in Section 5. In Section 6 we transfer our
counts for polynomials to counts for various kinds of algebraic numbers, thereby
proving Theorem 1.1 and Corollaries 1.2 through 1.5. This involves using a version
of Hilbert’s irreducibility theorem to account for reducible polynomials.

The rest of the paper is devoted to obtaining explicit versions of these counts.
In Section 7 we prove the aforementioned explicit version of [op. cit., Theorem 3]
on counting polynomials of given degree and bounded Mahler measure, and in
Section 8 we do the same for the count of monic polynomials. Section 9 contains a
version of the general Theorem 1.11 with an explicit error term, at the cost of weaker
power savings. In Section 10 we begin to convert our explicit counts of polynomials
to explicit counts of minimal polynomials. The main piece of this is showing that
the reducible polynomials are negligible. We follow the techniques for this used
by Masser and Vaaler (sharper than the more general Hilbert irreducibility method
described above), obtaining explicit bounds. In Section 11 we prove our final explicit
results on counting algebraic numbers, including explicit versions of Masser and
Vaaler’s result (1-1), Barroero’s result (1-2), and Corollaries 1.2 and 1.3. Finally,
we include an appendix with some estimates for various expressions involving
binomial coefficients which occur in our explicit error terms throughout the paper.

2. The unit star body

In this section we discuss some properties of the unit star body

Ud := { Ew ∈ Rd+1
| µ( Ew)≤ 1}.

Since for all f ∈ R[x] and t ∈ R we have

µ(t f )= |t |µ( f ), (2-1)
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it’s easy to see that Ud is in fact a (symmetric) star body. Furthermore, Ud is
compact; it is closed because µ is continuous [Mahler 1961, Lemma 1], and we can
see it is bounded by classical results that bound the coefficients of a polynomial in
terms of its Mahler measure, for example the following (see [Mahler 1976, p. 7]
and [Bombieri and Gubler 2006, Lemma 1.6.7 and its proof]).

Lemma 2.1 (Mahler). Every polynomial

f (z)= w0zd
+w1zd−1

+ · · ·+w0 ∈ C[z]

has coefficients satisfying

|wi | ≤

(d
i

)
µ( f ), i = 0, . . . , d. (2-2)

Furthermore, we have the following double inequality comparing Mahler measure
with the sup-norm of coefficients:( d

bd/2c

)−1
‖ Ew‖∞ ≤ µ( Ew)≤

√
d + 1‖ Ew‖∞, for all Ew ∈ Rd+1. (2-3)

Volumes. As mentioned in the introduction, the exact volume of Ud was determined
by Chern and Vaaler [2001, Corollary 2]:

Vd := vold+1(Ud)= 2d+1(d + 1)s
s∏

j=1

(2 j)d−2 j

(2 j + 1)d+1−2 j ,

where s = b(d − 1)/2c. (Here volN denotes Lebesgue measure on RN.)
We record some numerical information about the volume of Ud . We note that a

result like Lemma 2.2 below would follow quite easily from the asymptotic formula
for log Vd given in [op. cit., (1.31)]. However, this formula was given without proof
and contains an error. The correct version of that formula is apparently (using our
notation):

log Vd =−
1
2

d log d+
(1

2
log 2π+1

)
d− 5

4
log d+

(
3ζ ′(−1)+ 1

2
+

1
3

log 2
)
+

19θ2
12d

,

where |θ2| ≤ 1. In this corrected version, the constant term differs from what was
printed in [op. cit.] by log 2. Since in this paper we are mainly interested in the
maximum of Vd , we settle for the following simpler result that can be proved quickly.

Lemma 2.2. We have

Vd ≤ V15 =
2658455991569831745807614120560689152
13904872587870848957579157123046875

=
2121

320 · 59 · 79 · 116 · 134 ≈ 191.1888

for all d ≥ 0, and
lim

d→∞
Vd = 0.
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Proof. Note using Stirling’s estimates (see (A-1) in the appendix) that for any
positive integer s,

s∏
j=1

{
2 j

2 j + 1

}
=

2ss!
(2s+ 1)!/(2ss!)

=
4ss!2

(2s+ 1)!

≤
4s(e1−sss+1/2)2

√
2πe−2s−1(2s+ 1)2s+3/2

≤
4s(e2−2ss2s+1)

√
2πe−2s−1(2s)2s+3/2

≤
e34ss2s+1

√
2π4s23/2s2s+1√s

≤
e3

4
√
πs
.

Suppose that d is odd, so we may take s =
⌊ d−1

2

⌋
=
⌊
(d+1)−1

2

⌋
. Then

Vd+1

Vd
=

2d+2(d + 2)s

2d+1(d + 1)s

s∏
j=1

{
(2 j)d+1−2 j

(2 j)d−2 j

} s∏
j=1

{
(2 j + 1)d+1−2 j

(2 j + 1)d+2−2 j

}

= 2
(

d + 2
d + 1

)s s∏
j=1

{
2 j

2 j + 1

}
≤

(
d + 2
d + 1

)s

·
e3

2
√
πs
.

If d is even and s =
⌊ d−1

2

⌋
=

d
2 − 1, then

⌊
(d+1)−1

2

⌋
= s+ 1. Then

Vd+1

Vd
=

2d+2(d + 2)s+1

2d+1(d + 1)s
·

d
(d + 1)2

s∏
j=1

{
(2 j)d+1−2 j

(2 j)d−2 j

} s∏
j=1

{
(2 j + 1)d+1−2 j

(2 j + 1)d+2−2 j

}

= 2
(d + 2)s

(d + 1)s
·

d2
+ 2d

d2+ 2d + 1

s∏
j=1

{
2 j

2 j + 1

}
≤

(
d + 2
d + 1

)s

·
e3

2
√
πs
.

In either case, the ratio of successive terms tends to zero, so in fact Vd decays to
zero faster than exponentially, proving the second claim of our lemma. For the first
claim, it suffices to compute enough values of Vd . We see the maximum is attained
at d = 15, as advertised. �

For any T ≥ 0, by (2-1)

vold+1({ Ew ∈ Rd+1
| µ( Ew)≤ T })= vold+1(T Ud)= Vd · T d+1.

Chern and Vaaler (see [2001, (1.16)], corrected as in [Barroero 2014, footnote on
p. 38]) also computed the volume of the “monic slice”

Wd,T := {(w0, . . . , wd) ∈ T Ud | w0 = 1}. (2-4)

They showed:

vold(Wd,T )= pd(T ) := Cd2−s
{s!}−1

s∑
m=0

(−1)m(d − 2m)s
( s

m

)
T d−2m, (2-5)
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where again

s =
⌊d−1

2

⌋
and Cd = 2d

s∏
j=1

( 2 j
2 j+1

)d−2 j
.

Note that, since pd(T ) is a polynomial in T, we automatically have (carefully
inspecting the leading term):

vold(Wd,T )= Vd−1 · T d
+ O(T d−1).

For other slices besides the monic one, we will have to work harder (in Section 4)
to obtain such power savings. Along the way, it will become clear why the leading
coefficient takes the form it does.

Remark 2.3. Above, and throughout the paper, for a measurable set S ⊂ RN and
n < N, we will sometimes write voln(S). In this case, S will always be a subset
contained in an affine space defined by fixing N − n coordinates of RN, and then
voln(S) will always denote the Lebesgue measure of the projection of S to Rn given
by simply forgetting the fixed coordinates. For ease of notation, we will sometimes
drop the subscript when it is clear from context.

Semialgebraicity. Next we establish a qualitative result we will need in proving
Theorem 1.11. A (real) semialgebraic set is a subset of euclidean space which is
cut out by finitely many polynomial equations and/or inequalities, or a finite union
of such subsets. Recall that the class of semialgebraic sets is closed under finite
unions and intersections, and also closed under projections by the Tarski–Seidenberg
theorem [Bierstone and Milman 1988, Theorem 1.5].

Lemma 2.4. The set Ud ⊂ Rd+1 is semialgebraic.

Proof. Our proof is similar to that of [Barroero 2014, Lemma 4.1]. For each
j = 0, . . . , d, we wish to define a semialgebraic set Sj ⊂ Rd+1 corresponding to
degree j polynomials in Ud . We start by constructing auxiliary subsets of Rd+1

×C j

corresponding to the polynomials’ coefficients and roots, where C is identified with
R2 in the obvious way. We define

S0
j =

{
(0, . . . , 0, wd− j , . . . , wd , α1, . . . , αj ) ∈ Rd+1

×C j
∣∣ wd− j 6= 0 and

wd− j z j
+wd− j+1z j−1

+ · · ·+wd = wd− j (z−α1) · · · (z−αj )
}
,

where the equalities defining the set are given by equating the real part of each
elementary symmetric function in the roots α1, . . . , αj with the corresponding
coefficient wi , and setting the imaginary part to zero. To enforce the inequality
µ((0, . . . , 0, wd− j , . . . , wd))≤ 1, we define S1

j to comprise those elements of S0
j

such that all products of subsets of {α1, . . . , αj } are less than or equal to 1/|wd− j |
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in absolute value. Finally, we let Sj be the projection of S1
j onto Rd+1. Now simply

note that

Ud = {0} ∪
d⋃

j=0

Sj . �

Remark 2.5. Note that for any T > 0 the dilation T Ud is also semialgebraic, and
is defined by the same number of polynomials (and of the same degrees) as is Ud .

Boundary parametrizations. Next we describe the parametrization of the boundary
of Ud , which consists of vectors corresponding to polynomials with Mahler measure
exactly 1. The simple idea behind the parametrization is that such a polynomial is
the product of a monic polynomial with all its roots inside (or on) the unit circle,
and a polynomial with constant coefficient ±1 and all its roots outside (or on)
the unit circle. Recall that Ud is a compact, symmetric star body in Rd+1. The
parametrization is described in [Chern and Vaaler 2001, Section 10]. We briefly
summarize the key points here. The boundary ∂Ud is the union of 2d + 2 “patches”
Pεk,d , for k = 0, . . . , d, ε =±1. The patch Pεk,d is the image of a certain compact
set J ε

k,d under the map

bεk,d : R
k
×Rd−k

→ Rd+1,

defined by

bεk,d
(
(x1, . . . , xk), (y0, . . . , yd−k−1)

)
= Bk,d

(
(1, x1, . . . , xk), (y0, . . . , yd−k−1, ε)

)
, (2-6)

and
Bk,d

(
(x0, x1, . . . , xk), (y0, . . . , yd−k)

)
= (w0, . . . , wd),

with

wi =

k∑
l=0

d−k∑
m=0

l+m=i

xl ym, i = 0, . . . , d. (2-7)

Note that this simply corresponds to the polynomial factorization

w0zd
+ · · ·+wd = (x0zk

+ · · ·+ xk) · (y0zd−k
+ · · ·+ yd−k).

The sets J ε
k,d are given by

J ε
k,d = Jk × K ε

d−k ⊆ Rk
×Rd−k,

where
Jk = {Ex ∈ Rk

| µ(1, Ex)= 1} (2-8)

and
K ε

d−k = {Ey ∈ Rd−k
| µ(Ey, ε)= 1}.
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It will also be useful in Section 8 to have a parametrization of ∂Wd,T , the
boundary of a monic slice (see (2-4)), along the lines of that given for ∂Ud above.
Consider a monic polynomial

f (z)= zd
+w1zd−1

+ · · ·+wd ∈ R[z],

having Mahler measure equal to T ≥ 1 and roots α1, . . . , αd ∈C. We note that such
a polynomial can be factored as f (z) = g1(z)g2(z), where g1 and g2 ∈ R[z] are
monic, µ(g1) = 1 (forcing µ(g2) = T ), the constant coefficient of g2 is ±T, and
deg(g1)= k ∈ {0, . . . , d − 1}. To do this, we simply let

g1(z)=
∏
|αi |<1

(z−αi ) and g2(z)=
∏
|αi |≥1

(z−αi ).

It is easy to check that g1 and g2 have the desired properties. For k = 0, . . . , d − 1,
we let Jk be as in (2-8), and let

Y εT
d−k = {Ey ∈ Rd−k−1

| µ(1, Ey, εT )= T }

and
LεT

k,d = Jk × Y εT
d−k ⊆ Rk

×Rd−k−1,

for each k = 0, . . . , d − 1 and ε =±1. We also define

βεT
k,d
(
(x1, . . . , xk), (y1, . . . , yd−k−1)

)
= Bεk,d

(
(1, x1, . . . , xk), (1, y1, . . . , yd−k−1, εT )

)
,

(2-9)

similarly to (2-6).
We have that ∂Wd,T is covered by the 2d “patches”

βεT
k,d(L

εT
k,d). (2-10)

3. Counting principles

We’ll need a counting principle of Davenport to estimate the number of lattice
points in semialgebraic sets.

Theorem 3.1 (Davenport). Let S be a compact, semialgebraic subset of Rn defined
by at most k polynomial equalities and inequalities of degree at most l. Then the
number of integer lattice points contained in S is equal to

voln(S)+ O(max{vol(S), 1}),

where vol(S) denotes the maximum, for m = 1, . . . , n − 1, of the volume of the
projection of S onto the m-dimensional coordinate space given by setting any n−m
coordinates equal to zero. The implicit constant in the error term depends only on
k, l, and n.
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Remark 3.2. This follows from the main theorem of [Davenport 1951], as described
immediately after its statement. (The argument for this reduction was corrected
in [Davenport 1964].) Davenport’s principle has been generalized in a couple
directions, to allow for lattices other than the standard integer lattice [Barroero
and Widmer 2014, (1.2)], and to apply to sets definable in any o-minimal structure
[op. cit., Theorem 1.3], of which semialgebraic sets are but one example. However,
the above version will suffice for our purposes.

For our explicit error estimates we will use a different counting principle, namely
a refinement of the classical Lipschitz counting principle due to Spain [1995]. The
classical principle allows one to estimate the difference between the number of lattice
points in a set and the set’s volume: one uses that the boundary is parametrized by
finitely many Lipschitz maps, and that a Lipschitz map sends a cube in the domain
into a cube in the codomain. In our case it will be convenient to use “tiles” other
than cubes in the domain. This could be achieved by precomposing the maps with
other maps which cover our tiles with the images of cubes, but we feel the following
alternative formulation is intuitive and less awkward in application.

Theorem 3.3. Let S ⊂ Rn be a set whose boundary ∂S is contained in the images
of finitely many maps φi : Ji → Rn, where I is a finite set of indices and each Ji is a
set. For each i ∈ I, assume that Ji can be covered by mi sets Ti,1, . . . , Ti,mi , with
the property that for each j the image φi (Ti, j ) is contained in a translate of [0, 1]n

inside Rn. Then
|#(S ∩Zn)− voln(S)| ≤ 2n

∑
i∈I

mi .

Proof. We follow the “every other tile” approach of [Spain 1995]. The number of
lattice points in S differs from the volume of S by at most the number of integer
vector translates of the half-open unit tile [0, 1)n ⊆ Rn that meet the boundary ∂S.
Consider the set E of tiles which are even integer vector translates of [0, 1)n; it is
clear that any translate of [0, 1]n meets exactly one such tile. Since ∂S is contained
in at most

∑
i∈I mi translates of [0, 1]n, this means that at most that many tiles

from E meet ∂S. But Rn is partitioned by 2n sets of tiles which, like E , are made
up of “every other tile.” (Explicitly, these sets are of the form E + Ev, where Ev is a
vector with entries only 0 and 1.) The bound claimed in the theorem follows. �

4. Volumes of slices of star bodies

We keep all the notation established just before Theorem 1.11 in the introduction,
so d,m, n, È= (`0, . . . , `m−1) ∈Zm , and Er = (rd−n+1, . . . , rd) ∈Zn† are fixed, and

†For this section we could take È and Er to be real vectors, but this will not be important for our
results.
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again we set g = d −m− n. Let T be a positive real number. We continue to use
the volume convention of Remark 2.3. The primary step in proving Theorem 1.11
is to estimate the volume of the slice

S(T )= S È,Er (T ) :=
{
Ew = (w0, . . . , wd) ∈ Rd+1

∣∣∣ µ( Ew)≤T,
wi=`i for i=0,...,m−1
wj=rj for j=d−n+1,...,d

}
(4-1)

as T grows. Specifically, we show the following.

Theorem 4.1. We have

volg+1(S(T ))= VgT g+1
+ O(T g), as T →∞.

We won’t obtain an explicit error estimate of this strength, but in Section 9 we
will discuss how to obtain an explicit error term of order T g+1−1/d.

The idea of the proof of Theorem 4.1 is as follows. Because µ(T Ew)= Tµ( Ew)
for all T ≥ 0, and all Ew ∈ Rd+1,

{ Ew ∈ Rd+1
| µ( Ew)≤ T } = T { Ew ∈ Rd+1

| µ( Ew)≤ 1} = T Ud .

Let
Ev = (`0, . . . , `m−1, 0, . . . , 0, rd−n+1, . . . , rd) ∈ Rd+1,

and for each t ∈ [0,∞), set

Wt := t Ev+Span{em, em+1, . . . , ed−n} ⊂ Rd+1, (4-2)

where e0, e1, . . . , ed are standard basis vectors for Rd+1. Then for T > 0,

S(T )=W1 ∩ T Ud = T (W1/T ∩ Ud), (4-3)

and since W1/T is (g+ 1)-dimensional, this means

volg+1(S(T ))= T g+1 volg+1(W1/T ∩ Ud). (4-4)

Letting t = 1/T, we should expect that

volg+1(W1/T ∩ Ud)= volg+1(Ud ∩ (W0+ t Ev))→ volg+1(Ud ∩W0) as t→ 0,

unless the boundary of Ud were to intersect with W0 in an unusual way; for example,
if Ud were a cube and W0 was a plane containing one of the faces. This basic idea
of using continuity of volumes of slices appears in the proof of [Sinclair 2008,
Theorem 1.5]. We will show below that volg+1(Ud ∩W0)= Vg, whence the main
term in the statement of Theorem 4.1. We’ll obtain a full power savings by showing
that the boundary of Ud is never tangent to W0.‡

‡As an exercise to see why tangency is a problem, consider the length of cross-sections of a disk
as the cross-sections slide toward a tangent line.
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Proposition 4.2. Let S⊂R×RN be a compact set bounded by finitely many smooth
hypersurfaces Hi , i = 1, . . . ,m. Assume each boundary component Hi ∩ ∂S has
smooth intersection with (i.e., is not tangent to) the hyperplane {0}×RN, and that
these boundary components Hi ∩ ∂S have pairwise disjoint interiors. Then

V (t) := volN (S ∩ ({t}×RN ))

satisfies
V (t)= V (0)+ O(t), as t→ 0+.

Proof. We denote points in R × RN by (x, y1, . . . , yN ). For each t ≥ 0, let
S[0,t] = S ∩ ([0, t] ×RN ), and let St = S ∩ ({t}×RN ). Let F denote the constant
vector field (1, 0, . . . , 0) on R×RN. By the divergence theorem,∮

∂S[0,t]
F · dEs =

∫
S[0,t]
∇ · F dvolN+1 =

∫
S[0,t]

0 dvolN+1 = 0,

where the first integral is with respect to the surface measure with outward normal.
Note that our assumption that {0} × RN is not tangent to any of the Hi means
that neither is the parallel hyperplane {t} ×RN for t sufficiently small. Now let
Rt = ([0, t] ×RN )∩ ∂S, and note that, as long as t is small enough to avoid the
aforementioned tangencies, the boundary of S[0,t] decomposes into three pieces
with disjoint interiors as follows:

∂S[0,t] = S0 ∪ St ∪ Rt .

and so
0=

∮
∂S[0,t]

F · dEs =
∫

S0

F · dEs+
∫

St

F · dEs+
∫

Rt

F · dEs

=−V (0)+ V (t)+
∫

Rt

F · dEs,

where ∫
Rt

F · dEs =
∑

i

∫
Hi∩Rt

F · dEs.

Now we must show that

|V (t)− V (0)| =
∣∣∣∣∫

Rt

F · dEs
∣∣∣∣= O(t). (4-5)

Since S is compact, the set Rt is contained in a “pizza box” [0, t]× [−M,M]N

for some positive number M independent of t . Fix i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. By assumption,
Hi ∩ ∂S is not tangent to the hyperplane {x = 0}, but since Hi is smooth and we’re
working in a compact set, we know Hi ∩ ∂S is not tangent to {x = t} for any t
sufficiently small. This means that, by the implicit function theorem, for t sufficiently
small and any point P ∈ Hi ∩ Rt , we have that Hi coincides in an open subset
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U⊆Hi∩Rt containing P with the graph of a function yr= f (x, y1, . . . , ŷr , . . . , yN )

for some r ∈ {1, . . . , N } which depends on P. So we have f : V → [−M,M],
where V is an open subset of [0, t]× [−M,M]N−1. Letting En denote the outward
unit normal,∫

U
F · dEs =

∫
U

F · En ds =
∫
· · ·

∫
V
∓
∂ f
∂x

dx dy1 · · · ˆdyr · · · dyN , (4-6)

where the sign in the final integral is − or + depending on whether En is an upward
or downward normal to the graph of f , respectively.

By our nontangency assumption again, the partial derivative ∂ f/∂x is bounded
in absolute value inside our pizza box by a constant K which does not depend on
U, i , or t as t→ 0. By compactness, finitely many of these neighborhoods U cover
Hi ∩ Rt , and the number of neighborhoods required — call this number n — can
be chosen independent of t or i . Using (4-6), we estimate the integral in (4-5) as
follows:∣∣∣∣∫

Rt

F · dEs
∣∣∣∣≤ m∑

i=1

∣∣∣∣∫
Hi∩Rt

F · dEs
∣∣∣∣≤ m∑

i=1

∫
Hi∩Rt

|F · En| ds ≤
m∑

i=1

∑
U

∫
U
|F · En| ds

≤

m∑
i=1

∑
U

∫ M

−M
· · ·

∫ M

−M

∫ t

0

∣∣∣∂ f
∂x

∣∣∣ dx dy1 · · · ˆdyr · · · dyN

≤ m · n · [(2M)N−1t]K = O(t). �

Now we verify that the boundary of Ud satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 4.2.
We refer to the parametrization of said boundary described in Section 2, and follow
that notation. As noted in [Chern and Vaaler 2001, Section 10], the condition of
the boundary components having disjoint interiors is satisfied here — this can be
readily verified directly from the description of the parametrization. Let H = H ε

k,d
be one of the hypersurfaces which bound Ud . The hypersurface H is the image of
Rk
×Rd−k under the map b = bεk,d described in (2-6).

Proposition 4.3. Let Ev = (`0, . . . , `m−1, 0, . . . , 0, rd−n+1, . . . , rd) ∈ Rd+1, and let

W0 = Span{em, em+1, . . . , ed−n} and W = Span{Ev, em, em+1, . . . , ed−n},

where e0, e1, . . . , ed are standard basis vectors for Rd+1. Then W0 is not tangent to
H ∩W at any point.

We will break up the proof of this proposition into three lemmas.

Lemma 4.4. The subspace W0 does not meet H unless

n ≤ k ≤ d −m.
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If those inequalities hold and P = (w0, . . . , wd) = b(x1, . . . , xk, y0, . . . , yd−k−1)

is a point in H ∩W0, then

y0 = · · · = ym−1 = xk−n+1 = · · · = xk = 0. (4-7)

Proof. Suppose that the inequalities are satisfied. We’ll prove vanishing of the
parameters yi , by induction on 0≤ i ≤ m− 1. If m = 0, there’s nothing to prove.
Otherwise, for the base case i = 0, by the definition of W0 we have w0 = 0, but also
w0 = y0 by the definition of b in (2-6). For arbitrary i , we again have wi = 0, while
by the definition of b, every summand in the formula for wi is of the form xi− j yj

for j < i , except for the summand yi . Thus we’re done by induction. Essentially
the same proof works for the vanishing of xk−n+1, . . . , xk .

However, if n> k, then the above argument would imply that x0=0, but we know
x0 = 1, a contradiction. Similarly, if k > d−m, the above would give 0= yd−k = ε,
also a contradiction. �

Lemma 4.5. The tangent space TP(H) of H at P is the row space of the following
d × (d + 1) matrix, where the first (d − k) rows represent the tangent vectors
(∂w0/∂yj , . . . , ∂wd/∂yj ), j = 0, . . . , d − k− 1, and the last k rows represent the
tangent vectors (∂w0/∂xi , . . . , ∂wd/∂xi ), i = 1, . . . , k. Let q = d− k− 1 for ease
of reading:

(Db)T =



1 x1 x2 · · · · · · xk 0 0 · · · · · · 0
0 1 x1 x2 · · · · · · xk 0 · · · · · · 0
...

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

...
...

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

...

0 · · · · · · 0 1 x1 x2 · · · · · · xk 0
0 y0 y1 · · · · · · yq ε 0 · · · · · · 0
0 0 y0 y1 · · · · · · yq ε 0 · · · 0
...

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

...
...

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . . 0

0 0 · · · · · · 0 y0 y1 · · · · · · yq ε



.

Lemma 4.6. The projection of TP(H) onto W⊥0 is surjective.

Proof. Using Lemma 4.4, the image of that projection contains the row space (in
appropriate coordinates) of the following matrix, obtained by taking the first m
columns and first m rows of the above matrix, as well as its last n columns and last
n rows:

C :=
[

A 0
0 B

]
,
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where

A =


1 x1 x2 · · · xm−1

0 1 x1 · · · xm−2
...
. . .

. . .
. . .

...
...

. . .
. . . x1

0 · · · · · · 0 1


is an m×m-matrix, and

B =



ε 0 · · · · · · 0

yq ε
. . .

...
...

. . . ε
. . .

...

yq−n+3
. . .

. . .
. . . 0

yq−n+2 · · · yq−1 yq ε


is an n× n-matrix.

Thus C is a block diagonal matrix (we’ve used the vanishing of parameters
described in (4-7) here) with determinant εn

6= 0, so its row space is all of W⊥0 . �

Proof of Proposition 4.3. We seek a tangent vector to H at P which is contained in
W \W0. By Lemma 4.6, TP(H) surjects onto the positive-dimensional space W⊥0 .
Since its kernel under this map is exactly W0, a vector must exist as desired. �

Proof of Theorem 4.1. We begin by noting that we may identify Ud ∩W0 ⊆ Rd+1

with Ug ⊆ Rg+1 as follows.
Define a map τ : Rg+1

→ Rd+1 by

τ(wm, . . . , wd−n)= (0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
m

, wm, . . . , wd−n, 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

) ∈W0,

which corresponds to multiplying the polynomial corresponding to the input by zn.
Notice that this operation preserves the Mahler measure. It’s also clear that τ maps
Ug isometrically onto Ud ∩W0, so we conclude that

volg+1(Ud ∩W0)= volg+1(Ug)= Vg. (4-8)

Using Proposition 4.3, we can apply Proposition 4.2 to the set S = Ud ∩W,
considered as a subset of W ∼= R×Rg+1 (so we are setting N = g+ 1). Here for
t ≥ 0,

S ∩ ({t}×Rg+1)= Ud ∩Wt .

Then Proposition 4.2 gives

volg+1(Ud ∩W1/T )= volg+1(Ud ∩W0)+ O(1/T ).
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Now by (4-4) and (4-8),

volg+1(S(T ))=
(
volg+1(Ud ∩W0)+ O(1/T )

)
· T g+1

= Vg · T g+1
+ O(T g),

completing our proof. �

5. Lattice points in slices: proof of Theorem 1.11

Now that we have an estimate for the volume of S(T ), we want to in turn estimate
the number of integer lattice points in S(T ), via Theorem 3.1. Note that this is
the same as the number of integer lattice points of S′(T ), which will denote the
projection of S(T ) on W0 ∼= Rg+1. Note that vol(S(T ))= vol(S′(T )).

Since Ud is semialgebraic by Lemma 2.4 (and thus T · Ud as well), it is clear
that the number and degrees of the polynomial inequalities and equalities needed to
define S′(T ) are independent of T. Thus to apply Theorem 3.1, it remains only to
bound the volumes of projections of S′(T ) on coordinate planes.

For Ew ∈ S′(T ), by (2-3),

‖ Ew‖∞ ≤ ‖( È, Ew, Er)‖∞ ≤
( d
bd/2c

)
µ( È, Ew, Er)≤

( d
bd/2c

)
T,

so S′(T ) is contained inside a cube of side length 2
( d
bd/2c

)
T in Rg+1. Thus for

j = 1, . . . , g, any projection of S′(T ) on a j-dimensional coordinate plane is
contained inside a cube of side length 2

( d
bd/2c

)
T in R j, and thus has volume at most(

2
( d
bd/2c

)
T
) j
,

which is certainly O(T g) for j = 1, . . . , g.
By Theorem 3.1, we now get

M(d, È, Er , T )= vol(S′(T ))+ O(T g),

and so by Theorem 4.1,

M(d, È, Er , T )= Vg · T g+1
+ O(T g).

6. Proofs of Theorem 1.1 and corollaries

In this section we transfer our counts for degree d polynomials in Theorem 1.11 to
the counts for degree d algebraic numbers in Theorem 1.1. This only requires esti-
mating the number of reducible polynomials, because the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1
(fixing a positive number of coefficients which must be coprime) ensure that the only
irreducible polynomials we count are actually minimal polynomials of degree d .
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We’ll apply a version of Hilbert’s irreducibility theorem to achieve the most
general result, which is the last ingredient needed to prove Theorem 1.1. However,
in various special cases we work a little harder to improve the power savings, which
will prove the sharper results of Corollaries 1.2 through 1.5.

We keep the notation and hypotheses of Theorem 1.1, fixing d,m, n, È ∈ Zm,
and Er ∈ Zn. Furthermore, we let Mred(d, È, Er , T ) denote the number of reducible
integer polynomials of the form

f (z)= `0zd
+· · ·+`m−1zd−(m−1)

+xmzd−m
+· · ·+xd−nzn

+rd−n+1zn−1
+· · ·+rd ,

and as before we set g = d −m− n.

Proposition 6.1. We have

Mred(d, È, Er , T )= O(T g+1/2 log T ). (6-1)

Proof. One of our hypotheses is that, if n > 0, then rd 6= 0; that is, we don’t want
f (z) to be divisible by z. It’s not hard to see that, under this hypothesis, the “generic
polynomial” f (xm, . . . , xd−n, z) defined above is irreducible in Z[xm, . . . , xd−n, z],
by the following argument. Suppose f factors nontrivially as f = f1 f2. Since f
has degree 1 in xm , without loss of generality f1 has degree 1 in xm and f2 has
degree 0 in xm . Let f1 = g1xm + g2, where g1 and g2 are in Z[xm+1, . . . , xd−n, z],
so we have f = f2g1xm + f2g2, which means that f2g1 = zd−m. We discover that
f2 is (plus or minus) a power of z, and so f was divisible by z all along.

Now our proposition follows immediately from a quantitative form of Hilbert’s
irreducibility theorem [Cohen 1981, Theorem 2.5]. In the notation of the cited
theorem, we are setting r =1 and s= g+1. Cohen uses the `∞ norm on polynomials
rather than Mahler measure, but these are directly comparable by (2-3). It’s worth
noting that, as can be inferred from Section 2 of that reference, the implied constant
in (6-1) depends only on d , g, and ‖( È, Er)‖∞, and could in principle be effectively
computed. �

In the situations of Corollaries 1.2 through 1.5, we can obtain stronger bounds.

Proposition 6.2. For d ≥ 2 and r ∈ Z \ {0},

Mred(d, (1), (r), T )= O(T d−2).

For d ≥ 3, t ∈ Z, and r ∈ Z \ {0},

Mred(d, (1, t), (r), T )= O(T d−3).

For d ≥ 2, T ≥ 1, and t ∈ Z,

Mred(d, (1, t), ( ), T )=


O(
√

T ) if d = 2,
O(T log T ) if d = 3,
O(T d−2) if d > 3.
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We postpone the proof until Section 10, where we’ll prove it with explicit
constants. For now, we show how Theorem 1.1 and Corollaries 1.2 through 1.5
follow from our results so far.

Proof of Theorem 1.1 and Corollaries 1.2 through 1.5. By Theorem 1.11 we have

M(d, È, Er , T )= Vg · T g+1
+ O(T g). (6-2)

We write Mirr(d, È, Er , T ) for the corresponding number of irreducible degree d
polynomials with specified coefficients. Since È is nonempty and `0 6= 0,

Mirr(d, È, Er , T )=M(d, È, Er , T )−Mred(d, È, Er , T ). (6-3)

Applying Theorem 1.11 and Proposition 6.1, we see that

Mirr(d, È, Er , T )= Vg · T g+1
+ O(T g+1/2 log T ). (6-4)

By our assumption that the specified coefficients had no common factor, and that
`0 > 0, any irreducible polynomial counted will be a minimal polynomial. Thus
each of the degree d irreducible polynomials f we count corresponds to exactly d
algebraic numbers α1, . . . , αd of degree d and height at most H, where Hd

= T,
since µ( f )= H(αi )

d for i = 1, . . . , d . In other words,

N (d, È, Er ,H)= dMirr(d, È, Er ,Hd). (6-5)

Now Theorem 1.1 follows from (6-4).
Corollaries 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5 follow similarly, by replacing the general upper

bound for reducible polynomials in Proposition 6.1 with the sharper bounds in
Proposition 6.2. The count for units in Corollary 1.2 follows immediately from
Corollary 1.3, since an algebraic number is a unit exactly if it is an algebraic integer
with norm ±1. �

7. Counting polynomials: explicit bounds

Let M(≤d, T ) denote the number of polynomials in Z[z] of degree at most d and
Mahler measure at most T. The following is an explicit version of [Chern and Vaaler
2001, Theorem 3]. To condense notation, we define for each d ≥ 0 the constants

P(d)=
d∏

j=0

(d
j

)
, (7-1)

and

A(d)=
d∑

k=0

P(k)P(d − k).
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Theorem 7.1. For d ≥ 1 and T ≥ 1,

|M(≤d, T )− vol(Ud)T d+1
| ≤ κ0(d)T d,

where

κ0(d)= 4d+1 A(d)
(

d
( d
bd/2c

)
+ 1

)d

≤ 40 4
√

2π3/4e−3
· d−1/4

· (4
√

2e3/2π−3/2)d · (2
√

e)d
2

≤ 5.59 · (15.01)d
2
.

Proof. We refer to the parametrization of the boundary of Ud detailed on page 1397.
The boundary ∂(T Ud) is parametrized by 2d + 2 maps of the form

T bεk,d : J
ε

k,d → ∂(T Ud)⊆ Rd+1,

T bεk,d(Ex, Ey)=
(
T f0(Ex, Ey), . . . , T fd(Ex, Ey)

)
,

where
fi (Ex, Ey) := wi

(
(1, Ex), (Ey, ε)

)
, for i = 0, . . . , d ,

and wi is as in (2-7).
Fix for the moment k ∈ {0, . . . , d} and ε ∈ {±1}. If (Ex, Ey) lies in any J ε

k,d , then
µ(1, Ex)= µ(Ey, ε)= 1, and so by (2-2), ‖(Ex, Ey)‖∞ ≤

( d
bd/2c

)
, and so

‖(Ex, Ey)‖2 ≤
√

d ‖(Ex, Ey)‖∞ ≤
√

d ·
( d
bd/2c

)
. (7-2)

Also, for any i ∈ {0, . . . , d}, by (2-7),

‖∇ fi (Ex, Ey)‖∞ ≤max{1, ‖(Ex, Ey)‖∞}. (7-3)

Now for any i ∈ {0, . . . , d} and for any (Ex1, Ey1), (Ex2, Ey2) ∈ J ε
k,d , using (7-2) and

(7-3),

|T fi (Ex1, Ey1)− T fi (Ex2, Ey2)|

= T | fi (Ex1, Ey1)− fi (Ex2, Ey2)|

≤ T · sup
(Ex,Ey)∈J

‖∇ fi (Ex, Ey)‖2 · ‖(Ex1, Ey1)− (Ex2, Ey2)‖2

≤ T ·
√

d · sup
(Ex,Ey)∈J

‖(Ex, Ey)‖∞ ·
√

d · ‖(Ex1, Ey1)− (Ex2, Ey2)‖∞

≤ T ·
√

d ·
( d
bd/2c

)
·
√

d · ‖(Ex1, Ey1)− (Ex2, Ey2)‖∞

= d ·
( d
bd/2c

)
· T · ‖(Ex1, Ey1)− (Ex2, Ey2)‖∞.
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We obtain the Lipschitz estimate

‖T bεk,d(Ex1, Ey1)− T bεk,d(Ex2, Ey2)‖∞ ≤ K T · ‖(Ex1, Ey1)− (Ex2, Ey2)‖∞, (7-4)

where

K = K (d) := d ·
( d
bd/2c

)
≤
√

d · 2d.

We now apply the Lipschitz counting principle from Section 3. Fix T ≥ 1, so

dK T e ≤ K T + 1≤ (K + 1)T .

Since T bεk,d satisfies the Lipschitz estimate (7-4), the image under T bεk,d of any
translate of [0, 1/dK T e]d is contained in a unit cube in Rd+1.

Let Qε
k,d(T ) denote the number of d-cubes of side length 1/dK T e required to

cover J ε
k,d . The easiest way to get an estimate for this quantity would be to note

that each J is contained in a cube of side length 2 ·
( d
bd/2c

)
. However, we can

do significantly better than this without too much effort, using the bounds on the
individual coordinates (coefficients) from Lemma 2.1.

Using (2-2), we see that J ε
k,d is contained in the cuboid

{
(x1, . . . , xk, y0, . . . , yd−k−1)∈Rk

×Rd−k
∣∣∣ |x`| ≤ (k

`

)
, |ym | ≤

(d−k
m

)
, ∀`,m

}
,

and therefore J ε
k,d can be covered by

k∏
`=1

2
(k
`

)
·

d−k−1∏
m=0

2
(d−k

m

)
= 2d P(k) · P(d − k)

unit d-cubes. Hence surely,

Qε
k,d(T )≤ 2d P(k)P(d − k)dK T ed ≤ 2d P(k)P(d − k)((K + 1)T )d. (7-5)

Using Theorem 3.3 we conclude that

|M(≤d, T )− vol(Ud)T d+1
| ≤ 2d+1

∑
k,ε

Qε
k,d(T )

≤ 2d+1
· 2

d∑
k=0

2d P(k)P(d − k)(K + 1)d T d

= 4d+1 A(d)(K + 1)d T d
= κ0(d)T d.
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We now estimate κ0(d) as in the statement of the theorem, using Lemma A.1 from
the appendix:

κ0(d)= 4d+1 A(d)
(

d
( d
bd/2c

)
+ 1

)d

≤ 4d+1 A(d)
(

2d
( d
bd/2c

))d

≤ 4d+1 A(d)
(2e
π

√
d 2d

)d

≤
(
40 4
√

2π3/4e−3)d−1/4(4
√

2e3/2π−3/2)d(2
√

e)d
2

= a
bdcd2

4
√

d
≤ a(bc)d

2
= 40 4
√

2π3/4e−3
· (8
√

2π−3/2e2)d
2

≤ 5.59 · (15.01)d
2
,

where a = 40 4
√

2π3/4e−3, b = 4
√

2e3/2π−3/2, and c = 2
√

e. �

Remark 7.2. As each J ε
k,d is measurable, it follows that for each d ,

Qε
k,d(T )∼ vol(J ε

k,d) · ((K + 1)T )d , as T →∞. (7-6)

Notice that
vol(J ε

k,d)= pk(1) · pd−k(1),

where pd(T ) is as defined in (2-5). The sharpest way to proceed would be to
explicitly estimate the error in (7-6). Comparing (7-6) with (7-5): how much does
vol(J ε

k,d) differ from 2d P(k)P(d − k)?

8. Counting monic polynomials: explicit bounds

Let Wd,T denote the subset of Rd corresponding to monic polynomials of degree d
in R[z] with Mahler measure at most T, i.e.,

Wd,T = { Ew = (w1, . . . , wd) ∈ Rd
| µ(1, Ew)≤ T }.

We want to estimate the number of lattice points M1(d,T ) in this region. Note that,
in the notation of the introduction, we have M1(d,T )=M(d, (1), (), T ). Recall
that the volume of Wd,T is given by the Chern-Vaaler polynomial pd(T ), as defined
in (2-5).

We define, for d a nonnegative integer,

B(d)=
d−1∑
k=0

P(k)P(d − k)γ (k)d−k−1γ (d − k)k,

where P is as defined in (7-1), and γ (k) :=
( k
bk/2c

)
.
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Theorem 8.1. For all d ≥ 2 and T ≥ 1,

|M1(d,T )− pd(T )| ≤ κ1(d)T d−1,

where
κ1(d)= 4ddd−1 B(d)≤ 4ddd−12d2

.

Proof. Our starting point is the parametrization of the boundary ∂Wd,T given in
Section 2, which consists of the patches described in (2-9) and (2-10). As opposed
to the previous proof, we’ll need to be a bit more careful in our application of
Theorem 3.3. Instead of a Lipschitz estimate of the form

‖output1− output2‖∞ ≤ [constant] · ‖input1− input2‖∞,

we’ll estimate each component of the parametrization separately, which will lead to
an argument where the parameter space is tiled by “rectangles” instead of “squares.”
We fix k ∈ {0, . . . , d − 1} and ε ∈ {±1}, and set L= LεT

k,d. We write

βεT
k,d(Ex, Ey)= (1, g1(Ex, Ey), . . . , gd(Ex, Ey)).

We have

|gi (Ex1, Ey1)− gi (Ex2, Ey2)| ≤ sup
(Ex,Ey)∈L

∣∣∇gi (Ex, Ey) · ((Ex1, Ey1)− (Ex2, Ey2))
∣∣

≤ sup
(Ex,Ey)∈L

( k∑
`=1

∣∣∣ ∂gi
∂x`

(Ex, Ey)
∣∣∣|x1,`− x2,`| +

d−k−1∑
m=1

∣∣∣ ∂gi
∂ym

(Ex, Ey)
∣∣∣|y1,m − y2,m |

)
.

By (2-2), if (Ex, Ey) ∈ L, then we must have |x`| ≤
(k
`

)
≤ γ (k), for each `= 1, . . . , k,

and |ym | ≤ T
(d−k

m

)
, for each m = 1, . . . , d − k − 1. Now notice that each partial

derivative ∂gi/∂x`, as a function, is either equal to 1, εT, or yi−`, and thus has
absolute value at most T

(d−k
i−`

)
≤ T γ (d − k). By the same token, each ∂gi/∂ym

is equal to either 1 or xi−m , and thus has absolute value at most
( k

i−m

)
≤ γ (k).

Applying this to the inequality above gives

|gi (Ex1, Ey1)− gi (Ex2, Ey2)|

≤ kγ (d − k)T ‖Ex1− Ex2‖∞+ (d − k− 1)γ (k)‖Ey1− Ey2‖∞. (8-1)

Suppose for the moment that 0< k < d − 1. Now if 1
p +

1
q = 1, and if

‖Ex1− Ex2‖∞ ≤
1

pkγ (d − k)T
and

‖Ey1− Ey2‖∞ ≤
1

q(d − k− 1)γ (k)
,
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then (8-1) will give

|gi (Ex1, Ey1)− gi (Ex2, Ey2)| ≤ 1.

So, if P is a cube in Rk with sides parallel to the axes and side length

1
dpγ (d − k)kT e

, (8-2)

and if Q is a cube in Rd−k−1 with sides parallel to the axes and side length

1
dq(d − k− 1)γ (k)e

, (8-3)

then βεT
k,d(P ×Q) is contained in a unit d-cube with sides parallel to the axes in Rd.

If k = 0, we take q = 1 in (8-3), and βεT
k,d(Q) is contained in a unit d-cube with

sides parallel to the axes in Rd. Similarly, if k = d− 1, then we take p = 1 in (8-2),
and we have the same result for βεT

k,d(P).
This is the first part of preparing to apply Theorem 3.3. We let Rεk,d(T ) denote

the minimum number of such “rectangles” P ×Q required to cover L. As we
argued in the previous section for the sets J ε

k,d, we see that L can be covered by

k∏
`=1

2
(k
`

)
·

d−k−1∏
m=1

2T
(d−k

m

)
= 2d−1 P(k)P(d − k) · T d−k−1

unit cubes. Since each unit cube can be covered by

dpkγ (d − k)T ek · dq(d − k− 1)γ (k)ed−k−1

of our rectangles,

Rεk,d(T )≤ 2d−1 P(k)P(d − k)dpkγ (d − k)T ek · dq(d − k− 1)γ (k)ed−k−1 T d−k−1,

for 0< k < d − 1. Similarly, when k = 0,

Rεk,d(T )≤ 2d−1 P(k)P(d − k) · [(d − k− 1)γ (k)]d−k−1 T d−k−1,

and when k = d − 1,

Rεk,d(T )≤ 2d−1 P(k)P(d − k) · [kγ (d − k)T ]k T d−k−1.
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Following the proof in the previous section, by Theorem 3.3,

|M1(d,T )− pd(T )|

≤

∑
k,ε

2d Rεk,d(T )

≤ 2d
·2

d−1∑
k=0

2d−1P(k)P(d−k)dpkγ (d−k)T ek · dq(d−k−1)γ (k)ed−k−1T d−k−1

= 4d
d−1∑
k=0

P(k)P(d−k)dpkγ (d−k)T ek · dq(d−k−1)γ (k)ed−k−1T d−k−1,

where we understand that{
dpkγ (d − k)T ek = 1 when k = 0,
dq(d − k− 1)γ (k)ed−k−1

= 1 when k = d − 1,

and similarly below.
It will now be convenient to set

p = d−1
k

and q = d−1
d−k−1

.

Note that if k = 0 we have q = 1, and p does not appear; similarly if k = d − 1 we
have p = 1, and q does not appear. We conclude our proof, assuming T ≥ 1:

|M1(d,T )− pd(T )|

≤ 4d
d−1∑
k=0

P(k)P(d−k)(pk+1)k(q(d−k−1)+1)d−k−1γ(k)d−k−1γ(d−k)k T d−1

= 4d
d−1∑
k=0

P(k)P(d−k)dkdd−k−1γ(k)d−k−1γ(d−k)k T d−1

= 4ddd−1 B(d)T d−1
= κ1(d)T d−1.

Finally, we note that B(d)≤ 2d2
by Lemma A.2 from the appendix. �

9. Lattice points in slices: explicit bounds

The goal of this section is to prove a version of the lattice point-counting re-
sult Theorem 1.11 with an explicit error term, albeit with worse power savings —
Theorem 9.3 stated below. As a byproduct of the proof, we also obtain an explicit
version of our volume estimate Theorem 4.1. Our explicit version of Theorem 1.11
makes it possible to estimate the quantities in Corollaries 1.2 through 1.5 with
explicit error terms.
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We start with some notation. Fix d,m, n, È, Er , and T > 0 as in Section 1, and
again set g = d−m−n. Let π : Rd+1

→ Rg+1 denote the projection forgetting the
first m and last n coordinates, given by

π(w0, . . . , wd)= (wm, . . . , wd−n).

Let S(T ) be as defined in (4-1). For t ∈ [0,∞), define Wt as in (4-2), and set

Bt := π(Wt ∩ Ud).

By (4-3),

π(S(T ))= π(T (W1/T ∩ Ud))= Tπ((W1/T ∩ Ud))= T B1/T . (9-1)

Also note that by (4-8),

vol(B0)= volg+1(Ud ∩W0)= Vg. (9-2)

For subsets A and A′ of a common set, we use the usual notation for a symmetric
difference A4A′ = (A∪ A′) \ (A∩ A′). Note that for T > 0,

T (A4A′)= (T A)4(T A′),

for any two subsets A and A′ of a common euclidean space.
The following lemma is the main tool of this section. We postpone its proof until

the end.

Lemma 9.1. Let

k1 = k1(d, È, Er) := 2d2
dd(m+ n)‖( È, Er)‖∞ and δT := (k1/T )1/d.

If T ≥ k1, then

B04B1/T ⊆ {Ex ∈ Rg+1
| 1− δT ≤ µ(Ex)≤ 1+ δT }

= [(1+ δT )Ug] \ [(1− δT )Ug].

(9-3)

Using this result we take a brief detour to make the advertised explicit volume
estimate. Compare the following with Theorem 4.1, in which we obtain a better
power-savings in the error term, though in that theorem the error term is not made
explicit.

Theorem 9.2. Let S(T )= S È,Er (T ). If T ≥ k1, then

|volg+1(S(T ))− VgT g+1
| ≤ cT g+1−1/d,

where
c = c(d, È, Er)= 2d+1(((m+ n)‖( È, Er)‖∞)1/d · d · Vg

)
.
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Proof. Using (9-1) and (9-2),∣∣∣∣volg+1(S(T ))
T g+1 − Vg

∣∣∣∣
= |vol(B1/T )− vol(B0)| ≤ vol(B04B1/T )

≤ vol({Ex ∈ Rg+1
| 1− δT ≤ µ(Ex)≤ 1+ δT }) (by Lemma 9.1)

= 2δT Vg =
c

T 1/d . �

In Section 4 we estimated the volume of S(T ) in order to estimate the number
of lattice points in that set. Here, by contrast, we actually don’t require a volume
estimate; Lemma 9.1 allows us to directly estimate the number of lattice points in
S(T ), which we have denoted M(d, È, Er , T ), as follows.

Theorem 9.3. Let k1 = k1(d, È, Er) be as in Lemma 9.1, and κ0 as defined in
Theorem 7.1. For all T ≥ k1,

|M(d, È, Er , T )− Vg · T g+1
| ≤ κ(d, È, Er)(T g+1−1/d),

where

κ(d, È, Er)= (g+ 1)2g+1k1/d
1 Vg + (g2gk1/d

1 + 1)κ0(g).

We note for later that Vg ≤ 2 · 15g2
for all g ≥ 0, and so

κ(d, È, Er)≤ (g+ 1)2g+1k1/d
1 (Vg + κ0(g))

≤ d(g+ 1)2d+g+1(m+ n)1/d‖È, Er‖∞(Vg + κ0(g)) (9-4)

≤ (2+ a)d(g+ 1)2d+g+1(m+ n)1/d‖ È, Er‖∞(bc)g
2
,

where a, b, and c are the constants appearing in the end of the proof of Theorem 7.1
(note that bc > 15).

Proof. We let Z(�) denote the number integer lattice points in a subset � of
euclidean space. Again applying (9-1),

M(d, È, Er , T )= Z(S(T ))= Z(π(S(T ))= Z(T B1/T ).

Also note that

Z(T B0)=M(≤g, T ),
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which we estimated in Section 7. Therefore, using the triangle inequality and
Theorem 7.1,

|M(d, È, Er , T )− Vg · T g+1
|

= |Z(T B1/T )− Vg · T g+1
|

≤ |Z(T B1/T )− Z(T B0)| + |Z(T B0)− Vg · T g+1
|

≤ |Z(T B1/T )− Z(T B0)| + κ0(g)T g. (9-5)

Clearly,

|Z(T B1/T )− Z(T B0)| ≤ Z((T B1/T )4(T B0))= Z(T (B1/T4B0)),

and by Lemma 9.1,

T (B1/T4B0)⊆ [(T + T δT )Ug] \ [(T − T δT )Ug].

Hence, applying Theorem 7.1 a second time and using an elementary estimate from
the mean value theorem, we find that

|Z(T B1/T )− Z(T B0)|

≤ Z((T + T δT )Ug)− Z((T − T δT )Ug)

≤ Vg[(T + T δT )
g+1
− (T − T δT )

g+1
]κ0(g)[(T + T δT )

g
− (T − T δT )

g
]

≤ Vg(g+ 1)(T + T δT )
g(2T δT )+ κ0(g)g(T + T δT )

g−1(2T δT ).

Recall that δT = k1/d
1 T−1/d. Assuming T ≥ k1 means that δT ≤ 1. Combining

the estimate just obtained with (9-5), we achieve

|M(d, È, Er , T )− Vg · T g+1
|

≤ Vg(g+ 1)(2T )g · 2T 1−1/d
· k1/d

1

+ gκ0(g)(2T )g−1
· 2T 1−1/d

· k1/d
1 + κ0(g)T g

≤ [(g+ 1)2g+1k1/d
1 Vg + (g2gk1/d

1 + 1)κ0(g)]T g+1−1/d. �

Proof of Lemma 9.1. We will require the following Lipschitz-type estimate for the
Mahler measure [Chern and Vaaler 2001, Theorem 4], which is a quantitative form
of the continuity of Mahler measure:

Theorem 9.4 (Chern–Vaaler). For any Ew1, Ew2 ∈ Rd+1,

|µ( Ew1)
1/d
−µ( Ew2)

1/d
| ≤ 2‖ Ew1− Ew2‖

1/d
1 , (9-6)

where ‖ Ew‖1=
∑d

i=0|wi | is the usual `1-norm of a vector Ew= (w0, . . . , wd)∈Rd+1.
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If µ( Ew1) and µ( Ew2) are both less than some constant k, then (9-6) yields

|µ( Ew1)−µ( Ew2)| = |µ( Ew1)
1/d
−µ( Ew2)

1/d
| ·

d∑
i=1

(µ( Ew1)
(d−i)/dµ( Ew2)

(i−1)/d)

≤ 2‖ Ew1− Ew2‖
1/d
1 · dk(d−1)/d. (9-7)

We will shortly apply this observation with k = 2d. We assume T ≥ k1.
Let Ex be a vector in B04B1/T , and write

Ex0 = τ(Ex)= (E0m, Ex, E0n) ∈ Rd+1 and ExT =

( È
T
, Ex, Er

T

)
∈ Rd+1.

Notice that µ(Ex0) = µ(Ex) because τ preserves Mahler measure, as noted in the
proof of Theorem 4.1.

Since Ex ∈ B04B1/T , it’s clear that either

µ(Ex0)≤ 1< µ(ExT ). (9-8)

or

µ(ExT )≤ 1< µ(Ex0). (9-9)

must hold. In either case,

1− |µ(Ex0)−µ(ExT )| ≤ µ(Ex0)≤ 1+ |µ(Ex0)−µ(ExT )| (9-10)

First, suppose Ex is in B0, but not in B1/T , so (9-8) holds. Then, by (2-3) and our
assumption that T ≥ k1,

µ(ExT )≤ ‖ExT ‖∞
√

d + 1≤max{‖Ex0‖∞, 1}
√

d + 1

≤

( d
bd/2c

)√
d + 1 max{µ(Ex0), 1} ≤ 2d , (9-11)

as in the statement of the proposition. Here we have used that
( d
bd/2c

)√
d + 1≤ 2d ;

see, for example, [Bombieri and Gubler 2006, Lemma 1.6.12]. Note that the second
inequality in (9-11) follows because T ≥ ‖( È, Er)‖∞. On the other hand, if Ex is in
B1/T , but not in B0, so that (9-9) holds, then by applying (2-3) again, we have, in
the same fashion as before:

µ(Ex0)≤ ‖Ex‖∞
√

g+ 1≤max{‖ExT ‖∞, 1}
√

d + 1≤max{µ(ExT ), 1} ≤ 2d .

Since in either case we have that both µ(Ex0) and µ(ExT ) are at most 2d, we may
apply (9-7) to achieve

|µ(Ex0)−µ(ExT )| ≤ 2‖Ex0− ExT ‖
1/d
1 · d(2

d)(d−1)/d. (9-12)
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Note that

‖Ex0 − ExT ‖1 =

m−1∑
i=0

|`i |/T +
d∑

i=d−n+1

|ri |/T ≤ (m + n)‖( È, Er)‖∞/T,

which, combined with (9-12), yields

|µ(Ex0)−µ(ExT )| ≤ δT .

Now we combine with (9-10), and conclude that 1− δT ≤ µ(Ex) ≤ 1+ δT. This
completes our justification of (9-3), which concludes our proof of Lemma 9.1. �

10. Reducible and imprimitive polynomials

In this section we begin to transfer our explicit counts for polynomials of degree
at most d to explicit counts for algebraic numbers of degree d, by counting their
minimal polynomials. In most cases, this simply means bounding the number of
reducible polynomials, because the hypotheses imposed in Theorem 1.1 don’t allow
for any irreducible polynomials to be counted other than minimal polynomials of
degree d. We’ll apply a version of Hilbert’s irreducibility theorem to achieve the
most general bound, which will finish off the proof of Theorem 1.1. However, in
various special cases we work a little harder to improve the power savings.

In the one case we consider outside the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1, namely
polynomials with no coefficients fixed, we must also address the presence of
imprimitive degree d polynomials and lower-degree polynomials.

Several times in our arguments we use the following estimate: if a ≥ 2, then

K∑
k=1

ak
=

aK+1
−a

a−1
≤

aK+1

a/2
= 2aK. (10-1)

We write

P(d) :=
d∏

j=0

(d
j

)
, for d ≥ 0,

and

Cm,n(d) :=
d−n∏
j=m

(
2
(d

j

)
+ 1

)
, for 0≤ m+ n ≤ d .

All polynomials. Let M(d,T ) denote the number of integer polynomials of degree
exactly d and Mahler measure at most T, and let Mred(d,T ) denote the number of
such polynomials that are reducible. Recall that M(≤d, T ) denotes the number of
integer polynomials of degree at most d and Mahler measure at most T. By (2-2),
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for all d ≥ 0 and T > 0,

M(d,T )≤M(≤d, T )≤ C0,0(d)T d+1
≤ c02d+1 P(d)T d+1, (10-2)

where c0 = 3159/1024, using Lemma A.3 from the appendix.

Proposition 10.1. We have

Mred(d,T )≤
{

1758 · T 2 log T, if d = 2 and T ≥ 2,
16c2

04d P(d − 1) · T d, if d ≥ 3 and T ≥ 1.

Proof. For a reducible polynomial f of degree d and Mahler measure at most T, there
exist 1≤ d2≤ d1≤ d−1 such that f = f1 f2, where each fi is an integer polynomial
with deg( fi )= di . Of course we have d = d1+d2. Let k be the unique integer such
that 2k−1

≤ µ( f1) < 2k. We have 1 ≤ k ≤ K, where K =
⌊

log T/log 2
⌋
+ 1, and

µ( f2)≤ 21−k T.
Given such a pair (d1, d2), by (10-2) there are at most c02d1+1 P(d1)2k(d1+1)

choices of such an f1, and at most c02d2+1 P(d2)(21−k T )d2+1 choices for f2. First
assume that d1 > d2. We’ll use below that P(d1)P(d2) is always at most P(d− 1),
by Lemma A.4 in the appendix. Summing over all possible k and applying (10-1),
the number of pairs of polynomials is at most

K∑
k=1

c02d1+1 P(d1)c02d2+1 P(d2)2k(d1+1)(21−k T )d2+1

= 4c2
02d P(d1)P(d2)(2T )d2+1

K∑
k=1

2k(d1−d2)

≤ 4c2
02d P(d − 1)(2T )d2+1

[2 · 2K (d1−d2)]

≤ 8c2
02d P(d − 1)(2T )d1+1

≤ 16c2
02d2d1 P(d − 1)T d.

If instead d1 = d2 = d/2, (so in particular d is even), then the first line above is
at most

4c2
02d P(d − 1)(2T )d1+1K .

In the case d = 2, note that for T ≥ 2 we have K ≤ (2/log 2) log T, and so

Mred(2, T )≤ 4c2
022 P(1)(2T )1+1K ≤ 64c2

0T 2 2
log 2

log T

=
128c2

0

log 2
· T 2 log T ≤ 1758 · T 2 log T .
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Whenever T ≥ 1 we have K ≤ 2T, and thus for even d ≥ 4,

4c2
02d P(d − 1)(2T )d1+1K ≤ 8c2

02d2d1 P(d − 1)T d/2+1
· 2T

≤ 16c2
02d2d1 P(d − 1)T d,

so we have the same bound we had when we assumed d2 < d1.
Finally, for any d ≥ 3, summing over the possible values of d1 gives that

Mred(d,T )≤
d−1∑

d1=dd/2e

16c2
02d2d1 P(d − 1)T d

≤ 16c2
02d P(d − 1)T d

d−1∑
d1=1

2d1

= 16c2
02d P(d − 1)T d(2d

− 2)

≤ 16c2
04d P(d − 1) · T d. �

We follow the proof of [Masser and Vaaler 2008, Lemma 2] in counting primitive
polynomials, but we’ll keep track of implied constants. For n = 1, 2, . . . , let
Mn(≤d, T ) denote the number of nonzero integer polynomials of degree at most d
and Mahler measure at most T, such that the greatest common divisor of the
coefficients is n. We let Mn(d,T ) denote the corresponding number of polynomials
with degree exactly d , so M1(d,T ) is the number of primitive polynomials of degree
d and Mahler measure at most T. Recall that κ0(d) is a function of d appearing in
Theorem 7.1.

Theorem 10.2. For all d ≥ 2 and T ≥ 1,∣∣∣M1(d,T )− Vd
ζ(d+1)

T d+1
∣∣∣≤ (Vd

d
+ 1

)
T +

(
C0,0(d − 1)+ ζ(d)κ0(d)

)
T d,

where ζ is the Riemann zeta-function.

Proof. Being careful to account for the zero polynomial,

M(≤d, T )− 1=
∑

1≤n≤T

Mn(≤d, T )=
∑

1≤n≤T

M1(≤d, T/n).

By Möbius inversion (below we commit a sin of notation overloading and let µ
denote the Möbius function), this tells us that

M1(≤d, T )=
∑

1≤n≤T

µ(n)[M(≤d, T/n)− 1].
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Combining this with Theorem 7.1 and (10-2),∣∣∣∣M1(d,T )− Vd T d+1
∑

1≤n≤T

µ(n)
nd+1

∣∣∣∣
=

∣∣∣∣M1(d,T )−M1(≤d,T )+
T∑

n=1

µ(n)[M(≤d,T/n)− 1] − Vd T d+1
T∑

n=1

µ(n)
nd+1

∣∣∣∣
≤M1(≤d − 1,T )+

T∑
n=1

|µ(n)| +
T∑

n=1

|M(≤d,T/n)− Vd(T/n)d+1
|

≤M(≤ d − 1,T )+ T +
T∑

n=1

κ0(d)(T/n)d

≤ C0,0(d − 1)T d
+ T + κ0(d)T d

T∑
n=1

1
nd

≤ T +
(
C0,0(d − 1)+ ζ(d)κ0(d)

)
T d.

This in turn gives∣∣∣M1(d,T )− Vd
ζ(d+1)

T d+1
∣∣∣

≤ Vd T d+1
∞∑

n=T+1

n−(d+1)
+ T +

(
C0,0(d − 1)+ ζ(d)κ0(d)

)
T d

≤

(Vd
d
+ 1

)
T +

(
C0,0(d − 1)+ ζ(d)κ0(d)

)
T d ,

by applying the integral estimate
∞∑

n=T+1

n−(d+1)
≤ d−1T−d.

This establishes the theorem. �

Monic polynomials. Next, let M1(d,T ) denote the number of monic integer poly-
nomials of degree d and Mahler measure at most T, and let Mred

1 (d,T ) denote the
number of such polynomials that are reducible. Using (2-2), for all d ≥ 0 and T > 0,

M1(d,T )≤ C1,0(d)T d
≤ c12d P(d)T d,

where c1 =
1053
512 , from Lemma A.3 in the appendix.

We’ll assume d ≥ 2. In estimating the number of reducible monic polynomials,
we follow the pattern of the proof of Proposition 10.1, noting that if a monic
polynomial is reducible, its factors can be chosen to be monic. Using the same
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notation as in that proof, we have that the number of pairs of monic polynomials of
degree d1 and d2, with d1 > d2, is at most

K∑
k=1

c12d1 P(d1)c12d2 P(d2)2kd1(21−k T )d2 = c2
12d P(d1)P(d2)(2T )d2

K∑
k=1

2k(d1−d2)

≤ 2c2
12d2d1 P(d − 1)T d−1.

Noting that
16c2

1

log 2
< 98,

we continue almost exactly as in Proposition 10.1 and obtain the following.

Proposition 10.3. We have

Mred
1 (d,T )≤

{
98 · T log T, if d = 2 and T ≥ 2,
2c2

14d P(d − 1) · T d−1, if d ≥ 3 and T ≥ 1.

Monic polynomials with given final coefficient. Next we want to bound the num-
ber of reducible, monic, integer polynomials with fixed constant coefficient. For r
a nonzero integer, let Mred(d, (1), (r), T ) denote the number of reducible monic
polynomials with constant coefficient r , degree d, and Mahler measure at most T.
Using (2-2), we have for all d ≥ 0 and T > 0 that

M(d, (1), (r), T )≤ C1,1(d)T d−1
≤ c22d−1 P(d)T d−1,

where c2 =
351
256 , from Lemma A.3 in the appendix.

Let ω(r) denote the number of positive divisors of r . We’ll assume d > 2; if
d = 2, we easily have the constant bound Mred(d, (1), (r), T )≤ ω(r)+ 1.

For a polynomial f counted by Mred(d, (1), (r),T ), there exist 1≤d2≤d1≤d−1
such that f = f1 f2, where each fi is an integer polynomial with deg( fi )=di , and of
course the constant coefficient of f is the product of those of f1 and f2. Define k as
in the previous two cases. Given such a pair (d1, d2), summing over the 2ω(r) pos-
sibilities for the final coefficient of f1 there are at most 2ω(r)c22d1−1 P(d1)2k(d1−1)

choices of such an f1, and then at most c22d2−1 P(d2)(21−k T )d2−1 choices for f2.
The rest proceeds essentially as before, and we find that:

Proposition 10.4. For T ≥ 1,

Mred(d, (1), (r), T )≤
{
ω(r)+ 1, if d = 2,
1
2ω(r)c

2
24d P(d − 1) · T d−2, if d ≥ 3.

Monic polynomials with a given second coefficient. For our next case, we want
to bound the number of reducible, monic, integer polynomials with a given second
leading coefficient. Let Mred(d, (1, t), ( ), T ) denote the number of reducible monic
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polynomials of degree d ≥ 3 (we’ll treat d = 2 separately at the end) with integer
coefficients, second leading coefficient equal to t , and Mahler measure at most T.

Proposition 10.5. For all t ∈ Z,

Mred(d, (1, t), ( ), T )≤


1
2

√
t2+ 4T + 1, if d = 2 and T ≥ 1,

96
log 2

· T log T, if d = 3 and T ≥ 2,

d22d−1 P(d − 1) · T d−2, if d ≥ 4 and T ≥ 1.

Proof. As before, we write such a polynomial as f = f1 f2, with

f1(z)= zd1 + x1zd1−1
+ · · · xd1 and f2(z)= zd2 + y1zd2−1

+ · · · yd2 .

Also as before, we enforce 1≤ d2 ≤ d1 ≤ d − 1 to avoid double-counting, and we
define k as in the previous three cases. For 1≤ i ≤ d1 and 1≤ j ≤ d2,

|xi | ≤

(d1
i

)
2k and |yj | ≤

(d2
j

)
21−k T. (10-3)

We also, of course, have
x1+ y1 = t. (10-4)

First assume d1 > d2+ 1. Observe that the number of integer lattice points (x1, y1)

in [−M1,M1] × [−M2,M2] such that x1 + y1 = t is at most 2 min{M1,M2} + 1.
So the number of (x1, . . . , xd1, y1, . . . , yd2) satisfying (10-3) and (10-4) is at most

(
2 min{d12k, d221−k T }+ 1

) d1∏
j=2

[
2
(d1

j

)
2k
+ 1

]
·

d2∏
j=2

[
2
(d2

j

)
21−k T + 1

]
≤
(
2 min{d12k, d221−k T }+ 1

)
·C2,0(d1)2k(d1−1)

·C2,0(d2)(21−k T )d2−1

≤ (2d · 21−k T )(2T )d2−12k(d1−d2) · 2d1−1 P(d1) · 2d2−1 P(d2)

≤ d2d−1 P(d − 1)(2T )d22k(d1−d2−1), (10-5)

using Lemma A.3. Summing over all the possibilities 1 ≤ k ≤ K, the number of
possible pairs f1 and f2 of degrees d1 and d2, respectively, is at most

d2d−1 P(d − 1)(2T )d2

K∑
k=1

2(d1−d2−1)k
≤ d2d−12d2 P(d − 1)T d2[2 · 2K (d1−d2−1)

]

≤ d2d−12d1 P(d − 1)T d−2. (10-6)

Now, if d1 = d2 = d/2 (in this case d must be even), then the geometric sum above
becomes

∑K
k=1 2−k

≤ 1. So for d ≥ 4 again we obtain the estimate (10-6) we
achieved assuming d1 > d2+ 1. If d1 = d2+ 1 (so d is odd), then the number of
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possible pairs is at most d2d−1 P(d− 1)(2T )d2 K, which does not exceed (10-6) for
d ≥ 5, and for d = 3, T ≥ 2 is at most

3 · 23−1 P(2)(2T )1 2 log T
log 2

=
96

log 2
· T log T,

which gives us the d = 3 case of the proposition. Finally, for d ≥ 4 we sum over
the at most d/2 possibilities for (d1, d2), yielding

Mred(d, (1, t), ( ), T )≤ d22d−1 P(d − 1)T d−2.

For the case d = 2, we’ll see that the error term is on the order of
√

T . Note that
we are simply counting integers c such that the polynomial

f (z)= (z2
+ t z+ c)= (z+ x1)(z+ y1)

has Mahler measure at most T. Since we know |c| ≤ T, it suffices to control
the size of {x1 ∈ Z | |x1(t − x1)| ≤ T }, which is itself bounded by the size of
{x1 ∈ Z | x2

1 − t x1 ≤ T }. By the quadratic formula, that last set is simply{
x1 ∈ Z

∣∣∣ t−
√

t2+4T
2

≤ x1 ≤
t+
√

t2+4T
2

}
,

which has size at most
√

t2+ 4T + 1. To better bound the number of c of the form
x1(t − x1), note that such a c can be written in this form for exactly two values
of x1, except for at most one value of c for which x1 is unique (this occurs when t is
even). So overall, the number of such c with |c| ≤ T is at most 1

2

√
t2+ 4T + 1. �

Monic polynomials with given second and final coefficient. For our final case, we
want to bound the number of monic, reducible polynomials with a given second
leading coefficient t ∈ Z and given constant coefficient 0 6= r ∈ Z. We can clearly
assume that d ≥ 3 since we’re imposing three coefficient conditions. We write
Mred(d, (1, t), (r), T ) for the number of reducible monic polynomials of degree d
with integer coefficients, second leading coefficient equal to t , and constant coeffi-
cient equal to r . We’ll show this is O(T d−3) in all cases. While we don’t write an ex-
plicit bound for the error term, it should be clear from our proof that this is possible.

Proposition 10.6. For all d ≥ 3, t ∈ Z, and r ∈ Z \ {0},

Mred(d, (1, t), (r), T )= O(T d−3).

Proof. As before, we write such a polynomial as f = f1 f2, with

f1(z)= zd1 + x1zd1−1
+ · · · xd1 and f2(z)= zd2 + y1zd2−1

+ · · · yd2 .

We always enforce 1≤ d2 ≤ d1 ≤ d − 1 to avoid double-counting. We’ll consider
the count in several different cases. First, if d2 = 1, then f2 = z+ yd2 , so we must
have yd2 | r and yd2 + x1 = t . Thus there are only 2ω(r) possible choices of f2;
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each choice will in turn determine xd1 and x1, so we have O(T d1−2)= O(T d−3)

choices of f1 altogether, by Theorem 1.11. Note that this completely covers the
case d = 3.

Now assume d2 ≥ 2, so d ≥ 4. There are again only 2ω(r) possible choices
of yd2 , and each one will determine what xd1 is (they must multiply to give r ). Fix
a choice of yd2 for now.

Assume first that d1> d2+1. Again take k between 1 and K =blog T/log 2c+1,
and assume that 2k−1

≤ µ( f1) ≤ 2k, so µ( f2) ≤ 21−k T. Almost exactly as in
(10-5), we get that the number of (x1, . . . , xd1−1, y1, . . . , yd2−1) contributing to
Mred(d, (1, t), (r), T ) is at most

(
2 min{d12k, d221−k T }+ 1

)
·

d1−1∏
i=2

[
2
(d1

i

)
2k
+ 1

]
·

d2−1∏
j=2

[
2
(d2

j

)
(21−k T )+ 1

]
≤ (2d · 21−k T ) · 2k(d1−2)C2,1(d1) · (21−k T )d2−2C2,1(d2)

= d2d2C2,1(d1)C2,1(d2)T d2−12(d1−d2−1)k

≤
1
64

d2d2d2 P(d − 1)T d2−12(d1−d2−1)k,

using Lemmas A.3 and A.4. Summing over all the possibilities 1 ≤ k ≤ K, the
number of possible pairs f1 and f2 of degrees d1 and d2, respectively, is at most

1
64

d2d2d2 P(d − 1)T d2−1
K∑

k=1

2(d1−d2−1)k
≤

1
32

d2d2d1 P(d − 1)T d1−2

≤
1
32

d2d2d1 P(d − 1)T d−3, (10-7)

which is certainly O(T d−3).
Next, if d1 = d2 = d/2 (in this case d must be even), then the expression in

(10-7), which contains a partial geometric sum that’s bounded by 1, is at most

1
64

d2d2d2 P(d − 1)T d/2−1,

which is certainly O(T d−3) since d ≥ 4. Lastly, if d1 = d2+ 1, (so d ≥ 5), then
d2 ≤ d − 3, and (using K ≤ 2T ) the expression in (10-7) is at most

1
64

d2d2d2 P(d − 1)T d2−1K ≤ 1
32

d2d2d2 P(d − 1)T d2

≤
1
32

d2d2d2 P(d − 1)T d−3,
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which is O(T d−3). Finally, we sum over the 2ω(r) possibilities for yd2 and the at
most d/2 possibilities for (d1, d2) and obtain overall that

Mred(d, (1, t), (r), T )= O(T d−3). �

11. Explicit results

Let N (Qd ,H) denote the number of algebraic numbers of degree d over Q and
height at most H. We give an explicit version of the main theorem of Masser and
Vaaler [2008], which follows from Theorem 7.1, our explicit version of [Chern and
Vaaler 2001, Theorem 3].

Theorem 11.1. For all d ≥ 2 and H ≥ 1,

∣∣∣N (Qd ,H)−
dVd

2ζ(d+1)
Hd(d+1)

∣∣∣≤{16690 ·H4 logH, if d = 2 and H ≥
√

2,

3.37 · (15.01)d
2
·Hd2

, if d ≥ 3 and H ≥ 1.

Proof. We combine Proposition 10.1 and Theorem 10.2 to estimate the number
of irreducible, primitive (i.e., having relatively prime coefficients) polynomials
of degree d and Mahler measure at most Hd; we write Mirr,prim(d,Hd) for this
number. Each pair of such a polynomial and its opposite corresponds to d algebraic
numbers of degree d and height at most H (the roots). So

N (Qd ,H)=
d
2
Mirr,prim(d,Hd),

and∣∣∣N (Qd ,H)−
dVd

2ζ(d+1)
Hd(d+1)

∣∣∣
≤

∣∣∣d2Mirr,prim(d,Hd)−
d
2
M1(d,Hd)

∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣d2M1(d,Hd)−
dVd

2ζ(d+1)
Hd(d+1)

∣∣∣
≤

d
2

(
Mred(d,Hd)+

∣∣∣M1(d,Hd)−
Vd

ζ(d+1)
Hd(d+1)

∣∣∣),
and it follows from Proposition 10.1 and Theorem 10.2 that(d

2

)−1∣∣∣N (Qd ,H)−
dVd

2ζ(d+1)
Hd(d+1)

∣∣∣
≤

(Vd
d
+ 1

)
Hd
+
(
C0,0(d − 1)+ ζ(d)κ0(d)

)
Hd2

+

{
1758H4 log(H2), if d = 2 and H2

≥ 2,
16c2

04d P(d − 1)Hd2
, if d ≥ 3 and H2

≥ 1.
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Here κ0(d) is the constant from Theorem 7.1, and c0 = 3159/1024. The d = 2 case
of our theorem follows immediately, as(V2

2
+ 1

)
+C0,0(1)+ ζ(2)κ0(2)+ 2 · 1758=

(8
2
+ 1

)
+ 8000ζ(2)+ 9+ 3516

< 16690.

We now turn to d ≥ 3, where∣∣∣N (Qd ,H)−
dVd

2ζ(d+1)
Hd(d+1)

∣∣∣≤ θ0(d) ·Hd2
,

with

θ0(d)=
d
2

(
1+ Vd

d
+ ζ(d)κ0(d)+C0,0(d − 1)+ 16c2

04d P(d − 1)
)

=

[
ζ(d)+

1
κ0(d)

+
Vd

dκ0(d)
+

C0,0(d − 1)
κ0(d)

+
16c2

04d P(d − 1)
κ0(d)

]
dκ0(d)

2
.

Note that the quantity in brackets above decreases for d ≥ 3 (for this it may be
helpful to consult Lemma 2.2 and compute a few values of Vd ) and so is no more
than

λ0 := ζ(3)+
1

κ0(3)
+

V3

3κ0(3)
+

C0,0(2)
κ0(3)

+
16c2

043 P(2)
κ0(3)

.

So, using the notation of the end of the proof of Theorem 7.1,∣∣∣N (Qd ,H)−
dVd

2ζ(d+1)
Hd(d+1)

∣∣∣≤ θ0(d) ·Hd2
≤ λ0

dκ0(d)
2
·Hd2

≤
λ0
2

ad3/4bdcd2
·Hd2

≤
aλ0

2
(bc)d

2
·Hd2

≤ 3.37 · (15.01)d
2
·Hd2

. �

Next, we record an explicit version of [Barroero 2014, Theorem 1.1] in the case
k = Q, i.e., an explicit estimate for the number of algebraic integers of bounded
height and given degree over Q. This explicit estimate follows from our Theorem 8.1,
which improved the power savings of [Chern and Vaaler 2001, Theorem 6]. We
write N (Od ,H) for the number of algebraic integers of degree d over Q and height
at most H.

Theorem 11.2. We have∣∣N (Od ,H)− d · pd(Hd)
∣∣≤ {584 ·H2 logH, if d = 2 and H ≥

√
2,

1.13 · 4ddd2d2
·Hd(d−1), if d ≥ 3 and H ≥ 1.

Proof. We follow the idea of the previous proof. Now that we require polynomials
to be monic, we never count two irreducible polynomials with the same set of roots,
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and so combining Theorem 8.1 and Proposition 10.3 we obtain:

d−1∣∣N (Od ,H)− d · pd(Hd)
∣∣

≤ κ1(d)Hd(d−1)
+

{
98H2 log(H2), if d = 2 and H2

≥ 2,
2c2

14d P(d − 1)Hd(d−1), if d ≥ 3 and H2
≥ 1,

where c1 = 1053/512. We immediately have the d = 2 case of our theorem, as
κ1(2)= 96. Assuming d ≥ 3,∣∣N (Od ,H)− d · pd(Hd)

∣∣≤ θ1(d) ·Hd(d−1),

where

θ1(d)= dκ1(d)+ 2c2
1d4d P(d − 1)= dκ1(d)

[
1+

2c2
14d P(d − 1)
κ1(d)

]
.

The quantity in brackets decreases for d ≥ 3, and so is no more than

λ1 := 1+
2c2

143 P(2)
κ1(3)

≤ 1.13,

and the result follows from the estimate for κ1(d) stated in Theorem 8.1. �

We can also prove an explicit version of our Corollary 1.3, albeit with worse
power savings.

Theorem 11.3. For each d ≥ 2, ν a nonzero integer, and H ≥ d · 2d+1/d
|ν|1/d,∣∣NNm=ν(d,H)− dVd−2 ·Hd(d−1)∣∣

≤

{
(64
√

2|ν| + 8) ·H+ 2ω(ν)+ 2, if d = 2,
0.0000063|ν|ω(ν) · d34d(15.01)d

2
·Hd(d−1)−1, if d ≥ 3,

where ω(ν) is the number of positive integer divisors of ν.

Proof. Our proof proceeds very similarly to the last two. Let r = (−1)dν. Using
Theorem 9.3 and Proposition 10.4, we have for all H ≥ d · 2d+1/d

|ν|1/d :

d−1∣∣NNm=ν(d,H)− d · Vd−2 ·Hd(d−1)∣∣
≤ κ

(
d, (1), (r)

)
Hd(d−1−1/d)

+

{
ω(r)+ 1, if d = 2,
1
2
ω(r)c2

24d P(d − 1) ·Hd(d−2), if d ≥ 3,

where κ(d, (1), (r)) is as defined in Theorem 9.3, and

c2 =
351
256

.
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Consider the case d = 2. By definition (stated in Theorem 9.3)

κ(2, (1), (r))= (0+ 1)20+1[24
· 22(1+ 1)|r |

]1/2V0+ (0+ 1)κ0(0)

= 32
√

2|r | + 4,

using V0 = 2 and κ0(0)= 4. Therefore,∣∣NNm=ν(2,H)− 2 · V0 ·H2∣∣≤ 2
(
(32
√

2|r | + 4)H+ω(r)+ 1
)

= (64
√

2|r | + 8) ·H+ 2ω(r)+ 2.

Now we assume d ≥ 3, so∣∣NNm=ν(d,H)− d · Vd−2 ·Hd2
−d
∣∣≤ θ2(d, r)Hd2

−d−1,

where, using (9-4) and letting a, b, and c be as in the end of the proof of Theorem 7.1,

θ2(d, r)= d
(
κ(d, (1), (r))+ 1

2ω(r)c
2
24d P(d − 1)

)
≤ d · (2+ a)d(d − 1)22d−1+1/d

|r |(bc)(d−1)2
+

d
2
ω(r)c2

24d P(d − 1)

≤ d322d−1
|r |ω(r)(bc)d

2
[
(2+ a)d(d − 1)21/d

(bc)2d−1ω(r)d2 +
c2

2 P(d − 1)

d2(bc)d2
|r |

]
≤ d322d−1

|r |ω(r)(bc)d
2
[
(2+ a)21/d

(bc)2d−1 +
c2

2 P(d − 1)

d2(bc)d2

]
.

As the quantity in brackets just above decreases for d ≥ 3, it does not exceed

(2+ a)21/3

(bc)5
+

c2
2 P(2)

32(bc)9
≤ 0.0000126,

completing our proof. �

We can immediately state the following explicit unit count, since counting units
amounts to counting algebraic integers of norm ±1.

Theorem 11.4. For each d ≥ 2 and H ≥ d · 2d+1/d,∣∣N (O∗d ,H)− 2dVd−2 ·Hd(d−1)∣∣
≤

{
(128
√

10)H+ 8, if d = 2,
0.0000126 · d34d(15.01)d

2
·Hd(d−1)−1, if d ≥ 3.

Finally, since Proposition 10.5 gives an explicit bound, it is also possible to
obtain an explicit estimate for NTr=τ (d,H) similar to that of Theorem 11.3; we
leave this to the interested reader.
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Appendix: Combinatorial estimates

This appendix contains estimates for the combinatorial functions appearing in some
of the constants in this paper. For any integer d ≥ 0, define

P(d) :=
d∏

j=0

(d
j

)
,

Cm,n(d) :=
d−n∏
j=m

(
2
(d

j

)
+ 1

)
, for 0≤ m+ n ≤ d ,

A(d) :=
d∑

k=0

P(k)P(d − k),

B(d) :=
d−1∑
k=0

P(k)P(d − k)γ (k)d−k−1γ (d − k)k,

where γ (k) :=
( k
bk/2c

)
.

Stirling’s inequality is the following estimate for factorials, which we will use
several times:

√
2π · kk+1/2e−k

≤ k! ≤ e · kk+1/2e−k, for all k ≥ 1. (A-1)

Using this we can easily see that

γ (k)≤
e · 2k

π
√

k
. (A-2)

Lemma A.1. For all d ≥ 1,

A(d)≤ (10 4
√

2π3/4e−3)ed2/2+d(2π)−d/2d−d/2−1/4.

Proof. We write

8(d) :=

√
ed2+d

(2π)dd!
.

Note that of course the first and last factor appearing in the product P(d) are 1, so
they may be omitted when convenient. Also notice that

P(d)=
d∏

k=1

kk

k!
.
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Using Stirling’s inequality,

P(d)=
d∏

j=1

j j

j !
≤

d∏
j=1

e j
√

2π j
=

exp
( 1

2(d
2
+ d)

)
√

2π
d√

d!
=

√
ed2+d

(2π)dd!
. (A-3)

Therefore,
P(d)≤8(d), for all d ≥ 0. (A-4)

Now, for all d ≥ 1,

A(d)=
d∑

k=0

P(k)P(d − k)≤
d∑

k=0

8(k)8(d − k)

=

d∑
k=0

√
ek2+k

(2π)kk!
·

√
e(d−k)2+d−k

(2π)d−k(d − k)!

=8(d)
d∑

k=0

√(d
k

)
ek2
−dk
=8(d)

(
2+

d−1∑
k=1

√(d
k

)
ek2
−dk

)
. (A-5)

Now, since k2
− dk =−k(d − k) ≤ −(d − 1) when 1 ≤ k ≤ d − 1, we can easily

estimate the sum

d−1∑
k=1

√(d
k

)
ek2
−dk
≤ 2d
· e1−d

= e ·
(2

e

)d
. (A-6)

The interested reader will easily verify that

A(d)
8(d)

≤
A(2)
8(2)

= 10π
√

2e−3
≈ 2.21198 (A-7)

for 0≤ d ≤ 8, and by (A-5) and (A-6), we can easily check that

A(d)
8(d)

≤ 2+ e ·
(2

e

)d
< 2.2

for d ≥ 9.
Finally, we estimate 8(d) using Stirling’s inequality again:

8(d)≤

√
ed2+d

(2π)d
·

ed
√

2πd · dd
= ed2/2+d(2πd)−d/2−1/4. (A-8)

Combining with (A-7) completes the proof. �

Lemma A.2. For all d ≥ 0,
B(d)≤ 2d2

.
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Proof. We can readily verify the inequality for d ≤ 3, so we’ll assume below that
d ≥ 4, and proceed by induction. Suppose that

B(d − 1)≤ 2(d−1)2.

Notice that

P(d)= dd

d!
P(d − 1), (A-9)

and also that γ (d)≤ 2γ (d − 1) for all d ≥ 1. We also easily have P(d)≤ ed2/2+d

from the previous proof. Using these facts, we calculate:

B(d)− P(d − 1)

=

d−2∑
k=0

P(k)P(d − k)γ (k)d−k−1γ (d − k)k

≤

d−2∑
k=0

P(k)
(d − k)d−k

(d − k)!
P(d − k− 1)γ (k)d−k−2γ (k)2kγ (d − k− 1)k

≤

d−2∑
k=0

[
ed−k2k
√

2π(d − k)
γ (k+ 1)

]
P(k)P(d − k− 1)γ (k)d−k−2γ (d − k− 1)k

≤

d−2∑
k=0

[
ed−k2k
√

2π(d − k)
e · 2k+1

π
√

k+ 1

]
P(k)P(d − k− 1)γ (k)d−k−2γ (d − k− 1)k

≤

d−2∑
k=0

[
e
√

2
π3/2

ed(4/e)k
√
(d − k)(k+ 1)

]
P(k)P(d − k− 1)γ (k)d−k−2γ (d − k− 1)k .

We note that (d − k)(k+ 1)≥ d holds whenever 0≤ k ≤ d − 2, and continue the
calculation:

B(d)− P(d − 1)

≤

[
e
√

2
π3/2 ·

ed(4/e)d
√

d

] d−2∑
k=0

P(k)P(d − 1− k)γ (k)d−1−k−1γ (d − 1− k)k

=

[
e
√

2
π3/2 ·

4d
√

d

]
B(d − 1)≤

[
e
√

2
π3/2 ·

4d
√

d

]
2(d−1)2

=

[
e
√

2
π3/2 ·

4d
√

d

]
2
4d 2d2

=

[
e · 23/2

π3/2
√

d

]
2d2
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Therefore,

B(d)≤ P(d − 1)+
[

e · 23/2

π3/2
√

d

]
2d2

≤

[
P(d)d!
dd2d2 +

e · 23/2

π3/2
√

d

]
2d2

≤

[
e

1
2 d2
+d
· e
√

d
ed2d2 +

e · 23/2

π3/2
√

d

]
2d2

=

[
e
√

d
(√e

2

)d2

+
e · 23/2

π3/2
√

d

]
2d2

≤ 2d2
,

where the final inequality holds for any d ≥ 4. �

Lemma A.3. We have

C0,0(d)≤
3159
1024

· 2d+1 P(d), for all d ≥ 0,

C1,0(d)≤
1053
512
· 2d P(d), for all d ≥ 0,

C1,1(d)≤
351
256
· 2d−1 P(d), for all d ≥ 1,

C2,0(d)≤ 2d−1 P(d), for all d ≥ 1,

C2,1(d)≤
1
2
· 2d−2 P(d), for all d ≥ 2.

(A-10)

Proof. We’ll prove the bound for C0,0(d), and leave the other cases as exercises.
The inequality (A-10) is easily verified for d ≤ 3, and we have equality for d = 4.
If we set

R(d) :=
C0,0(d)

2d+1 P(d)
=

d∏
j=0

2
(d

j

)
+ 1

2
(d

j

) ,

then to establish (A-10) it will suffice to show that

R(d + 1)
R(d)

≤ 1, for d ≥ 4.

We’ll use the standard identity(d+1
j

)
=

d+1
d+1− j

(d
j

)
.
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We have

R(d + 1)
R(d)

=

( d+1∏
j=0

2
(d+1

j

)
+ 1

2
(d+1

j

) )/( d∏
j=0

2
(d

j

)
+ 1

2
(d

j

) )

=
3
2

d∏
j=0

(d
j

)(d+1
j

) · 2(d+1
j

)
+ 1

2
(d

j

)
+ 1

=
3
2

d∏
j=0

d + 1− j
d + 1

·

2 d+1
d+1− j

(d
j

)
+ 1

2
(d

j

)
+ 1

=
3
2

d∏
j=0

2
(d

j

)
+

d+1− j
d+1

2
(d

j

)
+ 1

=
3
2

d∏
j=0

[
1−

j

(d + 1)
(
2
(d

j

)
+ 1

)]

≤
3
2

d∏
j=d−2

[
1−

j

(d + 1)
(
2
(d

j

)
+ 1

)]

=
3
2
·

4d6
+ 10d5

+ 6d4
+ 8d3

+ 20d2
+ 24d + 18

6d6+ 15d5+ 12d4+ 9d3+ 15d2+ 12d + 3

=
2d6
+ 5d5

+ 3d4
+ 4d3

+ 10d2
+ 12d + 9

2d6+ 5d5+ 4d4+ 3d3+ 5d2+ 4d + 1
≤ 1, for d ≥ 4. �

Lemma A.4. If d ≥ 2 and 1≤ k ≤ d − 1, then

P(k)P(d − k)≤ P(d − 1).

Proof. We have

P(k)P(d − k) =
k−1∏
j=0

(k
j

) d−k−1∏
i=0

(d−k
i

)
≤

k−1∏
j=0

(d−1
j

) d−k−1∏
i=0

(d−1
i

)

=

k−1∏
j=0

(d−1
j

) d−k−1∏
i=0

( d−1
d−1−i

)
=

k−1∏
j=0

(d−1
j

) d−1∏
j=k

(d−1
j

)
= P(d − 1).

We have equality if and only if k = 1 or k = d − 1. �
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Greatest common divisors of
iterates of polynomials

Liang-Chung Hsia and Thomas J. Tucker

Following work of Bugeaud, Corvaja, and Zannier for integers, Ailon and Rudnick
prove that for any multiplicatively independent polynomials, a, b ∈ C[x], there is
a polynomial h such that for all n, we have

gcd(an
− 1, bn

− 1) | h

We prove a compositional analog of this theorem, namely that if f, g ∈ C[x]
are compositionally independent polynomials and c(x) ∈ C[x], then there are at
most finitely many λ with the property that there is an n such that (x −λ) divides
gcd( f ◦n(x)− c(x), g◦n(x)− c(x)).

Bugeaud, Corvaja, and Zannier [2003] obtained an upper bound for the greatest
common divisors among two families of integer sequences. More precisely, let a
and b be two positive integers that are multiplicatively independent and let ε > 0 be
given. Then for all n, we have gcd(an

− 1, bn
− 1)�ε exp(εn) where the implied

constant is independent of n.
Since Bugeaud, Corvaja, and Zannier’s paper appeared, there have been many

extensions and generalizations of their results (see, for example, [Ailon and Rudnick
2004; Silverman 2004a; 2004b; 2005; Corvaja and Zannier 2005; 2008; 2013;
Luca 2005; Murty and Murty 2011; Zannier 2012; Ghioca et al. 2017a; 2017b;
Huang 2017]). In particular, Ailon and Rudnick [2004] obtained a stronger upper
bound in the setting of function fields of characteristic zero. They showed that for
two multiplicatively independent nonconstant polynomials a, b ∈ C[x], there is a
polynomial h ∈ C[x], depending on a and b such that gcd(an

− 1, bn
− 1) | h for

all positive integer n. We note here that the result of Ailon and Rudnick also holds
when one takes the greatest common divisors of am

− 1 and bn
− 1 across all pairs

of positive integers m and n (not merely those where m = n).
Instead of taking multiplicative powers of polynomials, one can consider iterated

compositions of polynomials and look for an upper bound on the degrees of the

The first author was partially supported by MOST Grant 105-2628-M-002-003. The second author
was partially supported by NSF Grant DMS-0101636.
MSC2010: primary 37P05; secondary 14G25.
Keywords: gcd, composition, heights, equidstribution.
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greatest common divisors among two such sequences of polynomials as asked by
A. Ostafe [2016, Problem 4.2]. In this paper, we prove a compositional analog of
theorem of Ailon and Rudnick described above.

In the following, for a polynomial q , we let q◦n denote the composition of q with
itself n times. To state our theorem precisely, we need a definition of compositional
independence.

Definition. We say two polynomials f and g are compositionally independent if
the semigroup generated by f and g under composition is isomorphic to the free
semigroup with two generators. This is equivalent to the property that whenever
i1, . . . , is , j1, . . . , js , `1, . . . , `t , m1, . . .mt are positive integers such that

f ◦i1 ◦ g◦ j1 ◦ · · · ◦ f ◦is ◦ g◦ js = f ◦`1 ◦ g◦m1 ◦ · · · ◦ f ◦`t ◦ g◦mt ,

we must have s = t , and ik = `k , jk = mk for k = 1, . . . , s.

Under the compositional independence condition, our first result is the finiteness
of the irreducible factors of gcd( f ◦m(x)− c(x), g◦n(x)− c(x)) where f, g and c
are polynomials with complex coefficients. More precisely, we have the following
theorem which answers Ostafe’s question.

Theorem 1. Let f (x) and g(x) be two compositionally independent polynomials
in C[x], at least one of which has degree greater than one. Suppose that c(x) is
not a compositional power of f or g. Then there are at most finitely many λ ∈ C

such that
(x − λ) | gcd( f ◦m(x)− c(x), g◦n(x)− c(x))

for some positive integers m, n.

The restriction on the degrees of the two polynomials f and g in Theorem 1
is necessary. As the examples at the beginning of Section 3 demonstrate that
Theorem 1 must be modified when f and g are both linear. If we restrict to the
case m = n in Theorem 1, then we still obtain a finiteness result when the two
polynomials f and g are both linear.

Theorem 2. Let f and g be two compositionally independent linear polynomials
and let c be any polynomial. Then there is a polynomial h ∈ C[x] such that

gcd( f ◦n(x)− c(x), g◦n(x)− c(x)) | h

for all positive integers n.

Putting Theorem 2 together with Theorem 1 under the condition that the compo-
sition power m = n, then for any polynomials c(x) we have the same conclusion.
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Theorem 3. Let f and g be two compositionally independent polynomials. Then
there are at most finitely many λ ∈ C such that

(x − λ) | gcd( f ◦n(x)− c(x), g◦n(x)− c(x))

for some positive integer n.

We note that Theorem 2 is a compositional analog of Ailon and Rudnick’s
result for linear polynomials. To obtain a theorem that is parallel to their result for
nonlinear polynomials, we need a bound for the multiplicity of each irreducible
factor that divides the greatest common divisors. In general, one cannot expect
such a bound exists. For instance, take f (x)= x3

+ x2, g(x)= x3
+5x2 and c= 0.

Then, for any positive integer n, we have

x2n
| gcd( f ◦n(x), g◦n(x))

Hence, in this case there does not exist a polynomial h divisible by all the greatest
common divisors of the sequences in question. To get control on the bound of the
multiplicities of irreducible factors dividing the greatest common multiples, we
need one extra condition.

Definition. We say that ξ ∈ C is in a ramified cycle of a polynomial q if there is a
positive integer i such that q◦i (ξ)= ξ and (q◦i )′(ξ)= 0.

Once we exclude this sort of possibility, we are able to show that there exists a
polynomial that is divisible by all the greatest common divisors of the compositional
sequences formed by f and g.

Theorem 4. Let f (x) and g(x) be two compositionally independent polynomials
of degree greater than one in C[x]. Suppose that c(x) is not a compositional power
of f or g. Suppose furthermore that c(x) is not equal to a constant c that is in a
ramified cycle of both f and g. Then there is a polynomial h ∈ C[x] such that

gcd( f ◦m(x)− c(x), g◦n(x)− c(x)) | h

for all positive integers m and n.

Remark. (1) One might naturally ask if the theorems of this paper still hold when
one replaces gcd( f ◦m(x)− c(x), g◦n(x)− c(x)) with

gcd( f ◦m(x)− c1(x), g◦n(x)− c2(x))

for any c1(x), c2(x)∈C[X ] (with c1(x) and c2(x) not necessarily equal). The proof
of Theorem 1 goes through without change to treat this generalization as long as
f (x), g(x), c1(x), c2(x) ∈Q[x]; we believe that the case of complex coefficients
can probably also be treated with some additional work. We do not, however, have
an idea of how to generalize Theorem 2 to treat the case where c1(x) 6= c2(x).
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(2) In the situation considered by Ailon and Rudnick, the number 1 is not in a
ramified cycle of any powering map. In fact, any nonzero polynomial c(x) is not in
a ramified cycle of any powering map.

We give a brief description of the organization of our paper and explain the ideas
of the proofs. In Section 1, we set up notations and provide some background about
canonical height functions associated to rational maps on the projective line over a
global field. After the preliminaries in Section 1, we begin to prove our results.

We prove Theorem 1 in Section 2. The proof is split into two parts. We first
treat the case where neither f nor g is linear. This is done in Proposition 8. An
additional ingredient is required for the case where one of f and g is linear; we
treat this case separately in Proposition 9. Then Theorem 1 is just the combination
of these two propositions. We sketch the proof of Proposition 8 here. Assume that
the set of λ that are roots of

gcd
(

f ◦m(x)− c(x), g◦n(x)− c(x)
)

is infinite as m and n run through all positive integers. Then these numbers have
the property that the canonical heights ĥ f (λ) and ĥg(λ) both converge to zero (see
Lemma 6). Applying equidistribution theorems in arithmetic dynamics, following
the pattern of [Ghioca and Tucker 2010; Baker and DeMarco 2011; Ghioca et al.
2015], we conclude that both polynomials f and g have the same Julia set in
the complex plane. Then the work of Baker and Erëmenko [1987] and Schmidt
and Steinmetz [1995] shows that a compositional relation between f and g exists.
Thus we get a contradiction to the assumption that f and g are compositionally
independent and finish the proof.

Section 3 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3. The proof of
Theorem 2 is quite different, as the tools used to prove Theorem 1 are no longer
applicable to the case where both polynomials f and g are linear. The proof for
this case relies heavily on diophantine methods, in particular an application of
results from [Corvaja and Zannier 2005], Roth’s theorem, and a lemma of Siegel.
These results are used to prove the case where everything is defined over Q, in
Proposition 15. The general case of Theorem 2 then follows via specialization.
Theorem 3 follows easily by combining Theorem 1 and Theorem 2.

We prove Theorem 4 in Section 4. It is sufficient to bound the multiplicities of
the roots of gcd( f ◦m(x)− c(x), g◦n(x)− c(x)) in Theorem 1 provided that c(x) is
not a constant in a ramified cycle of both f and g. The analysis on the bound of
the multiplicity used here is similar to those used in [Morton and Silverman 1995,
Lemma 3.4]. We provide such a bound in Lemma 16. Then, Theorem 4 follows
from Theorem 1 coupled with Lemma 16. Finally, we end this paper by raising
several questions for further study in Section 5.
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1. Preliminaries

In this section, we set up some notations and recall facts from the theory of height
functions that will be used in this paper.

Let K be a field of characteristic 0 equipped with a set of inequivalent absolute
values (places) �K , normalized so that the product formula holds. More precisely,
for each v ∈�K there exists a positive integer Nv such that for all α ∈ K ∗ we have∏
v∈�|α|

Nv
v = 1 where for v ∈ �K , the corresponding absolute value is denoted

by | · |v. Examples of product formula fields (or global fields) are number fields
and function fields of projective varieties which are regular in codimension 1 over
another field k (see [Lang 1983, §2.3] or [Bombieri and Gubler 2006, §1.4.6]).

We let Cv be the completion of an algebraic closure of Kv, a completion of K
with respect to | · |v . When v is an archimedean valuation, then Cv = C. We fix an
extension of | · |v to an absolute value of Cv which by abuse of notation, we still
denote by | · |v.

If K is a number field, we let �K be the set of all absolute values of K which
extend the (usual) absolute values of Q. For each v ∈ �K , we let v0 denote the
(unique) absolute value of Q such that v|Q = v0 and we let Nv := [Kv :Qv0]. If K
is a function field of a projective normal variety V defined over a field k, then �K

is the set of all absolute values on K associated to the irreducible divisors of V.
Then there exist positive integers Nv (for each v ∈�K ) such that

∏
v∈�K
|x |Nvv = 1

for each nonzero x ∈ K . (See [Lang 1983; Serre 1997] for more details).
Let L be a finite extension of K , and let �L be the set of all absolute values

of K which extend the absolute values in �K . For each w ∈�L extending some
v ∈�K we let Nw := Nv · [Lw : Kv]. The (naive) Weil height of any point x ∈ L is
defined as

h(x)= 1
[L : K ]

∑
w∈�L

Nw · log max{1, |x |w}.

To ease the notation, we set ‖x‖v := |x |Nvv for x ∈ K .
Let f ∈ K (x) be any rational map of degree d ≥ 2. Then the global canonical

height ĥ f (x) of x ∈ K associated to f is given by the limit

ĥ f (x)= lim
n→∞

h( f n(x))
dn

(see [Call and Silverman 1993] for details). In addition, Call and Silverman
proved that the global canonical height decomposes as a sum of the local canonical
heights, i.e.,

ĥ f (x)=
1

[K (x) : K ]

∑
σ :K (x)→K

∑
v∈�K

Nv ĥ f,v(xσ ), (4.1)
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where σ runs through all embeddings of K (x) into K and for each v ∈ �K the
function ĥ f,v is the local canonical height associated to f . For the existence and
functorial property of the local canonical height see [Call and Silverman 1993,
Theorem 2.1].

The following facts about height functions are well known.

Proposition 5. Let f ∈ K (x) be a rational function of degree d ≥ 2 defined over K .
There are constants c1, c2, c3, and c4, depending only on d , such that the following
estimates hold for all x ∈ K :

(a)
∣∣h( f (x))− dh(x)

∣∣≤ c1h( f )+ c2.

(b)
∣∣ ĥ f (x)− h(x)

∣∣≤ c3h( f )+ c4.

(c) ĥ f ( f (x))= d ĥ f (x).

(d) If K is a number field then x ∈ PrePer( f ) if and only if ĥ f (x)= 0.

Here, h( f ) is the height of the polynomial f , see for example [Bombieri and Gubler
2006, §1.6] for the definition of h( f ).

Proof. See, for example, [Hindry and Silverman 2000, §B.2, §B.4] or [Silverman
2007, §3.4]. �

We use the following lemma (see also [Call and Silverman 1993; Ingram 2013]
for more general techniques along these lines).

Lemma 6. Let K be a global field. Let (λn)
∞

n=1 be a sequence in K satisfying
f ◦n(λn)= c(λn) for all n, where f, c ∈ K [x] and deg f > 1. Then

lim
n→∞

ĥ f (λn)= 0.

Proof. By Proposition 5 (b), the canonical height ĥ f (·) associated to f is a height
function on the projective line P1. It follows that

ĥ f (c(λ))= (deg c) ĥ f (λ)+ O(1), for all λ ∈ K . (6.1)

Since by assumption the sequence (λn)
∞

n=1 satisfies f ◦n(λn)= c(λn) for all n, we
have that (deg f )n ĥ f (λn)= ĥ f ( f ◦n(λn))= ĥ f (c(λn)) and thus

(deg f )n ĥ f (λn)= (deg c) ĥ f (λn)+ O(1), for all n ∈ N, (6.2)

where the implied constant is independent of n.
Therefore, ((deg f )n − deg c) ĥ f (λn) is bounded by a constant independent of n.

Since by assumption deg f > 1, it’s clear that ĥ f (λn) must go to zero as n goes to
infinity. �

We now state a result about equalities of canonical heights.
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Proposition 7. Let K be a global field of characteristic zero and let f, g ∈ K [x] be
polynomials of degree greater than one. If there is an infinite nonrepeating sequence
(λi )

∞

i=1, where λi ∈ K , such that

lim
i→∞

ĥ f (λi )= lim
i→∞

ĥg(λi )= 0,

then ĥ f = ĥg.

Proof. In the case where K is a number field, this is proved in [Petsche et al. 2012,
Theorem 3] and [Mimar 2013, Theorem 1.8]. The proof given in [Petsche et al.
2012] goes through for function fields without any changes. Proofs of similar
equalities over function fields appear in [Baker and DeMarco 2011; 2013; Ghioca
et al. 2011; 2015; Yuan and Zhang 2017], Thus, we only give a sketch here. The
idea is to apply equidistribution results such as those in [Favre and Rivera-Letelier
2004; Baker and Rumely 2006; Chambert-Loir 2006], all of which hold over both
number fields and function fields of characteristic 0. For each place v of K , the λi

equidistribute with respect to the measures of maximal entropy µ f,v and µg,v for f
and g respectively at v. This implies that the local canonical heights ĥ f,v and ĥg,v

for f and g are equal to each other. By (4.1), the global canonical heights ĥ f and
ĥg are the sum of the corresponding local canonical heights. Therefore, ĥ f = ĥg,
as desired. �

2. Proof of Theorem 1

In this section we prove Theorem 1 by first treating the case where f and g both
have degree greater than one.

Proposition 8. Let f (x) and g(x) be two compositionally independent polynomials
with complex coefficients of degree greater than one. Then there are at most finitely
many λ ∈ C such that there are positive integers m and n with the following
properties:

(i) f ◦m(x) 6= c(x).

(ii) g◦n(x) 6= c(x).

(iii) (x − λ) | gcd( f ◦m(x)− c(x), g◦n(x)− c(x)).

Proof. Let K be the field generated by all the coefficients of f , g, and c over Q.
Then either K is a number field or a function field of finite transcendence degree
over Q. In the latter case, we let k = K ∩Q be its field of constants.

We prove the proposition by contradiction. Suppose that there is an infinite
nonrepeating sequence (λi )

∞

i=1 such for every i , there is an mi and ni such that
f ◦mi 6= c and g◦ni 6= c, and (x−λi ) divides both f ◦mi (x)−c(x) and g◦ni (x)−c(x).

We will show that the two polynomials f and g must be compositionally dependent.
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Observe that for such mi and ni , the polynomials f ◦mi (x)−c(x) and g◦ni (x)−c(x)
have only finitely many roots, so mi and ni must both go to infinity as i goes to
infinity. Then, by Lemma 6, we have

lim
i→∞

ĥ f (λi )= lim
i→∞

ĥg(λi )= 0.

It follows from Proposition 7 that ĥ f = ĥg.
Let 30 := {λ ∈ K | ĥ f (λ)= 0} = {λ ∈ K | ĥg(λ)= 0}. If K is a number field,

then by Proposition 5 (d), we immediately conclude that f and g share the same
set of preperiodic point. Likewise, if K is a function field and neither f nor g is
isotrivial over k, then by [Benedetto 2005; Baker 2009], Proposition 5 (d) also
holds and hence f and g also share the same set of preperiodic points.

Now assume that at least one of f and g is isotrivial. Without loss of generality,
we assume that f is isotrivial. Since ĥ f = ĥg, it follows from the weak Northcott
property of [Baker 2009] that g is also isotrivial. Here, we provide an elementary
proof of this fact as follows. Since f is isotrivial, there exists a linear polynomial
σ ∈ K [x] such that f σ = σ ◦ f ◦ σ−1

∈ k̄[x]. Then, the canonical height ĥ f σ (x)
associated to f σ is equal to the Weil height h(x) of x ∈ K . On the other hand,

ĥ f σ (σ (x))= lim
n→∞

h(( f σ )◦n(σ x))
dn = lim

n→∞

h(σ ◦ f ◦n(x))
dn

= lim
n→∞

h( f ◦n(x))
dn = ĥ f (x).

Thus, ĥ f (x) = 0 if and only if h(σ x) = ĥ f σ (σ x) = 0. In other words, we have
σ(30)= k̄ =Q. Note that gσ : σ(30)→ σ(30) (since g :30→30). We see that
gσ (α) ∈Q for α ∈Q. It follows that gσ ∈Q[x] as well. Then after conjugating by
σ , we assume that both f and g are defined over Q. Note that since each λi is a
solution to f mi (λi )= gni (λi ), each λi must be in Q. Since c(λi ) is thus in Q for
each λi , and there are infinitely many λi , it follows that c ∈Q[x] as well.

We have reduced to the case where K is a number field, and we conclude that the
set of preperiodic points of f and g are the same. This means that the Julia set J f

and Jg are equal. By [Baker and Erëmenko 1987; Schmidt and Steinmetz 1995],
it follows that unless f and g are both conjugate to a multiple of a Chebychev
polynomial or a multiple of powering map, then there is a polynomial q and a finite
(compositional) order linear map τ such that any word in f and g is equal to τ ◦i q◦ j

for some i, j . This means that f and g must be compositionally dependent.
Now, we are left with the case where f and g are both conjugate to either a

multiple of a Chebychev polynomial or a multiple of a powering map. If f and g
are conjugate to ±Td1 and ±Td2 , respectively, where Tdi is the monic Chebychev
polynomial of degree di , then f and g are compositionally dependent (easy to
check). If f and g are both conjugate to powering maps, then after conjugation
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we may write f (x) = xd1 and g(x) = γ xd2 for some γ ∈ Q. Note that both f
and g have the same set of preperiodic points which are all the roots of unity in
this case. In particular, γ = g(1) is a root of unity. Therefore f and g must be
compositionally dependent as well. �

Next, we treat the case where exactly one of f and g is linear.

Proposition 9. Let f (x) and g(x) be two polynomials of C[x] such that deg f > 1
and deg g = 1. Then there are at most finitely many λ ∈ C such that there are
positive integers m and n with the following properties:

(i) f ◦m 6= c(x).

(ii) g◦n 6= c(x).

(iii) (x − λ) | gcd( f ◦m(x)− c(x), g◦n(x)− c(x)).

Proof. Let K be the field generated by the coefficients of f , g, and c. Since
g◦n(x)− c(x) is a polynomial of degree at most deg c + 1, we see that every λ
such that g◦n(λ)− c(λ)= 0 has degree at most deg c+ 1 over K . Note that for any
nonrepeating infinite sequences (λi )

∞

i=1 and (ni )
∞

i=1 such that f ◦ni (λi )= c(λi ) for
all i , we have limi→∞ ĥ f (λi )= 0 by Lemma 6. If K is a number field, then by the
Northcott property we conclude that there are at most finitely many λ that satisfy
properties (i) to (iii) given above. Hence, the proposition holds in this case.

Now, let’s assume that K is a function field and that there is a nonrepeating
infinite sequences (λi )

∞

i=1 and (ni )
∞

i=1 such that f ◦ni (λi )= c(λi ) for all i ∈ N. We
note that as in the proof of Proposition 8, both mi and ni must go to infinity since
c(x) is not a compositional power of f or g.

By [Baker 2009], if there is an infinite sequence of (λi )
∞

i=1 of bounded degree
with ĥ f (λi )= 0 then f must be isotrivial. Thus, after changing variables, we may
assume that f ∈ k[x] for some number field k. As a consequence, ĥ f (x)= h(x)
the Weil height of x for all x ∈ K . On the other hand, it follows from the definition
of the Weil height that for x ∈ K with h(x) > 0 we must have h(x) ≥ 1/(deg x).
Now the sequence (λi )

∞

i=1 has the property that all λi have degree bounded above
by deg c+1 over K and that limi→∞ h(λi )= 0. Therefore we must have h(λi )= 0
for all but finitely many i . Also note that for x ∈ K we have h(x)= 0 if and only if
x ∈ k̄ =Q. So, all but finitely many λi in the sequence (λi )

∞

i=1 must be in Q.
We are left to treat the case where there are infinitely many λ in Q such that

f ◦m(λ) = c(λ) = g◦n(λ). We see in this case that c must have coefficients in Q

since there are infinitely many λ∈Q such that c(λ)∈Q. Let k be the field generated
by the coefficients of f and c over Q, and let g(x)= αx +β. Then all λ such that
f ◦m(λ) = c(λ) = g◦n(λ) lie in extensions of Q ∩ k(α, β) having degree at most
deg c+ 1. Since Q∩ k(α, β) is a finitely generated extension of k, all such λ have
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bounded degree over Q. Since the λ also have bounded height, again we have a
contradiction by Northcott’s theorem. �

Proof of Theorem 1. If deg f, deg g > 1, then Theorem 1 follows immediately from
Proposition 8. If max(deg f, deg g) > 1 and min(deg f, deg g) = 1, then we may
assume without loss of generality that deg f > 1 and deg g = 1. Theorem 1 then
follows from Proposition 9. �

3. Proof of Theorem 2

When f and g are both linear, there may be infinitely many λ such that (x − λ)
divides gcd( f ◦m(x)− c(x), g◦n(x)− c(x)) for some m and n. Take for example,
c(x)= x2, with f (x)= 2x and g(x)= x + 1. Then

f ◦n(x)− c(x)= 2nx − x2
=−x(x − 2n)

while if m = 2n(2n
− 1), then

g◦m(x)− c(x)= x + 2n(2n
− 1)− x2

=−(x + 2n
− 1)(x − 2n),

so clearly there are infinitely many λ such that

(x − λ) | gcd( f ◦m(x)− c(x), g◦n(x)− c(x)),

for some positive integers m and n. On the other hand, if we restrict to the case
where m = n, then we may obtain a suitable finiteness result.

The techniques in this section are mostly from diophantine geometry. We use
these to prove Proposition 15 which treats the case where the coefficients of f , g,
and c are algebraic. We then derive Theorem 2 using some simple specialization
arguments. Theorem 3 then follows from Theorem 2 and Propositions 8 and 9.

3.1. Results from diophantine geometry. We will use the following version of
Roth’s Theorem (see [Lang 1983, Chapter 7, Theorem 1.1 and Remark (v)]).

Theorem 10. Let k be a number field, let α1, . . . , αn be distinct points in k, and let
S be a finite set of places of k. Then for any ε > 0, there are at most finitely many
β ∈ k such that

1
[k :Q]

(∑
v∈S

n∑
i=1

−min(log‖αi −β‖v, 0)+
∑
v∈S

max(log‖β‖v, 0)
)

≥ (2+ ε)h(β) (10.1)

The following is Siegel’s well-known theorem on the set of integral points of
curves of genus zero, which can be derived from Theorem 10 without difficulty.
We refer the reader to [Lang 1983, Chapter 8, Theorem 5.1] for a proof.
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Theorem 11. Let k be a number field. Let C be a complete nonsingular curve
of genus 0, defined over k, let S be a finite set of places of k containing all the
archimedean places, and let φ be a nonconstant function in k(C) with at least three
distinct poles. Then there are at most finitely many Q ∈ C(k) such that φ(Q) is an
S-integer.

As a corollary to Theorem 11, we have the following, which we will use to treat
the case where the coefficients of the linear terms of f and g are multiplicatively
dependent.

Proposition 12. Let W be a one-dimensional subtorus in G2
m defined over a number

field k and let S be a finite set of places of k containing all the archimedean places.
Let 8(X, Y )= P(X, Y )/Q(X, Y ) where P, Q ∈ k[X, Y ] are two relatively prime
polynomials neither of which is divisible by X or Y . Assume that 8 restricts to
a nonconstant rational function φ on W with at least a pole in W (k). Let 0 be a
finitely generated subgroup of W (k). Then, there are at most finitely many points
Q ∈ 0 such that φ(Q) is an S-integer.

Proof. Here, as usual, we consider G2
m to be the open subset of P2 with coordinates

[x : y : z] defined by x 6= 0, y 6= 0, z 6= 0. The functions X and Y are equal to x/z
and y/z with respect to these coordinates. By making a finite extension of k, we
assume that the poles of φ are all k-rational points of W . Moreover, because 0 is
finitely generated, we may assume, possibly after extending S to a larger finite set
of places, that the coordinates of all of the elements of 0 and all of poles of φ are
S-units. Let 0∗ be the union of 0 and the set of poles of φ.

Now, we fix a positive integer m> 3 and let µm :G
2
m→G2

m be the m-th powering
map. Namely, µm(X, Y ) = (Xm, Y m) for all (X, Y ) ∈ G2

m . By Kummer theory,
there exists a finite extension L over k such that the inverse image µ−1

m (0∗) of 0∗ is
contained in W (L). Let S′ denote the set of places of L that extend the places in S.

As µm : W → W is an unramified map of degree m we see that the function
φm :=φ◦µm is a rational function with at least m distinct poles on W . The subtorus
W is viewed as an affine curve in the projective plane P2

k and we denote its Zariski
closure in P2 by W . Note that φm extends to a rational function on W which we
still denote by φm . Let π : W̃ →W denote the normalization of W . Then, W̃ is a
projective smooth curve of genus 0. Furthermore, the function ψm := φm ◦π is a
rational function on W̃ with at least m distinct poles. On the other hand, the set of
L-rational points W (L) lift to the set W̃ (L).

Observe that for any point Q ∈ 0 such that φ(Q) is an S-integer, then ψm(Q′)
is an S′-integer where Q′ ∈ W̃ (L) is any point such that (µm ◦ π)(Q′) = Q. On
the other hand, since m ≥ 3, there are at most finitely many Q′ ∈ W̃ (L) such that
ψm(Q′) is an S′-integer by Theorem 11. Thus, there are at most finitely many Q
such that φ(Q) is an S-integer. �
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We will use the following lemma, due originally to Siegel [2014]. We provide a
proof in modern language for the sake of completeness.

Lemma 13. Let w be an element of a number field k, let y be a nonzero element
of k, and let S be a finite set of places of k including all the archimedean places.
Let ε > 0. Then

1
[k :Q]

∑
v /∈S

−min(log‖wn
− y‖v, 0)≥ (1− ε)nh(w), (13.1)

for all sufficiently large n.

Proof. We may assume that S contains all the places v of k such that ‖w‖v 6= 1.
Then applying Theorem 10, to the points 0 and y, we see that for any ε > 0, we have

1
[k :Q]

∑
v∈S

(−min(log‖wn
− y‖v, 0)−min(log‖wn

‖v, 0)+max(log‖wn
‖v, 0))

≤ (2+ ε)nh(w)+ O(1).

Since S contains all places such that ‖w‖ 6= 1, we have

1
[k :Q]

∑
v∈S

(−min(log‖wn
‖v, 0)+max(log‖wn

‖v, 0))= 2nh(w).

Thus,
1
[k :Q]

∑
v∈S

−min(log‖wn
− y‖v, 0)≤ εnh(w)+ O(1). (13.2)

Since
nh(w)≤ 1

[k :Q]

∑
v∈�k

−min(log‖wn
− y‖v, 0)+ O(1),

we see that (13.1) must hold. �

The following lemma will be used to treat the case where the coefficients of the
linear terms of f and g are multiplicatively independent.

Lemma 14. Let w1 and w2 be two multiplicatively independent elements of a
number field k, neither of which is a root of unity, and let y be a nonzero element
of k. Let S be a finite set of places of k including all the archimedean places. Then
for all sufficiently large n, there is a v /∈ S such that |wn

1 − y|v < |wn
2 − y|v ≤ 1.

Proof. We begin by showing that if w1 and w2 are multiplicatively independent,
then wn

1/y and wn
2/y are multiplicatively independent for all but at most finitely

many n. Note that if y is not in the multiplicative group generated by w1 and w2,
then wn

1/y and wn
2/y are multiplicatively independent for all n. Otherwise, we have

y`1 =w
`2
1 w

`3
2 for some integer `1 > 0 and some integers `2 and `3. Since it suffices

to prove our lemma for `1-th roots of w1 and w2 we may assume that we have
y = wi

1w
j
2 for some integers i and j . Now, if wn

1/(w
i
1w

j
2) and wn

2/(w
i
1w

j
2) are
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multiplicatively dependent, then we must have (n− i)(n− j)= (−i)(− j), since
w1 and w2 are multiplicatively independent. For all sufficiently large n, we clearly
have (n− i)(n− j) > (−i)(− j), so we are done.

By Theorem 1 and equation (1.2) of [Corvaja and Zannier 2005], we see that for
any ε > 0, there is a constant Cε such that

1
[k :Q]

∑
v∈�k

− log−max(‖wn
1 − y‖v, ‖wn

2 − y‖v) < εnh(w1)+Cε, (14.1)

where log−( · )=min(0, log( · )). We may enlarge S to include the place v where
|w1|v > 1 or |y|v > 1. Suppose that for a positive integer n, inequalities |wn

1− y|v ≥
|wn

2 − y|v hold for all v 6∈ S. Then, from (14.1) we have that

εnh(w1)+Cε ≥
1
[k :Q]

∑
v∈�k

(−min(0,max{log‖wn
1 − y‖v, log‖wn

2 − y‖v})

≥
1
[k :Q]

∑
v 6∈S

−min(0, log‖wn
1 − y‖v)

≥ (1− ε)nh(w1),

where the last inequality follows from (13.1). Taking ε= 1
3 , we see that there are only

finitely many positive integers n such that the above inequality holds. Hence, for all
sufficiently large n there is a v 6∈ S such that |wn

1−y|v< |wn
2−y|v≤1, as desired. �

3.2. Proofs of Theorems 2 and 3. We are now ready to treat the case where f
and g are linear polynomials, and f , g, and c all have algebraic coefficients. The
proof breaks into several cases. The first case is when c is constant; this case is
already treated in [Ghioca et al. 2008]. The idea in all of the other cases is the same:
to force certain quantities coming from any solutions to f ◦n(x)= c(x)= g◦n(x) to
have poles outside a finite set and then derive contradictions from the existence of
these poles to show that there are no solutions to f ◦n(x)= c(x)= g◦n(x) when n
is sufficiently large.

Proposition 15. Let f (x)= αx and g(x)= βx+γ where α, β, and γ are nonzero
algebraic numbers such that α is not a root of unity, αβ is not a root of unity, β
is not a root of unity other than 1, and γ 6= 0. Let c(x) be any polynomial with
coefficients in Q. Then for all but at most finitely many n, we have

gcd( f ◦n(x)− c(x), g◦n(x)− c(x))= 1. (15.1)

Proof. Suppose that there are infinitely many n such that (15.1) does not hold. Let
n be an integer such that gcd( f ◦n(x)− c(x), g◦n(x)− c(x)) 6= 1. Then there exists
a λn ∈Q such that

(x − λn) | gcd( f ◦n(x)− c(x), g◦n(x)− c(x))
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and thus, f ◦n(λn)= c(λn)= g◦n(λn).
In the following, we break the proof into four cases and show a contradiction in

each case.

Case I. Suppose that c is a constant. Let θ be the compositional inverse of f and
let τ be the compositional inverse of g. We observe that if f ◦n(λ) = g◦n(λ) = c
then θ◦n(c) = τ ◦n(c). By [Ghioca et al. 2008, Proposition 5.4], this implies that
either θ and τ have a common iterate or that c is periodic under both θ and τ . Since
θ = α−1x , we see that zero is the only periodic point of θ . Since τ = x/β − γ /β,
we see that the constant term of τ ◦n is always nonzero, so 0 cannot be a periodic
point of τ . Thus, there is an n such that θ◦n = τ ◦n , which means that f and g have
a common iterate. Since the constant term of g◦n is nonzero for all n, we see that
f and g cannot have a common iterate, which gives a contradiction.

In the following, we assume that deg c ≥ 1.

Case II. Assume that β = 1. Then

λn =
nγ

αn − 1
.

Let S be the set of places v that are archimedean or where α, γ , or a coefficient of c
has v-adic absolute value not equal to 1. Assume that λn is an S-integer. Then,

h(λn)=
1

[K :Q]

∑
v∈S

max
(

0, log
∥∥∥∥ nγ
αn − 1

∥∥∥∥
v

)
≤

1
[K :Q]

∑
v∈S

{
max

(
0, log

∥∥∥∥ 1
αn − 1

∥∥∥∥
v

)
+max(0, log‖nγ ‖v)

}
=

1
[K :Q]

∑
v∈S

max
(

0, log
∥∥∥∥ 1
αn − 1

∥∥∥∥
v

)
+ h(nγ )

≤
1

[K :Q]

∑
v∈S

max
(

0, log
∥∥∥∥ 1
αn − 1

∥∥∥∥
v

)
+ log n+ O(1). (15.2)

Let ε > 0 be given. By (13.2), there exists a constant Cε such that

1
[K :Q]

∑
v∈S

max
(

0, log
∥∥∥∥ 1
αn − 1

∥∥∥∥
v

)
≤ εnh(α)+Cε . (15.3)

On the other hand, there is a constant D = D(γ ) such that

h(λn)= h
(

nγ
αn − 1

)
≥ nh(α)− h(n)− D = nh(α)− log n− D.

Fixing a positive ε < 1 and combing (15.2) with (15.3), we see that λn cannot
be an S-integer if n is large enough. Therefore, for n large there exists a place
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v outside of S such that |λn|v > 1. If deg c > 1, then |c(λ)|v = |λv|deg c but
| f ◦n(λn)| = |α

nλn|v = |λn|v. This gives a contradiction.
If deg c= 1, then we write c(x)= t x+u and note that since f ◦n(λn)= g◦n(λn)=

c(λn), we must have
λn =

u− nγ
1− t

=
u

αn − t
.

If u 6= 0 and n is large, then by enlarging S to contain the places v where |1−t |v 6= 1,
then (u − nγ )/(1 − t) is an S-integer for all n. On the other hand, by taking
8(X, Y ) = u/(X − t) in Proposition 12, we see that u/(αn

− t) cannot be an
S-integer for n sufficiently large. This gives a contradiction. If u = 0, then we have
λn = α

nλn = tλn = g◦n(λn), which has no solutions when αn
6= t , and thus has a

solution for at most one n, since α is not a root of unity. Thus the proof of this case
is complete.

We assume in the following that β 6= 1. Note that when αn
= βn , there is

no solution to f ◦n(x) = g◦n(x) and that when αn
6= βn , the unique solution to

f ◦n(x)= c(x)= g◦n(x) is given by

λn =
(βn
− 1)γ

(β − 1)(αn −βn)
. (15.4)

Case III. Suppose that α and β are multiplicatively dependent. Then, the point
P = (α, β) is in a one-dimensional subtorus W of G2

m . Let S be the set of places v
that are archimedean or where α, γ , β− 1, or a coefficient of c has v-adic absolute
value not equal to 1. Then, by taking 8(X, Y )= (Y − 1)/(X − Y ) and 0 to be the
group generated by P in Proposition 12, we see that for all sufficient large n there
exists a place v outside of S such that∣∣∣∣ βn

− 1
αn −βn

∣∣∣∣
v

> 1.

It follows that for such v we have |λn|v > 1. Observe that on the one hand,
| f ◦n(λn)|v = |α

nλn|v = |λn|v while on the other hand, we have | f ◦n(λn)|v =

|c(λn)|v = |λn|
deg c
v . This gives a contradiction if deg c > 1.

If deg c = 1, we write c(x)= t x + u, t 6= 0. If f ◦n(λn)= c(λn)= g◦n(λn) then
we have

λn =
u− γ β

n
−1

β−1

βn − t
=

u
αn − t

. (15.5)

From this we deduce that

u
(
βn
− t

αn − t

)
= u−

(
γ

β − 1

)
(βn
− 1). (15.6)

Note that the right-hand side of (15.6) is an S-integer. However, by taking8(X, Y )=
(Y − t)/(X− t) in Proposition 12 we conclude that for n large enough the left-hand
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side of (15.6) is not an S-integer. This leads to a contradiction and completes the
proof in this case.

Case IV. Suppose that α and β are multiplicatively independent. Let S be the set
of places v that are archimedean or where α, γ , or a coefficient of c has v-adic
absolute value not equal to 1.

Suppose that deg c > 1. Then, applying Lemma 14 to βn
− 1 and (α/β)n − 1,

we see that there is a place v outside of S such that |λn|v > 1. Again, if deg c > 1,
this gives a contradiction since |c(λ)|v = |λv|deg c but | f ◦n(λn)| = |α

nλn|v = |λn|v .
Now suppose that deg c= 1. Again, we write c(x)= t x+u. Then we also have

λn =
u− γ β

n
−1

β−1

βn − t
=

u
αn − t

. (15.7)

This is equivalent to

1−
γ (βn

− 1)
u(β − 1)

=
βn
− t

αn − t
. (15.8)

We enlarge S to include all the places such that u or β−1 are S-unit. Then applying
Lemma 14, we see that for all sufficiently large n, there is a place v 6∈ S such that
|αn
− t |v < |βn

− t |v ≤ 1. For this v, we see that the left-hand side of (15.8) is a
v-adic integer while the right-hand side is not. Therefore, (15.7) cannot hold for
n sufficiently large. �

Remark. To see that Proposition 15 does not hold in general if αβ is a root of
unity, consider the case where f (x) = x/2, g(x) = 2x + 1 and c(x) = −(x + 1).
Then for any n, the common root of f ◦n and g◦n is

2n
− 1

2−n − 2n =−2n 2n
− 1

22n − 1
=
−2n

2n + 1
.

while the common root of f ◦n and c(x) is

−1( 1
2

)n
+ 1
=
−2n

2n + 1
.

Thus, for every positive integer n, there is a λn such that

f ◦n(λn)− c(λn)= g◦n(λn)− c(λn)= 0.

We can now prove Theorem 2 by specializing from C to a number field.

Proof of Theorem 2. First we note that any nonconstant affine map x 7→ ax + b has
a fixed point unless a = 1. Any two monic linear polynomial must commute with
each other. Thus, we may assume that at least one of f and g has a fixed point.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that f has a fixed point. After a possible
change of coordinates, we may then write f (x)= αx and g(x)= βx + γ .
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If α is a root of unity, then f and g are not compositionally independent since f
itself has finite order, so α must not be a root of unity. Similarly, if β is a root of
unity other than one, then g has finite order so that f and g are not compositionally
independent either. We may therefore assume that β is not a root of unity other than
one. Finally, we see that if there are integers i and j such that αiβ j

= 1, then the
linear terms in f ◦i g◦ j and g◦ j f ◦i are both 1, which means that f ◦i g◦ j and g◦ j f ◦i

commute. This would imply f and g are not compositionally dependent, so we
may assume that there are no positive integer i and j such that αiβ j

= 1.
As in the proof of Proposition 15, we assume that there are infinitely many n

such that (15.1) does not hold. Let K be the field generated by α, β, and γ over
Q, and let R be the ring generated over Z by α, β, γ , and the coefficients of c.
Observe that any solution λn to f ◦n(λn)= g◦n(λn)= c(λn) must lie in K . By our
assumption, there are infinitely many such n, so c takes infinitely many values in
K to other values in K so c ∈ K [x]. Hence, we may assume that c ∈ K [x].

If α, β, and γ are in Q, then we are done by Proposition 15. If K has positive
transcendence degree over Q, then there exists a specialization map t from R to
Q such that γt 6= 0 and αt , βt , αtβt , and αt/βt are not roots of unity. We may
prove this, for example, by induction on the transcendence degree of Q(α, β, γ ). If
the transcendence degree is 0, there is nothing to prove. If it is n, take a subfield
L of transcendence degree of n − 1 in K . Then, by [Call and Silverman 1993,
Theorem 4.1], for all specializations s from R to L̄ of sufficiently large height, we
have that γs 6= 0 and that αs , βs , αsβs , and αs/βs are not roots of unity. We then
apply the inductive hypothesis on the transcendence degree to Q(αs, βs, γs).

Let ft = αt x , gt = βt x + γt , and ct be the polynomial obtained by specializing
all the coefficient of c at t . Now, if gcd( f ◦n(x)− c(x), g◦n(x)− c(x)) 6= 1, then
gcd( f ◦nt (x)− ct(x), g◦nt (x)− ct(x)) 6= 1. But there are at most finitely many n
such that gcd( f ◦nt (x)− ct(x), g◦nt (x)− ct(x)) 6= 1, by Proposition 15, which gives
a contradiction, and finishes our proof. �

Remark. We note that by Proposition 15, the condition needed for Theorem 2 is
weaker than compositional dependency, since Proposition 15 holds unless the linear
term of f ◦ g is a root of unity. Mike Zieve has shown us that something similar
is true for polynomials of higher degree, namely that the sorts of compositional
dependencies that may arise all take a specific form.

We now prove Theorem 3.

Proof of Theorem 3. The case where f and g are both linear is covered by Theorem 2,
so we may assume that either both f and g are nonlinear or that g is linear and f
is not.

By Propositions 8 and 9, there are at most finitely many λ such that (x−λ) divides
gcd( f ◦n(x)− c(x), g◦n(x)− c(x)) for some n such that f ◦n 6= c and g◦n 6= c. Let
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S denote the set of such λ. Since f and g are compositionally independent, there is
at most one N such that f ◦N = c or g◦N = c exclusively. If such an N exists, let T

denote the set of λ such that (x−λ) divides gcd( f ◦N (x)−c(x), g◦N (x)−c(x)). We
observe that T must be finite since otherwise we would have f ◦N−c= 0= g◦N−c.
However, this cannot happen because f and g are compositionally independent.
Any λ such that (x − λ) divides gcd( f ◦n(x)− c(x), g◦n(x)− c(x)) is in S∪T, so
our proof is complete �

4. Proof of Theorem 4

Theorem 4 is now an easy consequence of the following lemma. To state the lemma,
we introduce a small bit of new notation: for any nonzero polynomial q(x) we
let vλ(q) denote the largest positive integer e such that (x − λ)e divides q when
(x − λ) | q and let vλ(q)= 0 if (x − λ) does not divide q .

Lemma 16. Let q be a polynomial in C[x] of degree greater than one and let
c(x)∈C[x] be a polynomial that is not equal to a constant that is in a ramified cycle
of f . Let λ ∈ C. Then there is a constant Mλ,q such that vλ(q◦n(x)− c(x))≤ Mλ,q

for all n such that q◦n(x) 6= c(x).

Proof. We write c(x) =
∑dc

i=0 ci (x − λ)i as a polynomial in (x − λ). If there are
finitely many n such that vλ(q◦n(x)− c(x)) > 0, then the proof is immediate. Thus,
we assume that there are infinitely many n such that vλ(q◦n(x)−c(x))>0. It follows
that q◦n(λ) = c0 for infinitely many n, so c0 must be periodic under q. Let ` be
the smallest positive integer such that q◦`(λ)= c0 and let r be the smallest positive
integer such that q◦r (c0)= c0. Then we see that vλ(q◦n(x)− c(x)) > 0 if and only
if n can be written as `+ kr for some k. We write q◦r (x)=

∑dr
i=0 ai (x − c0)

i and
q◦`(x)=

∑d`
j=0 b j (x − λ) j . Let e be the smallest positive integer such that be 6= 0.

Suppose now that c(x)= c0 is a constant. By assumption, c0 is not in a ramified
cycle of q , thus a1 6= 0 in this case. Then by induction we find that

q◦(`+rk)(x)= c0+ ak
1be(x − λ)e+ higher order terms in (x − λ),

so vλ(q◦(`+rk)(x)− c)= e for all k.
Suppose now that c(x) is not a constant. We may suppose that there are infinitely

many n such that vλ(q◦n(x)− c(x)) > e since otherwise the lemma clearly holds.
Note that it’s possible that c0 is in a ramified cycle of q. In any case, let u be the
smallest integer such that au 6= 0.

We first assume that u = 1. Equivalently, c0 is not in a ramified cycle of q . Then,
we must have ak

1be = ce for infinitely many k. Since a1be 6= 0, this means that a1

must be a root of unity. Suppose that as
1 = 1. Then we may write

q◦rs(x)= c0+ (x − c0)+αd(x − c0)
d
+ O((x − c0)

d+1),
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for some d > 0 with αd 6= 0. It follows that for any k, we have

q◦rsk(x)= c0+ (x − c0)+ kαd(x − c0)
d
+ O((x − c0)

d+1).

Now, let g(x)=
∑
∞

i=0 βi (x − λ)i be any nonconstant polynomial in (x − λ) such
that β0 = c0. Let t be the smallest positive integer such that βt 6= 0. Then, for
any k, the coefficient of (x − λ)td in q◦rsk

◦ g is kαdβ
d
t + βtd . Since αd 6= 0,

there are in particular at most finitely many k such that the coefficient of (x − λ)td

in q◦rsk
◦ g is equal to ctd . Thus, there are at most finitely many k such that

vλ(q◦rsk
◦g(x)−c(x)) > td , and hence vλ(q◦rsk

◦g(x)−c(x)) is bounded for all k.
Applying this to g = q◦y for y = `, `+ r, . . . , `+ (s − 1)r completes our proof,
since any number of the form `+ kr can be written as y+ krs for some such y.

Assume now that u > 1. Then, by induction

q◦`+rk(x)= c0+ a(u
k
−1)/(u−1)

u buk

e (x − λ)
euk
+ O((x − λ)euk

+1).

So, vλ(q◦n(x)−c(x))≤ deg c for all sufficiently large k. Hence, vλ(q◦n(x)−c(x))
is bounded above by a constant depending on λ and q only. �

Remark. We note that in Lemma 16, if vλ(q◦n(x)− c(x)) > 0 then the integer n
is in a congruence class `+ r N for some positive integer r . In fact, r is the least
period of c0 = c(λ) under the action of q .

Proof of Theorem 4. We may assume without loss of generality that c is not in a
ramified cycle of f . By Theorem 1, there are at most finitely many λ such that
(x−λ) divides gcd( f ◦m(x)−c(x), g◦n(x)−c(x)) for some m and n. Let S be the
set of all such λ. By Lemma 16, there is an Mλ such that vλ(q◦n(x)−c(x))≤ Mλ,q

for all n, since c is not a compositional power of f . Then, if

h(x)=
∏
λ∈S

(x − λ)Mλ,

we see that
gcd( f ◦m(x)− c(x), g◦n(x)− c(x)) | h(x),

for all m and n, as desired. �

5. Further directions

Many of these techniques may work more generally. We close with several questions.
Silverman [2004a] showed that the characteristic p function field analog of the

theorem of Bugeaud, Corvaja, and Zannier theorem is not true; in particular, one can
find multiplicatively independent polynomials a, b ∈ Fq [x] (where Fq is as usual the
finite field with q elements) and an ε > 0 such that deg(gcd(an

− 1, bn
− 1)) > εn

for infinitely many n. Similarly, we suspect that one can find compositionally
independent polynomials f, g ∈ Fq [x], an ε > 0, and a c(x) ∈ Fq [x] that is not a
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compositional power of f or g such that deg(gcd( f ◦n(x)−c(x),g◦n(x)−c(x)))>εn
for infinitely many n. On the other hand, one might ask the following question in
characteristic p. See also [Ghioca et al. 2017a, Corollary 17] for an answer to a
slightly different question.

Question 17. Let F = Fq [T ] be the polynomial ring in one variable over the
finite field with q elements. Let f and g be two compositionally independent
nonisotrivial polynomials in F[x], and let c ∈ F[x]. Is it true that there are
at most finitely many λ ∈ F such that there is an n for which (x − λ) divides
gcd( f ◦n(x)− c(x), g◦n(x)− c(x))? Given an ε > 0 and assuming that c(x) is not
in a ramified cycle of f and g, is it even true that

deg(gcd( f ◦n(x)− c(x), g◦n(x)− c(x))) < εn

for all but finitely many n?

We might also ask for characteristic 0 results in more general settings.

Question 18. Let φ1, φ2 : P
1
C
→ P1

C
be two nonconstant, compositionally indepen-

dent morphisms. Let c : P1
C
→ P1

C
be any morphism. It is true that there must be at

most finitely many λ ∈ C such that φ◦n1 (λ)= φ
◦n
2 (λ)= c(λ)?

We should note that the counterexamples to the dynamical Manin–Mumford
conjecture given in [Ghioca et al. 2011] do not yield counterexamples here in an
obvious way, since the Lattés maps given there commute with each other and hence
they are not compositionally independent.

For more general varieties, we ask the following.

Question 19. Let V be a variety defined over C and let φ1, φ2 : V → V be two
dominant compositionally independent morphisms. Let c : V→ V be any morphism.
Is it true that the set of λ∈V (C) such that φ◦n1 (λ)=φ

◦n
2 (λ)=c(λ)must be contained

in a proper Zariski closed subset of V ?

In the case where V is projective and some iterates of φ1 and φ2 extend to
maps on projective space of degree greater than one (the case where φ1 and φ2 are
“polarizable” in the language of Zhang [2006]), it may be possible, using higher
dimensional results such as those of [Yuan 2008; Gubler 2008; Yuan and Zhang
2017], to show that hφ1 = hφ2 whenever the λ such that φn

1 (λ)= φ
n
2 (λ)= c(λ) are

Zariski dense. On the other hand, that may not imply a compositional dependence
between φ1 and φ2. One natural place to look for counterexamples might be abelian
varieties with quaternion endomorphism rings.

Finally, it is natural to ask for a result along the lines of [Bugeaud et al. 2003]
where one considers iterates of integers under polynomial maps rather than sim-
ply powers of integers. More precisely, one might hope that for a, b ∈ Z, two
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polynomials f, g ∈ Z[x] of degree d > 1, and an ε > 0, the inequality

gcd( f ◦n(a), g◦n(b)) < εdn

should hold for all but at most finitely many n, given reasonable conditions on f , g, a,
and b. Huang [2017] has shown that such an inequality must indeed hold for all suffi-
ciently large n whenever the sequence ( f ◦n(a), g◦n(b))n is Zariski dense in A2 if one
assumes Vojta’s conjecture for heights with respect to canonical divisors on surfaces
(see [Vojta 1987, Conjecture 3.4.3]). The proof uses an idea of Silverman [2005],
which relates the original results of [Bugeaud et al. 2003] to Vojta’s conjecture.
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The role of defect and splitting
in finite generation of extensions of

associated graded rings along a valuation
Steven Dale Cutkosky

Suppose that R is a 2-dimensional excellent local domain with quotient field K ,
K ∗ is a finite separable extension of K and S is a 2-dimensional local domain
with quotient field K ∗ such that S dominates R. Suppose that ν∗ is a valuation of
K ∗ such that ν∗ dominates S. Let ν be the restriction of ν∗ to K . The associated
graded ring grν(R) was introduced by Bernard Teissier. It plays an important
role in local uniformization. We show that the extension (K , ν)→ (K ∗, ν∗) of
valued fields is without defect if and only if there exist regular local rings R1 and
S1 such that R1 is a local ring of a blowup of R, S1 is a local ring of a blowup of
S, ν∗ dominates S1, S1 dominates R1 and the associated graded ring grν∗(S1) is a
finitely generated grν(R1)-algebra.

We also investigate the role of splitting of the valuation ν in K ∗ in finite
generation of the extensions of associated graded rings along the valuation. We
say that ν does not split in S if ν∗ is the unique extension of ν to K ∗ which
dominates S. We show that if R and S are regular local rings, ν∗ has rational rank 1
and is not discrete and grν∗(S) is a finitely generated grν(R)-algebra, then S is a
localization of the integral closure of R in K ∗, the extension (K , ν)→ (K ∗, ν∗)
is without defect and ν does not split in S. We give examples showing that such
a strong statement is not true when ν does not satisfy these assumptions. As a
consequence, we deduce that if ν has rational rank 1 and is not discrete and if
R→ R′ is a nontrivial sequence of quadratic transforms along ν, then grν(R

′) is
not a finitely generated grν(R)-algebra.

Suppose that K is a field. Associated to a valuation ν of K is a value group
8ν and a valuation ring Vν with maximal ideal mν . Let R be a local domain with
quotient field K . We say that ν dominates R if R⊂ Vν and mν∩R=mR , where mR

is the maximal ideal of R. We have an associated semigroup SR(ν)={ν( f ) | f ∈ R},

This research was partially supported by the National Science Foundation. We thank Bernard Teissier
for discussions on the topics of this paper .
MSC2010: primary 14B05; secondary 11S15, 13B10, 14E22.
Keywords: valuation, local uniformization.
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as well as the associated graded ring along the valuation

grν(R)=
⊕
γ∈8ν

Pγ (R)/P+γ (R)=
⊕

γ∈SR(ν)

Pγ (R)/P+γ (R), (1)

which is defined in [Teissier 2003]. Here

Pγ (R)= { f ∈ R | ν( f )≥ γ } and P+γ (R)= { f ∈ R | ν( f ) > γ }.

This ring plays an important role in local uniformization of singularities [Teissier
2003; 2014]. The ring grν(R) is a domain, but it is often not Noetherian, even when
R is.

Suppose that K → K ∗ is a finite extension of fields and ν∗ is a valuation which
is an extension of ν to K ∗. We have the classical indices

e(ν∗/ν)= [8ν∗ :8ν] and f (ν∗/ν)= [Vν∗/mν∗ : Vν/mν]

as well as the defect δ(ν∗/ν) of the extension. Ramification of valuations and
the defect are discussed in [Zariski and Samuel 1960, Chapter VI; Endler 1972;
Kuhlmann 2000; 2010]; a survey is given in [Cutkosky and Piltant 2004, Section 7.1].
By Ostrowski’s lemma, if ν∗ is the unique extension of ν to K ∗, we have that

[K ∗ : K ] = e(ν∗/ν) f (ν∗/ν)pδ(ν
∗/ν), (2)

where p is the characteristic of the residue field Vν/mν . From this formula, the
defect can be computed using Galois theory in an arbitrary finite extension. If
Vν/mν has characteristic 0, then δ(ν∗/ν)= 0 and pδ(ν

∗/ν)
= 1, so there is no defect.

Further, if 8ν = Z and K ∗ is separable over K then there is no defect.
If K is an algebraic function field over a field k, then an algebraic local ring R of

K is a local domain which is essentially of finite type over k and has K as its field
of fractions. In [Cutkosky 1999], it is shown that if K → K ∗ is a finite extension
of algebraic function fields over a field k of characteristic 0, ν∗ is a valuation of
K ∗ (which is trivial on k) with restriction ν to K and if R→ S is an inclusion of
algebraic regular local rings of K and K ∗ such that ν∗ dominates S and S dominates
R, then there exists a commutative diagram

R1 // S1

R

OO

// S

OO

(3)

where the vertical arrows are products of blowups of nonsingular subschemes along
the valuation ν∗ (monoidal transforms) and R1→ S1 is dominated by ν∗ and is a
monomial mapping; that is, there exist regular parameters x1, . . . , xn in R1, regular
parameters y1, . . . , yn in S1, units δi ∈ S1, and a matrix A= (ai j ) of natural numbers
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with Det(A) 6= 0 such that

xi = δi

n∏
j=1

yai j
j for 1≤ i ≤ n. (4)

In [Cutkosky and Piltant 2004], it is shown that this theorem is true, giving a mono-
mial form of the mapping (4) after appropriate blowing up (3) along the valuation,
if K → K ∗ is a separable extension of two dimension algebraic function fields over
an algebraically closed field, which has no defect. This result is generalized to the
situation of this paper, namely when R is a 2-dimensional excellent local ring, in
[Cutkosky 2016b]. However, it may be that such monomial forms do not exist, even
after blowing up, if the extension has defect, as is shown by examples in [Cutkosky
2015].

In the case when k has characteristic 0 and for separable defectless extensions of
2-dimensional algebraic function fields in positive characteristic, it is further shown
in [Cutkosky and Piltant 2004] that the expressions (3) and (4) are stable under
further simple sequences of blowups along ν∗ and the form of the matrix A stably
reflects invariants of the valuation.

We always have an inclusion of graded domains grν(R)→ grν∗(S) and the index
of their quotient fields is

[QF(grν∗(S)) : QF(grν(R))] = e(ν∗/ν) f (ν∗/ν), (5)

as shown in [Cutkosky 2016a, Proposition 3.3]. Comparing with Ostrowski’s
lemma (2), we see that the defect has disappeared in (5).

Even though QF(grν∗(S)) is finite over QF(grν(R)), it is possible for grν∗(S) to
not be a finitely generated grν(R)-algebra. Examples showing this for extensions
R→ S of 2-dimensional algebraic local rings over arbitrary algebraically closed
fields are given in Example 9.4 of [Cutkosky and Vinh 2014].

It was shown by Ghezzi, Hà and Kashcheyeva [Ghezzi et al. 2006] for extensions
of 2-dimensional algebraic function fields over an algebraically closed field k of
characteristic 0, and later by Ghezzi and Kashcheyeva [2007] for defectless separable
extensions of 2-dimensional algebraic functions fields over an algebraically closed
field k of positive characteristic, that there exists a commutative diagram (3) such
that grν∗(S1) is a finitely generated grν(R1)-algebra. Further, this property is stable
under further suitable sequences of blowups.

In [Cutkosky 2016a, Theorem 1.6], it is shown that for algebraic regular local
rings of arbitrary dimension, if the ground field k is algebraically closed of character-
istic 0 and the valuation has rank 1 and is 0-dimensional (Vν/mν = k), then we can
also construct a commutative diagram (3) such that grν∗(S1) is a finitely generated
grν(R1)-algebra, and this property is stable under further suitable sequences of
blowups.
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An example is given in [Cutkosky and Piltant 2004] of an inclusion R→ S in
a separable defect extension of 2-dimensional algebraic function fields such that
grν∗(S1) is stably not a finitely generated grν(R1)-algebra in diagram (3) under
sequences of blowups. This raises the question of whether the existence of a finitely
generated extension of associated graded rings along the valuation implies that K ∗

is a defectless extension of K .
We find that we must impose the condition that K ∗ is a separable extension

of K to obtain a positive answer to this question, as there are simple examples
of inseparable defect extensions such that grν∗(S) is a finitely generated grν(R)-
algebra, such as in the following example, which is Example 8.6 of [Kuhlmann
2000]. Let k be a field of characteristic p > 0 and k((x)) the field of formal power
series over k with the x-adic valuation νx . Let y ∈ k((x)) be transcendental over k(x)
with νx(y) > 0. Let ỹ = y p, and K = k(x, ỹ)⊂ K ∗ = k(x, y). Let ν∗ = νx |K ∗ and
ν = νx |K . Then we have equality of value groups 8ν =8ν∗ = ν(x)Z and equality
of residue fields of valuation rings Vν/mν = Vν∗/mν∗ = k, so e(ν∗/ν) = 1 and
f (ν∗/ν)= 1. We have that ν∗ is the unique extension of ν to K ∗ since K ∗ is purely
inseparable over K . By Ostrowski’s lemma (2), the extension (K , ν)→ (K ∗, ν∗) is
a defect extension with defect δ(ν∗/ν)= 1. Let R= k[x, ỹ](x,ỹ)→ S= k[x, y](x,y).
Then we have equality

grν(R)= k[t] = grν∗(S),

where t is the class of x .
In this paper we show that the question does have a positive answer for separable

extensions in the following theorem.

Theorem 0.1. Suppose that R is a 2-dimensional excellent local domain with
quotient field K . Further suppose that K ∗ is a finite separable extension of K and
S is a 2-dimensional local domain with quotient field K ∗ such that S dominates R.
Suppose that ν∗ is a valuation of K ∗ such that ν∗ dominates S. Let ν be the
restriction of ν∗ to K . Then the extension (K , ν)→ (K ∗, ν∗) is without defect if
and only if there exist regular local rings R1 and S1 such that R1 is a local ring of a
blowup of R, S1 is a local ring of a blowup of S, ν∗ dominates S1, S1 dominates R1

and grν∗(S1) is a finitely generated grν(R1)-algebra.

We immediately obtain the following corollary for 2-dimensional algebraic
function fields.

Corollary 0.2. Suppose K → K ∗ is a finite separable extension of 2-dimensional
algebraic function fields over a field k and ν∗ is a valuation of K ∗ with restriction ν
to K . Then the extension (K , ν)→ (K ∗, ν∗) is without defect if and only if there
exist algebraic regular local rings R of K and S of K ∗ such that ν∗ dominates S, S
dominates R and grν∗(S) is a finitely generated grν(R)-algebra.
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We see from Theorem 0.1 that the defect, which is completely lost in the extension
of quotient fields of the associated graded rings along the valuation (5), can be
recovered from knowledge of all extensions of associated graded rings along the
valuation of regular local rings R1→ S1 within the field extensions which dominate
R→ S and are dominated by the valuation.

The fact that there exists R1→ S1 as in the conclusions of the theorem if the
assumptions of the theorem hold and the extension is without defect is proven
within 2-dimensional algebraic function fields over an algebraically closed field
in [Ghezzi et al. 2006; Ghezzi and Kashcheyeva 2007], and in the generality of
the assumptions of Theorem 0.1 in Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 of [Cutkosky 2016b].
Further, if the assumptions of the theorem hold and δ(ν∗/ν) 6= 0, then the value
group 8ν∗ is not finitely generated by [Cutkosky and Piltant 2004, Theorem 7.3] in
the case of algebraic function fields over an algebraically closed field. With the full
generality of the hypothesis of Theorem 0.1, the defect is zero by [Endler 1972,
Corollary 18.7] in the case of discrete rank 1 valuations and the defect is zero by
[Cutkosky 2016b, Theorem 3.7] in the case of rational rank 2 valuations, so by
Abhyankar’s inequality [Abhyankar 1956, Proposition 2] or [Zariski and Samuel
1960, Appendix 2], if δ(ν∗/ν) 6= 0, then the value group 8ν∗ has rational rank 1 and
is not discrete and Vν∗/mν∗ is algebraic over S/mS . Thus, to prove Theorem 0.1,
we have reduced to the following proposition, which we establish in this paper.

Proposition 0.3. Suppose that R is a 2-dimensional excellent local domain with
quotient field K . Further suppose that K ∗ is a finite separable extension of K and
S is a 2-dimensional local domain with quotient field K ∗ such that S dominates R.
Suppose that ν∗ is a valuation of K ∗ such that ν∗ dominates S. Let ν be the
restriction of ν∗ to K .

Suppose that ν∗ has rational rank 1 and ν∗ is not discrete. Further suppose that
there exist regular local rings R1 and S1 such that R1 is a local ring of a blowup
of R, S1 is a local ring of a blowup of S, ν∗ dominates S1, S1 dominates R1 and
grν∗(S1) is a finitely generated grν(R1)-algebra. Then δ(ν∗/ν)= 0.

Another factor in the question of finite generation of extensions of associated
graded rings along a valuation is the splitting of ν in K ∗. We say that ν does not
split in S if ν∗ is the unique extension of ν to K ∗ such that ν∗ dominates S. After a
little blowing up, we can always obtain nonsplitting, as the following lemma shows.

Lemma 0.4. Given an extension R→ S as in the hypotheses of Theorem 0.1, there
exists a normal local ring R′ which is a local ring of a blowup of R such that ν
dominates R′, and if

R1 // S1

R

OO

// S

OO
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is a commutative diagram of normal local rings, where R1 is a local ring of a
blowup of R and S1 is a local ring of a blowup of S, ν∗ dominates S1 and R1

dominates R′, then ν does not split in S1.

Lemma 0.4 will be proven in Section 1. We have the following theorem.

Theorem 0.5. Suppose that R is a 2-dimensional excellent regular local ring with
quotient field K . Further suppose that K ∗ is a finite separable extension of K
and S is a 2-dimensional regular local ring with quotient field K ∗ such that S
dominates R. Suppose that ν∗ is a valuation of K ∗ such that ν∗ dominates S. Let ν
be the restriction of ν∗ to K . Further suppose that ν∗ has rational rank 1 and ν∗ is
not discrete. Suppose that grν∗(S) is a finitely generated grν(R)-algebra. Then S is
a localization of the integral closure of R in K ∗, δ(ν∗/ν)= 0 and ν∗ does not split
in S.

We give examples showing that the condition that ν∗ has rational rank 1 and
is not discrete in Theorem 0.5 are necessary. As an immediate consequence of
Theorem 0.5, we obtain the following corollary.

Corollary 0.6. Suppose that R is a 2-dimensional excellent regular local ring with
quotient field K . Suppose that ν is a valuation of K such that ν dominates R.
Further suppose that ν has rational rank 1 and ν is not discrete. Suppose that
R→ R′ is a nontrivial sequence of quadratic transforms along ν. Then grν(R

′) is
not a finitely generated grν(R)-algebra.

Michel Vaquié [2007] extended Mac Lane’s theory of key polynomials [Mac Lane
1936] to show that if (K , ν)→ (K ∗, ν∗) is a finite extension of valued fields with
δ(ν∗/ν)= 0 and ν∗ is the unique extension of ν to K ∗, then ν∗ can be constructed
from ν by a finite sequence of augmented valuations. This suggests that a converse
of Theorem 0.5 may be true.

1. Local degree and defect

We will use the following criterion to measure defect. This result is implicit in
[Cutkosky and Piltant 2004] with the assumptions of Proposition 0.3.

Proposition 1.1 [Cutkosky 2016b, Proposition 3.4]. Suppose R is a 2-dimensional
excellent local domain with quotient field K . Further suppose that K ∗ is a finite
separable extension of K and S is a 2-dimensional local domain with quotient field
K ∗ such that S dominates R. Suppose that ν∗ is a valuation of K ∗ such that ν∗

dominates S, the residue field Vν∗/mν∗ of Vν∗ is algebraic over S/mS and the value
group8ν∗ of ν∗ has rational rank 1. Let ν be the restriction of ν∗ to K . There exists
a local ring R′ of K which is essentially of finite type over R, is dominated by ν and
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dominates R such that if we have a commutative diagram

Vν // Vν∗

R1 //

OO

S1

OO

R′

OO

R

OO

// S

OO

(6)

where

• R1 is a regular local ring of K which is essentially of finite type over R and
dominates R,

• S1 is a regular local ring of K ∗ which is essentially of finite type over S and
dominates S, and

• R1 has a regular system of parameters u, v and S1 has a regular system of
parameters x, y such that there is an expression

u = γ xa, v = xb f,

where a > 0, b ≥ 0, γ is a unit in S, x - f in S1 and f is not a unit in S1,

then
ad[S1/mS1 : R1/m R1] = e(ν∗/ν) f (ν∗/ν)pδ(ν

∗/ν), (7)

where d = ν̄( f mod x) with ν̄ being the natural valuation of the DVR S/x S.

Proof of Lemma 0.4. Let ν1 = ν
∗, ν2, . . . , νr be the extensions of ν to K ∗. Let T

be the integral closure of Vν in K ∗. Then T = Vν1 ∩ · · ·∩Vνr is the integral closure
of Vν∗ in K ∗ by [Abhyankar 1959, Propositions 2.36 and 2.38]. Let mi = mνi ∩ T
be the maximal ideals of T . By the Chinese remainder theorem, there exists u ∈ T
such that u ∈ m1 and u 6∈ mi for 2≤ i ≤ r . Let

un
+ a1un−1

+ · · ·+ an = 0

be an equation of integral dependence of u over Vν . Let A be the integral closure of
R[a1, . . . , an] in K and let R′ = AA∩mν

. Let T ′ be the integral closure of R′ in K ∗.
We have that u ∈ T ′ ∩mi if and only if i = 1. Let S′ = T ′T ′∩m1

. Then ν does not
split in S′ and R′ has the property of the conclusions of the lemma. �

2. Generating sequences

Given an additive group G with λ0, . . . , λr ∈G, let G(λ0, . . . , λr ) and S(λ0, . . . , λr )

denote the subgroup and the semigroup, respectively, generated by λ0, . . . , λr .
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In this section, we suppose that R is a regular local ring of dimension 2, with
maximal ideal mR and residue field R/mR . For f ∈ R, let f̄ or [ f ] denote the
residue of f in R/mR .

The following theorem is Theorem 4.2 of [Cutkosky and Vinh 2014], as inter-
preted by [Cutkosky and Vinh 2014, Remark 4.3].

Theorem 2.1. Suppose that ν is a valuation of the quotient field of R dominating R.
Let L = Vν/mν be the residue field of the valuation ring Vν of ν. For f ∈ Vν , let
[ f ] denote the class of f in L. Suppose that x, y are regular parameters in R. Then
there exist � ∈ Z+ ∪ {∞} and Pi (ν, R) ∈ mR for i ∈ Z+ with i < min{�+ 1,∞}
such that P0(ν, R)= x , P1(ν, R)= y and for 1≤ i <�, there is an expression

Pi+1(ν, R)= Pi (ν, R)ni (ν,R)

+

λi∑
k=1

ck P0(ν, R)σi,0(k)P1(ν, R)σi,1(k) · · · Pi (ν, R)σi,i (k), (8)

where ni (ν, R)≥ 1, λi ≥ 1, the ck are nonzero units in R for 1≤ k ≤ λi , σi,s(k) ∈N

for all s, k, and 0≤ σi,s(k) < ns(ν, R) for s ≥ 1. Further,

ni (ν, R)ν(Pi (ν, R))= ν
(
P0(ν, R)σi,0(k)P1(ν, R)σi,1(k) · · · Pi (ν, R)σi,i (k)

)
(9)

for all k.
For all i ∈ Z+ with i <�, the following are true:

(1) ν(Pi+1(ν, R)) > ni (ν, R)ν(Pi (ν, R)).

(2) Suppose that r ∈N, m ∈ Z+, jk(l) ∈N for 1≤ l ≤m and 0≤ jk(l) < nk(ν, R)
for 1≤ k ≤ r are such that ( j0(l), j1(l), . . . , jr (l)) are distinct for 1≤ l ≤ m,
and

ν
(
P0(ν, R) j0(l)P1(ν, R) j1(l) · · · Pr (ν, R) jr (l)

)
= ν

(
P0(ν, R) j0(1) · · · Pr (ν, R) jr (1)

)
for 1≤ l ≤ m. Then

1,
[

P0(ν, R) j0(2)P1(ν, R) j1(2) · · · Pr (ν, R) jr (2)

P0(ν, R) j0(1)P1(ν, R) j1(1) · · · Pr (ν, R) jr (1)

]
,

. . . ,

[
P0(ν, R) j0(m)P1(ν, R) j1(m) · · · Pr (ν, R) jr (m)

P0(ν, R) j0(1)P1(ν, R) j1(1) · · · Pr (ν, R) jr (1)

]
are linearly independent over R/mR .

(3) Let

n̄i (ν, R)
=
[
G
(
ν(P0(ν, R)), . . . , ν(Pi (ν, R))

)
: G
(
ν(P0(ν, R)), . . . , ν(Pi−1(ν, R))

)]
.

Then n̄i (ν, R) |σi,i (k) for all k in (8). In particular, ni (ν, R)= n̄i (ν, R)di (ν, R)
with di (ν, R) ∈ Z+.
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(4) There exists Ui (ν,R)= P0(ν,R)w0(i)P1(ν,R)w1(i) · · · Pi−1(ν,R)wi−1(i) for i ≥ 1
with w0(i), . . . , wi−1(i) ∈N and 0≤w j (i) < n j (ν,R) for 1≤ j ≤ i − 1 such
that ν(Pi (ν,R)n̄i )= ν(Ui (ν,R)). Setting

αi (ν, R)=
[

Pi (ν, R)n̄i (ν,R)

Ui (ν, R)

]
,

we have

bi,t =

[ ∑
σi,i (k)=t n̄i (ν,R)

ck
P0(ν, R)σi,0(k)P1(ν, R)σi,1(k) · · · Pi−1(ν, R)σi,i−1(k)

Ui (ν, R)(di (ν,R)−t)

]
∈ R/mR(α1(ν, R), . . . , αi−1(ν, R))

for 0≤ t ≤ di (ν, R)− 1, and

fi (u)= udi (ν,R)+ bi,di (ν,R)−1udi (ν,R)−1
+ · · ·+ bi,0

is the minimal polynomial of αi (ν, R) over R/mR(α1(ν, R), . . . , αi−1(ν, R)).

The algorithm terminates with �<∞ if and only if either

n̄�(ν,R)=
[
G
(
ν(P0(ν,R)), . . . ,ν(P�(ν,R))

)
:G
(
ν(P0(ν,R)), . . . ,ν(P�−1(ν,R))

)]
=∞ (10)

or
n̄�(ν, R) <∞ (so that α�(ν, R) is defined as in (4)) and

d�(ν, R)=
[
R/mR(α1(ν, R), . . . , α�(ν, R)) : R/mR(α1(ν, R), . . . , α�−1(ν, R))

]
=∞. (11)

If n̄�(ν, R)=∞, set α�(ν, R)= 1.

Let notation be as in Theorem 2.1. The following formula is statement B(i) on
page 360 of [Cutkosky and Vinh 2014].

Suppose M is a Laurent monomial in P0(ν, R), P1(ν, R), . . . , Pi (ν, R)
and ν(M)= 0. Then there exist si ∈ Z such that

M =
i∏

j=1

[
Pj (ν, R)n̄ j

U j (ν, R)

]s j

,

so that
[M] ∈ R/mR[α1(ν, R), . . . , αi (ν, R)].

(12)

Define βi (ν, R)= ν(Pi (ν, R)) for 0≤ i .
Since ν is a valuation of the quotient field of R, we have that

8ν =

∞⋃
i=1

G(β0(ν, R), β1(ν, R), . . . , βi (ν, R)) (13)
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and

Vν/mν =

∞⋃
i=1

R/mR[α1(ν, R), . . . , αi (ν, R)]. (14)

The following is [Cutkosky and Vinh 2014, Theorem 4.10].

Theorem 2.2. Suppose that ν is a valuation dominating R. Let

P0(ν, R)= x, P1(ν, R)= y, P2(ν, R), . . .

be the sequence of elements of R constructed by Theorem 2.1. Suppose that f ∈ R
and there exists n ∈ Z+ such that ν( f ) < nν(mR). Then there exists an expansion

f =
∑

I

aI P0(ν, R)i0 P1(ν, R)i1 · · · Pr (ν, R)ir+

∑
J

ϕJ P0(ν, R) j0 · · · Pr (ν, R) jr+h,

where r ∈ N and

• I = (i0, . . . , ir )∈Nr+1 with 0≤ ik < nk(ν, R) for 1≤ k≤ r , the aI are units in
R and ν(P0(ν, R)i0 P1(ν, R)i1 · · · Pr (ν, R)ir )= ν( f ) for all I in the first sum;

• J = ( j0, . . . , jr ) ∈Nr+1, ϕJ ∈ R and ν(P0(ν, R) j0 · · · Pr (ν, R) jr ) > ν( f ) for
all J in the second sum; and

• h ∈ mn
R .

The terms in the first sum are uniquely determined, up to the choice of units aI ,
whose residues in R/mR are uniquely determined.

Let σ0(ν, R)= 0 and inductively define

σi+1(ν, R)=min{ j > σi (ν, R) | n j (ν, R) > 1}. (15)

In Theorem 2.2, we see that all of the monomials in the expansion of f are in terms
of the Pσi .

We have that

S(β0(ν, R), β1(ν, R), . . . , βσ j (ν,R)(ν, R))

= S(βσ0(ν, R), βσ1(ν,R)(ν, R), . . . , βσ j (ν,R)(ν, R))

for all j ≥ 0 and

R/mR[α1(ν, R), α2(ν, R), . . . , ασ j (ν,R)(ν, R)]

= R/mR[ασ1(ν,R)(ν, R), ασ2(ν,R)(ν, R), . . . , ασ j (ν,R)(ν, R)]

for all j ≥ 1.
Suppose that R is a regular local ring of dimension 2 which is dominated by a

valuation ν. The quadratic transform T1 of R along ν is defined as follows. Let
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u, v be a system of regular parameters in R. Then R[v/u] ⊂ Vν if ν(u)≤ ν(v) and
R[u/v] ⊂ Vν if ν(u)≥ ν(v). Let

T1 = R
[
v

u

]
R[v/u]∩mν

or T1 = R
[u
v

]
R[u/v]∩mν

,

depending on whether ν(u)≤ ν(v) or ν(u) > ν(v). T1 is a 2-dimensional regular
local ring which is dominated by ν. Let

R→ T1→ T2→ · · · (16)

be the infinite sequence of quadratic transforms along ν, so that Vν =
⋃

i≥1 Ti

[Abhyankar 1959, Lemma 4.5] and L = Vν/mν =
⋃

i≥1 Ti/mTi .
For f ∈ R and R→ R∗ a sequence of quadratic transforms along ν, we define

a strict transform of f in R∗ to be f1 if f1 ∈ R∗ is a local equation of the strict
transform in R∗ of the subscheme f = 0 of R. In this way, a strict transform is only
defined up to multiplication by a unit in R∗. This ambiguity will not be a difficulty
in our proof. We will denote a strict transform of f in R∗ by stR∗( f ).

We use the notation of Theorem 2.1 and its proof for R and the Pi (ν, R). Recall
that U1 =Uw0(1). Let w =w0(1). Since n̄1(ν, R) and w are relatively prime, there
exist a, b ∈ N such that

ε := n̄1(ν, R)b−wa =±1.

Define elements of the quotient field of R by

x1 = (xb y−a)ε, y1 = (x−wyn̄1(ν,R))ε. (17)
We have that

x = x n̄1(ν,R)
1 ya

1 , y = xw1 yb
1 . (18)

Since n̄1(ν, R)ν(y)= wν(x), it follows that

n̄1(ν, R)ν(x1)= ν(x) > 0 and ν(y1)= 0.

We further have that
α1(ν, R)= [y1]

ε
∈ Vν/mν . (19)

Let A = R[x1, y1] ⊂ Vν and m A = mν ∩ A.
Let R1= Am A . We have that R1 is a regular local ring and the divisor of xy in R1

has only one component (x1 = 0). In particular, R→ R1 is “free” [Cutkosky and
Piltant 2004, Definition 7.5]. R→ R1 factors (uniquely) as a product of quadratic
transforms and the divisor of xy in R1 has two distinct irreducible factors in all
intermediate rings.

Theorem 2.3 [Cutkosky and Vinh 2014, Theorem 7.1]. Let R be a 2-dimensional
regular local ring with regular parameters x, y. Suppose that R is dominated by
a valuation ν. Let P0(ν, R) = x , P1(ν, R) = y and {Pi (ν, R)} be the sequence
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of elements of R constructed in Theorem 2.1. Suppose that � ≥ 2. Then there
exists some smallest value i in the sequence (16) such that the divisor of xy in
Spec(Ti ) has only one component. Let R1 = Ti . Then R1/m R1

∼= R/mR(α1(ν, R)),
and there exists x1 ∈ R1 and w ∈ Z+ such that x1 = 0 is a local equation of the
exceptional divisor of Spec(R1)→ Spec(R), and Q0 = x1, Q1 = P2/xwn1

1 are
regular parameters in R1. We have that

Pi (ν, R1)=
Pi+1(ν, R)

P0(ν, R1)wn1(ν,R)···ni (ν,R)

for 1≤ i <max{�,∞} satisfy the conclusions of Theorem 2.1 for the ring R1.

We have that

G(β0(ν, R1), . . . , βi (ν, R1))= G(β0(ν, R), . . . , βi+1(ν, R))

for i ≥ 1, so that
n̄i (ν, R1)= n̄i+1(ν, R) for i ≥ 1

and

R1/m R1[α1(ν, R1), . . . , αi (ν, R1)]= R/mR[α1(ν, R), . . . , αi+1(ν, R)] for i≥1,

giving

di (ν, R1)= di+1(ν, R) and ni (ν, R1)= ni+1(ν, R) for i ≥ 1.

Let σ0(ν, R1)= 0 and inductively define

σi+1(ν, R1)=min{ j > σi (1) | n j (ν, R1) > 1}.

We then have that σ0(ν, R1) = 0 and for i ≥ 1, σi (ν, R1) = σi+1(ν, R) − 1 if
n1(ν, R) > 1, and σi (ν, R1)= σi (ν, R)− 1 if n1(ν, R)= 1. For all j ≥ 0,

S(β0(ν, R1), β1(ν, R1), . . . , βσ j+1(ν,R1)(ν, R1))

= S(βσ0(1)(ν, R1), βσ1(ν,R1), . . . , βσ j (ν,R1)(ν, R1)).

Iterating this construction, we produce a sequence of sequences of quadratic
transforms along ν,

R→ R1→ · · · → Rσ1(ν,R).

Now x, ȳ = Pσ1(ν,R) are regular parameters in R. By (17) (with y replaced
with ȳ) we have that Rσ1(ν,R) has regular parameters

x1 = (xb ȳ−a)ε, y1 = (x−ω ȳn̄σ1(ν,R)(ν,R))ε, (20)

where ω, a, b ∈ N satisfy ε = n̄σ1(ν,R)(ν, R)b−ωa =±1. Furthermore, Rσ1(ν,R1)
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has regular parameters xσ1(ν,R), yσ1(ν,R), where

x = δx
n̄σ1(ν,R)(ν,R1)

σ1(ν,R1)
and yσ1(ν,R1) = stRσ1 (ν,R1)Pσ1(ν,R)(ν, R)

with δ ∈ Rσ1(ν,R) a unit.
For the remainder of this section, we suppose that R is a 2-dimensional regular

local ring and ν is a nondiscrete rational rank 1 valuation of the quotient field of R
with valuation ring Vν , so that Vν/mν is algebraic over R/mR . Suppose that f ∈ R
and ν( f )= γ . We denote the class of f in Pγ (R)/P+γ (R)⊂ grν(R) by inν( f ). By
Theorem 2.2, we have that grν(R) is generated by the initial forms of the Pi (ν, R)
as an R/mR-algebra. That is,

grν(R)= R/mR
[
inν(P0(ν, R)), inν(P1(ν, R)), . . .

]
= R/mR

[
inν(Pσ0(ν,R)(ν, R)), inν(Pσ1(ν,R)(ν, R)), . . .

]
.

Thus the semigroup SR(ν)= {ν( f ) | f ∈ R} is equal to

SR(ν)= S(β0(ν, R), β1(ν, R), . . .)= S(βσ0(ν,R)(ν, R), βσ1(ν,R)(ν, R), . . .),

the value group 8ν is equal to

G(β0(ν, R), β1(ν, R), . . .)

and the residue field of the valuation ring Vν/mν is

R/mR[α1(ν, R), α2(ν, R), . . .] = R/mR[ασ1(ν, R), ασ2(ν, R), . . .].

By (1) of Theorem 2.1, every element β ∈ SR(ν) has a unique expression

β =

r∑
i=0

aiβi (ν, R)

for some r with ai ∈ N for all i and 0 ≤ ai < ni (ν, R) for 1 ≤ i . In particular, if
ai 6= 0 in the expansion then βi (ν, R)= βσ j (ν,R)(ν, R) for some j .

Lemma 2.4. Let
σi = σi (ν, R), σi (1)= σi (ν, Rσ1),

βi = βi (ν, R), βi (1)= βi (ν, Rσ1),

Pi = Pi (ν, R), Pi (1)= Pi (ν, Rσ1),

ni = ni (ν, R), ni (1)= ni (ν, Rσ1),

n̄i = n̄i (ν, R), n̄i (1)= n̄i (ν, Rσ1).

Suppose that i ∈N, r ∈N and a j ∈N for j = 0, . . . , r , with 0≤ a j < nσ j for j ≥ 1,
are such that

ν(Pa0
σ0
· · · Par

σr
) > ν(Pσi )
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or r < i and
ν(Pa0

σ0
· · · Par

σr
)= ν(Pσi ).

By (18) and Theorem 2.3, we have expressions in

Rσ1 = R[x1, y1]mν∩R[x1,y1]

where x1, y1 are defined by (20),

Pa0
σ0
· · · Par

σr
= yaa0+ba1

1 Pσ1(1)(1)
a2 · · · Pσr−1(1)(1)

ar Pσ0(1)(1)
t

where t = n̄σ1a0+ωa1+ωnσ1a2+ · · ·+ωnσ1 · · · nσr−1ar and

Pσi =


ya

1 Pσ0(1)(1)
n̄σ1 if i = 0,

yb
1 Pσ0(1)(1)

ω if i = 1,
Pσi−1(1)(1)Pσ0(1)(1)

ωnσ1···nσi−1 if i ≥ 2.
Let

λ=


n̄σ1 if i = 0,
ω if i = 1,
ωnσ1 · · · nσi−1 if i ≥ 2.

Then t > λ, except in the case where i = 1, Pa0
σ0
· · · Par

σr
= Pσ0 and n̄σ1 = ω = 1. In

this case we have λ= t .

Proof. First suppose that i ≥ 2 and r ≥ i . Then

t − λ= (n̄σ1a0+ωa1+ωnσ1a2+ · · ·+ωnσ1 · · · nσr−1ar )−ωnσ1 · · · nσi−1 > 0.

Now suppose that i ≥ 2 and r < i . We have that

(n̄σ1a0+ωa1+· · ·+ωnσ1 · · · nσr−1ar −ωnσ1 · · · nσi−1)βσ0(1)(1)

≥ βσi−1(1)(1)− a2βσ1(1)(1)− · · ·− arβσr−1(1)(1) > 0,

since nσ j (1)(1)= nσ j+1 for all j , and so nσ j+1βσ j (1)(1) < βσ j+1(1)(1) for all j .
Now suppose that i = 1. As in the proof for the case i ≥ 2, we have that t−λ> 0

if r ≥ 1, so suppose that i = 1 and r = 0. Then n̄σ1βσ1 =ωβσ0 . From our assumption
a0ν(P0) ≥ ν(P1), we obtain t − λ = n̄σ1a0 − ω ≥ 0 with equality if and only if
a0 = ω = n̄σ1 = 1 since gcd(ω, n̄σ1)= 1.

Now suppose i = 0. As in the previous cases, we have t − λ > 0 if r > 1
and t − λ > 0 if r = 1 except possibly if Pa0

0 · · · P
ar
r = Pa1

1 . We then have that
ν(Pa1

σ1
) > ν(Pσ0), and so

a1
βσ1

βσ0

> 1.

Since
βσ1

βσ0

=
ω

n̄σ1

,

we have that t − λ= ωa1− n̄σ1 > 0. �
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Lemma 2.5. Let notation be the same as in Lemma 2.4. Suppose that f ∈ R,
with ν( f ) = ν(Pσi ) for some i ≥ 0, and that f has an expression of the form of
Theorem 2.2,

f = cPσi +

s∑
j=1

ci Pa0( j)
σ0

Pa1( j)
σ1
· · · Par ( j)

σr
+ h,

where

• s, r ∈ N;

• c, c j are units in R;

• 0≤ ak( j) < nk for 1≤ k ≤ r and 1≤ j ≤ s;

• ν( f )= ν(Pσi )≤ ν
(
Pa0( j)
σ0 Pa1( j)

σ1 · · · Par ( j)
σr

)
for 1≤ j ≤ s;

• ak( j)= 0 for k ≥ i if ν( f )= ν
(
Pap( j)
σ0 · · · Par ( j)

σr

)
; and

• h ∈ mn
R with n > ν( f ).

Then stRσ1
( f ) is a unit in Rσ1 if i = 0 or 1, and if i > 1, there exists a unit c̄ in Rσ1

and � ∈ Rσ1 such that
stRσ1

( f )= c̄Pσi−1(1)(1)+ x1�

with ν(stRσ1
( f ))= ν(Pσi−1(1)(1)) and ν(Pσi−1(1)(1))≤ ν(x1�).

Proof. Let

λ=


n̄1 if i = 0,
ω if i = 1,
ωnσ1 · · · nσr−1 if i ≥ 2.

Then

f = cHi +

s∑
j=1

c j (y1)
aa0( j)+ba1( j)Pσ0(1)(1)

t j Pσ1(1)
a2( j)
· · · Pσr−1(1)(1)

ar ( j)

+ Pσ0(1)(1)
t h′

with

Hi =


(y1)

a Pσ0(1)(1)
n̄1 if i = 0,

(y1)
b Pσ0(1)(1)

ω if i = 1,
Pσ0(1)(1)

ωn1···ni−1 Pσi−1(1)(1) if i ≥ 2,
h′ ∈ Rσ1 and

t j = n̄1a0( j)+ωa1( j)+ωnσ1a2( j)+ · · ·+ωnσ1 · · · nσr−1ar ( j)

for 1≤ j ≤ s and t > λ. By Lemma 2.4, if i ≥ 2 or i = 0, we have that t j > λ for
all j . Thus f = Pσ0(1)(1)

λ f̄ , where

f̄ = cGi +

s∑
j=1

c j Pσ0(1)(1)
t j−λPσ1(1)(1)

a2( j)
· · · Pσr−1(1)(1)

ar ( j)
+ Pσ0(1)(1)

t−λh′

is a strict transform f̄ = stR1( f ) of f in R1, with
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Gi =


(y1)

a if i = 0,
(y1)

b if i = 1,
Pσi−1(1)(1) if i ≥ 2.

If i = 1, then by Lemma 2.4, t j > λ for all j , except possibly for a single term
(which we can assume is t1) which is Pσ0 , and we have that ω = n̄σ1 = 1. In this
case t1 = λ. Then [

Pσ1

Pσ0

]
= ασ1(ν, R) ∈ Vν/mν,

which has degree dσ1(ν, R)= nσ1 > 1 over R/mR . By (18), x = x1, y = x1 y1 and

f = x1[c+ c1 y1+ x1�]

with � ∈ Rσ1 . We have that c+ c1 y1 is a unit in Rσ1 since

[y1] =

[
Pσ0

Pσ1

]
6∈ R/mR. �

3. Finite generation implies no defect

Suppose that R is a 2-dimensional excellent regular local ring and S is a 2-
dimensional regular local ring such that S dominates R. Let K be the quotient field
of R and K ∗ the quotient field of S. Suppose that K → K ∗ is a finite separable
field extension. Suppose that ν∗ is a nondiscrete rational rank 1 valuation of K ∗

such that Vν∗/mν∗ is algebraic over S/mS and that ν∗ dominates S. Then we have
a natural graded inclusion grν(R) → grν∗(S), so that for f ∈ R, we have that
inν( f ) = inν∗( f ). Let ν = ν∗|K . Let L = Vν∗/mν∗ . Suppose that grν∗(S) is a
finitely generated grν(R)-algebra.

Let x, y be regular parameters in R, with associated generating sequence to ν,
P0 = P0(ν, R) = x, P1 = P1(ν, R) = y, P2 = P2(ν, R), . . . in R as constructed
in Theorem 2.1, with Ui = Ui (ν, R), βi = βi (ν, R) = ν(Pi ), γi = αi (ν, R),
mi = mi (ν, R), mi = mi (ν, R), di = di (ν, R) and σi = σi (ν, R) defined as in
Section 2.

Similarly, let u, v be regular parameters in S, with associated generating se-
quence to ν∗, Q0 = P0(ν

∗, S) = u, Q1 = P1(ν
∗, S) = v, Q2 = P2(ν

∗, S), . . . in
S as constructed in Theorem 2.1, with Vi = Ui (ν

∗, S), γi = βi (ν
∗, S) = ν∗(Qi ),

δi = αi (ν
∗, S), ni = ni (ν

∗, S), n̄i = n̄i (ν
∗, S), ei = αi (ν

∗, S) and τi = σi (ν
∗, S)

defined as in Section 2.
With our assumption that grν∗(S) is a finitely generated grν(R)-algebra, we have

that for all sufficiently large l,

grν∗(S)= grν(R)[inν∗Qτ0, . . . , inν∗Qτl ]. (21)
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Proposition 3.1. With our assumption that grν∗(S) is a finitely generated grν(R)-
algebra, there exist integers s > 1 and r > 1 such that for all j ≥ 0,

βσr+ j = γτs+ j , mσr+ j = n̄τs+ j , dσr+ j = eτs+ j , mσr+ j = nτs+ j ,

G(βσ0, . . . , βσr+ j )⊂ G(γτ0, . . . , γτs+ j ),

[G(γτ0, . . . , γτs+ j ) : G(βσ0, . . . , βσr+ j )] = e(ν∗/ν),

R/mR[δσ1, . . . , δσr+ j ] ⊂ S/mS[ετ1, . . . , ετs+ j ]

and
[S/mS[ετ1, . . . , ετs+ j ] : R/mR[δσ1, . . . , δσr+ j ]] = f (ν∗/ν).

Proof. Let l be as in (21). For s ≥ l, define the subalgebra Aτs of grν∗(S) by

Aτs = S/mS[inν∗Qτ0, . . . , inν∗Qτs ].

For s ≥ l, let

rs =max{ j | inν∗Pσ j ∈ Aτs },

λs = [G(γτ0, . . . , γτs ) : G(βσ0, . . . , βσrs
)],

and
χs = [S/mS[ετ0, . . . , ετs ] : R/mR[δσ0, . . . , δσrs

]].

To simplify notation, we write r = rs .
We now show that βσr+1 = γτs+1 . Suppose that βσr+1 > γτs+1 . We have that

inν∗Qτs+1 ∈ grν(R)[inν∗Qτ0, . . . , inν∗Qτs ].

Since
βσr+1 < βσr+2 < · · · ,

we then have that inν∗Qτs+1 ∈ Aτs , which is impossible. Thus βσr+1 ≤ γτs+1 . If
βσr+1 < γτs+1 , then since

γτs+1 < γτs+2 < · · · and inν∗Pσr+1 ∈ grν∗(S),

we have that inν∗Pσr+1 ∈ Aτs , which is impossible. Thus βσr+1 = γτs+1 .
We now establish that either we have a reduction λs+1 < λs or

λs+1 = λs, βσr+1 = γτs+1 and mσr+1 = n̄τs+1 . (22)

Let ω be a generator of the group G(γτ1, . . . , γτs ), so that G(γτ1, . . . , γτs ) = Zω.
We have that

G(γτ0, . . . , γτs+1)=
1

n̄τs+1

Zω

and

G(βσ0, . . . , βσr+1)=
1

mσr+1

Z(λsω).
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There exists a positive integer f with gcd( f, n̄τs+1)= 1 such that

γτs+1 =
f

n̄τs+1

ω,

and a positive integer g with gcd(g,mσr+1)= 1 such that

βσr+1 =
g

mσr+1

λsω.

Since βσr+1 = γτs+1 , we have

gλs n̄τs+1 = f mσr+1 .

Thus n̄τs+1 divides mσr+1 and mσr+1 divides λs n̄τs+1 , so that

a =
mσr+1

n̄τs+1

is a positive integer, and defining

λ̄=
λs

a
,

λ̄ is a positive integer with
λs

mσr+1

=
λ̄

n̄τs+1

and

λ̄= [G(γτ0, . . . , γτs+1) : G(βσ0, . . . , βσr+1)].

Since λs+1 ≤ λ̄, either λs+1 < λs or λs+1 = λs and mσr+1 = n̄τs+1 .
We now suppose that s is sufficiently large that (22) holds. Since

inν∗Qτs+1 ∈ grν∗(S)= grν(R)[inν∗Qτ0, . . . , inν∗Qτs ],

if n̄τs+1 > 1 we have an expression

inν∗Pσr+1 = inν∗(α)inν∗Qτs+1 (23)

in Pγτs+1
(S)/P+γτs+1

(S) with α a unit in S, and if n̄τs+1 = 1, since inν∗Pσr+1 6∈ Aτs we
have an expression

inν∗Pσr+1 = inν∗(α)inν∗Qτs+1 +

∑
inν∗(αJ )(inν∗Qτ0)

j0 · · · (inν∗Qτs )
js (24)

in Pγτs+1
(S)/P+γτs+1

(S) with α a unit in S, where the sum is taken over certain
J = ( j0, . . . , js) ∈ Ns+1 such that the αJ are units in S, and the terms inν∗Qτs+1

and (inν∗Qτ0)
j0 · · · (inν∗Qτs )

js are all linearly independent over S/mS .
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The monomial Uσr+1 in Pσ0, . . . , Pσr and the monomial Vτs+1 in Qτ0, . . . , Qτs

both have the value n̄τs+1γτs+1 = mσr+1βσr+1 , and satisfy

ετs+1 =

[
Q

n̄τs+1
τs+1

Vτs+1

]
and

δσr+1 =

[
P

n̄τs+1
σr+1

Uσr+1

]
.

Since Uσr+1, Vτs+1 ∈ Aτs and by (12) and Theorem 2.1(2), we have that[
Vτs+1

Uσr+1

]
∈ S/mS[ετ1, . . . , ετs ].

If n̄τs+1 > 1, then by (23), we have[
P

n̄τs+1
σr+1

Uσr+1

]
=

[
Vτs+1

Uσr+1

](
[α]n̄τs+1

[
Q

n̄τs+1
τs+1

Vτs+1

])
in L = Vν∗/mν∗ , and if n̄τs+1 = 1, then by (24) we have[

Pσr+1

Uσr+1

]
=

[
Vτs+1

Uσr+1

](
[α]

[
Qτs+1

Vτs+1

]
+

∑
[αJ ]

[
Q j0
τ0 · · · Q

js
τs

Vτs+1

])
.

Thus by (12),

S/mS[ετ1, . . . , ετs ][ετs+1] = S/mS[ετ1, . . . , ετs ][δσr+1]. (25)

We have a commutative diagram

S/mS[ετ1, . . . , ετs ]
// S/mS[ετ1, . . . , ετs , ετs+1]= S/mS[ετ1, . . . , ετs ][δσr+1]

R/mR[δσ1, . . . , δσr ]

OO

// R/mR[δσ1, . . . , δσr ][δσr+1]

OO

Let
χ̄ = [S/mS[ετ1, . . . , ετs , ετs+1] : R/mR[δσ1, . . . , δσr , δσr+1]].

Since
S/mS[ετ1, . . . , ετs , ετs+1] = S/mS[ετ1, . . . , ετs ][δσr+1],

we have that eτs+1 | dσr+1 . Further,

dσr+1

eτs+1

χ̄ = χs,

whence χ̄ ≤χs . Thus χs+1≤χs and if χs+1=χs , then dσr+1= eτs+1 and rs+1=rs+1,
since Pσr+2 ∈ Aτs+1 implies λs+1 < λs or χs+1 < χs .
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We may thus choose s sufficiently large that there exists an integer r > 1 such
that for all j ≥ 0,

βσr+ j = γτs+ j , mσr+ j = n̄τs+ j , dσr+ j = eτs+ j , mσr+ j = nτs+ j ,

G(βσ0, . . . , βσr+ j )⊂ G(γτ0, . . . , γτs+ j ),

there is a constant λ (which does not depend on j) such that

[G(γτ0, . . . , γτs+ j ) : G(βσ0, . . . , βσr+ j )] = λ,

R/mR[δσ1, . . . , δσr+ j ] ⊂ S/mS[ετ1, . . . , ετs+ j ],

and there is a constant χ (which does not depend on j) such that

[S/mS[ετ1, . . . , ετs+ j ] : R/mR[δσ1, . . . , δσr+ j ]] = χ.

Then
8ν∗ =

⋃
j≥1

1
n̄τs+1 · · · n̄τs+ j

Zω,

where G(γτ0, . . . , γτs )= Zω, and

8ν =
⋃
j≥1

1
mσr+1 · · ·mσr+ j

λZω =
⋃
j≥1

1
n̄τs+1 · · · n̄τs+ j

λZω,

so that
λ= [8ν∗ :8ν] = e(ν∗/ν).

For i ≥ 0, let Ki = R/mR[δσ1, . . . , δσr+i ] and Mi = S/mS[ετ1, . . . , ετs+i ]. We have
that Mi+1 = Mi [δσr+i+1] for i ≥ 0 and χ = [Mi : Ki ] for all i . Further,

∞⋃
i=0

Mi = Vν∗/mν∗ and
∞⋃

i=0

Ki = Vν/mν .

Thus if g1, . . . , gλ ∈ M0 form a basis of M0 as a K0-vector space, then g1, . . . , gλ
form a basis of Mi as a Ki -vector space for all i ≥ 0. Thus

χ = [Vν∗/mν∗ : Vν/mν] = f (ν∗/ν). �

Let r and s be as in the conclusions of Proposition 3.1. There exists τt with t ≥ s
such that we have a commutative diagram of inclusions of regular local rings

Rσr
// Sτt

R //

OO

S

OO

(with the notation introduced in Section 2). After possibly increasing s and r ,
we may assume that R′ ⊂ Rσr , where R′ is the local ring of the conclusions of
Proposition 1.1. Recall that R has regular parameters x = P0, y = P1 and S has
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regular parameters u = Q0, v = Q1; and that Rσr has regular parameters xσr , yσr

such that
x = δx

mσ1 ···mσr
σr , yσr = stRσr

Pσr+1,

where δ is a unit in Rσr and Sτt has regular parameters uτt , vτt such that

u = εu
n̄τ1 ···n̄τt
τt , vτt = stSτt Qτt+1,

where ε is a unit in Sτt . We may choose t � 0 so that we have an expression

xσr = ϕuλτt
(26)

for some positive integer λ, where ϕ is a unit in Sτt , since
⋃
∞

t=0 Sτt = Vν∗ .
We have expressions Pi =ψi xci

σr
in Rσr , where the ψi are units in Rσr for i ≤ σr ,

so that Pi = ψ
∗

i uciλ
τt

in Sτt , where the ψ∗i are units in Sτt for i ≤ σr , by (26).

Lemma 3.2. For j ≥ 1 we have

stRσr
(Pσr+ j )= uλ j

τt stSτt(Pσr+ j )

for some λ j ∈ N, where we regard Pσr+ j as an element of R on the left-hand side of
the equation and regard Pσr+ j as an element of S on the right-hand side.

Proof. Using (26), we have

Pσr+ j = stRσr
(Pσr+ j )x

f j
σr = stRσr

(Pσr+ j )u
λ f j
τt ϕ

f j ,

where f j ∈ N. Viewing Pσr+ j as an element of S, we have that

Pσr+ j = stSτt (Pσr+ j )u
g j
τt

for some g j ∈ N. Since uτt - stSτt(Pσr+ j ), we have that f jλ ≤ g j and therefore
λ j = g j − f jλ≥ 0. �

By induction on the sequence of quadratic transforms above R and S from
Lemma 2.5, and since ν∗(Pσr+ j ) = βσr+ j = γτs+ j by Proposition 3.1, we have by
(23) and (24) an expression

stSτt (Pσr+ j )= c stSτt (Qτs+ j )+ uτt� (27)

with c ∈ Sτt a unit, � ∈ Sτt and ν∗(uτt�)≥ ν
∗(stSτt (Qτs+ j )) if s+ j > t ; and

Sτt (Pσr+ j ) is a unit in Sτt (28)

if s+ j ≤ t . Thus Pσr+ j = ud j
τt ϕ̄ j in Sτt , where d j is a positive integer and ϕ̄ j is a

unit in Sτt if s+ j ≤ t .
Suppose s < t . Then

yσr = stRσr
(Pσr+1)= ϕ̃uh

τt
,
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where ϕ̃ is a unit in Sτt and h is a positive integer. As shown in (20) of Section 2,

Rσr+1 = Rσr [x̄1, ȳ1]mν∩Rσr [x̄1,ȳ1],

where
x̄1 = (xb

σr
y−a
σr
)ε, ȳ1 = (x−ωσr

ymσr
σr )ε,

with ε = mσr b−ωa =±1, ν(x̄1) > 0 and ν(ȳ1)= 0. Substituting

xσr = ϕuλτt
and yσ1 = ϕ̃uh

τt
,

we see that Rσr+1 is dominated by Sτt . We thus have a factorization

Rσr → Rσr+1 → Sτt

with xσr+1 = x̄1 = ϕ̂uλ
′

τt
, where ϕ̂ is a unit in Sτt and λ′ is a positive integer. We may

thus replace s with s+ 1, r with r + 1 and Rσr with Rσr+1 .
Iterating this argument, we may assume that s = t (with r = rs), so that by

Lemma 3.2, (28) and (27),

yσr = stRσr
(Pσr+1)= uµτs

stSτs(Pσr+1),

where
stSτs(Pσr+1)= c stSτs(Qτs+1)+ uτs�

with c a unit in Sτs and � ∈ Sτs . Thus by (26), we have an expression

xσr = ϕuλτs
, yσr = ε̄u

α
τs
(vτs + uτs�),

where λ is a positive integer, α ∈ N, ϕ and ε̄ are units in Sτs and � ∈ Sτs .
We have that

ν∗(xσr )= λν
∗(uτs ),

ν(xσr )Z= G(ν(xσr ))= G(βσ0, . . . , βσr ),

ν∗(uτs )Z= G(ν∗(uτs ))= G(γτ0, . . . , γτs ).

Thus
λ= [G(γτ0, . . . , γτs ) : G(βσ0, . . . , βσr )] = e(ν∗/ν)

by Proposition 3.1.
By Theorem 2.3, we have that

Rσr /m Rσr
= R/mR[δσ1, . . . , δσr ] and Sτs/mSτs = S/mS[ετ1, . . . , ετs ].

Thus
[Sτs/mSτs : Rσr /m Rσr

] = f (ν∗/ν)
by Proposition 3.1.

Since the ring R′ of Proposition 1.1 is contained in Rσr by our construction, we
have by Proposition 1.1 that (K , ν)→ (K ∗, ν∗) is without defect, completing the
proofs of Proposition 0.3 and Theorem 0.1.
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4. Nonsplitting and finite generation

In this section, we maintain the following assumptions. Suppose that R is a 2-
dimensional excellent local domain with quotient field K . Further suppose that K ∗

is a finite separable extension of K and S is a 2-dimensional local domain with
quotient field K ∗ such that S dominates R. Suppose that ν∗ is a valuation of K ∗

such that ν∗ dominates S. Let ν be the restriction of ν∗ to K .
Suppose that ν∗ has rational rank 1 and ν∗ is not discrete. Then Vν∗/mν∗ is

algebraic over S/mS , by Abhyankar’s inequality [1956, Proposition 2].

Lemma 4.1. Let assumptions be as above. Then the associated graded ring grν∗(S)
is an integral extension of grν(R).

Proof. It suffices to show that inν∗( f ) is integral over grν(R) whenever f ∈ S.
Suppose that f ∈ S. There exists n1 > 0 such that n1ν

∗( f ) ∈8ν . Let x ∈ mR and
ω = ν(x). Then there exists a positive integer b and natural number a such that
bn1ν

∗( f )= aω, so

ν∗
(

f bn1

xa

)
= 0.

Let

ξ =

[
f bn1

xa

]
∈ Vν∗/mν∗,

and let g(t)= tr
+ ār−1tr−1

+· · ·+ ā0 with āi ∈ R/mR be the minimal polynomial
of ξ over R/mR . Let ai be lifts of the āi to R. Then

ν∗( f b1n1r
+ ar−1xa f bn1(r−1)

+ · · ·+ a0xar )

> ν∗( f bn1r )= ν∗(ar−1xa f bn1(r−1))= · · · = ν∗(a0xar ).

Thus,

inν∗( f )b1n1r
+ inν(ar−1xa)inν∗( f )bn1(r−1)

+ · · ·+ inν(a0xar )= 0

in grν∗(S), so inν∗( f ) is integral over grν∗(R). �

We now establish Theorem 0.5. Recall (as defined after Proposition 0.3) that ν∗

does not split in S if ν∗ is the unique extension of ν to K ∗ which dominates S.

Theorem 0.5. Let assumptions be as above and suppose that R and S are regular
local rings. Suppose that grν∗(S) is a finitely generated grν(R)-algebra. Then S is
a localization of the integral closure of R in K ∗, δ(ν∗/ν)= 0 and ν∗ does not split
in S.

Proof. Let s and r be as in the conclusions of Proposition 3.1. We first show that
Pσr+ j is irreducible in Ŝ for all j > 0. There exists a unique extension of ν∗ to
the quotient field of Ŝ which dominates Ŝ [Spivakovsky 1990; Cutkosky and Vinh
2014; Herrera Govantes et al. 2014]. The extension is immediate since ν∗ is not
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discrete; that is, there is no increase in value group or residue field for the extended
valuation. It has the property that if f ∈ Ŝ and { fi } is a Cauchy sequence in Ŝ
which converges to f , then ν∗( f )= ν∗( fi ) for all i � 0.

Suppose that Pσr+ j is not irreducible in Ŝ for some j > 0. We derive a contra-
diction. With this assumption, Pσr+ j = f g with f, g ∈ m Ŝ . Let { fi } be a Cauchy
sequence in S which converges to f and let {gi } be a Cauchy sequence in S which
converges to g. For i sufficiently large, f − fi , g− gi ∈ mn

Ŝ
, where n is so large

that nν∗(m Ŝ)= nν∗(mS) > ν(Pσr+ j ). Thus Pσr+ j = fi gi+h with h ∈ mn
Ŝ
∩ S = mn

S ,
and so inν∗(Pσr+ j )= inν∗( fi )inν∗(gi ). Now

ν∗( fi ), ν
∗(gi ) < ν(Pσr+ j )= βσr+ j = γτs+ j = ν

∗(Qτs+ j ),

so that
inν∗( fi ), inν∗(gi ) ∈ S/mS[inν∗(Qτ0), . . . , inν∗(Qτs+ j−1)],

which implies

inν∗(Pσr+ j ) ∈ S/mS[inν∗(Qτ0), . . . , inν∗(Qτs+ j−1)].

But then (24) implies

inν∗(Qτs+ j ) ∈ S/mS[inν∗(Qτ0), . . . , inν∗(Qτs+ j−1)],

which is impossible. Thus Pσr+ j is irreducible in Ŝ for all j > 0.
If S is not a localization of the integral closure of R in K ∗, then by Zariski’s

main theorem (Theorem 1 of Chapter 4 in [Raynaud 1970]), mR S = f N , where
f ∈ mS and N is an mS-primary ideal. Thus f divides Pi in S for all i , which
is impossible since we have shown that Pσr+ j is analytically irreducible in S for
all j > 0; we cannot have Pσr+ j = a j f where a j is a unit in S for j > 0 since
ν(Pσr+ j )= ν

∗(Qτs+ j ) by Proposition 3.1.
Now suppose that ν∗ is not the unique extension of ν to K ∗ which dominates S.

Recall that Vν is the union of all quadratic transforms above R along ν and Vν∗ is the
union of all quadratic transforms above S along ν∗ [Abhyankar 1959, Lemma 4.5].

Then for all i � 0, we have a commutative diagram

Rσi
// Ti

R

OO

// T

OO

where T is the integral closure of R in K ∗, Ti is the integral closure of Rσi in K ∗,
S = Tp for some maximal ideal p in T which lies over mR , and there exist r ≥ 2
prime ideals p1(i), . . . , pr (i) in Ti which lie over m Rσi

and whose intersection with
T is p. We may assume that p1(i) is the center of ν∗.
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There exists an mR-primary ideal Ii in R with blowup γ : Xσi → Spec(R), where
Xσi is regular and Rσi is a local ring of Xσi . Let Zσi be the integral closure of
Xσi in K ∗. Let Yσi = Zσi ×Spec(T ) Spec(S). We have a commutative diagram of
morphisms

Yσi

β
//

δ
��

Xσi

γ

��

Spec(S) α
// Spec(R)

The morphism δ is projective by [EGA II 1961, Proposition II.5.5.5 and Corollary
II.6.1.11] and it is birational, so since Yσi and Spec(S) are integral, it is a blowup
of an ideal Ji in S [EGA III1 1961, Proposition III.2.3.5], which we can take to
be mS-primary since S is a regular local ring and hence factorial. Define curves
C = Spec(R/(Pσi )) and C ′= α−1(C)= Spec(S/(Pσi )). Denote the Zariski closure
of a set W by W . The strict transform C∗ of C ′ in Yσi is the Zariski closure

C∗ = δ−1(C ′ \mS)= δ−1α−1(C \mR)= β−1γ−1(C \mR)

= β−1(γ−1(C \mR)) (since β is quasifinite)

= β−1(C̃), (29)

where C̃ is the strict transform of C in Xσi . We have Zσi×Xσi
Spec(Rσi )

∼=Spec(Ti ),
so

Yσi ×Xσi
Spec(Rσi )

∼= Spec(Ti ⊗T S).

Let xσi be a local equation in Rσi of the exceptional divisor of Spec(Rσi )→Spec(R)
and let yσi = stRσi

(Pσi ). Then xσi , yσi are regular parameters in Rσi . We have that

√
m Rσi

(Ti ⊗T S)=
r⋂

j=1

p j (i)(Ti ⊗T S).

The blowup of Ji (S/(Pσi )) in C ′ is δ̄ : C∗→ C ′, where δ̄ is the restriction of δ to
C∗ [Hartshorne 1977, Corollary II.7.15]. Since yσi is a local equation of C̃ in Rσi ,
we have by (29) that

p1(i), . . . , pr (i) ∈ δ̄−1(mS)⊂ C∗.

Since δ̄ is proper and C ′ is a curve, C∗= Spec(A) for some excellent 1-dimensional
domain A such that the inclusion S/(Pσi )→ A is finite [Milne 1980, Corollary
I.1.10]. Let B = A⊗S/(Pσi )

Ŝ/(Pσi ). Then

C∗×Spec(S/(Pσi ))
Spec(Ŝ/(Pσi ))= Spec(B)→ Spec(Ŝ/(Pσi ))

is the blowup of Ji (Ŝ/(Pσi )) in Ŝ/(Pσi ). The extension Ŝ/(Pσi )→ B is finite since
S/(Pσi )→ A is finite.
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Now assume that S/(Pσi ) is analytically irreducible. Then B has only one
minimal prime since the blowup Spec(B)→ Spec(Ŝ/(Pσi )) is birational.

Since a complete local ring is Henselian, B is a local ring [Milne 1980, Theorem
I.4.2 on page 32], a contradiction to our assumption that r > 1. �

As a consequence of the above theorem, we now obtain Corollary 0.6.

Corollary 0.6. Let assumptions be as above and suppose that R is a regular local
ring. Suppose that R→ R′ is a nontrivial sequence of quadratic transforms along ν.
Then grν(R

′) is not a finitely generated grν(R)-algebra.

Proof. The integral closure of R in its quotient field is R, which is not equal to
R′ since mR R′ is a principal ideal. Thus grν(R

′) is not a finitely generated grν(R)-
algebra by Theorem 0.5. �

The conclusions of Theorem 0.5 do not hold if we remove the assumption that
ν∗ is not discrete, when Vν/mν is finite over R/mR . We give a simple example.
Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic not equal to 2 and let p(u)
be a transcendental series in the power series ring k[[u]] such that p(0)= 1. Then
f = v− up(u) is irreducible in the power series ring k[[u, v]] and k[[u, v]]/( f ) is a
discrete valuation ring with regular parameter u. Let ν be the natural valuation of this
ring. Let R = k[u, v](u,v) and S = k[x, y](x,y). Define a k-algebra homomorphism
R→ S by u 7→ x2 and v 7→ y2. The series f (x2, y2) factors as

f =
(
y− x

√
p(x2)

)(
y+ x

√
p(x2)

)
in k[[x, y]]. Let f1 = y− x

√

p(x2) and f2 = y+ x
√

p(x2). The rings k[[x, y]]/( fi )

are discrete valuation rings with regular parameter x . Let ν1 and ν2 be the natural
valuations of these ring.

Let ν be the valuation of the quotient field of R which dominates R and is defined
by the natural inclusion R→ k[[u, v]]/( f ), and let νi for i = 1, 2 be the valuations
of the quotient field of S which dominate S and are defined by the respective natural
inclusions S→ k[[x, y]]/( fi ). Then ν1 and ν2 are distinct extensions of ν to the
quotient field of S which dominate S. However, we have that grν(R)= k[inν(u)] and
grνi

(S)= k[inν∗(x)] with inν∗(x)2 = inν(u). Thus grνi
(S) is a finite grν(R)-algebra.

We now give an example where ν∗ has rational rank 2 and ν splits in S but grν∗(S)
is a finitely generated grν(R)-algebra. Suppose that k is an algebraically closed
field of characteristic not equal to 2. Let R = k[x, y](x,y) and S = k[u, v](u,v).
The substitutions u = x2 and v = y2 make S into a finite separable extension
of R. Define a valuation ν1 of the quotient field K ∗ of S by ν1(x) = 1 and
ν1(y− x)= π + 1, and define a valuation ν2 of the quotient field K ∗ by ν2(x)= 1
and ν2(y + x) = π + 1. Since u = x2 and v− u = (y − x)(y + x), we have that
ν1(u) = ν2(u) = 2 and ν1(v − u) = ν2(v − u) = π + 2. Let ν be the common
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restriction of ν1 and ν2 to the quotient field K of R. Then ν splits in S. However,
grν1

(S) is a finitely generated grν(R)-algebra since grν1
(S)= k[inν1(x), inν1(y− x)]

is a finitely generated k-algebra. Note that grν(R) = k[inν(u), inν(v − u)] with
inν1(x)

2
= inν(u) and inν(v− u)= 2inν1(y− x)inν1(x).
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